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PREFACE
The present compendium based chiefly on the works of
Pere Garrigou-Lagrange is a defence of Divine Revelation
' sub directione Fidei." It is intended to be a supplement
to the Principles of Christian Apologetics published in the
Westminster series of Messrs. Longmans, Green & Co.
The aim of the latter volume was to shew the rational
grounds on which rest truths of the first importance regard-
ing God, man and the relations between God and man.
Its aim.was also to stress the fact that advance in the
various branches of Natural Science, so far from being a
hindrance, is distinctly a help to Religious and Super-
natural belief. More than thirty years ago the late Pro-
fessor Huxley, ablest of English Agnostics, wrote : "The
extant forms of supernaturalism . . . in these latter days
have to cope with an enemy.whose full strength is only just
beginning to be put out, and whose forces, gathering
strength year by year, are hemming them round on every
side. This enemy is Science " (" Essays upon some Con-
troverted Subjects," p. 29). He proceeds: "The first

chapter of Genesis teaches the supernatural creation of the
present forms of life; modern science teaches that they
have come about by evolution " (p. 31). Would not the
Professor have been astonished if he had been told that
great Fathers of the Church, such as Gregory of Nyssa
and Augustine held views on that question which leave
room for Evolution in its fullest form—an Evolution from
inorganic matter right up to the body of man, no special
intervention of God being necessary ? " The conservation
of creatures, the concurstis with their activity and finally

the creation of the human soul when the disposition of
matter calls for it, are the three acts of the natural govern-
ment of the world by God. . . . Thus the necessary order
of development of the world is included in what St. Gregory
of Nyssa terms the primary impulse of the Divine Will."
(Cf.. Darwinism and Catholic Thought, p. ny, by Canon
Henry de Dorlodot, Professor at Louvain University.)
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a lover of truth, would withhold his assent from this, the

Catholic interpretation of Mosaic cosmogony Again,

regarding the geographical universality of the Flood,

Father Hetzenauer writes :
" The Fathers, neither direct y

nor indirectly, put forward. the geographical universality

of the Flood as the sense of the church, or as a doctrine ot

faith or morals j therefore tradition in the strict sense does

not teach this universality."

But there is one question of present-day interest to

which more attention must be given. Is the early history

of man, so far as it may be read in geological records, in

harmony with the teaching of Divine Revelation as set

forth in the Book of Genesis? In order to answer this

question satisfactorily I venture to give a brief account of

the various human relics which have been discovered so

far, and which belong chiefly to the Pleistocene period.

The diagram (F%, 1) reproduced from Sir Arthur Keith's
Antiquity of Man (Second Edition, 1925) with the kind

Cultural.
Period c Years.

2.0,000

Fig. 1.
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permission of Author and Publishers (Messrs. Williamsand Norgate) indicates the different periods of thePleistocene and portion of the Pliocene period. B is amagnification of the later periods of A The h,,m
remains belonging to each period are 'given in thechronological order of discovery.

EUROPE
Neolithic Culture.

(1) 1883. Tilbury, skeleton
;
cranial capacity i,?oo c c

5ft. 4in in height; river-bed type.

(2) 1910. Coldrum Monument ( Kent), fragments of
twenty-two individuals; only five skulls complete
enough for examination; men 5ft. 4iin., women
5ft. nn. in height; brain capacity of male skulls
1,600 c.c., of female 1,450 c.c; some long-headed,
some medium-headed. Before the beginning of
the Neolithic period great numbers of round-
headed people had come into Central Europe.
Agricultural and settled communities were inven-
tions of the Neolithic age.

Paleolithic Cultures.

I.—Azilian (from Mas d'Azil in the Pyrenees) 1909.

Cranial fragments from Spain
;

probably of river-bed

type.

II.—Magdalenian (named after La Madeleine, a rock

shelter on the river Vezere).

(1) iSSS. Chancelade (near Perigueux), skeleton;

probably round-headed; brain-capacity 1,530 c.c.

Professor Sol las suggested that the Chancelade
type may be ancestral to the Eskimos.

(2) 1903. Cheddar (Mendip Hills, Somerset), skeleton;

river-bed type; long-headed; brain-capacity 1,450

c.c; height 5ft. 4tn.

(3) '907. Ofnet (fifty miles south-west of Niirnberg),

thirty-three skull's; mostly round but some long-

headed ; the round skulls are of Mongoloid form, the

long-headed skulls are of Nordic type. Evidently

rouiul-headedness (now dominant in Central
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Europe) had begun at this period to prevail over

long-headedness skeletons of a man
IQi4 .

Obcrcasscl (near ,

dominant , ft

and a ^^pSSSfs man 50. 3*"- in height;

SSSr^-- «-» brain "capacity

XH^olouLn (named from Soloutrd near Macon)

r> ^mnd ffiftv miles east of Brunn), forty

W Seton^ng-heS fin stature tall like the men

ofCromagnon „JU Somerset)j

T , k lull A's brain-capacity is 1,450 c.c.

;

H^ S
??nd Car round-headed. The wave of

skuIl
5t
B
/JnLwVch was ultimately to impress

round-headedness ^nicn
population of

had Ked the West of England at th.s period.

IV.-Aurignacian (from Aurignac in Haute Garonne,

•where remains were found in I860).

(i) 1822. Paviland Cave (near Swansea), skeleton, but

skull not found; perhaps of Cromagnon race

:

(2) 1833. Engis (Liege), skull found by Dr. Sclmcrl-
U

ing It w^ of river-bed type; long-headed ;
bran-

capacity 1,500 c.c. Huxley wrote: "Th.s ski

might have belonged to a philosopher, or migljt

have contained the thoughtless mind of a savage.

Sir Arthur Keith remarks: "Huxley's statement

refers to the average brain, which is equal to tnc

needs of both philosopher and savage. It does not

in any way invalidate the truth that a small brnin

with a simple pattern of convolutions is a less

capable organ than a large brain with a complex

pattern." „ ..

(3) iS'ft. Cromagnon (near the village of Los EyzuS,

Dordogne), five skeletons, four being adults;

height 5ft. iiin.; Jong-headed; brain-capacity

i//>o c.c; limbs nogroid in their proportions; not

of ilir; river-bed type,

(4) 1B7K, Cissbury (niair Worthing), two skeletons,

one of n man 5ft, in height; long-headed; bratn-
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(S)

(9)

capacity 1,350 c.c; the other skeleton of a woman,
stature 5ft.; brain-capacity 1,732 c.c; both of the
river-bed type.

1891. Brunn (Czecho-Slovakia), skull; long-
headed; brain-capacity 1,600 c.c; variant of Cro-
magnon. The present day Patagonian skulls are

similar—a fact which seems to show that the Pat-
agonians are a survival of a Palaeolithic race, who
made their way into America from Mongolia in

Palaeolithic times.

1895-1902. Grimaldi (Mentone), fifteen individuals

in seven Grimaldi caves. In the " Grotte des En-
fants " (at the level of the second hearth) was found

the skeleton of an old woman of small stature; (at

the level of the third hearth) skeletons of two young
children

;
(at the level of the eighth hearth, 23ft.)

skeleton of very tall man (6ft. 2jin)—a representa-

tive of the Cromagnon race;. (at the level of the

ninth hearth) two ' skeletons—one of a woman of

middle age, and the other of a youth of about six-

teen years. The last two are perhaps the earliest

Aurignacian settlers discovered in Europe, and

represented a negroid, or, perhaps, a variant of

Cromagnon race; brain-capacity of woman 1,375

c.c. ; stature 5ft. 2fin. ; brain-capacity of boy

1,580 c.c; stature (at 16 years of age) 5ft. iiin.,

both long-headed.

1909. Combe-Capelle (Dordogne), skeleton; long-

headed; brain-capacity 1,440 c.c; of river-bed

type; 5ft. 2in. in height.

Thus we see that at the beginning of the

Aurignacian period ("at the beginning," because

one of the implements which lay near the skeleton

was a Mousterian "point"—a flint scraper) the

men in the Dordogne valley were people of modern

types—the Cromagnon people tall, the Combe-

Capelle short.

1909. Langwith (near Cresswell Craggs, Derby-

shire), skull; river-bed type; brain-capacity

1 ° ^O C.C 1

1911. Ipswich, skeleton; 5ft. iojin. in height;

brain-capacity 1,430 c.c; long-headed. These re-

mains were at one time referred to the early

Pleistocene period, but Mr. Rcid Moir found at
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nhnut the same level or horizon (as that occupied

e skeleton) scanty remains of an nnapnl floor

•probably referable to the early Aungnacian

ht* foT'°

d

* Hailing (Kent), skeleton; river-bed type;

long-headed; "brain-capacity 1,500 c.c. ; gfl. 4in.

(11) IgiJ^Bafccr's Hole (Kent), skull
;
long-headed;

brain-capacity 1,490 ex. .... .
( ,

(rt 1023. Soloulrd (near Macon), skeletons of three

adults and two babies; one man (No. 2) 5ft. io.8.n.

in height; the other (No. 1) 5ft- 9™.j woman

sft 1 in Both the male skulls are round-headed;

the woman was medium-headed; brain-capacity of

taller man 1,550 c.c. ; of less tall '1,472 c.c.

Hence the Aungnacian men of Europe included

five types : (1) tall, lank, rather negroid Cromag-

non type; (2) robust large-headed Briinn type; (3)

the river-bed type of Engis ; (4) the Nordic type of

Obercassel; (5) the rounded-headed type of

Soloutrd and of Ofnet.

Negroid Aurignacians may have been the remote

progenitors of the' Bushmen; but the remains

found at Boskop (to be described presently) indicate

more direct ancestry.

V.—Mousterian (named from Le Moustier, V6zere).

During the Mousterian period, Neanderthal men were

widely distributed. The Neanderthal characteristics

were

:

(a) Platycephalic or low-domed skulls like those of

such anthropoids as the gorilla and chimpanzee.
(b) Eyebrow ridges—a supra-orbital torus.

Neanderthal man was a flint artisan, used fire,

and buried his dead with implications of life

beyond death of the body.

(j) 1848. Gibraltar skull of a woman; brain-capacity
between i,20o and 1,300 c.c, ; inodium-hoaded ;

face

not prognathous; the supra-orbital ridge formed n

prominent continuous bar of bone.
(2) j 857. Neanderthal (noar Dtisseldorf), vault of n

skull; right and left thigh bones, right and left

humerus and other fragments; long-bonded.
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Huxley judged that Neanderthal man was an ex-
treme variant, but not a separate species. Others
thought that he was not only specifically, but even
generically, distinct from Homo Sapiens.

(3) 1866. Naulette (Valley of Lesse, Belgium), mand-
ible of a woman.

(4) 1886. Spy (near Namur), two male skeletons of
Neanderthal type; large, robust skulls holding
brains which, in point of size, were above the
average of the modern European.

(5) 1899-1906. Krapina (Croatia), ten individuals;
. short-headed race. The Neanderthal species in-

cluded long-headed, medium-headed and short-

headed races. Amongst the Krapina remains are
those of children, whose Simian eyebrow ridges are

not as massive and characteristic as they appear in

later adolescence. " Neanderthal women were less

distinctly marked off from the modern type of

mankind than was the case with the men."

(6) 1908. Le Moustier (Vdz&re), skeleton of boy about

sixteen years of age; head remarkably large and
capacious.

(7) 1908. La Chapelle-aux-Saints, skeleton; buried in

such a way as to manifest hopes and beliefs as to

what happened after death ; skull on the border line

which separates long-headed -and medium-headed
' groups; brain-capacity was 1,600 c.c, i.e., 120 c.c.

above the modern average; height 5ft. 4m. The
-Neanderthal was not a tall race.

(8) 1909. La Ferrassie (four miles above the point

where the Vezere joins the Dordogne), skeleton;

brain large.

(9) 1910. La Ferrassie skeleton of woman.

(10) 19,11, La Quina (Charente), skeleton of woman;
long-headed; brain-capacity 1,350 c.c; 5ft. in

height. Also skull of a child of about eight years

old showing supra-orbital ridges.

(11) 19T4. Ehringsdorf (Weimar), human jaw (female),

prognathous, ape-like face.

VI.—Acheulean (from St. Acheul, near Amiens, in the

valley of the Somme)

.

(1) 1S63. Moulin Quignon (Abbeville), human jaw;

first discovery of the "river-drift," terrace-gravel
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man

(a)

(3) '9°2 -

shows characteristics of modern European

Ivn

p

~
nd was therefore rejected, because it was

?ST "Bo^lSSSds, fmgment; part of vault

f Lin female skull ; round-beaded; brain-

capacuy "340 ex.; characters indicate a head of

'"ffiord (Kent), skull ;
brain-capacity

, -.0 cc; long-headed; modern type; we can-

not cite it as evidence that men of modern type

Hved in England during the Acheulenn period

j

yet we cannol reject it, for it may be authentic.

VII.—Chellean (Chelles lies in the valley of the Marne,

eight miles east of Paris).

(1) 1S61. Olmo (Upper Arno), skull; exact cultural

horizon cannot be fixed with certainty, but the skull

is certainly older than the Moustcrian period;

modern type; long-headed; brain-capacity 1,560-

1,600 cc. .

iSCS. Clichy (Paris), skeleton; brain-capacity

about 1,500 cc; modern type; evidently in earliest

Paleolithic times, the peoples in the valleys of the

Seine and Thames were very much alike.

188S. Galley Hill (Kent), skeleton; modern type;

5ft. 3in. in height; long-headed; "most of the

Paleolithic Europeans, especially of the Aurign-

acian period, had exceptionally long heads. In any

large modern population on the Western side of

Europe, individuals with heads of a very similar

size and shape could still be found"; brain-

capacity 1,500 cc; skull thick; thus the Western

European type has come down through (according

to some geologists) 100,000 years, and yet has

undergone but minor changes in structure.

1907. Heidelberg; mandible of Neanderthal race.

VIII.—Prc-Chcllcan.

(1) 1BG0. Cnslcnedolo (six miles south-east of Brescia),

fragment of skull.

1BH0, Castenedolo, fragments of skeletons of two
children, and skeleton of woman; woman long-

>rain-c..'i|>.'idly 1,340 cc; modern types.

(2)

(3)

(4)

00

headed
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(3) 1912. Piltdown (Sussex), skull; there are doubts
as to whether the somewhat simian-like mandible
belongs to the skull ; skull probably that of a woman
of brain-capacity 1,400 cc. This early Pleistocene
or Pliocene form was more like ourselves than was
the Neanderthal type of mid-Pleistocene times.
" In general conformation, in actual dimensions, in
brain-capacity, the head of the Piltdown race was
remarkably similar to that of modern races." The
mandible is marked by simian traits, the molar
teeth, whilst showing simian characteristics, are
essentially human ; the canine tooth (discovered by
Father P. Teilhard de Chardon in 1913) is ape-
like ; the Piltdown race tended towards round-
headedness.

AFRICA

(A) Later Pleistocene.

(1)1913. Boskop (Transvaal), skull-cap; right-

temporal bone, a large part of the left half of the

, lower jaw and some other fragments ; brain-

capacity 1,630 cc; long-headed; race ancestral to

Bushmen and Hottentots.

(2) 1914. Oldoway (south of Lake Victoria, Africa),

skeleton of negro.

(3) 192 1. Tzitzikama- (100 miles west of Port Eliza-

beth), remains of twenty-three individuals ; skull of

woman; all members of the Boskop race; woman's
skull long-headed; brain-capacity 1,750 cc

(B) Early Pleistocene.

1921. Broken Hill (Northern Rhodesia), skull;

more ape-like, more gorilla-like, than any of the

modern man's variants, living or extinct; brain-

capacity 1,300 cc; stature 5ft. ioin.; medium-

headed; separate species; supposed to be the

ancestral type of modern races; not a direct ancestor

of any living race; foreshadows many features of

the modern type, particularly of the Australian

Aborigine.
ASIA

(A) Later Pleistocene.

1890. Wadjak (Java), two skulls; brain-capacities
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t «o and 1,650 c.c. respectively ;
related to Rh .

d'esian and Talgai (Australian) types but later and

higher than either of them.

(B) Early Pleistocene or Pliocene.

o Trinir (Java), Pithecanthropus, erectus;

was he ape-like man, or man-like ape? Brain-

capacity 900 c.c. Some biologists are of opinion

-hat a brain of at least 1,000 c.c. is necessary for

human action. The mean brain-capacity for male

gorillas is 518 c.c; for Europeans 1,450 c.c

Hence the 900 c.c. of Pithecanthropus is supposed

to furnish the " missing link."

1925. Lake of Galilee. Fragment of Neanderthal

skull found in cave near Tiberias.

AUSTRALIA
1014. Talgai (Queensland), skull of boy; brain-

capacity 1,300 c.c; ancestral to modern aborigine;

older than Wadjak and Boskop remains. Some

claim this relic to be the earliest form of Homo
Sapiens yet discovered. The Tasmanian native

(now extinct) in spite of his woolly hair came from

the same stock as the Australian Aborigines. •

NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA

Human remains, hitherto discovered, are of later

Pleistocene period, and are all of the same

American-Indian type. The Patagonians are sur-

vivals of a Palaeolithic race. They seem to be

representatives of the proto-Mongolian type.

Fig. 2, which represents a hypothetical genealogical

tree, is useful as a resumd of the most important finds

described above.

Critical Remarks

In addition to the classification just given of human
remains assigned to their periods, mention must be made
of "eoliths" {i.e., chipped flints, chipped by Man or by
Nature) discovered at St. Prest, in Kent, on the uplands
of Belgium, and under the crag deposits of East Anglia.

Oecbcassgi-
CflOMflCMON
Combe Capellk
crimaldi
BaSKOP
TilLOAf
NtflNorRTH*L

Gm.lky Hill(?>

Ehri nCSCORF

Rhodcsiam
HCrOELBGRC

PlLTOOWN

PlTHECAHTHHOPUS

MoDcnn Stem

humrnoid
Stem
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If these eoliths are of human workmanship (there are
authorities of weight for and against) then the words of

Abbe Breuil addressed to a friend are undoubtedly true:
." Mon.cher, cela vieillit beaucoup I'Humanite."

The bearing of these facts on Divine Revelation has
been set forth in the Principles of Christian Apologetics,

chap. ix. Hence it will be sufficient to state the following

conclusions :

(i) It is an. interesting discovery that the brain-capacity,

of primitive races was, as a rule, higher than the average

(1,45b c.c.) for the modern male European. Sir Arthur
Keith writes of the Piltdown skull :

" I cannot detect any
feature in the frontal, parietal, or occipital areas which
clearly separates this brain cast from modern ones; nor

can I recognise any feature which has a distinct claim to

be regarded as simian or primitive." Putting aside

Pithecanthropus as too problematical, the characteristics of

Rhodesiah man seem to favour the theory of Evolution.

The appearance and disappearance in mid-Pleistocene

times olHomo neanderthalensis is a fact on which no light

can at present be thrown.

(2) The numbers of years assigned by scientists for the

Antiquity of Man vary so much that they must be regarded

as little more than guess-work., Professor Penck's

1,500,000 years and Dr. Frederick Wright's 30,000 years

(both eminent men in geological science) eloquently attest

the truth that data are wanting to form even an approx-

imate estimate. Sir Arthur Keith (following Professor

S'ollas) put down in the first edition of his work 400,000

years for the Pleistocene period. In the second edition

the estimate has been reduced by half, and a further

reduction is anticipated. From the standpoint of Divine

Revelation it should be remembered that there was no

intention on, the part of Inspired Writers to give an

accurate chronology of events from Adam to Abraham.

(3) If the theory of Evolution and the consequent

great antiquity of man be rigorously proved no conflict

ensues with Divine Revelation. The Church has never

condemned the hypothesis of the existence of pre-

Adamites.*
* It is obvious that the only tonablo theory ot tho existence of pre-

Adamites is that if human beings existed before Adam they must have

ceased to exist before the creation of Adam. Remains (for example) of

homo neanderthalensis have been found in Europe, Asia, Africa, etc., and

the race completely and mysteriously disappeared.
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(4) It is of the first importance to remember that th

evolutionary development of organisms suggested £
SS. Gregory of Nyssa and Augustine is not in confliZ

with the^doclrine of Creation as set forth in the book n

Genesis. The final developments of an organic iotL
whereby (through the action of discontinuous variation

it becomes possessed of brain-capacity capable of function!

ing in human fashion, and thus becomes fit for the

reception of a rational soul—these final developments
are

in the truest and strictest sense a creation of man. the
material element was originally drawn from no pre.

existing material, the potentiality of the matter to develop

was absolutely God-given, the soul created by God was

infused when suitable development on the physical side

was reached and, as time does not exist from the Divine

standpoint, the Mosaic narrative of man's creation is in

complete harmony with the hypothesis which SS. Gregory

and Augustine suggested.

The miracles of the New Testament were next attacked.

The main indictment was that the Gospels, far from being

contemporaneous records, belonged to the middle of the

second century a.d. This contention of the Tiibingen

school is now discredited, and Professor Harnack, leading

critic of New Testament chronology, has reverted to the

Catholic position that the Synoptic Gospels were written

between 50 and 70 a.d. In many other instances the

supposed conflict between Religion and Science has

vanished, and the conclusion is borne in upon fair-minded

critics that (to use the words of Professor J:
Arthur

Thomson) "there is no fundamental antithesis between

empirical description and transcendental interpretation.

The one view seeks for the empirical Lowest Common
Denominator, the other seeks for the transcendental
Greatest Common Measure." Dean Inge (Outspoken
Essays: Second Scries, p: 38) writes: "The conflict of

religion is not with Science, but with materialistic

philosophy, built upon Science, a philosophy which takes

an abstract field of enquiry for the whole of reality,

and ignores those spiritual values which are just as

much a part of our knowledge as the purely quantitative
aspects of reality with which the natural Sciences arc

j

concerned,"
j

Mas! this admirable statement is not in harmony with
j
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later utterances.
. Writing the concluding essay in Science

Religion and Reality (Sheldon Press, London, 1925), the
Dean states :. "Those Churchmen who airily declare' that
there is no longer any conflict between Christianity and
Science are either very thoughtless, or are wilfully shutting
their eyes. There is a very serious conflict, and the chal-
lenge was presented not in the age of Darwin, but in the
age of Copernicus and Galileo-" (p. 357). " Heaven and
Hell were geographical expressions. The articles in the
Creeds on the descent of Christ into Hades, and His ascent
into Heaven affirm no less; and it is evident that the bodily
resurrection of Christ is intimately connected with the
bodily ascension " (p. 351). "Among all the stars,

planets, satellites and nebulae we can hardly imagine that

one has been chosen as the abode of the Creator and the

site of the heavenly Jerusalem " (p. 358). Comparing these

statements, the reader must conclude that whilst the Dean
maintains that there is no conflict beween Science and
Religion, there is in his view a serious conflict between
Science and the. fundamental doctrines of Christianity 1

Non tali auxilip /-.•.-.'•
Professor Thomson in his recent work, Science and

Religion, is responsible for the following statement

:

"The data of Science cannot furnish a basis for the trans-

cendent inference that there is a God. They may suggest

the belief, strengthen it, even ennoble it, but they cannot

be its foundation " (p. 113). " It is not by Science that

we can pass from Nature to Nature's God. The pathway
is that of Religious experience." This statement, based

on the principle of Immanence, comes curiously enough
from one who has written impressively and beautifully

of the wonders which Science reveals. In one place he

reminds us that through Science we are made aware of

"an intelligible cosmos, an orderly flux, an advancing

movement in which we share, a process in which there is

progress, a world instinct with beauty" (p. 16S). Else-

where he notes :
" The nerve cells in our cerebral cortex

number more than five times the population of the earth,

and every cell is a microcosm. Within each cell there is

an orderly laboratory, in which there take place oxidations,

reductions, hydrations, condensations, fermentations, up-

buildings, down-breakings, all proceeding at great speed,

all very close together, and yet not interfering with one

another. We admire a complex machine and honour its

B
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wW not extend our admiration more generously
inventor; twi) -

, nour reverently io its Creator?"
to the organism and our

^ ^ .^ & bacnlus> ,ess^
(fV?f'hnniindth of an inch in length, that can duplicate
one five-thousand no ^^ ^ ^ dayg fin

*¥* C
?5n down to he depth of a mile » ft. 34)- Again

<Wter s not"o much a screen hiding God as a medium

in which the Divine Art finds expression :

Trees in their blooming,

Tides in their flowing.

Stars in their circling

Tremble with song.

God on His throne

Is eldest of poets ;

Unto His measures

Moveth the whole, —(p. 42 -)

And vet the validity of the transcendent inference is

nutdonedl The object of the present as well as of the

Sr Apologetic is to show that the Natural and Super-

SS Revelations, so far from manifesting fundamental

antithesis, do, when properly understood, support each

Oder in such a way that the transcendent inference is per-

fectly valid. As St. Cyril of Alexandria reasoned

" the wider our contemplation of Creation, the greater will

be our conception of God "-a truth which a modern

Indian philosopher stresses by inviting us to hear tne

music of the great I AM pealing from the grand organ ot

creation through its countless reeds in endless- harmony-

.

On the publication of the Principles of Christian

Apologetics, a suggestion was made to me from a mgn

ecclesiastical quarter that a similar book, treating expressly

on Divine Revelation, would be acceptable. Meanwhile,

the lectures of Pere Garrigou-Lagrange, O.P., deliverea

in the Collegio Angelico at Rome were published in two

large volumes. They are intended for the theological

student, and the name of the author is sufficient guarantee

of the excellence of the work. It seemed to me that a

resume of these lectures would (under competent direction/

be a help to University students and advanced pup lls

of Secondary Schools. Such students arc called upo"

sooner or later to associate with those who hold agnostic

vUtvjs on matters, which, from the Catholic point of view

are of primary importance. I venture to think that wh' ls

the Religious Instruction given to Catholic senior sluctew8
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is admirable as a practical guide to duty, there is need
that greater attention should be given to the philosophical
foundation upon which Religion is based. Knowledge of
Catholic Philosophy will assuredly (under the influence of
Divine grace) safeguard the student from the shock of
associating with able men and women, whose views on
matters/religious are frankly negative. Nowadays, the
value of Catholic Philosophy is widely appreciated outside
the Church. Alone has the traditional teaching of the
Schools withstood the test of ages, and the repeated onset
of attacks led by adversaries'both numerous and subtle. Is
it not time- that these, treasures of philosophical wisdom
should be known and utilised more generally in the
household of the Faith ? I have ventured to rearrange the
matter of Pere Garrigou=-Lagrange's lectures to meet this
need/and hope that the section which I entitle First
Principles will be thoroughly assimilated. Words written
elsewhere continue to have relevance : "If students are
called upon to unravel the intricacies of Differential and
Integral Calculus in order to obtain University degrees,
it is surely not too much to expect that the metaphysical
principles which are the support of Natural and Super-
natural Religion should have some share of their attention."
Pere Garrigou-Lagrange has graciously given permis-

sion for the Resume herein attempted, for which kindness
I offer him sincere thanks. I wish to ' thank also
the Right Rev. Monsignor Canon Moyes for the
Summary of Catholic teaching on Divine Faith,
Chap. XV., Art. V. Necessarily, owing to its aim,
the Compendium shows omissions and additions. The
additions comprise a chapter on the philosophy of M.
Bergson—a system of vivid interest in itself, of wide
acceptance, and withal admirably adapted for the
application of the principles of Catholic Philosophy. I

have endeavoured also to emphasise the objections against
Divine Revelation, which proceed from English schools of

thought, so as to give the treatise more " actuality " for the
English-speaking student.

I avail myself of the opportunity afforded by the
publication of the present Apologetic to offer my sincere
thanks to critics, inside and outside the Church, who, when
the earlier work appeared, wrote words 'which were not only
a sign of their approval, but a strong encouragement to

further effort in the same direction. They appreciated
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rl?ist Seised in the weH-known lines

:

-Let knowledge grow from more to more

But more of reverence in us dwell

That mind and soul, according well,

May make one music as before,

But vaster."
T. J. W.
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PRINCIPLES OF CATHOLIC APOLOGETICS

CHAPTER I

CATHOLIC APOLOGETICS

The word "Apologetic" is derived from the Greek
" atrokoyia " which means" defence;" Hence the expres-

sion "Catholic Apologetics " implies the defence of

Catholic belief. An apologetical treatise may confine

itself to the setting forth of the rational grounds which are

the bases of Christianity—such as the witness of reason to

the existence of God, to the endowments of man and to

the relations between God and man, concluding with a

generak defence of Divine Revelation. In the develops

merit of such ah Apologetic ah opportunity is given

whereby the assured Conclusions of the various sciences

which' bear upon the origin of man and upon the history

of the earth which he inhabits receive especial attention.

But an Apologetic which proposes for its specific object the

defence of Revelation continues to make use of reason, but

'reason sub directions fidei as its main instrument, pre^-

supposes the truths of Natural Religion already estab-

lished, and proceeds to the ' detailed and philosophical

exposition of the nature, possibility, necessity and cognos-

cibility of Divine Revelation as set forth by the Catholic

Church "pillar and ground and, truth." Thus the formal

object or aim of a treatise oh Catholic Apologetics is the

philosophical defence of Divine and Supernatural Revela-

tion, and is the logical sequel to the Principles of Christian

Apologetics. The relation of such a treatise to the science

of Theology may be briefly stated. The subject matter

of Theology—i.e., its formal object—is God as super-

naturally revealed, and as the treatise in question defends

by reason the nature, possibility, necessity and cognosci-

bility of the supernatural knowledge thus revealed, it is

25
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clear that
" Catholic Apologetics " form a fundamental and

inte. a portion of Sacred Theology. But the development

nf thC subject does not cover the whole field of Funda.

Cental Theology. Note the following divisions :-

/Defence of Divino Rovolation

—

i.e., Catholic

|
Apologetics.

Fundamental Theology, -j Sources of Divino Rovolation—t.e., the fbeo.

llogicnl loci.

And if the question be asked what are the theological

loci, they are set forth in the following chart:-

(Sacred Scripture.

Divino Tradition.

Authority of tho Church.

Authority of General Councils.

Authority of tho Roman Pontiff.

Theological

Loci.

'Internal

External

Probable

fApodeictic : Reason

( Authority of tho Fathors.

1 Authority of Theologians.

\probablo : Philosophy and History

From which divisions the conclusion is clear that Funda-

mental Theology is a science (" the knowledge of things

through their causes") of wide extent, and one which

entails varied and accurate scholarship.
" Catholic Apologetics " may be simply defined as "the

rational defence of Divine Revelation." This defence is

made by reason " under the direction of Divine Faith."

Not indeed that a Catholic Apologist, may use Faith to

enforce reason and reason to establish Faith, but he

chooses under the direction of Faith the special rational

arguments put forward to defend Revelation, and develops
their probative force wholly by means of the light of

reason. Regarding the necessity of such a treatise, as the
fact of Revelation is not immediately evident to us, we
need the establishment of its truths because of their intrin-
sic value, and because of the momentous consequences for
lime and eternity which follow therefrom.
The division of the subject matter usually followed by

Catholic Apologists is as follows :—
I. Theoretical Part (against Philosophical Rationalism).

{a) Possibility of Revelation.
(b) Congruity and necessity of Revelation.
(c) Cognoscibility of Revelation from certain signs.
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II. Positive Part (against Biblical Rationalism).

(a) Historical testimony of Christ regarding His
Divine mission and regarding the institution of
the Church.

(b) Confirmation of this testimony drawn from
(1) Satisfaction of human aspirations afforded by

the teaching of Divine Revelation.

(2) Sublimity of the doctrine revealed.

(3) Marvellous life of the Church.
(c) Confirmation of this testimony by miracles and

prophecy.
(d) Comparison of Christianity with Mosaic and other

religions.

(e) Consequent obligation of accepting Divine Reve-
lation. ...

Enumeration of the chief divisions of this treatise shews
that Catholic Apologetics is not a subject specifically dis-

tinct from Theology. : As Pere Gardeil reminds us, just as
Metaphysics has its epistemology (criteriology) whereby
the objective character of knowledge is established, so
Theology has its supernatural epistemology

—

i.e., Apolo-
getics—demonstrating the truth of Divine Revelation.
Regarding its attitude to other sciences, Apologetics pre-
supposes the truths of Metaphysics, Natural Theology,
Psychology, and Cosmology; the truth also of the history

and exegesis of Holy Scripture—not of course as a work
divinely inspired. Inspiration Of the Bible can be proved
only by the decision of an infallible authority.

.. The foregoing. division. of the subject is suggested by
the constitution de fide catholica of the Vatican Council.
In quoting the decisions of Councils we wish the student
to understand that such quotations are given because they
are authoritative declarations of Catholic doctrine. Need-
less to say that in a treatise, which appeals to reason
alone, conciliar definitions (though infallible from another
point of view) are outside the argumentative scope contem-
plated in this work. The Vatican Council under titles

" Revelation " and " Faith " suggests the division of the

subject matter : 1. Possibility of Revelation and its con-
gruity ("d.* i8oy). 2. The Council asserts the cognos-
cibility of the fact of Revelation, i.e., credibility of the mys-
teries of Faith and the validity of the motives of credibility

* References are to Dcnzinger's tenth edition.
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o <? o T<tT") 1. The Council defends the free-

(D. lSxx, It>i2* lo jy o
h and ks irrevocabil .

-

when o^.^Slion to be proved from miracles his.
existence of k* e,g™

is an in

l

stance of what is meant by
toncally ^'^^ctonc /Wd. The order of this
argumentation w «« ' Vadcan Coundl ^
treat

f,Uv S"n dbflftyand Ixistence of Revelation si

ST^gSrSSrs may be confuted-philosophical

radona ism which denies the possibility of revelation and

Sbhca rationalism which explains away the miracles of

?hP Gosnel The Church is not content with indicat.ng

the true method to be followed, but condemns erroneous

""^Method of the Early Protestants who, whilst accept-

'

ing Revelation confirmed by miracles, denied the

infallibility of the Church.

2 Method of Liberal Protestantism which accepts only

'

truths conformable to the aspirations of the religious

sense;

3. Method of Modernism.

Pius X in his Encyclical Pascendi condemns :

(1) The foundation of Modernistic method, t.e., Agnos-

ticism and the doctrine of Immanence. .

(2) The method of historical interpretation which

Agnostics affect.

(3) The method of Immanence.
The cardinal doctrine of Agnosticism is that human

knowledge is knowledge only of phenomena. The law of

causality is resolved into a mere succession of antecedent

and consequent, and knowledge of the existence of God

which depends on the law of causality cannot be estab-

lished.

Modernists claim that there is a mysterious unknown
element in Christianity—a hidden element—which consti-

tutes the object of Faith, i.e., of religious experience.

Dogmatic leaching should be subject to correction, because

the truths and logic of life are different from the truths and

logic of reason. According to Hegel, even the principle of

contradiction is only a law of logic and not a law of reality.

The method of Immanence which presupposes in human
nature an exigency for Ihe Supernatural is condemned.
Two claims are made by advocates of the doctrine of Imma-
nence :

—
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(a) Mutability of dogmatic teaching.

(b) Subjection of Faith to Science.

As an instance of supposed change of dogmatic teaching

the two concepts of God as Judge and Father are men-
tioned. As a change of teaching due to the advance of

science, Modernists assert that the original conception of

the personality of Christ was that of ** rational substance

consubstantial with the Father," whereas psychologists

nowadays place the essence of personality in self-conscious-

ness. The vivid consciousness which Christ possessed

of dependence on the Father constituted His sonship and
divinity

!

Having indicated the method of procedure in the

development of this Apologetic it will be instructive to

investigate if the said method is "scientific." The logical

processes of induction and deduction are both necessary

in the pursuit of truth. Advance from the complex to (he

simple is accomplished by Induction or Analysis. For

example : water (H 2 0). is by analysis resolved into simpler

constituents, hydrogen and oxygen. On the other hand,

hydrogen and oxygen unite in definite proportions of

volume and weight to form water—a fact which illustrates

synthesis. Again, Sir Isaac Newton recognised in the fall

of an apple a complex. phenomenon. It was one of many
such phenomena. And by the study of numeroussuch
instances he' evolved the simple law of Gravitation—simple

inasmuch as it links together innumerable instances of a

similar kind, and reveals them as subject to the same

natural tendency, however mysterious in itself the nature

of the tendency remains. Induction and analysis are thus

cognate processes } deduction and synthesis are similarly

correlated. Perhaps the very best example of the combi-

nation of induction and deduction'in scientific discovery is

shewn in the history of observations of the planet Mars

in its revolutions round the sun. From a certain number

of observations (right ascensions and declinations), i.e.,

from a certain enumeration of instances, a hypothetical

orbit was assumed. Herein is the inductive or analytic

process—the advance from the complex to the simple.

From the hypothetical orbit thus assumed the position of

Mars at some future time was calculated and predicted.

This is a striking instance of deduction. If the predicted

position was found to agree with the real one, strong

confirmation would be obtained of the truth of the hypo-
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thesis But if, as really happened, there was a divergence,

then the astronomer began a new and more numerous
set

of observations, i.e., a better enumeration of instances, and

formed a second hypothesis based upon the wider expe.

rience In this way, after many attempts and many

failures, the orbit of Mars was discovered to be not circular

but elliptical. .
•

The science of Catholic Apologetics is based. upon the

true scientiHc method. There is in tbe first place a search-

ing analysis of:
%

(i) The true notion of Mystery and Revelation,

(2) The exact idea of Credibility,

(3) The validity of the motives of Credibility.

To shew the necessity of this analysis, compare in the

following table the findings of Catholic theologians com-

pared with those of the Modernistic school.

Cathomc Teaching
1. Mysteries of Faith nro super-

natural.

2. Divine Revelation is external

.

3. The Tnoti%*e of Faith is the auth-
ority of God.

4. Mysteries are to be believed bo-

cause revealed by God.

6. The motives of credibility aro
chiefly external.

6. Religion is divine and super-
natural.

Modernistic Teaching.
1. Mysteries of Faith are not

supernatural.
2. Divino Revelation is immanont.
3. The motive of Faith is tho

religious, sonso
4. Mysteries aro to bo beliovcd be-

cause thoy aro conformable to

human aspirations.

5. Tho motives of credibility aro

chiefly internal.

6. Roiigion is human and natural.

It is clear that a searching analysis of the mysteries of

Divine Revelation is necessary, inasmuch as divergencies
of opinion are so great. Perhaps the greatness of the

divergency is not an unmixed evil, for "error is more dan-
gerous the more of truth it uses for the commendation of

itself." The idealistic rationalism of Kant and Hegel is

more insidious than materialism.
The synthetic part of Apologetics sets out from the

existence of Divine Revelation proposed by Christ and by
tneuturcb, and shews that such Revelation exhibits true
notions of mystery, has legitimate claims on human crc-

in I !?,. ?"? SuPP°rled hV valid rational motives; that

rJliS H •
,

1S P r°P°.sed for belief realise, and more than

dSSaS Previ°US ™ n]y CiC e™ nli™lion

Anolo'ists !TJ;?? ?•
Pr°° f

'?
d°p,ed ^ aPProvcd Collate"poiog«,ls * analydco-synthetic and corresponds, as far
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as difference of the subject-matter allows, with the method
which has been so fruitful in the advancement of physical
science.

In physical science, experience is the supreme test, the
supreme motive of credibility. It is essential for the
enumeration of instances; it is likewise essential for the
verification or otherwise of results which follow from hypo-
thetical inference. In Apologetics, motives of credibility
are both external and internal. Here too experience is
necessary, whether it be the experience of the senses or the
mental experience of various emotions. The following
table gives ah enumeration of the motives of credibility :

—

{miracles

-

prophecy

intrinsic to (sublimity of doctrine,
religion J .

]
wonderful life of the Church

internal to 1 universal : satisfaction of human aspirations,
consciousness I

( individual : interior peace

The probative force of these motives, singly or in com-
bination, will be considered subsequently. It will be suffi-

cient at this stage if we point out how consistent has
been the appeal to these motives from the time of Moses to
the present day.

Motives of
Credibility



CHAPTER II

CONTINUITY OF APOLOGETIC TEACHING

t u ac»M rhiDter, for the sake of brevity, the external

lN^T motive wl be indicated by the letter A theSiS by B, and the internal motives by C
;

I.-Prophets of the Old Testament proved their Divine

mission in three ways :

A Miracles and prophecy

:

(a) Miracles. Ex. iv. 1-19; 3 Kings xvn. 23-24.

(b) Fulfilment of prophecy. 3 Kings xvin.;

Jeremias xxviii. 8-9; i5- r 7-.

B. Excellence of their religious teaching.

II.—Christ and the Apostles.

(1) Christ

A. (a) Miracles. Matt. xi. 4; Mark ii. 10.

(b) Prophecy. John v. 39; Luke xxiv. 25.

B. Matt, v., vi., vii.; John vii. 46.

C. John xiv. 27. Luke xxiv. 32.

(2) The Apostles.

A. St. Peter: Acts ii. 22-24; iii. 14-16.

St. Paul : 1 Cor. xv. 4-8.

SS. Matthew, Mark, Luke and John argue from

miracles and prophecies fulfilled.

B. 2 Cor. iii. 2. The Apostle claims that the

Christian life of the faithful is a sign which con-

firms the doctrine taught.

C. Testimony of the Spirit. Rom. viii. 9-16.

Fruits of the Spirit. Gal. v. 22-23.

Peace of God. Phillip, iv. 7.

III.—Fathers of the Church.

(1) Apostolic Fathers.
j

St. Clement. Epistle, a.d. c. 96.
St. Barnabas. Epistle. A.D. c. 100.

St. Ignatius of Anlioch. Seven Epistles. A.D.

c. 1 jo
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St. Polycarp, Bishop of Smyrna. Epistle a t>

c. no. r

Papias, Bishop of Hierapolis.(Pfirygia). a.d. c.

A.AM these Fathers appeal to miracles and
•• especially to the fulfilment of prophecy in de-

fence of the Christian Faith. They stress the ful-
filment of prophecy as being more effective in

.
winning Jewish converts.

(2) Second .Century. The Apologists.

St; Justin (100-165 a.d.) wrote two' " Apolo-
- gies " and the "Dialogue " with Trypho.

Tertulhan wrote his Apologetic c. 200 a.d.
St. Irenasus wrote against the Gnostics c. 180

•:.
; A.D. .

•

.

A.B. These Apologists, recording calumnious charges
made.

- against the
. Faith, confute them by

arguments, drawn from the purity of the lives
of Christians. The appeal of Tertullian (Apolo-
geticum c. 1) to the internal motive drawn from
the " testimony of a soul naturally Christian " is
well known. The Apologists appeal also to
miracles and the fulfilment of prophecy, and to
the moral miracle of the world's conversion.
(Cf. S. Justin I., Apologia n. 32; Dialogue n.
6q. ,S. Iren&us, Bishop of Lyons, " Adversus

... ,
Hasreses " c. 180 A.D.,. especially Book IV.)
(3), Third Century. .

A.B. Clement of Alexandria who wrote about 200
A.D. in his Cohortatio ad Grcecos and in his
Pcedagogus contrasts the fullness and purity of

.

the truth which Christ taught with the turpitude,
superstition, and impiety of paganism. In his
Stromata (Book VI. c 15) he appeals to miracles,

.to the fulfilment of prophecy and to the wonder-
ful diffusion of the Christian Faith.

A.B. Origen (185-253 a.d. Contra Celsum, Book I.

; c. .2) appeals especially to the miracle of the
Resurrection, but he also makes use of intrinsic
criteria.

(4) Fourth and Fifth Centuries.

A.B. Lactantius (+ 325 Institution es Divina),
Eusebius of Cc-esarea (Dcmonsi ratio Evange-

c
32
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lica) St. Cyril of Jerusalem (315-386 A.D.), St .

Tnhn Chrysostom (347-407 A.D.)—all appeal to

he probative force of miracles and prophecy. St.

AB Augustine (354-430 A.D.) especially
;

m three

r works De Vera Rchgwne, De Utihtate Cre.

dendi'and De Civitale Dei, appeals to arguments

pvternal and internal in proof of the divinity of

the Christian Faith. The » City of God " might

be described as a commentary on the words of the

Vatican Council : "The life of the Church is a

ffreat and perpetual motive of credibility, and

affords irrefragable proof of its Divine message."

IV.—Scholastic writers.

(1) The Thirteenth Century.

Avicenna in the East and Averroes in the

West, Arabian philosophers, who professed

Mahometanism, interpreted Aristotle against the

A. Christian Faith. Fr. Raymund Martin, O.P., in

his Pugio fidei adversus Mauros et Judccos wrote

against them, and proved the truth of Christianity

from the fulfilment of prophecy. (

A.B, St. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) in his Stimma

C. Contra Gentiles (Book I. c. 6) appeals to

:

(a) Miracles of Our Lord.

(b) Conversion of nations.

(c) Fulfilment of Old Testament prophecies.

(d) Wonderful life of the Church, dispensing

nowadays from the necessity of miracles,

though God still works miracles for the con-

firmation of Faith.

Elsewhere he appeals to internal criteria :

(a) Action of the Holy Ghost leading to Faith

(n a ii ao q 2, a 9 ad 3).
(b) Influence of the light of Faith towards con-

firmation of the judgment of credibility

(n a n tt0 q 1, a 4 ad 3).
(c) Experimental knowledge of Divine truths by

the gift of wisdom—a knowledge which

strengthens Faith already received, (n*
n'ie q 8, a 2).

Richard of St. Victor writes (de Trinitate lib. I,

•' "Lord, if there is error, by Thee are tt*

Thy doctrines are confirmed by
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c. 2),

deceived

;
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nature

A.B.

B.

A.B.

so

many signs and wonders and of such athat only by Thee can they be done."
(2) The Fourteenth Century;

There is no notable Apologetic. Ockam andNominalists unduly minimise the pow£S ofreason, and prepare the way for the fidefsm of

(3) The Fifteenth Century.

.Savonarola in his Triumph of the Cross written
(1497) shortly before his death appeals to motives
extrinsic and intrinsic.

Marsilius-Ficinus, who became so infatuated with
the reviving study of Greek that he addressed his
congregation sometimes as "Beloved in Plato "
maintained in his De- religion* Christiana et fidei
ptetate that Plato was in a sense a precursor ofOur Lord. He appeals chiefly to the intrinsic
motives. On the .other: hand Ludovicus Vives
appeals to criteria extrinsic and intrinsic.

- V.-Apologetic Method from the Reformation period to
the appearance of the Kantian philosophy.

1° Adversaries of the Christian Faith.

The origin and spread of Rationalism was due to the useo Jivatejudgment in religious speculation. Hence the
origin ofSocinians whose heirs are present-day Unitarians.

HIT
6
,f

n° *Uth°r"ati
y
e exP°nent of doctrine, it is clearthat the sequel will be " quot homines, tot sentential."

,
Kationahsm almost immediately exhibited two forms-
Philosophical and Biblical. Philosophical rationalism

schools
a SubdlV1Slon int0 spiritualistic and empirical

Philosophical Rationalism (Spiritualistic School).

_ The deists Voltaire and Rousseau and the pantheist
bpinoza are justly placed in this category. Voltaire openly
ridiculed Holy Scripture, and J. J. Rousseau rejected
miracles, prophecy, and all supernatural truths. And vet
in the third of the Lettres de la Montague Rousseau admits
the possibility of miracles, whilst in Emile (Book IV.
i rojesston de la foi du vicairc Savoyard) there is a well-known laudatory and oft-quoted passage on Christ and the
Uospels.
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Spinoza denied a real distinction between God and the

world In his Ethica and Tractalus tJieoIogico~poiiiicu$

the truth of Scripture is declared to be merely allegorical

and symbolic.

Wo'lf, "professor of the human race, acknowledged

the existence of God, but rejected all supernatural truth

which could not be proved by intrinsic arguments from the

idea of God and morality.

Philosophical Rationalism (Empirical School).

Hobbes and Hume, being sensists, denied the validity

and necessity of the first principles of reason. In the

English Men of Letters series, the life of Hume has been

written by the late Professor Huxley, who devotes the main

portion of the work to the defence of Hume's philosophy.

Amongst other tenets of Hume, Huxley defends the well,

known argument against miracles—an argument which

will receive due consideration later in this book. In

France, Diderot, d'Alembert and the Encyclopedists

denied even the truths of Natural Religion, and many
became materialists.

Philosophical Rationalism (Biblical School).
'

The authority of Old arid New Testaments was called

in question. In England Bolingbroke and Shaftesbury,
and in Germany Lessing and Reimarus pursued the des-

tructive criticism associated with the name of Spinoza.
The reader will remember that Spinoza's teaching empha-
sised the immanence of the Deity in His creation, but
failed to realise the complementary truth that God is withal
transcendent.

2° Protestant Apologists.

(i) Some Protestant Apologists employ both external
and internal criteria

:

Duplessy-Mornay
: De La Virile dc la Religion

Lhrelicnne (1579-1581).
Hugo Grotius: De vcrilale rcligionis christians

{1627).U
IlS

r (l684- I ?68)
: Credibility of the Gospel

Pa ley ( 1 743., 805) : Ilorcv Paulina ; Evidences <•/

^livsUamty,
Leibnitz (,(346- I7f 6) : Systcvui theahgicuw.
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(2) M
motives

0teStant AP° 10^ -PPeal to internal

Locke .(1632-1704) : Reasonableness of ChristianitvEssay concerning Human VnderstLZfCarke (1675-1729) . Being and attributes of GodButler-(1692-1 752) : Analogy. '

Internal motives are more suitable for private judgmentand subjectivism, and agree better with the iuSvetheory of justification, and with the Lutheran not on ofpredestination implied in the famous dictum : "Z^
.

forhter, crede fortius." v a

It is interesting to follow the phases of Protestantopinion in regard to Faith :

Protestant

(C)

luhTrY
P
[
0teStants ha™§ rejected the authority

n F-fiS ^ PUt f°rWard S^Ptani alone as the rule
ot I aitlu They maintained that the guidance of the

•
tTn°n

y
nf H

in
Q

1S ^M? «*<* °ne for the interpreta-

,nTf
th

f
Sa

f

c
+

r^ Writings. Hence the subjectivityand variety of their belief. Faith was identified with
religious experience and developed into pietism—

a

corruption of genuine piety.
(6). Moreover Protestants profess a personal faith, more

• fu°f!l
y
-

called
L
confidence, whereby they are assured

that their sins have been forgiven through the merits
of Ghnst This is the faith which, according to

M r
Pr°tes

,

tant
J
Caching, justifies without works.

(c) Luther s adoption of Nominalism and the empiricism
of Ockam made doubtful the rational grounds sup-
porting the truths of Natural Religion, e.g the
existence of God, etc. According

&
to Ockam all

truths which transcend experience are accepted on
/ faith—hence fideism.

(d) The Reformers claimed, as did Baius and Jansenius
later, that elevation of our nature to association withGod was due- to the original gift of integrity, and
therefore should not be called supernatural. Hence
revealed mysteries respond, not only to human
aspirations, but to human needs. Note the contrast
of protestant and pelagian errors. In Pelagianism
error arose from exaggeration of the power of human
faculties; in Protestantism, error is due to the exag-
geration of human needs. Pelagians denied orient
sin

;
Lutherans maintained the corruption of human

nature through original sin.
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S» Catholic Apologists.

A B.C. i. Bossuet in the second part of his work, Discours

svr l'histoire univcrseUc (1681) makes use of all

criteria as S. Augustine does in his Civilas Dei.

Huet in Dcmonsiratio cvangelica (1679) stresses

the argument drawn from prophecy. He is not

sufficiently critical.

Pascal in Lcs Pensees shews the divine origin

of Christianity from external and internal crK

teria. Sometimes the tendency of his thought

is Jansenistic.

A.B.C.4. Concina O.P. directs his attack against all forms

of unbelief. (Delia religione revelata contra

gli athei, deisti, malcrialisii, indifferentisti.)

Also Bergier, Gotti, S. Alphonsus, Cardinal

Gerdil, etc.

VI.—Apologetic Method from publication of the Kantian

philosophy onwards.

1° Adversaries of the Christian Faith.

(a) Philosophical Rationalism appears now under
idealistic empirical forms.

Idealists. Kant attempted to reconcile the empiricism
of Hume with the spiritualism of Wolf. He teaches the

subjective necessity of first principles of speculative and
practical reason (Categories), but denies the possibility of

speculative knowledge of the existence of God, of human
liberty, and of the immortality of the soul. He accepts
these truths by a sort of moral faith as postulates of practi-
cal reason (Categorical Imperative). All supernatural
truths he rejects, retaining only truths of Natural Reli-
gion.

Pantheists. Fichte, Schelling and Hegel were pan-
theists. Hegel declares that there is nothing superior to
human nature—in fact, human nature is "God in the
making" !

were deSs' ^ ^"^ C°US ' n
'

JoufTroy
'
and Ju,es Simon

Empiricists and Posilivists.
Stuart Mill

Comic, Litlrd, Tnine,

"Zlof"
"^ SpenC

^' limit h«™» knowledge to

The kJZSTsncss " and " tews of experience."

attention
n **"* °f failh nnd »10,flli" now claimsattention

1 ••—Speculative reason cannot attain ccrlitudo of the
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ontological (i.e., objective) value of first principles. The
principle of causality, for example, is only subjectively
necessary (i.e., a principle synthetic a- priori). Hence
speculative. reason cannot prove the existence of God, im-
mortality of the soul, freedom of the will, binding 'force
of moral obligation.

2.—Practical reason recognises the binding force of
moral obligation as an' internal rational fact. The first
principle of practical reason (" do as you would wish all

men to do") has not an objective foundation,, but is
merely a" formal law subjectively necessary." To recog-
nise an obligation from an objective source would involve
the servitude of the will.

-j 3.—Moral faith cannot exist without freedom of will,
immortality of the. soul, and existence of God.

Therefore (1) since man cannot fulfil moral obliga-
tion without freedom, we "morally" ought to admit
the existence of free-will although speculatively un-
proveable.

(2) The perfection required by the Categorical Im-
perative can be obtained only by an infinite series of
approximations. Hence the necessity of a future life.

(3) Inasmuch as a man who follows out in all things
:. the obligation of the moral law deserves happiness,
and as stable happiness is not found on earth, hence
"morally" the existence. of God the rewarder ought
to be admitted.

The certitude, of these truths is subjectively and practic-

ally sufficient, because subjectively deduced from the
Categorical Imperative, but the certitude is objectively and
theoretically insufficient. Kant substituted the Categorical
Imperative for the protestant supposed guidance through
" instinct of the Holy Spirit."

(0) Biblical Rationalism.
Biblical rationalism of the Nineteenth Century

appeared in a twofold form :

(1) Mythicism. De Wette (+ 1849) and Strauss (+
. 1S74) regarded the historical events of both Testa-

ments as comparable to the mythical legends of

Romulus and Remus. De Wette attacked the Old
Testament, and Strauss, in his Lebcn Jcsu, judged
the character and works of Christ as fables due to

an idealising tendency on the part of the human
imagination.
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(2) Evolutionary criticism of Baur (+ i860) leader
f

the Tubingen School. Adopting Hegelian phii
sophy, he reduced Christianity to a synthesis

f

two opposite systems—Petrinism favouring
Jewg

s and Paulinism favouring Gentiles. Baur regarded
the fourth Gospel (falsely, in his opinion, attributed

to St. John), as the synthesis of the two systems
To this school belong Ewald (+ 1875), Hitzig

( +
*

1S75), Knobel (+ 1S63), E. Reuss .( + 1891) and
Wellhausen.

2° Protestant and Semi-Rationalist Apologists.

(1) Protestant Apologists.

C. (a) Conservative writers who desire to safeguard
Supernatural Revelation : Tholuck, Delitzsch
Baumstark, Ebrard, defend the authenticity
of the Gospels and other books of the New
Testament. They appeal chiefly to internal
criteria.

C. (b) Liberal writers appeal exclusively to internal
criteria. Influenced by the teaching of Kant
and Hegel, they reject the supernatural
character of Revelation. •

Schleiermacher (1767-1834) asserts that God may not be
distinct from the universe. It is sufficient if we recognise
the Infinite in some way. Revelation is only a new idea
of the Infinite, e.g., conception of God the Father.
Christ s claim to divinity was due to His greater conscious-
ness of the Infinite.

A. RUschl
( 1 822- 1 889) relegates the Inspiration of

bcripture to the judgment of the religious sense. The
truth of Scripture statements is shewn by the approbation

sickllv S
IOU

"

sense
' 9hrist »* the Son of God because3,2™/ H

j
S U

.

nlon wkh God. Miracles are

nlceZLTT' and m
r
tnCSSGS of Divine benevolence.

(?) •^emi'-Kationalists

^olZ£tlf
C

U^°if™',
C'Z" Hei™s

>
GiinthciV

' ° Undor lhe influence of Kantian and
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Hegelian philosophy, and maintained that in DivineRevelation all mysteries, even those of the Trinity and
Incarnation, may be proved by human reason Thefoundation of Hermes' philosophy is the Kantian insuffi-
ciency oLspeculative reason and the autonomy of practical
reason. He goes on to assert that a Catholic may regard
the truths of Faith .as doubtful until he discovers a
scientific proof of those truths. The formal motive of
Faith, is not the authority of God, but its practical
need.

Catholic Traditionalists. Bautain and Bonnetty on the
other hand minimised the power of natural reason to such
an extent that, in their view, reason could not prove the
existence of God, the spirituality and consequently immor-
tality of the. soul, or freedom of the will. Such are the
errors of Fideism and Traditionalism. True Catholic
teaching holds the golden mean between writers who err
per excessitm" and those who err " per defectum "; " in

medio tutissimusibis."
3° Catholic Apologists,

(a) Theologians who use primarily external criteria
reinforced by internal. Frayssinous, Lacordaire,
Hettmger, Perrone, Zigliara, Tanquerey, etc.,

^(1) They appeal to external-intrinsic criteria to
shew the excellence of Christian teaching They
fPPea] also to the wonderful life of the Church

irrefragable testimony of its divine mission."

a vr-'
2
V 2 appeal to external-extrinsic criteria.

A. Nicolas, Brugere; Frayssinous, Hettinger, etc.
C. (3) They appeal to internal criteria.
.Chateaubriand: (Le Genie du Christianisme,

1802).
'

Lammenais
: (Essais sur I'Indifference en Matiere

de Religion, 1817.)
Lacordaire : (Conferences).
Bougaud: (Le Christianisme et les teriips pre-

sents, 8 ed., igoi).
Card. Deschamps : (Entretiens sur la Demonstra-

tion Catholique, 1861).
Card. Newman (who stresses the argument based
on the dictates of conscience),

(b) Philosopher-Apologists.

Some Philosopher-Apologists judge that the
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most effective method of convincing- unbelie

C.B. is by an apologetic which appeals to internal 1°^
later external-intrinsic criteria. In their opinion th
A. use of external-extrinsic criteria comes

l at
(Olld-Laprune, Fonsegrive and Brunetiere). ^

(c) Blondcl and Laberthonniere, who look
Apologetics not as belonging to Fundamental
Theology, but to the philosophy of religion
These writers propose to develop a new Apol

"

getic which, they hold, will be more efficacious in
controversy with Agnostics, and with those who
regard the " immanent " to be the sole valid
method in sacred science. The double founda-
tion of the method is (i) the principle that
"speculative reason cannot defend its own onto-
logical (i.e., objective) value except in accord with
the practical needs of human action." By action
speculative thought becomes an objective reality!
Hence the definition of truth is no longer the
time-honoured one : "equation between the
mind and the object perceived," but " equation
between the mind and life."- (2) The second
foundation is the assertion that religious truth,
even though supernatural, cannot be imposed
from an external source. Man must assent to no
teaching except such as is required for the perfect
development of his faculties. Hence religious
trutn, even supernatural, must be recognised as
an inward need for the perfect evolution of our
action.

Ac™din!;
e
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doctrine of" immanence " in apologetics which accepts theinternal religious sense as the only valid criterion of relS?ous truth-one of the fundamental tenets of Modern S"In regard to he criteria, 'these new Apologists maSn

. the following views :

*u,win

± (1) Criteria external-extrinsic. Speculative reason apart
from the exigencies of human action cannot establish
objective reality. Hence miracles as such have no
probative force. They have a symbolic value for
minds disposed to recognise .a divine element in
nature. Thus the probative force of miracles is sub-

ordinated to internal criteria.

(2) The criterion external-intrinsic, i.e., the wonderful life
of theChurch, has only a symbolic value in manifest-
ing the presence of Divine action in the world and
especially in the Church. The Church is proved
..thereby to be only a superior form . of religious

r
.

evolution, but not supernaturally founded by God
Himself.

, (3) Internal criteria. Blondel and his followers much
exaggerate their force. They acknowledge that
supernatural religion is not due to human nature.
Nevertheless, supernatural revelation is sought for,
nay, asked- for by human nature in order to secure
the perfect evolution of our faculties. We cannot
reach the Infihite'Beihg without His aid, hence the

.need of the Supernatural; In Christianity and
Catholicism alone are the aids to be found. Thus

.

the divine origin of Catholicism is made practically
- certain through experience aided by Divine grace.

Criticism of. the New Apologetic

i.—It is founded on Semi-Agnosticism, vis., untrust-
worthmess of speculative reason.

(

2.—It is founded also on an aspect of the doctrine of
immanence. If Catholic Faith is demanded bv our nature,
that Faith is not supernatural. In truth the Supernatural
is above not only the powers but the exigencies of human
nature. These Apologists fail to see that it is natural
happiness arising from the natural knowledge and love of
God that our nature strives to attain.
3.—The formal motive of Faith consists in the authoritv

of God who reveals, and not in religious experience.



CHAPTER III

VALUES, ONTOLOGICAL AND TRANSCENDENTAL, OF PRIMARY
NOTIONS AND PRINCIPLES : DOCTRINE OF ANALOGY

It is quite clear that knowledge of supernatural truth is

impossible unless a foundation of natural truth exists.

Hence the necessity, at the outset of a treatise on super-

natural religion, to establish the truth that primary notions

and primary principles of human reason have (i) an ob-

jective (oncological) value, and (2) a transcendental value.

I.—Defence of the ontological value of primary notions and
principles of reason.

A direct proof of an intuitive truth is not possible.

When the connection between subject and predicate is

immediate there is no place for a middle term. . Everyone
has an intuitive perception that the principle of non-

contradiction is not only a logical law of reason, but an
ontological (objective) law of reality. It is immediately
evident that an absurdity (e.g., a square circle) not only
cannot be thought of, but cannot exist. Equally imme-
diate is the evidence of the truth that a contingent universe
postulates a necessary cause.
But if a direct -proof of the ontological (objective) value

of primary notions and principles of reason is not pos-
sible, a direct defence based on the explanation of the
terms enables the mind to see the evidential character of
the intuition.

(A) Direct defence.

Major: Primary ideas and principles of reason which do
not express objects for se sensible, but objects sensible per
accidens and intelligible per se and resolvable into intellig-

logical
a Va 'Ue "° l °" ly Phenomenfl1 >>Ut onto-

,J!
in0r

-,

TllC
I?rimnry notions of being, essence, exist-

enccumty, truth, goodness, substance, causality, finality

in-rih? (n Pr,ndPlcs d* not express objects jm sc
«.»Hbte (like colour, sound and other phenomena) but
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objects sensible -per accidens and intelligible per se resolv-
able into intelligible being.

Conclusion: Therefore primary notions and their corre-
lative principles have a value not only phenomenal but
ontological.

Explanation of the Major:
When the eye sees (e.g.) an orange, the colour of the

orange is the direct object of the faculty of sight; the eye
perceives the sensible, quality per se (directly). But the
intellect directly perceives under the sensible qualities the
essence of the orange and the essence, abstracted from
sensible qualities, is the direct object of the intellect.

Hence the object of the intellect (i.e., essence) is intel-

ligible per se, and sensible per accidens. If I see a man
speaking I apprehend by the intellect his life, and I can
say that I see he is alive, although life is not sensible per
se like colour and other phenomena. Thus notions which
express sensible qualities per accidens and intelligible

essence per se have- a. value which is not merely
phenomenal but ontological, because they apprehend the
essence, substance or being which underlies the phe-
nomena.
Explanation of the Minor:
The primary notions and their correlative principles

intelligible per se and sensible only per accidens are re-

solvable into, being. Unity is individual being, truth is

being conformable to the intelligence on which it de-

pends, goodness is desirable being, substance is a form of

being, causality is the realisation of being, finality is the

raison d'etre of means to reach being, etc. The intellect

does not apprehend or judge anything unless in relation

to being. In every judgment the essential relation is

indicated by the word "is" which imports "being."
Hence a judgment is not an association merely of names,
but

;
an association of things.

Should someone object that the idea of being is a sub-

jective form of the understanding, the difference may be
pointed out between the idea of being and ideas which
express purely subjective notions (conceived but not

capable of realisation) such as notions of universality,

specificity, whiteness, etc. Or the objection may be met
by contrasting the ontological form of the principle of

non-contradiction :
" it is impossible that the same thing

should exist and not exist" with the logical form of the
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same principle: "it is impossible lo affirm and d
same predicate of the same subject in the same relat^

tlle

The second form expresses only the inconceivable i'
"*"

ter of the absurd, the first form expresses its real 1
*aTiic~

sibility. To reduce the notion of being to asub ^
form of the mind, and the principle of non-contradict^'

76

a logical law and not to an ontological law is to id' ^
two notions manifestly distinct—the impossible and. /iv
inconceivable. If the principle of non-contradiction •

only a logical law, then a square circle is inconcetvahf
but may exist in return natura. To shew the importan
of stressing this fundamental truth, the following- Wnr?
of M. Le Roy are relevant: "the principle of non
contradiction is not as- universal and as necessary as isupposed . . . supreme law of speech and not of thought
in general, it has hold only upon that which is static
But there is contradiction in the world as there is identity"
as for example, in fleeing mobilities, becoming, duration
life." (Revue de Metaphysique et de Moral! igofZ'
200, 20$). y J ' ?¥'

(B) Indirect defence.

If the ontological value of primary notions and prin-
ciples be denied, knowledge of any kind becomes impos-
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(3) Principles. The principle of (e.g.) non-contradic-
tion disappears and therewith the value of anv
statement. *

(4) Intellectual faculty. An act of intelligence becomes
unintelligible in two ways

:

(a) Kant denied the passivity of the intellect in
regard to intelligible being. Hence the motiveless
blind, " judgments synthetic a priori."

(b) Fichte denied the passivity of the intellect not
only in regard to intelligible being but in regard
to phenomena. Hence the human intellect creates
its own cognitions and becomes the cause of things.

II.—Defence of the transcendental value of primary
notions and principles.

..-.The transcendental value of primary notions and prin-
ciples enables us to know not only being underlying
phenomena, but God Himself, the first transcendent
Cause, and such knowledge is not merely metaphorical or
symbolic but real. Some agnostics admit that God may
be known symbolically and that dogmatic formulas have
a

_

metaphorical value so that the statement "God is
Wise", is only a metaphorical statement like "God is
angry.'.'

The transcendental value may be defended directly and
indirectly. .

.
Before- formulating the syllogism which proves the

transcendental value of primary notions and principles, it
is necessary to remember that the moderate realism of
Aristotle and St. Thomas is a middle way between the
extreme realism of Plato leading to pantheism and the
nominalism of Agnostics. Hence the doctrine of St.
Thomas on analogy (a consequence of moderate realism)
holds a middle path between the univocal sense of bein°;
leading to pantheism and the equivocal sense which leads
to the agnosticism of Nominalists.

(A) Direct proof.

(

Major: Notions of perfections which are analogous and
imply no imperfection (perfectioncs simplicity svnpliccs)
are not unsuitable to express analogically and at the same
time really absolutely perfect Being, and de facio do ex-
press this Being if the universe postulates an Infinite Cause
possessing these perfections.

Miliars Primary notions of being, unity, truth, good-
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ness, efficient cause, final cause, intellect, wil] ,v
-

justice, mercy, etc., express perfections which
i'nvo'l

'

imperfection and are analogous.

ally,

'ovir

Conclusion: Therefore these first notions and prin '

are not unsuitable to express, analogically and re n
absolutely perfect Being;, and in fact enable us to k
Him with truth if the universe postulates an Infinite c"
which possesses these perfections. ause

The Major is explained and proved.
There are certain perfections (pcrfcctioncs simpiic ite

simplices) which involve no imperfection in their nati
although they exist in a finite way in the creature, e e*
being, wisdom, life, etc. '

'°''

On the other hand there are perfections (perfectiones
mixta:) which involve imperfections in their nature, eV
animality involves corporeity, and discursive reason implied
the passing from power to act.

Analogous perfections are opposed to those that are
univocal and to those that are equivocal. Univocal things
are those which have a common name and the same
nature, e.g., animal is predicated univocally of worm,
horse and man, because the nature signified by animal
(i.e., a body living a sensitive life) is the same notwith-
standing the inequality of specific differences extrinsic to
the genus.

Equivocal things are those which have a common name,
but whose natures are absolutely different. The name
aog tor instance is the name of the domestic animal,

ot a fish and of a constellation.

n»h™TlVWnfir* have a '^mmon name and differentE; r°m a Cerlain P°int of vi™ they are similar;
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analogically applied to medicine and colour is
extrinsic.

(2) Quantity and quality are called "beings" be-
cause of their relation to substance. In this case the
predicate "being" analogically applied to accidents
is extrinsic, but " being " belongs to them intrinsically
at the same time. Similarly "being" belongs to a
creature only contingently, to God necessarily. Hence
a creature compared to God is only analogically a

_ being, though " being " belongs to the creature intrin-
s'ically at the same time. Thus " being " may be
attributed analogically to substance and accident, since
there is proportion between substance (i.e., being in
itself) and accident (i.e., being in another). " Being "

'.. can also be
; attributed : analogically to God and the

creature, since there can be formed between the nature
- and: attributes' of God and the nature and attributes of

.the creature a.similitude of proportion, i.e., propor-
tionality.

Note the following chart of the analogy of proportion
or of attribution:

'purely extrinsic
; "healthy " is analogically and extrinsically applied

to colour and to medicine.

O P

. ft'C

.Not purely extrinsic-i

'relation of many
.

' to one

'" being " of accidents [e.g.,

of quantity and quality)
is only analogical and ex-
trinsic as compared to
the "being" of substance,
though " being " belongs
.to accidents intrinsically.

relation of one to (relation
l another {

of creature to
God.

(•&) Analogy of proportionality indicates the likeness of
proportion which different things manifest amon-st them-
selves. Analogy of proportionality exists between those
tilings which have a common name and whose natures
signified by the name, though diverse, are similar propor-
tionately, i.e., according to the likeness of proportions.

i he analogy of proportionality is either metaphorical orreal—metaphorical if the relationship is intrinsic and real

r>
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in the one case and only metaphorical in the other. A kin j,

is truly called a king of men, but a lion is only mctaphorij

ally lane of brute beasts. But the analogy of prop0N

tionality" holds : as a king is to men so is a lion to brute

beasts When the statement is made God is angry,"

an'o-er is attributed only metaphorically to God. Hence the

error of Maimonides and of modern Agnostics who say

that all attributes are applied to God only metaphorically.

They do not distinguish between perfections which imply

no imperfection like wisdom, and perfections with a conno-

tation of imperfection like anger. The analogy of propor-

tionality is real when the relationship is intrinsic and real

in both cases, though perchance more perfect in the one

case. Being is really and intrinsically attributed to sub-

stance and accident, hence substance in relation to its

being is analogous to accident in relation to its being. If

we understand the symbol " = " to indicate not mathema-

tical equality, but similitude of analogy, then we may say:

created substance

in relation to

its being

accident

in relation

to its being

The analogy of real proportionality is subdivided into

cases where there is and is not a definite distance between

the analogous proportions. Thus between a created sub-

stance {e.g., orange) and its accident {e.g., colour) there

is a corporal proportion implying a definite distance. But

between sensation and intelligence there is no determined
distance, and yet sensation and intelligence are both with

real and intrinsic analogy called cognition. Hence :

Again :

Sensation

in relation to
its sensible object

Sensitive Love

in relation to
sensible good

Intelligence

in relation to
its intelligible object,

National Love

in relation to
rational good.

wSJ^"!, 1
?.

,he ana, °K>' of real proportion^

S itvMS u !

nKd diS 'anCe
'

i( is » 01 repugnant that sonic

tlu d ^aa-foed lo God and a nature inirinsic-
y "

J reaI|
y and "ot merely metaphorically. Hence :
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i° Notions of perfections which imply no imperfection
may express in some real way infinitely perfect Being
because nothing is repugnant to infinitely perfect Being
unless on the ground of imperfection.

2° Notions which express perfections without suggestion
of imperfection, and which are analogous in the created
order, are not unsuited to express infinitely perfect Being
analogically and really, because proportionality does not
necessarily postulate a determined distance. The propor-
tionality is metaphysical not mathematical, founded not
on quantity but on being.
Note the following chart of analogy of proportionality

:

ESS

'metaphorical. King Lion

in relation to
men

in relation to
irrational animals.

'with definite

distance
created substance

in relation to
its being

Real {

without definite
|

distance

^created
things

- Intelligence

•in relation to
its intelligible

object

[God and -

)

creatures I

God

accident

in relation ts
its being

Sensation

in relation to
its sensitive

object.

a creature

Sin relation to in relation to
His being his being

The minor of the syllogism is explained and proved.
Primary notions of being, unity, truth, goodness, efficient

cause, final cause, intellect, will, wisdom, prudence, justice,
mercy etc., express perfections which imply no imperfec-
tion and are analogous. The. notion of "being," for
example, involves no imperfection, because it does not sug-
gest matter, it does not involve limitation, and it is analo-
gous with implication of subsistent and accidental being.
The same applies to unity which is undivided being, to
truth which is being conformable to the' intellect, to good-
ness which is perfect and desirable being. The epithet
"good" by virtue of analogy of real proportionality is

applied to material and spiritual goodness, and because it

does not involve imperfection or limitation, it is not repug-
nant that " good " should express infinitely perfect Being
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Jcording to analogy of real proportionality without deter.

S Sktince Tims we have good fruit," "
a g0Qdnuned d-stancc^ l^

rai^ „ infinitely good."S efficient and final causes involve no imperfection and

are analogous terms. They are extrinsic reasons of being.

Tn rrrate
" being " involves no imperfection whereas to

nroduce heat, which is a modality of being involves limits

don As an efficient cause has a relation to its effect and

s called "cause of that effect" it is not repugnant that

infinitely perfect Being should have a relation to the mpst
i

universal effect-being of things-and should be called

analogically and really the cause of such being, i.e., First

Transcendent Cause.

Similarly knowledge, love, intellect, will involve no

imperfection and are analogical. Hence the following

proportionalities

:

Sense Created Intellect Uncreated Intellect

in relation to

sensible object

Sensitive Love

in relation 'to

created intelligible

object

Rational Love

in relation to

rational good

in relation to

uncreated intelligible

object

Uncreated Love

in relation to

uncreated good.
in relation to

sensible good

We speak accordingly of Divine and human knowledge.

In man the created form of knowledge is generically a

quality, specifically a habit and is measured by things. In

God wisdom is not an acquired habit, but is identical with

the Divine essence, and is not measured by things but is

the cause of things. Human love is aroused by the per-

fection of outward objects, Divine love creates and infuses

perfection in created things.

(B) Indirect demonstration of the transcendent value of

primary notions and principles.

If the transcendent value of primary notions and pnn-

ciples be denied, doubt of God's existence ensues, doubt

also of the principle of causality. If (he principle of causa-

lity is doubtful, something may come into being without

a cause, existing neither of itself nor tli rough another, i.e.,

it is something and nothing at the same lime. In il'is

way thn principle of non-contradiction disappears, and

knowledge of any kind becomes impossible.
The transcendent value of primary notions and principle5
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has been demonstrated. It will be of advantage to consider
briefly one objection. In the equations given above, be-
tween the terms of which an analogical similitude (repre-
sented by the symbol " = ") is claimed, are there not in
each equation which introduces Divine attributes two un-
knowns, and are not the equations consequently of no
value? Does not the following expression symbolically
represent their value

:

Answer: In the equations given above the Divine attri-

butes are known -positively from the fact that there is a
real proportionality, with corresponding created perfections,

and their divine mode is known negatively and relatively.

Hence there are not two unknowns in the equations.

As a resume of the reasoning given in this chapter, it is

interesting to follow the results of applying equivocal,

univocal and analogical attributes to the Deity.

(1) Maimonides and Modern Nominalist Agnostics
claim that God's nature and attributes are entirely

different from created perfections. Goodness and
wisdom are only virtually (causaliter) in God. As
the being of God is absolutely different from created

being, God becomes unknowable.

(2) Duns Scotus, an extreme realist, claimed that created

perfections should be predicated univocally of God.
In this hypothesis God is knowable, but there must
be in Him an actual-formal multiplicity of perfec-

tions (which is contrary to Divine simplicity). It is

interesting to note that Duns Scotus defended the
univocal application of perfections by asserting that

no syllogism is valid unless the middle term be used
univocally. He was wrong. Unity of propor-
tionality is sufficient for the valid use of middle term.

(3) The moderate realism of St. Thomas and his doc-
trine of analogy result in the ascription to God of

perfections between which and corresponding
created perfections there is a real proportionality.
Divine perfections are identical with the Divine
essence since there is only a virtual distinction
between them, and thus God is shown to be abso-
lutely simple, and analogically knowable.
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The following illustrations shew how in each case the

creature using his conception of being attempts to gai,

some knowledge of the De.ty. Concept of bemg^
has absolute unity, i.e., taken umvocally is represented by

the symbol 0, taken equivocally by symbol 0. Concept

of being which has unity of proportionality, i.e., taken

analogically, is represented by the symbol oo „

Nominalist Agnosticism or

Maimonides.

God (absolutely simple

but unknowable
i.e., cquivocity).

Concept of equivocal,

being

Exaggerated Realism ok
Duns Scotus.

God (knowablc but in
Him an actual—,

formal multiplicity

i.e., univocity).

Concept of Q univocal
being

Creature Creature

Moderate Realism of S. Thomas
,

God (absolutely simple and
analogically knowable).

Concept of

being
CO analogical.

Creature.

Clearly the controversy which raged amongst Paris I

students—Nominalists, Realists and Conceptualists—dur-
j

ing the twelfth century has not been without fruit for the i

validity of knowledge.
j

Having grasped the value, ontological and transcen-
dental, of primary notions and principles, the student may
profitably study the relation 'of first principles one to

another.

(A) The fundamental principle of reason Is the principle

of Contradiction (sometimes called "principle of Non-

contradiction,")

This principle is immediately founded on the idea of
»ung wall its implication of non-being, The logical form
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may be thus stated: "It is impossible to affirm and to
deny the same attribute in regard to the same thing in
the same relation." The ontological form is as follows

:

" It is impossible that the same thing should be
and not be/ at the same-time." The logical form
asserts that an absurdity, (e.g., a square circle) cannot
beconceived, the ontological form claims that the absurdity
cannot exist. A is not not-;!. ; Descartes wrote unwisely
in his Discours stir la.Methode that a square circle though
inconceivable by us might be conceived as really existing

by an omnipotent- Being; If that is so, Descartes' principle
" cogito,- ergo sum" has no value, inasmuch as thought
and .non-thought, life and non-life would be compatible.

(B) The principle of Identity.

The fundamental supreme principle of Contradiction can
be expressed in positive form : A is A, and in this form is

called the principle of Identity..- It is not tautologous. It

•is- a positive affirmation of the identity of being, and of its

opposition to non-being—the affirmation of the absolute

and immutable value of truth. "Let your speech be yea,

yea : no, no." In more explicit form the principle may be
thus expressed: "every being has a definite essence,"
" every, being is a thing." This latter form is not tau-

tologous, for whilst " being " connotes existence,- " thing "

connotes essence".

(C) The. principle of Substance.

If the unity and identity of a thing be regarded from the

standpoint of its variable phenomena, the principle of

Identity takeson a new meaning. The essence of the

thing in question is now regarded as a substance, and the

new principle may be formulated : "every being is a sub-

stance," i.e.,' every being is one. and the same under its

variable phenomena if it has phenomena. A phenomenon
is only the accident by which a being appears. These

three-principles of Contradiction, .
Identity. and Substance

come from the intrinsic, constitutive, specific cause, i.e.,

the formal cause of the being. Other principles come from

extrinsic causes, viz., efficient and final, and from the

intrinsic material cause.

(D) Principle of Reason of Being (Raison d'etre).

Every being must have a reason why it should exist

rather than why it should not exist. This principle, like
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the foregoing three, is immediately evident and therefore

cannot be directly proved It can be proved indirectly

fertrinsically) by rednctio ad absmdvm, for if a thing h£
no reason of being it becomes nothing. Subjectivists like

Kant derive this principle from a reflex act of reason upon

itself, but the principle is intuitive.
'

Another form of the principle is :
every being has the

reason of its being either in itself or in another. If it has

the reason of its being in itself (if essence necessitates

existence) the being is necessary. But if the reason of its

being is in another, such reason is its extrinsic cause.

There are two extrinsic causes—efficient and final. Hence

the principle of Reason of Being leads to the principles of

Causality and of Final Cause.
.

(E) Principle of Efficient Cause. -•."•:

A contingent being is one which may or may not exist.

Hence follows the principle of Efficient Cause. Every

contingent being is caused by another being.. This imme-

diately evident principle may be proved indirectly, for if

a contingent being is not caused by another, its being

must be from itself, i.e., it is not contingent but necessary.

(F) Principle of Final Cause.

" Every agent acts for an end." The end is not merely

the result of the action, but the reason on account of which

the agent acts. The eye sees; sight is its end. The ear

hears; hearing is its end. The acorn would not produce

an oak tree rather than a pear tree, if it were hot directed

to produce that effect. Passive tendency of an irrational

agent presupposes direction of a rational agent. An arrow

tends to the mark because directed by the archer.

This principle—immediately evident—can be proved

indirectly. When an agent produces an effect—an effect

suitable to its activity, if the agent did not tend to produce
that effect the suitableness of the effect would be without
a reason of being (raison d'etre). The effect, determined
and suitable, produced by an agent is intentional. Chance
is an accidental cause. A gravedigger in digging a grave
finds a treasure. The digging of the grave is intentional

;

the burying of the treasure was intentional. Chance is

the accidental conjunction of two intentional causes.

(G) The principle of Change.
This principle comes from the material cause—the
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matter, and may be thus formulated: "All change pre-
supposes a subject capable of change." The idea of
change suggests the important philosophic conception of
the passage from power to act, from potentiality to
achievement.
The principle may be proved indirectly : change without

a subject changed would be a change of nothing, i.e., a
change and not a, change at the same time. Creation is

not a change as it is the production of the totality of beino-
from no pre-existing material.

All these principles fall under four causes, formal, effi-

cient, final and material. All are fundamentally depend-
ent upon the principle of Contradiction.



CHAPTER IV

PANTHEISTIC EVOLUTION

Art, I.—Statement of Various Views. . . '.

:

"

I.—General Idea.

According to this doctrine, the Principle of all things

does not exist of itself, is hot eternal, nor really distinct

from the world, but is a " Becoming "—a constant evo-

lution which, determining itself, constitutes the universe of

things. God is Creative Evolution !

In this system of absolute evolution there is a negative

and a positive element. -

(A) Negative element.

i° Denial of existence of God the Creator. The first

principle is an immanent tendency to development, .and

there is no need of a transcendent Creator.

2° Denial of the order of Supernatural truth and life.

Human reason is a participation of the immanent prin-

ciple. There is no need of supernatural intervention.

3° Denial of the possibility of miracles. The immanent
principle is not really or essentially distinct from the

universe, and therefore cannot intervene.

(B) Positive element.

All religious phenomena are explicable by the develop-

ment of the "religious sense. Religious truth changes as

man changes.

II.—Empirical Evolution, i.e., Monism.
Matter is the principle of all things; from matter come

life and rationality.

Haeckel in his Die Weltratsel lays down the general and
the religious philosophy of Monism.

(A) General Philosophy.

There is nothing above or beyond phenomena.W An indirect proof is drawn from the Conservation

nnnSy '
, ,

1S
,

claimed that this physical and chemical
principle would be rendered false if vegetative, sensitive

58 '
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and rational life had an influence on the physico-chemical

order. Hence vegetative, sensitive and rational life are

mere results or developments of material laws.

(b) A direct proof is drawn from resemblance between
spiritual and material phenomena. For example, mutual

affinity between hydrogen and oxygen is a rudimentary

inclination, which, by development, leads to affinities in

higher organisms.

(B) Religious Philosophy.

(a) Negative part. Denial of the Supernatural order.

(b) Positive part. Science can satisfy the needs of

speculative reason, and will later on be able to satisfy the

needs of the human heart. Until then, religion is useful 1

Positive religion consists in the cultivation of the true,

the beautiful, the good. Christianity, based on the Super-

natural, is not true. Art as such does not belong to

Christianity. Thegood in Christianity consists in observ-

ance of the precepts of the Natural Law, and is therefore

independent of Christianity. The true, the beautiful, the

good constitute respectively Science, Art and Sociology.

Education should be entirely secular.

III.—Idealistic Evolution.

The supporters were Spinoza, Fichte, Schelling and
Hegel. Zeller and Fischer have written the history of this

system. In Germany, Baur, Ewald, Reuss, Knobel and
Wellhausen have applied the principles to Hermeneutics.

In France, , Renan and Loisy wrote from the standpoint

of Hegelianism.
In this system the Principle of development is no

longer matter, but an idealistic principle named the

Absolute. In human reason the Absolute became con-

scious of itself. If the history of Idealistic Evolution be

traced backwards, the germ of the system will be found in

Gnosticism.

1° Gnosticism.

God does not act directly upon the world, but acts

through jeons sprung from Him. /Eons emanate from

the Divine Substance. A demiurge made spirit, but

associated matter with spirit. Hence a spirit (Christ)

superior to the demiurge came to. reconcile the world to

God.
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2 » Pantheism of Spinoza. .

His views are found in his Tractates Theologico politicus

and in his JS&wa.

(a) Theory of Substance. .

tL " TTniversal " of the mind has an objective exist-

ence Thus extreme realism. leads to Pantheism, There .

is only one Substance. Substance is not merely beng

subsisting of itself " C«w £ e' *e »**f*««^ bu* "being

subsisting from itself" (ens a se subststens). Substance

is therefore uncreated, eternal, i.e., God.

(b) Theory of Knowledge. _ _
-.. _ . ^_;

The human mind has a natural intuition of the D.ivine

essence Hence no need of a Supernatural order. .This

Onotlogism of Spinoza is found also in works of Male^

branche, and to some extent in those of Rosm.mi.

(c) Theory of Happiness.

The love of the human mind for God is a part of the

infinite love whereby God loves himself. Personal immor-

tality is therefore impossible. .'

3° Pantheism of Fichte (1762-1814). ^
.

The pantheism of 'Fichte is derived partly from. Kant

and partly from Spinoza. Fichte very justly found a diffi-

culty in applying the subjective categories of Kant to

objective phenomena. Why should reason, he asked,

apply to certain phenomena the category of causality rather

than some other category, e.g.,' substance? Must it not

be from objective considerations perceived in the pheno-

mena and how therefore can the category of causality be.

purely subjective? Moreover Fichte observed that in the

Kantian system the objective, reality of those things per-

ceived by the sense (i.e., their mere existence, as according
to Kant extension, duration, etc, are subjective) is taken for

granted. Fichte laid down the following principles :

(1) We have knowledge only of our conscious states.

(2) We objectify the laws 'by which our activity is

limited and call the limitation matter.
(3) So-called higher truths, e.g., existence of God, are

purely subjective ideas.
Fichte taught that the ego and non-ego mutually deter-M*- He endeavoured to span' the gulf

sulrtV e
f

g
?,
and the non^° by distinguishing in the

subject a twofold ego-one finite and empirical, the other
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transcendent. The transcendent ego is something real and
ideal, viz., "practical reason of human society." He
allowed that the non-ego may be a nonentity.

The critic may ask : may not the ego be also a nonentity ?

Thus Fichte's earlier system ends in nihilism. Fichte

taught later the reality of the ego and the non-ego, and the

identity of both, i.e., an absolute subject-object. Hence
whatever we experience within ourselves, or whatever we
see without are both alike manifestations of one and the

same absolute mind, i.e., of the Deity—not merely crea-

tions of His power, but actual modifications of His

essence.

As an instance showing how difficulties arise from the

application to God of human attributes in their univocal

and not in their analogous sense, Fichte in Critica cujus-

libet Revelations (Opera V.) writes: " The living God is

Humanity itself. I shrink from a religious conception

which regards God as a personal being ... a personal

God would be as a percipient subject limited by the object

known, and thus God would not be infinite." In Catholic

philosophy the attribute of personality is applied to God
only in an analogous sense.

4" Pantheism of Schelling (1775-1841).

Schelling stresses the error in Fichte's teaching by point-

ing out that the transcendent ego cannot produce the non=-

ego, i.e., the object. Ego and non-ego are correlative.

Both presuppose the absolute. Both are one and the same

essence running parallel to each other. Hence the philo-

sophy of nature and the philosophy of spirit, both having

their root in the Absolute.

In Schelling's system. the infinite mind (absolute) passes

through various forms of objective and unconscious deve-

lopment as seen in matter, motion, organism and attains to

a state of self-consciousness in sensation, reflection, free-

dom and is carried by practical movement (individuality,

society, history) to the highest point of self realisation-

Art. Herein is the unity of ideal, and real. It is clear that

all difference between God and the universe is lost in this

system. There is one enormous chain of necessity.

Schelling tried later to modify his pantheistic views by

writing what he named Positive Philosophy. He found in

Christianity the same threefold movement which runs

through the whole system.
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Third Movement.
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-First Movement. Catholicism : religion of Peter, obiert;
in its nature.

J ^ Llve

Protestantism : religion of Paul, Wn -

l
appeals to subjective consciousness
Perfect Religion: religion of TqL

.

union of all in love.
:

Schelling's system is founded :

(1) Upon an illusion—the process of mental generalisa-

tion is made into a real and essential principle of

things themselves.

(2) Upon a paralogism. Order of knowledge arid order

of existence are confounded.

Upon an exaggeration. The.harmony which exists

between intelligence and reality is made into an

identity. '

.

Upon an hypothesis. It is a gratuitous supposition

to place all truth in the reason and thus to make
reason equal to God.

Note the development of these systems :

(3)

(4)

Spinoza
Pantheistic Ontologism
Intuition of God

Kant -

Agnostic Subjectivism'
Negation of Intuition

:FlCHTE
Identity of Ego and Non-Ego

Schelling
The Absolute becomes the Universe.

5» Pantheism of Hegel (1770-1831).

The absolute with Hegel is not infinite substance as with

Spinoza, nor the infinite subject as with Fichte, nor the

infinite mind as with Schelling : Hegel's Absolute is'a per-

petual process, an eternal thinking without beginning and
without end.

According to Hegel there are three movements of the
logical process

:

I—Bare thought. Hence logic with its (1) doctrine of

nemg;
(2) doctrine of essence; (3) doctrine of notion,

n,
,'

r7 A°
U
F
ht extei'ialising itself. Hence philosophy of

nature;
(j) of mechanics; (2) of physics; (3) of organism.
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I'll.—Thought returning to itself. Hence philosophy of

mind (1) subjective (anthropology, psychology, will); (2)

objective (jurisprudence, morals, politics)
; (3) absolute (art,

religion, philosophy).

Hegel's teaching turns upon two fundamental points:

(a) the unity of contradictories and (£>) identity of being and

thought.
(A) Hegel's criticism of Schelling.

Hegel judged rightly that the Absolute of Schelling

explains nothing. Transition from unity of the Absolute

to multiplicity of phenomena is not explained in Schel-

ling's scheme. Hegel proceeds to explain how multiplicity

of phenomena comes logically and necessarily from primi-

tive unity, and his explanation is summed up in the states

ment :
" The Absolute is nothing else than the process of

universal becoming and especially the ideal process."
' (B) Logic and Metaphysics of Hegel.

. Spirit is"better known than matter. We have an imme-

diate cognition of spirit but not of matter. Hence in the

development of spirit and of thought, not in development

of matter, is found the exemplar and cause of all pheno-

mena. ' Hegel identifies logic and metaphysics.

How does development of ideas proceed? The first

idea is that of universal being. But universal being is at

the same time non-being because indeterminate. Hence

being is non-being, and from this contradiction comes

logically and necessarily the " becoming "—the synthesis

by which are reconciled thesis and antithesis, i.e., being

and non-being. Being becomes nature when it externates

itself, and becomes spirit when by the help of consciousness

it makes itself the object of its thought. Thus the prin-

ciple of the identity of contradictories is the law of higher

reason and' reality, whereas the classical principle of con-

tradiction is the law only of lower reason, which makes

use of abstract and static ideas.

(C) Hegel's Philosophy of Nature.

The process of " becoming " when not as yet conscious

of itself is matter in which attraction and repulsion are

opposed. From matter come vegetative, sensitive and

finally rational life.

(D) Hegel's Philosophy of Spirit and Religion.

The subjective or individual spirit was the first appear-

ance of spiritual life in men of primitive times.

The objective or social spirit appeared later in history.
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he social spirit made legitimate the penalty of d

dissolubility of the marriage bond, waging of
jUst

The social spirit made legitimate the penalty of *

- solubility of the marriage bond, waging of
jUst^

etc The Greeks in their day led the process of evoluti

They were succeeded by the Romans, and now there ft I

" people chosen by God." (Surely Chauvinism g^ \

"The absolute spirit guides development of social W. i

individual spirit. Absolute spirit is true spiritual life and
!

appears in three forms—Art, Religion and Philosophy
!

Art appeared first and its development is in accordance :

with the degree in which matter is eliminated. Hence ;

come, in the ascending scale, Architecture, Sculpture,
I

Painting, Music and Poetry.
. .

' !

Religion is the antithesis of Art. Art deals with that
I

which is material, Religion with the spiritual. In the
j

East, Religion ignored material things. In Greece, Re..
'

ligion became a species of humanism. Finally, Christi-

anity is the synthesis of Oriental and Grecian inspiration,
!

inasmuch as the object of Christian'worship is a God-man.
j

Philosophy (speculative) is the synthesis of Art and
;

Religion. Antithesis between Sophists and Socrates led

to Platonism. Antithesis between Plato and Aristotle led .

to the emanation theory of Plotinus. Antithesis between
j

Greek philosophy and Christianity was synthesised by
,

St. Augustine according to Plato's ideas, and 'by St.
|

Thomas according to the teaching of. Aristotle; Antithesis
j

between the Sensism of Hume and Spiritualism of Des-
|

cartes was synthesised by Kant. Antithesis between
;

Fichte and Schelling was synthesised by Hegel. .Trans-

cendentalism of Hegelian philosophy is so called in oppo-

sition to Empiricism. But from the standpoint of Theism,

Hegel's transcendentalism is identical with Immanentism.

Hegelian Philosophy and Christianity

(i) In Hegel's judgment, from the dogma of creation

the truth should be retained that the infinite exists with the

finite. Hegel identifies infinite and finite in the process «

"becoming"—a contradiction of lower but not of hig!'er

reason.

(2) From dogma of the Trinity the truth should be

retained which suggests a threefold relationship—the sub-

ject knowing, the object known, and the knowledge itseH'

i.e., union of subject and object. Hence thesis, antithesis
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and synthesis. Giinther (Semi-Rationalist) afterwards

tried to demonstrate the doctrine of the Trinity, claiming

that in God there must be Subject, Object (or Word), and

the union of both, vis., the Holy Spirit.

(3) From the dogma of the Incarnation something

should be retained. A most excellent form of spiritual

life was manifested in Christ. But the miracles attributed

to Him are not credible.
,

(4) In the doctrine of Redemption, God emptied Him-

self
" (exinanimi se) became man and afterwards by His

passion and death drew all things to Himself. Here again

is the fundamental law of Evolution in a contradiction

which is fruitful. ,

Before proceeding to make a general critique on Pan-

theistic Evolution, it will be well. to indicate the insuper-

able objections under which Hegelianism labours.

(1) Whence does the process, the great rhythm of exist-

ence proceed ? Hegel pretends to have solved the whole

secret of being, to have no realistic starting point; to

begin with zero and deduce everything. This pretension

is not fulfilled. The law of existence is still assumed and

unaccounted for.

(2) There is hopeless confusion between the logical

process of thinking and the real process of things' them-

selves. The logical idea commencing with nothing simply

by its own inward movement or self-unfolding creates the

universe! We may in thought begin with the most

abstract notion and go on adding attribute to attribute till

we have placed the whole concrete universe before us.

But this can never be put down as Identical with the pro-

cess of creation itself
.'

'
'

.

(3) Thesystem of Hegel is utterly . inconsistent with the

results of psychology. Human freedom vanishes. Man is

but the mirror of the Absolute, personality is sunk in

the Infinite. Moral obligation perishes.

(4) In Hegelianism, the Deity is a process ever going

on but never accomplished ; nay, Divine consciousness is

absolutely one with the advancing consciousness of man-
kind! The hope of immortality perishes, for death is but

the return of the individual to the infinite. In the case of

some of Hegel's followers, Strauss, Bruno, Baur, Conradi,

Feuerbach, Pantheism attains the point at which it ever

tends, that, namely, in which it becomes fully synonymous
with atheism. The New Testament is so rationalised upon

E
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, * th P whole of the historical portion is regarded as a

dSgned mytology in which are conveyed to us import

tf

^'ll -Critique on Pantheistic Evolution.

*

[o Denial of principle of Efficient Cause.
_

,. -

;
|

i*. nthPistic Evolution teaches that the principle of the
Pantheistic jivo

nQr ^^ frQm eter
,

rT«SS^^ from an imperfect state to <£ :

bU
/nd more perfect. In materialistic evolution, fr0m 1^ ^ttTr come vegetative, sensitive and intellectual I

ES3t Sistic evolution, from the idea of universal '

• ai innate being come all subsequent higher forms.
|

SenceX more perfect comes from the less perfect^
i

Sncusion uSrly opposed to the principle of Causality,
conclusion u

^ j fperfection arises from no cause.

""On th thertanl'the principle of Efficient Causahty ,

claims that if being, life, intelligence, morality exist they ,

Sa the existence of Necessary Being who possesses
:

fn an eminent way all the perfections visible in .the
,

universe.
2° Denial of principle of Final Cause. -

i

Evolutionary process, in; its materialistic &»«**»«* )

buted to the material cause (i.e., matter).. In matter

,

S.the
|

potency of development. The process is at firs uncon-

scions and blind. Hence there is no place for final cause

The process, in its idealistic form, supposes an uncon-

scious tendency whereby lower forms develop into higher.

But this tendency has no mison d'etre.

3° Negation of the principle of Change •
_

Pantheistic Evolution identifies the subject of change

and the change itself. Both are confounded in the process

of "becoming." Matter is physical energy or actrvu,

always in motion. . Hence motion does not need an exu

sic First Mover, but is itself the principle of developmen

of all things. But as already shewn the principle ot cnang

requires a subject distinct from the change, otherwise in

would be as it were flowing without a fluid, fiymg wi«
\

wings, thought without a thinking subject. _The suDj
^

of change is matter which does not exist of itself, l£''

contingent, and as such postulates finally an Infinite ^a

for its creation. Evolution cannot be "Creative Lvo

tion " which is Evolution without a cause, without an e

without a subject.
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4° Denial of the principle of Reason of Bein£.

Pantheistic Evolution has not reason of being (raison

d'etre) either in another or in itself.
_
Not in another,

because according to the system there is no transcendent

cause, nor in itself, because evolution is a transition from

indetermination to determination (from power to act), and

this transition has not in itself a reason of being. Indeter-

mination is not determination, nor does it contain determi-

nation in any higher way. Power cannot of itself become

act—there is need of the agency of an extrinsic cause, itself

in act.

5° Denial of the principle of Substance.

Phenomena presuppose the noumenon, i.e., sensible

qualities presuppose the substance in which they inhere.

But advocates of Pantheistic Evolution maintain that there

is no substance, but only a universal " becoming " without

a subject. Material bodies are bundles of accidents (phe-

nomena) bound together by some unknown law.

6° Denial of principles of Contradiction and Identity.

These principles postulate : being is being, being is not

not-being. But again followers of Hegel teach that being

and not-being are the same in the process of " becoming.

Truth is only relatively true ; error is only relatively erro-

neous. The definition of truth is not the time-honoured

" equation of intellect and object," but " equation of mind

and life," and as life changes, so must truth. ...
Thus Pantheistic Evolution denies all the first principles

of reason, and the four causes correlative to them. This

process of evolution is without a subject, without an ein-

cient cause, without an intentional end, and jumbles

together as identical contraries and contradictories. Denial

of first principles is admitted and defended on the ground

that the law of Contradiction is a law only of lower

reason—a law which makes use of abstract and static ideas,

and not a law of higher reason which regards reality as

always changing and in which contradictories are the

same. ... ~. t -, ,•<

In opposition to this tissue of absurdities, Catholic philo-

sophy shews that the first cause of all things is subsisted

Being, absolutely simple, immutable, infinite, essentially

transcending the universe. God is seen in the mirror of

sensible things by reflexion from the light of first prin-

ciples Pantheistic Evolution is an irrefragable proof for
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nhvirdum of the existence of God, who transcends
thi>

un verte and is the source of the Supernatural Order. ^
Two objections drawn from views of Twentieth Century

writers will be briefly considered. *
,

i.—The first objection stated in syllogistic form runs as

i0l

Ma[or: That which is greater cannot be produced from

that which is less. . . . ,...' .

Minor: But motion is greater, than immobility.

Conclus : Therefore motion cannot be produced from

immobility, but exists of itself and is the principle of all

things. v .." ' -,'."'
j .

'.

Answer: The difficulty arises from the ascription to

God who is infinite, of finite qualities without the neces-

sary' corrections. So-called antinomies of Kant and

Spencer are due to the same error. .Unchangeableness and

immobility in God—the XJnmoving Eriergeia of Aristotle

—mean that God does hot pass from power to. act, from

potentiality to achievement. He is Pure Act. Therefore

His immobilty is not the immobility of inertia, but the

immobility of infinite perfection. This idea is enshrined

in the words of the liturgical hymn :
-.-..-

•
,
•

•
.

- >.,>

Amor Patris Filiique
,

;. ., } :

-

r -i

Par Amborum, et utrique

Comfar et consimilis ;
:

*

Cuncta repies, cunctafoves, •

Astra regis, cesium moves,
Permanensimmobilis.

.
: . ,

-
:

-

Adam of St. Victor.

The answer to the syllogism is therefore clear :

The major is true.

The minor needs distinction. Motion is greater than

the immobility of inertia, but not greater than the im-

mobility of infinite perfection.

The same distinction is needed for the conclusion.
2.—Second objection.

;

Major: If an effect is produced extrinsic to the First

Cause, there is more of being than existed before. ,

Minor: But by Creation created things were produced

extrinsic to the First Cause.
*

fConclus.: Therefore after Creation, there was more &
being than existed before, i.e., more is produced from 1<?SS '
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Answer: Since God who is plenitude of being contains

in an infinitely higher way all the perfections of creatures

actual or possible, and since creatures derive their per-

fections from Him, God and creatures are not more perfect

than God alone. The Infinite is not made greater by the

addition of the Finite. After Creation there are more
beings, but not more being. St. Thomas writes

:

" Created goodness compared to Infinite Goodness is like

a point compared to a line." A point is position without

magnitude, and the addition of such to a line does not

increase its quantity. Students who grasp the teaching of

St. Thomas do not make his teaching more perfect. The
comprehension -of the Saint's marvellous and illuminating

reasoning increases the number of the wise, but does not

augment the sum of wisdom. St. Augustine writes :
" If

thou art without God, thou art less ; if thou art with God,

God is not greater. Not through thee is God greater, but

thou without Him art less."



CHAPTER V .

|

AGNOSTICISM AND RATIONALISM

I —Agnosticism in General.
;

(A) Definition : :

Agnosticism is the system according to which human
\

reason has knowledge only of phenomena. All beyond
j

phenomena is unknowable. !

" Thou canst not prove the Nameless, O my son,
. .

; .

\

Nor canst thou prove the world thou.movest in,;

.

Thou canst not prove that thou art body alone,
j

Thou canst not prove that thou art spirit alone, .
;..-.

"'

Nor canst thou prove that thou art both in one ;
j

Nor canst thou prove thou art immortal, no,

Nor yet that thou art mortal—nay, my son.

Thou canst not prove that I, who speak with- thee

Am not thyself in converse -with thyself, .

For nothing worthy proving can be proven,

Nor yet disproven : wherefore thou be .wise,

Cleave ever to the sunnier side of doubt,

Cling to Faith beyond the forms of Faith 1

"

Tennyson, The Ancient Sage.

John Stuart Mill regarded the existence of the world as

dubious. Herbert Spencer admitted the existence of an

external world on account of the resistance of bodies : the

world is symbolically knowable, but its real nature is not

knowable.
The origin of the name is given by the Jate Professor

Huxley—one of the ablest of the Agnostic School : .

" When I reached intellectual maturity and began to

ask myself whether I was an atheist, a theist, or a panthe-

ist; a materialist or an idealist; a Christian or a free-

thinker; I found that the more I learned and reflected, the

less ready was the answer; until, at last, I came to the

conclusion that I had neither act nor part with any of these

denominations, except the last. The one thing in which
most of these good people were agreed was the one thing
in which I differed from them. They were quite sure that

they had attained a certain ' gnosis,'—had, more or less

70
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successfully, solved the problem of existence
;
while I wasS sure I had not, and had a pretty strong conviction

that the problem was insoluble So I took thought

and invented what I conceived to be the appropriate title of

Sc.' ^ came into my head as suggestively anti-

tS to the 'gnostic' of Church history, who professed

to now so much about the very things of winch I was
°

"°nt Agnosticism is not a creed, but a method,

he essence of which lies in the rigorous application of a

cJnVS principle Positively the principle may be

expressed In matters of the intellect follow your reason

nSnr as it will take you without regard to any other con-

% J™« And negatively: In matters of the intellect

do nS P tend ^cfndusLs are certain which are not

demonsLted or demonstrable." (Essay*
;

™ S™J$£
inverted Questions, $p. 354> 355> 35^> 3&- Macmillan

& Co., 1892).

(B) Foundation of Agnosticism.

The fundamental principle of Agnosticism is the denial

of theTopological and transcendental value of the primary

Seas and primary principles of reason. By transcendental

valueTs meant (as
P
has 'been shown) the power primary

notions and principles possess of guiding human reason to

'

the knowledge of a transcendent Cause.

(C) Consequences of Agnosticism in Religious Philosophy.

Negative (a) Existence of God unknowable.
'

(b) No possibility of miraculous intervention.

(c) Even if Revelation existed it would be only

symbolic or metaphorical.

Positive (a) The religious sense, immanent in human
• nature, is the source of all religion.

(b) This religious sense is gradually evolved.

II.—Empirical Agnosticism. (Hume, Mill, Spencer, Hux-

ley, Comte, Ribot; W. James, etc.)

1° General Philosophy.

An idea (eg., of dog) is only a confused image of the

imtginatTontl which1 common name (dog) has been

given. This is the teaching of extreme Nomina ism

Condillac inferred that "science is well-constitu ed

language." Hence ideas represent only sensible phe^-

nomena.
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Judement is an association of two images. The exerciSe

of reason results in an empirical conclusion drawn from

sensible images. „ ., ,
'•';

-

Substance is merely a name for a collection of external

phenomena bound together by an unknown law.
P

Personality is experience of internal phenomena, and is

best defined as" consciousness of oneself

Causality is the mere succession of antecedent and con-

sequent : there is no influx from the one to the other.

2° Religious Philosophy. -

(A) Negative side.
_

.

"

(a) First Cause unknowable. Human notions have only

a phenomenal value, and cannot be applied to God. If so

applied, antinomies ensue. The following are the an-

tinomies which appealed to Spencer :

(i) Divine simplicity and Divine consciousness are

opposed, inasmuch as consciousness implies duality of

subject'and object. ..

(2) Divine immutability and Divine liberty are not com-

patible, because a free act adds something contingent and

mutable.

(3) Infinite Power and Goodness seem opposed to the

permission of evil.

(4) Infinite justice and infinite mercy cannot be recon-

ciled.

All hypotheses (Atheism, Pantheism, Theism) concern-

ing the nature of the Absolute involve contradictions.

Answer: As indicated previously, Kant's and Spencer's

antinomies are the result of ascribing human perfections to

the Deity in their univocal, and not in their analogous
sense. <

(b) Miraculous intervention impossible. '

(c) Revelation only symbolical and metaphorical.

(B) Positive Side.

(a) Herbert Spencer : All forms of religion are struggles
ot the human spirit to acquire representations of the un-
knowable. The conceptions are only symbolic, but they
awaken the religious sense. In the development of the

rS2 r f
en

r
e

' .

the moral element P^vails over propitiatory

die AbsoiuTe °
n hccomes an indefinite consciousness of

(6) Comte. Religion is moral and social life. Science
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and philosophy are not sufficient to preserve the social

bond. Hence the utility of religion. Certain truths of

Christianity should be preserved, such as the existence of

God and the immortality of the soul. God in this system

of Comteism is humanity itself, and the immortality of the

soul is impersonal—a life in the memory of the living. The
chief precept of this positivist religion—the religion of

humanity—is "live for others" (Altruism from autrui).

In this religion the positivist trinity is venerated :

1. Great Being—humanity.

2. Great Temple—the earth.

3. Great Medium—space.

(c) Empirical psychologism of Ribot and others. Reli-

gious phenomena are the unconscious projection of human
affections and desires towards an imagined object. There

is no distinction between true and false mysticism, between

the type of St. Theresa and that of Madame de Guyon.
(d) William James.

The fundamental characteristic of religion is the spirit of

prayer and confidence whereby man thinks he has associa-

tion with the Supreme Being. Later comes evolution of

dogma. The value of religious experience should be
judged from its results (pragmatism). Holiness is some-
times immoderate, but generally helps development of

morality, which neither science nor sociology can effect.

Dogmas cannot be proved, but they are useful in over-

coming egoism. The existence of a personal God, of a par-

ticular Providence, cannot be proved, but if they are useful,

they are practically true.

III.—Idealistic Agnosticism. (Kant, Renouvier, Schleier-

macher, Ritschl, Sabatier, etc.

1° General Philosophy.

The aphorism of Locke will be remembered :.
" Nihil in

intellects, nisi prius fuerit in sensu," to which Leibnitz
replied :

" Est intellectus ipse." Kant was on the side of

Leibnitz in his contention that necessary truths do not come
from experience. Kant distinguished an analytic judg-
ment which affirms the existence of an essential and ob-
vious property ("every triangle has three sides ") from a
synthetic judgment which declares the existence of an attri-

bute which does not actually belong to a notion, but which
our minds are led by some kind of evidence to attribute to

it. He subdivided synthetic judgments into two kinds :
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Synthetic a posteriori derived from experience, ,e-.g.
t ^

are mortal.
, . ,

Synthetic A priori of which the justification's a mental

category, e.g., every quality exists in some substance-

every contingent being has an efficient cause. '

Kant's categories—two for sensation (time and space)

twelve for the understanding under four general heads

(quantity, quality, relation, modality), and three great

creneralisations of reason (Soul, Universe, God) laid the

foundation for subjectivism. The law of Causality, f0r

example, is only a mental category applied to experience

and consequently has no objective value. But the cate-

gories bind phenomena together, and constitute a science

of phenomena subjectively necessary and universal.

According to Kant (and herein he,was right in his con-

clusion though his premises were false) Empiricism inas-

much as it fails to explain the existence of necessary truths

should be rejected. It may be well to remind the student

that Catholic philosophy defends the existence of necessary

truths, not because of subjective categories, but because the

mind sees their necessity and universality intuitively.

2° Religious Philosophy.

(A) Negative Side.

(a) No speculative proof of the existence of God can be

given, because primary principles (e,g., principle of. Cau-

sality) have no. ontological value.

(b) Neither miracle nor revelation is possible.

(c) Dogmas cannot have a transcendental value, because

they are expressed in accordance with human ideas which

are not transcendental.

(B) Positive Side.

Practical reason affirms the existence of God by an act

of natural faith. This faith attains to certitude, sub-

jectively sufficient but objectively insufficient, of God the

Rewarder who will crown virtue with, happiness.
The Trinity signifies, not three persons, but three

attributes of God.
The Incarnation is the manifestation of perfect moral life

in Christ, who was only a just man.
Redemption through the death of Christ is only a sub-

lime example of moral fortitude.
Original sin is nothing more than the conflict between

spirit and flesh.

Sacraments are only symbols of moral ideas.
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Kant's Philosophy is the source of the agnosticism of (a)

many liberal Protestants such as Scheleiermacher, Ritschl

Sarnack, and (b) of Modernists like Le Roy, Tyrrell and

Loisy.

(a) Liberal Protestants.

Schleiermacher :
" Revelation cannot be made credible

by external signs; men are moved to faith by internal

experience alone" (Der.ChristUche Glaube)
. .

Ritschl: "Religion consists in the religious sense.

Dogmas do not reveal God, but our sentiments of faith,

hope and love towards God" (Theologte and Metaphy-

Harnack:' "Christianity is a higher form of natural

rel Son The essence of Christianity lies.- ir
i
the Father-

hood of God and brotherhood of man" (Dogmenges-

Sabatier (Auguste) :
" Revelation is progressive know-

ledge of God in the consciousness of each individual

Knowledge of God comes from internal emotion ot

adoration! From this emotion springs prayer. From

emotion of fear comes conception of Divine Justice, from

emotion of love the idea of Divine goodness and paternity.

Hence dogmas represent emotions, they symbolically

express religious experience. Certain simple doctrines are

immutable such as the Fatherhood of God. Other dogmas

change» by desuetude, such as belief in eternity ot

punishment; (b) by intussusception, i.e., development of

new meaning, e.g., Trinity; (c) by renovation of old or

creation of. new conception, e.g., justification by taitti

(Les Religions d'Autorite et la religion de I esprit).

(b) Modernists. '

'

Modernism was treated philosophically by E. Le Roy

'(Dogma et Critique), spiritually and mystically by

Fr. Tyrrell (Christianity, at the Cross-roads, etc.),

historically by Abbe Loisy (Autour d'un Petit Livre, etc.).

Le Roy : "Existence of God cannot be proved because

the principle of Causality is only a relation between

phenomena. Religious experience gives assurance ot

God's existence. A miracle is an effect of lively tatth.

Dogmas, from the speculative standpoint, cannot have a

positive sense, because the ideas they express have no

ontological or transcendent value. Dogmas have a nega-

tive sense, and from the practical standpoint a positive
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Person ' means negativ

"'

a mere idea. atJ?
'1Vel

sense. For instance ' God is a

that God is not corporeal nor

CS

positively : act towards God as if He were a Person tIT
resurrection of Christ signifies only His spiritual inflUen
after death." .

ce

Tyrrell :
" Religion is the internal experience of God'

presence and of His paternity. This experience is universal!

hence revelation and faith are identical. The experience

is expressed at first imaginatively. Christ is decribed bv
St. Peter as the Messiah, by St. Paul as the Second Adam
by St. John as the Word, by the first faithful as the Son
of God. The experience is expressed later intellectually

The Nicene Council approved the formula :
' Word sub-"

stantial with the Father.' These formulas are not abso-

lutely true. The Church has erred in regard to dogmatic
formulas. The primary rule of faith is conscience. New
ideas in religion are condemned at first, but adopted later."

Schell : In Germany, Schell taught that the authority of

the Church must be accepted by the learned with vTestric-

tions.

Loisy: (Modernist Exegist). Loisy regards the New
Testament as a human document, and explains away all

supernatural features in ' allegorical and psychological

interpretation. The non-intervention of God in history

is an axiom, with Modernists. " L'historien," says M.
Loisy, " n'a pas a s'inspirer de Vagnosticisme -pour ecarter

Dieu de I'histoire; il ne Vy. rencontre jamais" (Simples
Reflexions, p. 211).

" Erit enim tempus cum sanam doctrinam non sus-

tinebunt, sed ad sua desideria coacervabunt sibi magistros
prurientes auribus, et a veritate quidem auditum avertent,
ad jabulas autem convertentur." (2 Tim. iv. 3).
The basic principle of Agnosticism, the principle which

denies the ontological and transcendental value of primary
notions and principles has already been refuted. In
lingland* Sensism and Hegelianism are on the decline,
i.ragmatism (negation of all philosophy!) has. a dubious

lowing. There seems to be a growing appreciation of

olU
a
u

ty *nd c°gency of Scholastic Philosophy.

Thnm YS
!
nterPreted by the luminous teaching of St.

beSi Tn
-

aS
J-

Qnod W™ faustumquc sill It will

which A?
l(

?.
,rid,c^ briefiy some of the chief difficulties

winch Agnosticism involves.
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Critique.

I.—Against empirical Agnosticism.

(a) Intelligible things per se—objects of primary

notions—cannot be expressed in sensible images. A
sensible image represents only phenomena in juxtaposi-

tion. Empiricists regard substance as a collection of

phenomena. An orange to them is colour, fragrance,

weight, shape, taste, etc., all these accidents being bound

together by some unknown law. Causality to the empir-

icist is a mere succession of events, whereas causality

imports the idea of effective production.

(b) The necessity and universality of the first principles

of reason are not accounted for by empiricism: If, for

example, the principle of causality is only a law of experi-

ence, its universality and necessity cannot be explained.

(c) The conviction of the objective value of human

judgments becomes an insoluble difficulty. Illusion is

something accidental, whereas this conviction is universal.

(d) The illative value of syllogistic reasoning disappears

to the empiricist. John Stuart Mill's criticism of the

syllogism is well known : •

All men are mortal,

John is a man,
Therefore John is mortal.

The conclusion, according to Mill, is already contained

in the major premiss.

In reply it is necessary to point out that the major pro-

position is universal; and therefore beyond the power of

empiricism to formulate. Again, though individual in-

stances are implicitly contained in a general proposition,

the explicit statement of an implicit truth is a gain in

knowledge.
(e) The foundation of Induction, i.e., the statement of a

truth of universal application derived from individual

instances is beyond the reach of empiricism. The principle

of Induction is founded on the necessary principle of

Reason of Being : " The same cause in the same circum-

stances produces the same effect," otherwise the variation

of effect would be without a reason of being (raison d'etre).

But as empiricism denies all necessary principles, Induc-

tion becomes impossible.

(f) The trustworthiness of memory is a truth necessarily
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accepted prior to experience. Any attempt to. prove th P
trustworthiness of memory involves the assumption of th!

truth to be proved. Mill handsomely acknowledged
that

the necessity of this assumption gives a destructive blow to
empiricism. ...

H. Against Idealistic Agnosticism.

Three insoluble difficulties :

(a) The universal opinion of the objective validity
f

primary notions and principles of reason.

(b) The necessity of recourse to judgments synthetic

a priori which, since they are neither wholly d •priori

nor wholly from experience, are blind judgments.

(c) Arbitrariness of the application of Kantian cate-

gories. If amongst phenomena we are led to apply

the category of Substance rather than the category of

Causality, the reason is because our intellect appre-

hends in these phenomena substance rather than

causality, and thus the subjective category is useless.

Rationalism

The foregoing errors have their root in Rationalism.

I.—Definition of Rationalism.

Rationalism is the teaching according to which human
reason is the only judge of what is true or false, of what is

good or evil. The essence of Rationalism is the claim that

reason is autonomous. Hence there is no need of super-

natural truth ; nothing should be called true which is not

evidently or demonstrably so. Historically, Rationalism

is a development of the Lutheran principle of private judg-

ment.

II.—Foundation of Rationalism.

Naturalism, i.e., the system which denies the existence

of supernatural life and truth is the foundation of Ration-

alism. Naturalism denies the possibility of elevation of

human nature to the supernatural order ; Rationalism is the

application of this doctrine to human reason; Liberalism in

religion is the application of the same doctrine to the

human- -will,

III.—Consequences of Naturalism.

From the standpoint of the intellect Rationalism is

opposed to Christian Faith. From the standpoint of the

will, Liberalism is opposed to Christian Obedience. From
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the standpoint of human sympathy and affection, Humani-
tarianism or Altruism is opposed to Christian charity.

From the standpoint of lower faculties, sensualism is

opposed to Christian self-denial, and finally from the stand-

point of collective humanity, Socialism is opposed to the

Kingdom of God in society. ,

Hence the fruits of Naturalism are as follows :

—

Naturalism

C Rationalism.
Liberalism.
Humanitarianism or Altruism.
Sensualism.

\ Socialism.

These fruits are opposed to those of the Supernatural

Order:
(Christian Faith.

Christian Obedience.
Christian Charity.
Christian Self-denial.

Kingdom of God in Society.

A few Catholic writers—Semi-Rationalists—(Gunther,

Hermes, Frohschammer) have attempted to reconcile

Rationalism with Catholic Faith. They held that Super-

natural Mysteries can, after revelation, be proved by
reason. Another attempt to reconcile the irreconcileable

was made by F. „de Lammenais who confounded Super-

natural Faith with the traditional faith of the human race.

IV.—Spirit of Rationalism. .

Frequently in rationalistic writings may be read com-

mendation and advocacy of sincerity in the investigation of

truth, advocacy of development of the natural religious

sense, and even an admission of the truth of Christian

mysteries if naturally interpreted. Whilst no judgment

is passed on individual writers, the essential principle of

their system is impious—the principle that human reason is

so independent that even God cannot impose faith upon it.

This is the spirit of infidelity and rebellion—the "pride of

life" as St. John names it (1 John ii, 16.).
" Corruptio optimi pessimal " Rationalism is the cor-

ruption of charity and of religious Faith under the guise of

broad-minded tolerance and the reconcilement of vary-

ing forms of religious belief.

V.—Different forms of Rationalism.

Some writers deny even the existence of the supernatural

order; others deny its cognoscibility; others again deny
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the intervention of God inhuman affairs. The following

chart comprises these varying systems :

Rationalism
denies

possibility of

Supernatural

Revelation.

denial of its

existence

denial of

cognoscibility

denial of Divine
intervention

Pantheistic f
,de
"%r?*-' Fi*te,

Evolution
lempirg

e

5.r^eckel

idealistic, eg., Kant
Sabatier, Ritschl,

'

Agnosticism

Deism

empiric, e.g., Hume,
Spencer, Comte, '.'

W. James.

i Cherbury, Voltairo,

t Cousin, J. Simon, etc

The treatise on the existence of Revelation confutes the

error of Deism.

CHAPTER VI

« CREATIVE EVOLUTION "

OF M.
RESUME OF THE TEACHING
BERGSOU

M. Henri Bergson was born at Paris in the year 1850
He published his first work, " Essay on the Immediate Data
of Consciousness, "'as a thesis for the doctorate at the Sor-
bonne in 1889. Seven years later (.1896), his second work
appeared, /' Matter and Memory," and in 1907 he gave
to the world his most characteristic production " Creative
Evolution." -,

.

Amidst much in his philosophic writings that is
arbritary and indefensible, one meets with statements that
are profoundly true, and others promising and suggestive.
'Kant wished to raise an impassable barrier between the
world of phenomena which he handed over to the under-
standing, and the world of realities, entrance to which
was forbidden. But possibly this distinction" is empha-
sized too much, and the barrier may be easier to surmount
than people suppose " (Les Donnees, p. 18?). Again,
"we live and move and have our being in the absolute
.(i.e., the real). The knowledge of the absolute which we
have is no doubt incomplete, but not external, or relative.
We reach to reality itself in its depth by the combined
and. progressive- development of Science and Philosophy."
(C.E., p. 210. .References are to the Eng. Trans, by'
A. Mitchell, Ph.D.).
The cardinal principle of. the Bergsonian philosophy is

contained in the statement :
*' Being does not exist, all is

Becoming/ " i.e., all is in a state of perpetual and integral
change

: Trdvja fiei Kai ovSev ixevet.

Certain results follow from the universal fluidity of
being

:

(n) Metaphysical results.
There is no substance, only attributes without sub-

stance; there is no category save movement,
(b) Logical results.

J,;iere is no principle of identity; no principle of con-
radiction

; 2 4- 2 = 4 does not express absolute and
Si

'

F
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definitive truth, but the formula is useful, since it has

succeeded. .

(c) Criteriological results.

Since all is change, the faculty of abstract thought,

wWd! gives fixed principles, is deceitful.
_

In order to gain some knowledge of Bergsoman teach-

ing it will be well, first, to examine .what -is taught, on

certain subjects, and later to make a synthesis of such

teaching, at any rate in regard to important points.

I.—Time.

M. Bergson contends that the ordinary conception of

time'is false because spatial. Timers riot a. homogeneous

medium like space. La Duree (Le.^ Real Time) is a

heterogeneous, . qualitative multiplicity of conscious

states—a stream of consciousness. To use M. Bergson's :

words, La Duree is a" wholly qualitative' multiplicity, an

absolute heterogeneity of elements, which pass over into

one another." (LesDonnies,p. if6). Such a time can-

not be measured by clocks, but only by conscious beings,

for "
it is the very stuff of which life and consciousness are

made." Intellect does not grasp Real Time, we can

.only have an .intuition of it.

The fundamental self is a qualitative multiplicity of

conscious states flowing, interpenetrating, melting into

one another and forming an: organic whole* a living
unity or personality. Altering the old classical phrase
"sub specie aeternitatis " to suit his special view of time,
Bergson urges us to strive to perceive all things " sub
specie durationis." La Duree is the continuous progress
of the past which gnaws into the future :

Our past still travels with us from afar,
And what we have been makes us whatwe are.

It does not matter whether we regard our inner life as
having La Duree, or as actually being La Dtiree. If we

ZtL !; ^V1
.

is only an aspect of reality, but if our
personality itself is La Duree, then time is reality itself.

f Critique

Th
T
o

h

m
e

aSt
ri

?
te
l
ia

J;
definition of time (adopted by St.

posleHus"!,
nSUm motils secundum firms el

««< ue, measurement of motion from the stand-
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point of before and after.* M. Bergson claims that time
is a succession of qualitative changes. He denies the
quantity and divisibility of time. Now, if time is a suc-
cession of heterogeneous qualities—qualities in perpetual
and essential change—two instants of time cannot be alike

and the duration of time disappears. M. Bergson over-
looks the fact that time is in part real, and in part ideal-
real, because each of the successive parts has an existence
and a real order of succession; ideal since the order is

formally understood as a synthesis only by the mind.
Hence without intelligence there would be no time, as
Aristotle and St. Thomas assert. To identify time with
human personality is to identify a modification of being
with being itself.

II.—Human Freedom.

Having suppressed .psychological duration in which
freedom moves, M. Bergson proceeds

:

"Some say we must -follow the strongest motive, and
hence freedom of the will is impossible. Others point out
that the strongest motive may have become such from our
free choice, and therefore freedom remains. But since in
psychological duration there is no multiplicity of motives,
the conflict of motives is illusory."
M. Bergson claims for freedom of the will the testimony

of consciousness: " Human freedom is a fact, and
amongst facts capable of proof, there is none clearer than
the truth of human freedom." (Les Donnees, -pp. 161,
165,. 168).'. But his proofs are not only unsatisfactory, but
destructive of'freedom. All agree that a free act is one
which is not necessarily determined by its cause. When
the principle of causality is introduced into the discussion,
Bergson, criticising the statement that "the same cause
in the same circumstances produces the same effects,"

denies the assumption that causes or circumstances can be
the same. In one sense he is right, but is the change in

causes and circumstances essential or accidental ? A hen
never lays the same egg, and yet all the eggs have the

* St. Augustine writes (Confessions xi., 14) :
" Quid est tempus ? Si

nemo a me qutcrat, scio ; si qurcrenti explicare velira, nescio." He notes
that the world was created not in time, but with time. Bishop Gore makes
the surprising statement that St. Thomas judged human reason to be
unable without the help of Revelation to prove the existence of God (C/.
•inc Holy Spirit and the Church p. 190.) What St. Thomas held was that
luman reason needs Revelation to prove that God did not create from
eternity
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» rhiracters of species, race, etc. Similarly the leaves

of a tree resemble one another, despite their individual

di«£
Ct

!°riiVn is M. Bergson's proof of human freedom?

t -SJ? anno be defined. Every definition would
Liberty cannot ^^ ^^ ^ fa
f

f
V0" r

Br ft we^re free, when our acts come from our

entire personality, when they express it, when they have

Si? the indefinable resemblance which one finds

Seen the work and the artist.'' (Les Bounces pp *3h

jfs) In regard to which we say that this description, of

ed

°Too narrow. When I write or read I am free,

though the action does not express my whole per-

sonality. . .
.--..

Too wide. The pursuit of happiness is the pro-

foundest desire of human nature, and yet it is not

free.

If M. Bergson was. not an anti-intellectual ist, he could

show that intelligence in man is the/root of freedom. The

ideal conceived by the intellect enables us to see imper-

fections in created things, thus giving us motives for

rejection. Moreover, if intelligence is not necessary for

freedom, why are not the lower animals free ?

III.—Union of Soul and Body.

M. Bergson has had the courage to disregard the veto

of Kant, according to whom the problem. of the, union of

the human soul and body is insoluble.- He has 'had .the*

courage also to maintain that " perception goes indefinitely

beyond the cerebral state (Matiere et Memoire, p. i99)>

i.e., that cerebral states are not the cause of perception.

He teaches that " Les corps sont des images," by which
he means (notwithstanding the doubtful suitability of the

terminology) that bodies have a real objective existence.
Une image pent elre sans, eke percue "is a statement

in contradiction to the conclusion of Berkeley summed up
in the phrase " esse est percipi "—a conclusion which
W
wT

SeS
^° the bish°P's uncompromising Idealism.

.When M, Bergson examines the meaning of the word

<W '
he dlsregards the intellectual operations, andS U

«°m
memory as being, practically identical with

in L T°ry manifests the mind." He contends that

to sp.ru. He makes what is virtually the scholastic
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distinction between the memory of images and the

memory of ideas, though he fails to note that the memory
f images is organic and is localised organically. The

opposition of soul and body is the opposition of the

unextended to the extended.

How does he effect the union?

Matter, he tells us, is a succession of very rapid

moments. Spirit or Memory binds together this succes-

sion. The humblest role of the mind is to bind together

the successive moments of the duration of things; it is in

this operation that mind makes contact with matter. But
how? His assertion contains "voces et verba, praetere-

aque nihil." Instead of seeking to' unite in one subject

entities which are opposed but complementary, he tries to

identify them by finding middle terms between the two
extremes, which will reduce differences of kind to dif-

ferences of degree :
" Le physique n'est que du psychique

inverti." Scholastics on the contrary stress the dualism of
material being, made up as it is of an extended and pas-
sive principle and one that is unextended and active. The

'

scholastic theory unites contraries without identifying
them..

IV.—" Pure Becoming "—formula of univeral change.

Aristotle notes that nature is the. totality of things that
move (Phy., Book HI. c 1). And by movement is meant
not only movement 'of translation but of transformation.
Thus movement or change is an universal phenomenon.
.What is the explanation of this characteristic? Three
different schools of thought have given three different
solutions.

' (1) Eleatic School of Zeno.

Zeno denied the objective reality of movement. His
example of Achilles and the tortoise is well known. Zeno
held that "being" alone~exists. But to make movement
an illusion is to explain the obscure by something more
obscure—obscnrum per abscurius. To deny the evidence
™ the senses is, as Aristotle reminds us, an infirmity of
thought— dpptocTTw. r& eo-Tt dtavoias (Phy., Booh VIII.

,

(2) Ionian School of Heracleitus.

u
™e

.

racIeitus contended that movement is the sole realitv.
Being does not exist.
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(3)
Peripatetic Schools of Aristotle.

Aristotle taught^^?ZC™t I,'2£?T*
'

exist. Passing phenomena are the manisfestation of peN

sistent beint

?d° speaks "repeatedly of "the fluid mass of exist-

, , a> like Hegel, chooses the teaching of H.eraclei-

die perpetual flux of things," whilst his disciple

M Le Roy maintains that " 'becoming' is the only con-

crete reality" (Revue de Meta. et de Morale, igoi,

**The teaching of M. Bergson fails in its application both

to the world of matter and the world of thought.
.

(A) The world of matter is a spectacle diametrically

opposed to that of a perpetual flux. There exist solidity,

stability, permanence. The law of inertia has become the

fundamental principle of physical science. In order to

change in figure, quality, or even in position, every mass,

every molecule requires an external impulse or attraction.

"Being" is stable in itself , and changes only accidentally.

The laws of Conservation of Energy, Indestructibility of

Matter, shew that under the flux of change there is a

stable and permanent foundation. ...

'(B) The world of sensations, feelings, volitions, ideas

remains the same when the variations are only accidental

and imperceptible. We are certain of the permanence of our

personal identity of the '," noumenon," to vttok€i}i€vov,

sub-stantia. M. Bergson denies the existence of substance,

being so far in accord with the phenomenalist school of

which John Stuart Mill was one of the ablest protagonists.

Substance is the being or reality, which not .'only sup-

ports^ attributes but produces them. Hence substance
or being has a double function—static and dynamic. The
static function consists in being the substratum of phe-
nomena; the dynamic function produces the phenomena.
How can this teaching: regarding substance be

proved? b &

alS
Fr°m the " eg0'" le " from experience of person-

(«) The conscious "ego" perceives itself as B
permanent subject under the contingent flux of

5SSS
rt8

/nd V0liti0ns
- How «n the past be

remembered unless the "ego "persists?
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(b) The conscious "ego" perceives itself as the cause
of these phenomena.

(2) Reason' compels us to believe that attributes such as

colour, weight, extension, etc., cannot exist of themselves,

but require a substance in which they inhere, and of which

they are modifications. On this subject, reasoning such

as that of Taine, is manifestly fallacious. He asserts that

"the ego is only a verbal entity, a metaphysical phan-

tom,." and he supports this statement by the following

example : A board is cut up into squares, triangles,

circles, etc. As the board is only the continuous series of

its successive divisions, so the ego is only the continuous

web of successive experiences (De VIntelligence, p. J45).
A single sentence is sufficient to reveal the fallacy. The

parallelism does not hold, because the board is a case of

the whole and its parts, whereas the ego and its states are

a case of cause and effect.

(C) The Bergsonian thesis that only movement exists

makes science impossible.

Plato (Cratyhts)- through the mouth of Socrates has

exposed the essential fallacy in this teaching. " If Being
is constantly changing, it will not be possible to say what
it is. Whilst we speak, it will have changed and lost its

first form." Definition becomes impossible, and proof,

which rests on necessary principles, likewise becomes
impossible, because the principles of Identity, Contra-

diction and Causality vanish. The Bergsonian philo-

sophy, however, does not hesitate to sacrifice these

principles : " What is ' becoming ' " (writes M. Le Roy)
"but a perpetual flight of contradictories which coalesce ?

"

"Becoming " is only intelligible through the being which
becomes..

V.—Evolution of Worlds.

Exposition
M. Bergson's keen and subtle critical faculty has exposed

the weakness of more than one form of evolution. He cha-

racterises the evolutionism of Spencer as false, because
'

it consists in cutting up present reality, already evolved,

into little bits no less evolved, and then recomposing it

with these fragments, thus positing: in advance every-

thing that is to be explained" (C.E., Intro, p. xtv.).

He very justly points out that, in Darwinism, evolution is

explained by external and accidental causes—by mechan-
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i oc the interior cause of evolution—the original
ism—whereas u _

re ferential direction—is rigorously
vitanmpulseand^P

in^ q£ and cogency*
excluded. He*m>

splendid metaphors, the insuffi-
iUustrated

Jj
one 01

£onment as the dire6ting cause
ciency of adaptation

q ^ ion for a .m0men t that
of evolution: V

e t is the necessary condition of
adaption *° ^~.^jdeht that a species would dis-
evolution. it is qu

i

conditions of exist-

:rWhi^ ?eliPose°d bn it. But it is one thing ,o
ence wnicn t>

circumstances are forces evolution

S" k nwitt another to claim that they are the

feting causes of evolution. The latter theory is that of

mechanism. It excludes absolutely the hypothesis of^an

Original impetus, I .mean an internal push .that has

earned life, by more and more complex forms, to higher

and higher destinies. Yet this impetus is evident. . .

The truth is that adaptation explains the sinuosities of

evolution, but not its general directions, still less the

movement itself. The road; that leads to the town is

obliged to follow the ups and downs of the hills

;

;

it adapts

itself to the accidents of the ground; but the accidents of

the ground are not the cause of the road, nor have they

given kits direction" (C.E., pp. 107, 108):

Neo-Danvinism is slightly more scientific, inasmuch as

it appeals for the explanation of variations to differences

inherent in the germ. But M. Bergson cannot admit that

these differences are accidental and individual. Every

moment, he writes, right before our eyes, nature arrives

at identical results by entirely different embryonic pro-

cesses. For example, fixing our. attention upon the eye of

•vertebrates and that of molluscs, " we may point out that

the retina of the vertebrate is produced by an expansion in

the rudimentary brain of the young embryo. It is a regu-
lar nervous centre which has moved towards the periphery.
In the mollusc, on the contrary, the retina is derived from
the ectoderm directly, and not indirectly by means' of the
embryonic encephalon. Quite different, therefore, are the
evolutionary processes which lead in Man and in the
pecten to the development of a like retina " (C E., p. 79)'Agam as regards the claim that the variations inherent inMLWWly accidental, " the theory of Mutations

Turnlmf i ,1
S) 1S modifyi"g Darwinism profoundly."

turning to the question of heredity, facts show that
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the hereditary transmission of acquired characters is the

exception and not the rule—that is to say that Lamarckism

ind neo-Lamarckism are no more able than any other form

of evolutionism to solve the problem how development has

taken place, e.g., from the.pigment spot of the infusorian

to the eye of the mollusc and the vertebrate.

M. Bergson's splendid ability is seen to advantage in

his destructive criticism of various forms of evolution, but

when he proceeds to formulate his own views, he becomes

vague and unconvincing, because of his failure to recog-

nise the validity of primary notions and principles. Note

the haziness of the following : '

" At a certain moment, in certain parts of space, a

visible current has taken rise; this current of life traversing

the bodies it has organised, one after another, passing

from generation to generation, has become divided

amongst species, and distributed amongst individuals,

without losing anything of its force, rather intensifying

in proportion to its advance" (C.E., p. 27).

"The evolution movement proceeds like a shell, which

suddenly bursts into, fragments, which, being themselves

shells, burst in their turn into fragments destined to burst

again, and so on for a time incommensurably long. . . .

When a shell bursts, the particular way it breaks is

explained both by the explosive force of the powder it

contains and by the resistance of the metal. So of the way

life breaks into species and individuals. It depends, we

think, on two series of causes : the resistance life meets

from inert matter, and the explosive force—due to an un-

stable balance of tendencies—which life bears within

itself" (C.E., p. 103). ...

"Bifurcations on the way have been numerous, but

there have been many blind alleys besides the two or three

highways ; of these highways themselves only one, mat

which leads through the vetrebrates up to man, ]has been

wide enough to allow free passage to the full breath ot

life" (C.E., p. 105). .., . „ t

, M. Bergson notes the various hypotheses which attempt

to show the relation between matter and spirit

:

(a) Mind is determined by things. (Materialism.)

(b) .Things are determined by mind. (Idealism.)

(c) Between mind and things there exists a mysterious

agreement. (Pre-established Harmony.)
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td\ The Berffsonian hypothesis. The same inversion
(

nf the same movement creates at once the intellectu-

ality of mind and materiality of things.

"The mind can go in two opposite ways. Sometimes

it follows its natural direction :
there is then, progress, in

he form of tension, continuous creation, free activity.

Sometimes it inverts the direction, and this inversion,

nushed to the end, leads to extension, to the necessary reci-

orocal determination of elements externalised each, by relav

tion to the others, in short, to geometrical mechanism"

''What then is the principle that has only to let go its

tension—may we say to dete.nd—in order. to' extend, the

interruption of the cause being equivalent to a reversal of

the effect? For want of a better word we have called it

consciousness. But we. do not mean the narrowed con-

consciousness that functions in each of us. Our own con-

sciousness is the consciousness of a certain living being,

placed in a certain point. of space; and though it does not

move in the same direction as its principle, it is continually

drawn the opposite way, obliged, though it goes forward,

to look back" (C.E., pp. 2^g, 250).
"Hence physics is simply psychics inverted . . . the

two terms are of the same essence, but move each in the
direction inverse of the other'' (C.E., pp. 213, 214).
" Intellectuality and materiality are of the same nature and
have been produced the same way " (C. E., p . 231).

Critique.

(A) An obvious difficulty appears: since spirit and
matter are two antagonistic movements, how can they
come from the.same original impulse?

In M. Bergson's system there is no efficient cause. AH
change requires a cause, especially a change which is a
passage from possibility to existence. It is not an expla-

Suse n„.
aSSert that God is not a substance, ^agent,

TH2) " CGntre Whence worlds spring" (C.-E.,

no^maSistic
Ph
v^f^y * Pan*eistic Monism though

^d require t agenf
1 S?5

-^ vital
) is an acti

,

on

tion without anv?M > 9i
herw,se it would be an evolu-

without a creator™
h evolves

<
a perpetual creationcreator, an automation which gives incessantly
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to itself the existence which it does not possess 1 The
Bergsonian " becoming " is a movement towards increase,

a
" power " in process of becoming an " act," and there-

fore an essential symbol of imperfection and contingency.

(B) M. Bergson hesitates, as to the necessity of a final

cause. If there is a contemporary writer, who has pro-

claimed openly the failure of mechanism—Cartesian, Spi-

nozian, Liebnitzian, Spencerian, Kantian, etc.—surely M.
Bergson is he. &n& yet he writes of "two ready-made

garments that 'bur -understanding puts at our disposal,

mechanism and finality; we show that they do not fit,

neither the one nor the other, but that one of them

(finality) might be recut and resewn, and in this new form

fit less badly than the other " (C.E., Intro, pp. xiv.,

xvA. "Whether we will or no, we- must appeal to some

inner directing principle in order to account for the con-

vergence of effects " (C;E., p. 80).

The original impulse has or has not a direction. If it

has not, it can do nothing, for there is no movement with-

out direction. If it has direction, it tends towards a goal,

towards the realisation of an idea, of a plan, and we come

back of necessity to finality. The representation of an end

is not in the germ or embryo, but in the original impulse

of the Creator. The end of a clock is not in the mechanism

of the clock, but in the thought of the clockmaker.
' To sum up : creative evolution .without a creator and

without an end, actions without an agent,
_
effects without

a cause, free actions without direction or aim are in oppo-

sition to the primary principles of Causality and Finality.

VI.—Perception.

Dr. Wildon Carr writes :.
" The important doctrine that

perception is part of reality, that it actually exists whether

it comes to consciousness or not, that it is not an inde-

pendent and particular kind of inner or mental experience

representative of external reality is most ably expounded

by" Bergson in Matter and Memory" (Philosophy of

Change, p. 97). . , ,

" If rays of light come from a point P., this point and

the rays which it emits, together with the retina and ner-

vous elements affected in the process of Perception, an

form a. single whole. The point P. is an tndispensab e

factor in this whole, and it is really in P. and not anywhere
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'

, -
ff„ nr p is formed and perceived" (Cf

Zgs^dmfpMlosophy, by /. Alexander^

*
This according to Bergson and the New Realism per-

. = nrP non-mental realities. Take the case of the

Ss peeving Ae floor, the floor perceived, is the

%l nprceS All that the mind does is to exercise,

Ztg to ^stimulation of the, floor, its power of «*.-S in reference to the floor; it does. not create or have

created within it some modification of itself called a percep-

tion by means of which it is able to infer the existence of

a
B°eTgson's argument for the validity of this view is as

follows: "Eliminate the image which bears the name

'material world* and you destroy, at the same time, the

brain and the cerebral disturbances which are parts of it

Suppose, on the contrary, that these two images—the brain

and the cerebral disturbance—vanish; ex hypothesi you

efface only these, that is to say, very little—an insignificant

detail from an immense picture—the picture in its totality,

remains. To make of the brain the condition on which the

whole image depends is a contradiction in terms, since the

brain is, by hypothesis, a part of the image " (Matiere et

Memoirs, pp. 3-4). His argument may be stated in another

way. There is a system of images'which we term " exter-

nal world." My body is one of them. But within the

body occurs affection, i.e., ;sensation. Because of this

distinction between images and sensations^ Bergson affirms

that the totality of perceived images subsists, even if our
body disappears, whereas we cannot annihilate our body
without destroying our sensations. The affection or sen-

sation is the subjective aspect of the perception, the image
its objective aspect. The one is within, the other is with-
out the body. The perception does not represent but is

reality.

+ v,

Dr
i'^

iIdon Carr notes that the New Realism resembles
the old idealism rather than the old realism, because for it

w!^' ?! ??
rea1

'
but U differs both from the old realism

SJ 0,d
/
deal'sm in saying that the perceptions are out-

which <Z "^ m
-

the mind
' Berl?son calls objects of

Ts a nhvS^fC0"SC1
°l!

S ima&es>" because the perception

™S nfol fVand T a mental something from which

aChed from *e thing, something that resembles
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represents it, or is a truthful copy of it, but the object

^Theposition which Bergson and the New Realists take

in regard to Perception differs very little from the scho-

l^tic view. Both systems insist that "we have an

•mmediate perception of the outward world, that sense-

Inressions are not directly perceived, but determine the

"mse t0 the immediate perception of the outward object"

rCf Principles, of Christian Apologetics, p. 4), And both

Ustettis stress the fact that what the sense organs perceive

's true but not the whole truth. " The universe is an infinite

system of radiating energy, all radiation being wave-move-

ment and all difference in the universe being a difference

of wave length. To certain ranges of wave lengths alone

can we be susceptible, because our organs are fitted to

react to these.

Finally, in answer to the. question : what is it that per-

ceives? Bergson replies it is the mind. The brain and

movements of the brain are themselves perceptions, objects

perceived ; they cannot be also the act of perceiving.

VII —Intellectual Knowledge.

(A) The Intellect.

M. Bergson is an anti-intellectualist, or shall we rather

name'him a supra-intellectualist ? He maintains that the

intellect cannot grasp movement, life, or continuity,

because it is not made for speculation but for action.

(a) M. Bergson alleges that the intellectual conception

of movement is a series of immobtlities put together;

because the intellect can form a clear conception only ot

immobility. " The intellect does not pretend to recon-

stitute movement such as it actually is; it merely replaces

it with a practical equivalent " (C. E., pp. 163, 164). Let

us test the truth of this statement.

Aristotle defines movement as a ''change or passage

from one state to another state " (The change may be ot

place or quality or quantity). This passage is not some-

thing negative but positive—an incomplete act. Abam
movement is defined as " passage from power to act

(from potentiality to achievement); act
.f,,

po^Lf
such »f"act of becoming as such " (Anstotle, Phys..

Book III;, ci, % 6 and 9)T As Monsignor Purges wr tes

" Cost le dcvcnir en marchc." It is clear from these
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. nhilosophy of the schools contem-
definitions that the p ^ n0t the juxtaposition of a
plates movement as suo ,

laimS the identity,

Lies of ^-^^ing and n
g
on-being, act and power,

die homogeneity ot
&f,

inS
mobiIity." The dual element

preSs this dua&y andn— itself is suppressed.
,

things cannot embrace lite, °x ™^,_„k;^Qn t„ rt>„things cannot ^i-~> ~>

whole which can know
,uu w, •*** —r- - , . .

t ? jn that case tlie intellect

^U

bf:S o

n6
ttnSse to understand the least

Si No sound philosophy claims that the intellect

grasps the nature of any being in the totality of its energy

and qualities. But the intellect sees some of the essential

characteristics of entities, and is enabled thereby to build

up the edifice of scientific truth- When Bergson notes

that
"

life is above all a tendency to. act upon matter . . .

a certain eSort to obtain certain things from brute matter,',

he fails to grasp
1

the essential characteristics of life : (i)

immanent activity, and (2) spontaneity,

(c) The intellect can grasp only discontinuity.

This statement is in direct conflict with personal experi-

ence. Each conscious intellectual being recognises him-

self as one and undivided, and this, type of continuity is

an immediate perception. Aristotle's definition of con-

tinuous bodies shows that he had adequate knowledge of ,

the same: "continuous bodies are those whose extremi-

ties are one," i.e., the parts are united in such a way that

the end of one is the beginning of another (Phys.VI., c. j)-

(B) Concept.

In the philosophy of the schools, the function of the

Intellect is described as twofold—Abstraction and General-
isation. M. Bergson characterises abstraction as mor-
celage—a.n illegitimate division of Things, whereas he
regards generalisation as a solidifying of the. flowing
stream of nature,

(a) " Morcelage."
The Bergsonian philosophy is monist. All is one.

ine universe is an immense continuity, from which the
intellect cuts d.stinct parts like you and me. " If I want to
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r glass of sugar and. water, I must wait till the sugar
m%

hs This little fact is big with meaning. The time I
016 "

to wait is not mathematical time, but a certain

rtion of my duration. What can this mean except that

£L srlass of water, the sugar and the process of melting

SeSstractions?"^.^^. 10).

In answer to this contention, it is sufficient to say that

the real distinction of cosmic'things is an undeniable fact.

Science is occupied with such divisions. Spatial con-

tinuity there may or may not be, but not substantial

continuity. The denial of discontinuity in nature results

in the elimination of all knowledge. Regarding which

fact Bergson writes :
" Matter is made to appear to our

thought as an immense piece of cloth, in which we can

cut out what we will, and sew it together again as we

please (C E., f. 165),

(b) "Solidification."

A. concept, being crystallised, is dead.

If so, how do concepts give rise to science, morality,

and art? M. Poincare' asserts that Science is made up of

concepts. Morality arises from concepts of truth,, perfec-

tion and love. The principles of the Fine Arts are

embodiments of concepts. In truth every object has a

twofold aspect—one, mobile and fugitive, the other,

stable. M. Bergson has seen in a concept only its

character of fixity and immobility, and as he maintains

that all is flowing, a concept must be an instantaneous

view taken from moving reality, the rapid succession ot

such instantaneous views giving the appearance of moving

reality as in the *cinematograph.

This statement invites criticism :

(1) A view is never absolutely instantaneous. There is

necessarily an interval of time, which involves a quantity

(however small) of motion. .

(2) If they were instantaneous, it would be an image

and not a concept. An image represents the singular,

temporal, fleeting ; whereas a concept represents trie

general, abiding.
;

, . _ .*

(3) A concept is not a stable view derived from
_

the

instability (the flowing stream) of things, but a stao

e

view based on the stable element of things, i.e., tneir

necessary and abiding forms.
.

.

M. Bergson claims that a general notion or concept is
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only a word. He is a nominalist for all concept
i _ f i!.« «. It-i rorrnrn t fi iVIl liMi lift i'p « — ..1,
that of time, in regard to which he is an ulES-Sff
since he makes time the substance of things in his conl
tinuous universe.*

VIII.—Intuition:

We have already, alluded to M. Bergson's anti-intellec-

tual or supra-intellectual attitude. In his view the intellect

can furnish us with symbolic knowledge only; it is a
" lantern glimmering in a tunnel " and has been urnyisely

made into a "sun which can illuminate the world."
,

To understand what is meant precisely by Intuition is

not easy. It is "knowledge from within that can grasp

facts in their springing forth instead of taking them' as

already sprung, that can dig ' beneath a space arid

spacialised time" (C.E., p. 382).

"The feeling we have of our evolution and of the

evolution of all things in pure duration forms around the

intellectual concept properly so called an indistinct fringe

that fades off into darkness. Mechanism and Finalism

agree in taking account only of the bright '' nucleus

shining in the centre. They' forget that this nucleus has

been formed but of the rest by condensation, and that the

whole must be used in order to grasp the inner movement

of life. Indeed, if the fringe exists, however delicate and

indistinct, it should have more importance for philosophy

than the bright nucleus it surrounds. For it is its presence

that enables us to affirm that the nucleus is a nucleus, that

pure intellect is a contraction, by condensation, of a more

extensive power" (C.E., p. 49)."We shall be aided by the fringe of vague intuition

that surrounds our distinct—that is, intellectual—repre-

sentation. For what can this useless fringe be if not that

part of an evolving principle which has not shrunk to the

peculiar form of our organisation, but Has settled around
it unasked for, unwanted? It is there accordingly that we

2! ™V°r hints to exP*nd the intellectual form of our

to ul
;

u°
m there shal1 we derive the impetus necessary

lltt us above ourselves " (C. E., p. 52).

ProK^d?nZ°n';.bEf0^ *° real^tion of the principle of Relativity
v'W* we urca^usW^S

,

: '*"'* detailed frame* of space and tun""1

?,
oUo «1Ccxtc^s

'°T"f
to locate events happening around us belongs

f**°WWsX'a I i^
Ut

,r°
a Parti=«!" presentation of it namely,

to

Is""*, Religion and R^ty B

^f
thc ™ma vclocity aS th° "
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t the question arises : How can we study the fringe

„t bv means of the intellect? M. Bergson notes the

?ffi ulty but fails to give a satisfactory answer.

'Intuition is the elan vital, the. vital impetus which has

Ived into animal instinct, then into intelligence. The
eV

°nsition from instinct to intelligence has been made by
tra

harp leap, so that intelligence differs from instinct not

•degree but in kind. The intellect is characterised by a

'"atural inability to comprehend life. Whilst intelligence

'tries
everything mechanically, instinct proceeds, so to

speak, organically. If the consciousness that slumbers in

it should awake, if it be wound up into knowledge instead

of being wound off into action, if we could ask and if it

could reply, it would give up to us the most intimate

secrets of life" (CE.-p. 174).

"Intuition is mind itself and, in a certain sense, life

itself; the intellect has been cut out of it by a process

resembling that which has generated matter" (C.E.,

p. 282). .

:

" Intuition is a .lamp almost extinguished, which only

glimmers now. and then, for a few moments at most. But

it -glimmers wherever a vital interest is at stake. On our

personality, on our liberty, on the place we occupy in the

whole of nature, on our origin, and perhaps also on our

destiny, it throws a light feeble and vacillating, but which

nonetheless, pierces the darkness of the night in which the

intellect leaves us " (C. E.-, p. 282).

Critique

' (A) If intuition pierces the darkness of the night in

which the intellect leaves us, how can the intellect be the

luminous nucleus ? In truth, M. Bergson's system cuts

mental life in two, which thus becomes the exercise of a

double faculty of intuition and thought. Herein is

norcelage indeed which has momentous consequences.

Moreover, intuition has absolute need of concepts; con-
cePts are not a makeshift to replace intuition.

(B) M. Bergson's attempt to prove the existence and

J16 'functioning of a special faculty of intuition tails,

because, as the philosophy of the schools has long pointed

01
' the intuitional process is a function both of senalje

Jjfepuon and of intellectual conception. The truths are

Vldel
y recognised that:



(1)
Man has an immediate intuition, of the external

w0rld
'

a-*** intuition of himself (ego), and

(
2)

An immediate ™
which penetrates beneath

(3) ^nSaf-d perceives the underlying nature or

substance.
of the intellect is well

(C) The intu 'u°n
•n5 mlaee: "From, time to time

deybed in the ^^^^1^ detached from practical

Nature raisesi up.souls m
dreamers of dreams , men of

life, seers of
.
vl^rs

a
of great poetry, great music, or

Intuition, with P?weI! "
I evidence of Intuition comes

great painting. The ^res ^ What is it

to us from the works o ^these g

that, we call the genus
g he they

musicians, and great poets r

.

i

enabling us, by
have of ^^°\Vpenetrate further into reality our,

th
f'%

eXP
wSt makes the picture is the artist's vision his

selves. What manes in P
Intuition, and how-

entry into the subject oy symjj<=u.i
^ .,.

reveals' to us

ever imperfectly he expresses this, yet ?e reveals to us

more than we could otherwise have perceived fB«r«*m

and his Philosophy, by /. A. Gunn, p. 108).

IX- Problemof Contingehce and.of Human Destiny.

In the.philosophy of the schools, everything.^begins

to exist (i.e., has a cause) is contingent: Before .attacking

the contingency of being, M. Bergson attacks the con-

tingency of one of the modes of being, namely, order.

"When I enter a room and pronounce it to be in dis-

order, what do I. mean? The position of each object is

explained by the automatic movements of the person wno

has slept in the room, or by the efficient causes, whatever

they may be, that have caused each article of furniture,

clothing, etc., to be where it is: the order in the second

sense of the word is perfect. But it is the order of
!

tne

first kind that I am expecting, the order that a methodical

person consciously puts into his life, the willed order ana

not the automatic: so I -call the absence of this order

disorder " (C. E., f. 245). M. Bergson goes on to argue:

The idea of disorder is only a pseudo-idea raising a

pseudo-problem, viz., the origin of order. But disorder,

being automatic order, does not exist. Hence order is not

contingent, but necessary. "In analysing the idea ot
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tier thus subtilised, we shall see that it represents

iw it all, and at the same time the problems that have

fn wised around it will vanish " (C. E., p. 235). But

ted that we must find either the willed or the auto-
£ra

"

c order everywhere, why should we find one rather

"hn the other? The choice is contingent. Again in

sence of an intentional order, the choice of a definite
P
Pn from a great number of plans will also be contingent.

The problem of contingency cannot be eliminated.

He proceeds to attack the contingency of being.

"Nothing is a pseudo-idea raising a pseudo-problem:

What is the cause of being."

To this statement we answer: Aristotle and St.

Thomas are emphatic that the idea of being is the first

that the intellect grasps, and that the idea of nothing is

conceived only in the second place negatively and by

contrast. But granted that all existence cannot be denied,

what follows ? That some.being is necessary, but not that

all beings are necessary. Thus again the problem of con-

tingency arises. In a letter to Pere Tonquedec, M.

Bergson admits the insufficiency of this argument :
" The

reasoning results in showing that something has always

existed.. But regarding the nature of this something,

there is no positive conclusion."

Creative Evolution has little to say on the destiny of

man". "A principle of creation has been put at the base

of things". (C.E., p. 291). . Is this principle Pure

Duration? Accepting the statement of the principle of

creation, we must infer that man and other creatures are

contingent. If man is contingent, what is his destiny?

We are told that immortality is a dogma affirmed by

Intuition, but denied by Intelligence and by Science

:

"When a strong instinct assures the probability of per-

sonal survival, (spiritualists) are right not to close their

ears to its voice ; but if there exist ' souls '
capable of an

independent life, whence do they come? When, how,

why. do they enter into this body, which we fee arise,

quite naturally from a mixed cell derived from the bodies

of its two parents ? " (C. E., f. 283).

Whence come souls? From Him who creates them-
an answer more intelligible than the auto-creation ana

absolute commencements without cause of vriucti jh.

Bergson writes 1
<-%

Why do souls come into bodies? To live n complete
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sensitive, and indirecit^ cQme frQm Wlth t

H0™ do souls, enter bodjes^ ^ Qr forms _

and enter into bodies a=
bodies? Some authorities

When do souls enteral ^ ^ Qvum ^ ^ }

.

say -that at. the um°
, body assumes human shape,

infused; others say-when . JUstic . statements are the

The assertion that these i

s

P
semblance o£ proof,

negation of.science
.lacks eve ^ ^ ^ Bergson>s

The word soul 11 .

£ H agent or a substan-

philosophy-J^^^Sity, since in his view,

tial principle ot psyu
. ttributes without subject,

actions are without agents-^ttnDU ^ J

^IS?* a^u e

U
phe

6

omenon, a shade without any
a

,
m
Tr?mmort

P
ah?y: Whereas the. schoolmen taught

pretence to/£™W'and spiritual substance, incorrupt-

T^nrT^^U independent of matter to

live on after the death of the body
u

.

rf
The. Be—V per on

^
s th^J ^ The

Stafit conscSSIb'ears along with it, and in the

SStice oi which it inserts itself, alone can divide it

rSctindividualites. On flows the .^"V in-

ning through human generations, subdividing, itself m o

individuals The subdivision was vaguely mdrfmj,
but could not have been made clear without matter. 1

mis

souls are continually being created, which, nevertheless,

in a certain sense pre-existed. They are nothing else

than the little rills into which the great river of life divides

itself, flowing through. the body of humanity .O-- ". -

p. 284). A body cuts a soul from psychical totality, ana

if it persists after separation from the body, it returns to

its origin—to the nirvana of impersonal immortality- .

•

Though M. Bergson protests that he is not a pantheist

.
or monist, it is difficult to interpret his teaching, in any

other sense: "God is a centre from which worlds shoot

out like rockets in a fireworks display—-provided, how-

ever, that I do not present this centre as a thing, but as

a continuity of shooting out. God thus defined has nothing

of the already made; He is unceasing life, action, free-

dom. Creation so conceived is not a mystery; ^e

experience it ourselves when we act freely" (C - ]\"

i>- 262). It is clear that M. Bergson is not a monist in
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the sense that he regards all things as one and homogene-

ous- again, he is not a materialistic monist. His psychic

monism may be best described as evolutionary—

a

monism giving rise to successive states " always new and

irreducible to the preceding." " The whole of humanity,

in space and in time, is one immense, army galloping

beside and before and behind each of us in an over-

whelming charge able to beat down every resistance, and

clear 'the most formidable obstacles, perhaps even death "

(C.E., p. 286).

Conclusion

The essential errors of the Bergsonian philosophy may

be summarised as follows :

!.—Negation of Being: all is "Becoming," i.e.,

actions without agent, attributes without subject, acci-

dents without substance, modes of being without being.

The apostle of " pure becoming " regards potentiality as

greater than realisation, power as greater than art, whereas

the Catholic philosophical conception of God, amply

justified by" argument, Is Pure Act.

2 —Negations of the principle of Identity and Contra-

diction. These principles are allowed to be laws of dis-

course, but not of reality. In the supra-logical region to

which M. Le Roy (a devoted student and accredited re-

presentative of Bergson) appeals, logical contradictions

are reconciled.

3.—Negation of the principle of Causality.

Creative Evolution is. a moment which creates itself,

by incessantly giving to itself the existence which it does

not possess. \

4.—Negation of the' real multiplicity of things. All is

one; subject and object, cause and effect, father and son,

matter and spirit are only illusions of our " postulat du

morcelage,"

5.—Negation of the primacy of reason, and consequent

divorce of philosophy from science. .

" Let us try to see no longer with the eyes of the intel-

lect alone, which grasps only the already-made, and wh ch

looks from the outside, but with the. spirit, I mean the

faculty of seeing (Intuition), which is immanent in the

faculty of acting, and which springs up somehow by tl

e

twisting of the will on itself, when action is turned into
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ta^dge, UUe Uea, - «o -y ,
,n.o .,6ht (C.E.,

* *64) '
•
n nrinciples are incompatible with Divine

6.—Bergsonian
principle

Faith.
t

.
"

,, summarised the essential con-

M. Maritam has weu &
. s the intellect will

flict:
''Aphiosoply^^^ Philosophic Sept.

never be Catholic ^ Le Roy >

s sentences further

ion, i>- 539)'
Un

%u:V.tv . "pour nous, Dieunestpas,
stresses the incompatibility -^^^^^ pl ilosophy

ma
i
si

l wv fullv recognise the primacy of reason,

and theology tuliy rt g motives of Credi-
Faithisasuperstrui*^^^ Anselm . <, Fides

bility. Hence the ^Pr^)°" °
s paul . f-Kationabtle^m intellecHmr and that oi bt, ran

°^rP
"pu^of M.Bergson'swritings is due to the

f0"°W
S6tching ^"reaction- against Kantism. ,

^H* has a
g
competent knowledge of biological

SdenC
^is thought is spiritualistic,: elevated,/ mystical.

uiM^Sr agist ^minism he . ftyij.

^^^o'lyt^n fascinating. He makes

usTi^metaph's
'
d^ «***" He is ppetK

=

rather

than truly philosophic. His literary music has been com

pared to the song of the lark. '"..-
. .

< „pa

5.„An attempt to explain "the riddle of *e Umveree

-an attempt recommended by originality of thought and

beauty of style —appeals to the present-day interest in

Philosophy.

SECTION II

IDEA OF SUPERNATURAL REVELATION



CHAPTER VII

DIVINE REVELATION

Art# i._Catholic, and non-Catholic ideas of Revelation.

The word "revelation " suggests the removal of a veil

from some truth that is hidden. The same idea is

attached to the corresponding Greek word aiTOKakv^

(Matt xvi if). We speak of natural revelation, indicated

in Rom i. 19, but revelation, in its strict sense, signifies

the manifestation of truth by Divine intervention outside

the order of nature (1 Cor- h. 10).

Revelation is supernatural substantially if the trutn

revealed exceeds for its comprehension the power
_

ot

created intelligence, e.g., -the doctrine of the Tnn ty; it

^

supernatural modally if the manner of revelation is super-

natural, though the truth revealed may not exceed the

power of the human mind to discover, .e.g., the goodness

of God," the immortality of the soul, etc.
_

Revelation and Inspiration are distinct. I^P^
does not necessarily mean the -manifestation oJ

new

truth, but indicates the divine impulse to judge andhante

infallibly about truths naturally known St. Matthew

wrote down facts of the life of Christ which he had
per-

sonally witnessed. But owing to .
Inf™^*' ™£

t

thew's Gospel (as the other three) Denm

auctorem." ... „„»...«*. w 1 nf

A. scientific definition (" cogntUo P"™"*?^
Divine Revelation may be thus formulated- Divine

action free/and essentially supernatural whereby Oou^

order to guide the human «ce to >te supsmatuml en

which consists in the vision of the Divine essence sp t

ing to us through His prophets and last of air« ?
Christ, manifested, with some obscurity, pern

mysteries and truths of natural religon so that

forth they might be proposed mfi^My J^. „

throughout all time without any ch^ °
f Revdation.

This definition is based upon the causes
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Note the following chart

:

/Final causc-Thc ^^.^"bod, author of the supernatural

pffirtent cause.— (I) Pnn"P al
•

^

{2) I„°t

r

rumental: prophets and Christ as man

(Heb.l 2.)
, f. llibie teaching of the Church.

(3) i°
ndltTammuScaU m.mamfesting, supernatural

SSsTd^ths of natural religion,

(subject): the human-race.

^eW reveals the final cause which is the first of

The end of revelation is the future vision

Pi £ Thomas notes that "man cannot

atamlo the supernatural vision of God unless he
attain to me bup „ H as teaching is

SuatRe^on^rogressive and obscure unti,

^attainment of perfect knowledge ,s reached. ;

Formal cause.

—

.Material cause

causes,

of God.

00 -^^P^iple efficient cause is God revealing,

i e God as author of the supernatural order.

"

(b) The instrumental causes are the prophets and

Christ as man (Heb. i: 2). ... -h •

(c) To secure the' integrity of Revelation the^ in-

fallible teaching of the Church is needed This

action of the Church is a condition, not a cause, ot

Revelation, as the Church does not reveal even

instrumentally, but. merely safeguards Revelation.

(3) Formal cause is the action, free and supernatural,

whereby supernatural mysteries and truths or

Natural Religion are revealed obscurely by means ot

speech. - -;

The action is free because Revelation is not due

to human nature. ,,

The action is supernatural, essentially and not

merely modally, because it. concerns the intimate

life of God, utterly beyond the reach, of human
reason. The action is described as a "speaking'
(" locuiio " Heb. L, 1). Hence Revelation differs

from the infusion of the light of Faith. It may be

an external " locutio," e.g., through a preacher, or

God may speak to the heart internally as suggested
by the Psalmist :

" I will hear what the Lord God
will speak to me" (Ps. 84-y).
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(a) Material cause—the human race. Hence it is not a

question of private revelation.

The true idea of Revelation will be still further eluci-

.J d by a brief review of heterodox ideas on the subject.

The ideas err either "per excessum" producing a

pseudo-supernaturalism, or " per defectum" reducing

Revelation to naturalism.

(Pseudo-Supernaturalism of some Protestants and of Catholic

Traditionalists.

/Evolutionism of Hegel.

Rationalism J Agnostidsm of Kant and of

^Modernists.

Revelation I

^Naturalism-

Semi-Rationalism

:

Hermes, Gunther, Frohs-

chammer, etc.

1.—Pseudo-Supernaturalism.
'

(A) So far from exalting Revelation, the pseudo-

supernaturalism of early Protestants degenerated into

Rationalism.

(a) As regards the exposition of Revelation they

substituted for the infallible teaching of the Church

an internal criterion. Luther and his disciples held

that the meaning of Scripture was shewn to each one

by private inspiration of the Holy Spirit, lhis

doctrine led to private judgment. -

,

'

(b) As regards the nature of Revelation they he d

that it is due to. human nature and consequently

natural and. not supernatural.

(B) The error of pseudo-Supernaturalism appears a so

amongst Catholic Traditionalists (' Ftdeists )
hke

Bautain, who taught that reason alone cannot prove the

existence of God. nor the fact of Revelation.

2.—Naturalism.

There is a twofold following: (A) of those w ic-deny

the supernatural character of Revelation, and (B) ot those

who essentially lower it.

(A) Absolute Rationalism.

(a) Pantheistic Evolution identifies the
:

nature c*

God with the nature of the. created universe This

Hegelian teaching regards Revelation as *he P™

greisive evolution of our reason and of our natural
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•
. „ >. Christianity is a stage in the pro-

religmus sense than an , stance

cess. The innuy
evolution, mz., thesls

,

of the fundamental law or. «

antithesis, synthesis .1

othing beyond phe-
(b)

nt
gn0

Hen
C
ceextS criteria ofRevelation have

nomena. _

Hence ex
thrown back upon their

no meaning, and mu»
reliffion is a form of

iT ^i^Shat^^tf is " the senti-

ntt ofS's presence Inus awaking our: souls to

the life of justice and love^
c ^ ^W Semi-Rationahsn^^ Relation, but super-

ted the supernatural character or
dogmaS) even .

ffiirWSSM.££J by snifter

W

lation.

Art 2-Analysis of the Catholic idea of Revelation.

mediately to others. The word.
.

locution is,

S ours", taken analogically in the analogous
;

sense

known in logic as the analogy of proportion. Goudin

^plains tharan analogy of proportion, (metaphoncal or

real) exists between things whose ;name. is identical when

the meaning signified by the name, though diverse m its

application, is nevertheless similar from the standpoint ot

proportion. We use expressions " God spoke ana

" man spoke." There is a similarity of proportionality

between human speech in relation to its effect as compared

with Divine speech in relation to its effect. To illus-

trate still further this analogy of proportionality,
_

the

examples of sensitive cognition and intellectual cognition

may usefully be considered. Sensitive and intellectual

cognition, though both named "cognition/' are dis-

tinct, but there is a likeness of proportionality between

them. As the sensitive faculty bears a relation to

its sensitive object, so, correspondingly, the intellect

bears a relation to its intellectual object. Again the

analogy of proportion may be real or only meta-

phorical. It is real when the attribute indicated by the

name {e.g., wisdom) exists formally and truly in both

subjects ("God is wise; man is wise"), even though
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is an infinite distance between the unbounded

•dom of God and the limited wisdom of man. The
W ' S

loffV of proportion is metaphorical when the attribute

?
n
-ned to the subject—an attribute suggestive of imper-

fprtion—is real in the one case ("anger of man") and

Merely metaphorically attributive in the other.

ADDlyin°- this distinction, the word "locution," under-

tnodin its'liteial sense as a human utterance, is attributed

nniv metaphorically to God, but understood in its

cniritual sense as a manifestation of thought it may be,

VoDlied to God analogically in a true and real sense
_

Mj The' notion of Divine Revelation as described in

the Old and New Testaments is a spiritual communica-

tion of God to men and an exercise of His magisterial

nnwer -" I will listen to what the Lord may say
'
wrote

the Psalmist (Ixxxiv.q). "God; who at sundry times

and in divers manners spoke in times past to the fathers

by the prophets, last of all in these days has spoken to

SLy His Son "Clleb.i. 1-2). That Our Blessed Lord

spoke magisterially as Teacher is evident from the testi-

'

monies of St. Matthew and St. John. " The people were

£ admiration at His doctrine, for He was teaching them

as One having power,, and not as the Scribes and

Pharisees/' "You call 'me Lord and Master and you say

well for so I am" (Matt; vii. 28, 20; John m 13 )

•

That the word " locution," taken analogically, is correctly

applied to Divine Revelation has been defended by St

Thomas " When we speak, we give utterance not to the

thing the notion of which we desire to convey but 1 o the

sien of that thine. So God, when He gives His interior

Miration doe/not reveal Himself, but gives some sign

of Himself, some spiritual 1 keness of ^s wista

And because of His infinite wisdom, His commun.cation

is necessarily magisterial.
'

_ c„_„rnnt , irai

III.-Divine Revelation is given by (1) a^"P^™
manifestation of the truth and (2) by the gift of super

natural light necessary for its recognition. H
St. Thomas has written on the ar of teaching . He

holds a middle course between Plato 's sysem of innate

ideas and the empiricism of the sensist school Accom n*

to Plato, instruction is a revival of knowledge accordm

to the empiricists, knowledge is possible onh
'
° f Ph£^5

mena and of succession of phenomena But bt.
nw

points out that the art of teaching cons.sts m man p
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a rnnvincine: in itself by show-
proposition clear and ccmv S

ljjgi Tq teach fe

ing its dependence on . ^ a physician

to help the intellect to see u ^^ Hence
helps nature to regain formal^^ j (l) .g^
two conditions are n5 '

, light either to recognise

ment of a truth; (a) ™^SJ it
- <?„ the authority of one

the truth. in itself, or to accept

-SS^ylfaSd by effective ta„,a„

teaching.
t^rhinff is Divine, inasmuch as many

BUt tZ s atements

ng
are beyond human comprehen-

^rtT^^MmJlty of the- teacher are the
sion, tne auuiui y conditions are

na ural light
' And the proposition must enunciate :

'"85*. truth,. because Revelation is distinct from

(b) ThTtrudimustbetaughtin a determinate, sense.

(c) The divine origin of the Revelation must be clearly

manifested. .

' '<

Finally, if intellectual light is/ needed for the compre-

hension of the truths of nature, supernatural light will be

needed for the acceptance of truths divinely proposed.

Art. 3.—Different kinds of Revelation.

(i) Revelation may be supernatural in substance {e.g.,

doctrine of the Trinity) or merely in the mode of its mani-

festation.
.

(2) Revelation may be given through the senses, the

imagination or the intellect.

(3) Revelation may be active (the illuminating influence

of the Holy Spirit) or passive (the perception of the Divine

illumination).

(4) Revelation may be immediate or mediate—immediate
to the prophets, mediate through the prophets to others.

- (5) Revelation may be public or private, i.e., made for

the general benefit, or for the benefit of one or of a few
individuals.

CHAPTER VIII

MYSTERY AND DOGMA

Art i._Catholic and heterodox views.

'A Mystery strictly interpreted is a truth which no created

intellect, human or angelic, can understand, inasmuch as

the truth is above (not against) reason.

A mystery has therefore three characteristics :

(1) It is beyond the comprehension of any created

intellect.

. (2) It requires Revelation for its knowledge.

(3) It remains obscure even after the revelation of its

truth.

A dogma is a statement contained in Scripture or. .tra-

dition and promulgated by the church as divinely revealed

either by a special decree of the church, or by her universal

and ordinary magisterium.

Heterodox Ideas of Mystery and Dogma

(A) Rationalists reject- supernatural mysteries or reduce

them to natural truths cognoscible by reason. Kant

explained the doctrine of the Trinity as indicating three

attributes of God which can be known by reason. Hegel

explained the same mystery as three aspects of evolution-

thesis, antithesis, synthesis. To the rationalist, reason

alone is the measure- of truth, and dogma, at the most, is

only a symbolical expression of a natural truth or mystery.

Dogmas consequently vary in sense in accordance with the

progress of science.
.

*

. (B) Modernists too claim the application of the^r>m
sense. The formula of the hypostatic union was true at

the time of the council of Ntaea, because 00m^Ie
J°

the philosophic knowledge of the period, but is no longer

true because of a new conception of personality.

(C) Semi-Rationalists, such as the Catholic writers

Hermes, Gilnther, Frohschammer, have taught that n s

teries were supernatural revealed, but after revelation

in
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,, r„ncnn The Vatican Council has con-

may be proved by reason. • and also the

^n rfS^tr^ of the Trinity can* be

?Xc% proved after revelauon.

Art iL_Theological
explanation of mystery and dogma.

*^, a •» mv^terv " taken in a wide sense may be

diaSr^-Sf&h beyond our knowledge, but

worthy of our knowledge.
b£ kn &g {af

as1tTeS
tl0

A supernatural mystery cannot be known- even as far as

'

its extoe is concerned without supernatural revelation.:

Note the following divisions: ..

/physical order—e.g.,' matter at the centre.

"

hidden as to J • of theearth/
.

.

existence lnteUeotual order_a.g., secrets of hearts.

/•natural i
••

'

f
relative to f gfavitation, energy, electricity,

.
human -^ nutrition, free-will, etc.

intellect (.

absolutely ( , ,, *x_n.;.-i^,

for any ) compatibility of the attributes

created: 1 of God naturally known.

t
intellect V.

' -

Iln

a wide sense truthsYDivine decrees—•«#., govern-

which become intelli-^ ment of the Church under

gible after revelation. J
one supreme pastor.

"'."--- '
-

In a strict sense truths *)
. ,

which remain obscure after [Trinity, Incarnation, etc.

hidden as to

essence

(.revelation

The late Professor Huxley wrote : "The mysteries of

the church are child's play compared with the mysteries pi

nature. The doctrine of the Trinity is not more puzzlhig

than the necessary antinomies of physical speculation."

It is interesting to note the ubiquity of natural mysteries

beyond human comprehnsion such as in the
(i) Physical order: nature of matter, of energy, of

electricity, or gravitation, etc.

(2) Biological order : the processes of assimilation,

reproduction, etc.

(3) Psychological order : nature of sensation, of free-

will, etc.
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. (4)
Metaphysical order : nature of a transient act, etc.

If we are thus surrounded by mysteries in the created
natural order, can we wonder that in the uncreated natural

order there are absolute mysteries such as compatibility of

Divine simplicity with plurality of perfections, compati-

bility of .Unchangeableness of God with Divine freedom,
compatibility of Infinite power and goodness with permis-

sion of evil, compatibility of Infinite mercy and justice.

Much less cause for wonder that the supernatural order
should present mysteries which transcend created intelli-

gence.

It has been said that a wayside flower is a natural sacra-

ment—an outward sigh of inward mysterious power—an
idea beautifully expressed in'the following stanza.

• " Were I, O God, in churcliless lands remaining,
- Far from all voice of teachers or divines,

My soul would find in flowers of Thy ordaining,
Priests, sermons, shrines I

"

II.—Intelligibility of mysteries and their- inter-con-

nexion.
" (A) Supernatural mysteries are incomprehensible and
undemonstrable, but analogical knowledge of them is

possible.

(1) Mysteries are not unintelligible. Those things are

•incomprehensible which are hot fully comprehended, e.g.,

the attribute of Divine omnipotence. Those things are

undemonstrable which cannot be deduced either from
evident principles (demonstration a priori) or from facts of

experience (demonstration a posteriori). That which is

probable cannot be proved but is nevertheless intelligible.

On the other hand that which is unintelligible is opposed
to reason either because it is evidently absurd, or because
it has no meaning.
Supernatural mysteries are incomprehensible and un-

demonstrable, but they are not unintelligible. A state-

ment regarding them has an intelligible subject and pre-

dicate, though the connexion between subject and pre-

dicate remains inevident.

(2) Mysteries are intelligible analogically. Divine reve-

lation makes use of human ideas naturally acquired

—

ideas which express directly something created and

analogically something uncreated. The idea of paternity

is applied to God theTather, the idea of natural filiation

is. applied to the Divine filiation of the Second Person of

H
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i*4 PRINCIP "
.

tl analogy of proportion

the Trinity. This analogy« d .J Ued,« Sun of

and is not metaphorical (asj^en^.^
rf ^ TrinJty fa

the Uni
T

f
bfLaJogiSlideas of nature, person, gener-

St'vord, spiration, love.etc. ^
fo g

(3)
' Intelligibility o .^fnd inspiration of the Holy

apart from il 1^ 1^^ because supernatural, cannot

Ghost.
Supernatural tnmis

f Divme e>

Scome intelligible,
- bout. the

Qwn^ ^ ^
Without this gif; th

g:££ t
. a musical ear hears a sym-

man, for example, without a
not from the stand-

phony from the
^p«nt o^oun ^ ^^

Joint of harmony. Ajan^an may judge a truth as

something, which js vitoLA Hen ^

rarll-nTrmal In? material apprehension
_

of the

*% Thel^«^^^mp^«^
Wmysteries are subordmated to .P ^^

'

of the intimate life of God, i.e., me

following inter-connexion : . ^ ^ Divine
Trinity-participation in the lite oiu ^ atim

^idm^^^
' d

°S)\fter the time.of Christ and the.Apo^Ueve-

lation, being complete, could not be increasea

diminished. So-called private relations do not be.o
|

to the infallible doctrine of the Church. The ^
throughout the ages has proposed for the beliefo* t

faithful only truths revealed in Scripture or Tracimo

As occasion required, more explicit formulation was"- „

of particular doctrines. Thus the Church teaches nove,

not "nova." The original formula describing, tnes*

carnation was "the Word was made flesh. A
,

explicit formula came later: «« the Word consubstamw

with the Father was made man." Again, the torm .

'_

describing the sinlessness of the Blessed Virgin was orl£

ally "gratia plena." The fulness of grace was later
.

clared to include the grace of her Immaculate Conceptio
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Development of doctrine has taken place in a threefold

way

:

(1) By scientific statement. The doctrine of the
Trinity was explicitly held from the beginning, but
in a popular way. The science of theology stressed
later the consubstantiality of the Three Persons.

(2) By explicit statement. The "fulness of grace,"
for example, • implicitly includes the doctrine of the
Immaculate Conception, which in 1854 was ex-
plicitly declared.

(3) By definite and clear statement of truths which
had been taught only incidentally or in practice.

Under this head comes the decision regarding the
validity of baptism conferred by heretics.

(B) Before Christ the doctrine of Faith, substantially

the same, was more explicitly manifested by successive

revelations. St. Thomas tells us that certain primary
truths were revealed

—
" God exists," " God is a rewarder

to them that, seek Him," etc.—which implicity contained

other truths to be revealed later, such as the Incarnation,

Redemption, Trinity, etc. The Faith* was always specific-

ally the same, because truths explicitly believed later were
believed implicitly from the beginning.

* Faith under the Old Testament was substantially the same as Faith
under the New, because under both Testaments the primary formal object

of Faith (the intimate life of God) and the formal motive of Faith (the

authority of God revealing) were identical [Cf. no, liae, qi, a 7). St.

Thomas writes :
" Qujeeumque posteriores crediderunt contineb arttur in

fide pr<ecedentium Patrum, licet implicate." When it is stated that the

doctrines, "God exists," " God is a rewarder to them that seek him,"
contain implicitly the doctrines of the Incarnation, Redemption, etc., the

)

use of the word -'implicit " should not be accepted in precisely the same
sense as its use in regard to the development of doctrine subsequent to

Apostolic times. The student will see the distinction in the following

examples :

—

. ,

(1) The notion of being contains actually implicitly the less genera

notions of the modalities of being, and contains nothing outside being,

because outside being there is nothing. Being is not a genus, for a genus

contains only virtually (not actually implicitly) the specific differences

extrinsic to the genus, as rationality is extrinsic- to animality. Similarly

the intimate life of God contains actually implicitly the supernatural

mysteries subsequenly revealed—e.g., Incarnation, Redemption, etc.,

which are not extrinsic to the imtimate life of God.
(2) A doctrine may be known at first confusedly, and later distinctly.

In the second case the development of the doctrine is accomplished not

by the addition of now ideas, but by the clearer apprehension of the original

idea. It is in this sense that the " fulness of grace " of the Blessed Virgin

implicitly contains the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception. Alter

the time of the Apostles the deposit of Faith was closed, and no doctrine

(beyond what is implicitly contained in the deposit of Faith) has been or

can bo proposed by the Church.



CHAPTER IX

THE SUPERNATURAL*

Art. I.-Catholic and heterodox ideas of the Supernatutai>

I.—Preliminary statement.

Analysis of the meaning of the words "^Revelation,"

' Mvs ery
" and " Dogma " having been made, it is neces-

Mysiery
natu re. of the Supernatural and

:rih°SuPTrn?tu"al order. Possibility •
of .,he existence

o supernatural mysteries and of their revelation will be

proXgainst Rationalists. It wi 1 be shown that Chris-

tianity is not a "superior form of the natural evolution o

the religious sense," but a religion essentially supernatural

and infallibly true.- v •

'
:':, . , u

Nominal definition of the supernatural explains the

meaning of the words: " that which is above nature.

The word " nature
*

» in this .connexion means the com-

plexity of all things in the universe interdependent accord-

ing to fixed laws." Hence the Supernatural is above the

laws of nature. A-supernatural effect cannot be produced

by a natural cause ; a supernatural truth cannot be deduced

by the natural power of the intellect. >•*

Pantheists who maintain that the nature of God and the

nature of. the universe are identical must and do deny the

existence of the supernatural order. According to their

teaching God is the immanent principle of all natural

evolution.

Deists admit an essential distinction between God and

the universe, but deny the action of God in human affairs,

i.e., deny the possibility of a miracle.

Semi-Rationalists admit an essential distinction between
God and nature and admit also the possibility of miraculous

intervention, but deny, as regards God, the distinction

between the order of natural mysteries (e.g., the compati-
bility of Divine immutability and Divine freedom) and the

order of supernatural mysteries (e.g., the Trinity). Hence
they admit the possibility of a supernatural effect—

a

c&n%Z?$li iO
C

7

W°rd " Pretwnatural " <* ****»&» °J
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(̂

y7e
b

tcV
deny the POSSibiHty °f SUP™^ truth

The Supernatural is defined as that v/hich k ^
created nature, inasmuch as it exceeds the powers^
exigencies of any created nature, although it does nnt
exceed the passive perfectible capacity of creatorI „=*
nor the suitability of created nature to receive k

'

The Supernatural is twofold :

jo Supernatural miracles which exceed the power andexigency of created, nature, but do not exceed the coffnosri
bility of the human intellect.

cognosci-

2» Supernatural mysteries in the strict sense and super-natural grace and glory. These exceed not only the oowerand exigency, but even the cognoscibility ancI appetitive
desire of any created intellectual nature.

rtPPe""ve

III.—Heterodox ideas of the Supernatural.

ChrisSh^^
SUpernaturaI myst™<* of life and of

Naturalism lovers supernatural mysteries to natural
mysteries and claims that their existence can be knownvuhout Revelation. The Christian life is lowered to aTfe
lived in accordance with the natural law.

iJ;?™ f]°
1
-
alis™ reduces supernatural to natural mys-

teries, and claims that they can be proved after Revelation.
JM«gt*ntsm reduces, the- Christian life to natural
morality, and maintains that after Revelation man can live
a uiristian life without the aid of internal grace.
peudo-Supematuralism on the contrary teaches that

Zl fiw
an exi&ency for the Supernatural in human nature,

^na tnat as a consequence the Supernatural is neither above
nature nor gratuitous.

''//I]i?
ar(linS the SuPernatura I character of miracles.

o(
\
AJ Determinists claim the same necessity for the laws
nature as they claim for the axioms of mathematics,
•cording to them a miracle (if it axists) is only an " extra-
Ulnary natural f«/-t " mlii^t tine nnt- linon ovnlninpH anrl

ccording to them a miracle (if it axists) is only an " extra-

\v3i

,lr

}

ary natural fact " which has not been explained, and
icn the religious sense attributes to the Deity. Thus a

a
'
racle "as no ontological (objective) value, but may have

^symbolical value if it helps the mind to see the conformity
religIOn with the aspirations and exigencies of our

nature.
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n?) Certain Agnostics opposed to Determinism judgeW Cer ai

f
I laws f nature is a subjective impres-

that the fixity of the lax
erned with that which {

Si°n
- SSSi be. possible or impossible. As

not w«th that whjdimay j^ ^ fc ^
rpSlSar S^ing is beyond their power. Hence a

tSSe^is beyond human knowledge. ,

Vc A few Catholic writers seem to agree with those

if i m thflt- a miracle, 'in the sense of an unusual

ra
h

t^heno-eno™ may have only a symbolic value,

St the mind to the consideration of religion, and to

he recognition of its conformity with- the aspirations and

extendi of our nature (Blondel,* L'Actum, p. 39*)}

Art. II.—The Supernatural from the standpoint of theo-

logical science.

I.—Definition of the Supernatural.

(A) In order to understand the Supernatural it is

necessary to have a clear idea of what is meant by; the

word ''nature."
'

-

. .

The nature of a thing is its essence, i.e.,- the radical

principle of the active and passive powers which belong

to it. Hence " natural " signifies that which belongs to

a thing according to its nature, viz:

(i) Essence, e.g., essence "of man is his body and

rational soul.

(2) Passive powers which are affected by agents pro-

portionate to the nature.

(3) Active powers or faculties flowing from essence,

e.g., intellect and will in man.

(4) Exigencies, i.e., whatever \s> required for the

attainment of its end. Catholic philosophy

teaches that the "Divine . Concursus " is

necessary so that a secondary cause may act.

(5) Merit in. a rational nature—merit due to legitimate

natural action constituting a right to 1
propor-

tionate reward^—in other words a right to

attain its natural end. •

(

(B) Thus the Supernatural is that which exceeds the
limits of nature, and which can gratuitously perfect
nature. The Supernatural is suitable to nature, not from

Reaut
C™ C

i?
° f Ml B '0Ddcl bv Professor Aliotta (Science, Iteligion and

Jieamy, pp. 169-172 and 177-178.)
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. the standpoint of the essence or powers (active or passive^
of nature, but because nature has the capability of acceDt
ing a perfecion not naturally due. St. Thomas gives the
example of a piece of wood being carved so as to reore
sent a human being. y

(C) The Supernatural is not against nature; it is above
nature and perfects it. It is true that the supernatural
life is contrary to the evil inclinations of nature which
come from sin and are destructive of nature itself. "If
you live according to the flesh you shall die; but if by the
spirit you

_
mortify the deeds of the flesh, you shall live"

(Rom. viii. 13). "If anyone wishes to come after me,
let him deny himself and take up his cross and follow
me" (Matt. xvi. 24). But. the supernatural life is not
against nature as such. In truth there is admirable
harmony between nature and grace as shewn in the life

of Our Blessed Lord and in the lives of the Saints.

Ii.—Division of the Supernatural.

The Supernatural is divided into that which is essen-
tially supernatural, and that which is modally super-
natural. That which is essentially supernatural exceeds
the limits, and even the cognoscitive faculties of any
created nature. That which is modally supernatural is

some natural fact or quality produced or arranged in a
supernatural way. 'The resurrection of Lazarus, for

example, was natural in itself as nature gives life, but
supernatural in the manner of its accomplishment. The
virtue of temperance is a natural virtue which deserves a
natural reward, but when informed by a supernatural

motive it deserves a- supernatural' .reward. Scientific

division of the Supernatural is based upon three of the

four great causes. The four great causes are the two
intrinsic (matter and form) and the two extrinsic (final and
efficient). St. Thomas writes: "The character of the

Supernatural may belong to anything from a threefold

principle, viz., from the efficient, final and formal causes,

but not from the material cause, since the material cause

is the subject in which the Supernatural quality is re-

ceived."

From the standpoint of efficient cause a fact accom-

plished—even a natural fact—becomes supernatural if

performed in a supernatural way, e.g., resurrection of

Lazarus, giving of sight to the blind, etc.
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. A^nnt nf final cause a fact or quality
From the standpomt rfi

«! InsfcalI dimct^ to J
becomes supernatural * ne

temperance informed by
supernatural end, e.g., an an u i j

a supernatural motive. .

cause an entity is super-

supernatural object.
;

Hence the following, division .

(•Uncreated : e.g., Trinity.

essentially (formal cause)
I Created

—

e.g., grace, infused virtues,

I. . gifts of the Holy Ghost.
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modally

/from standpoint [e.g.] a natural act of virtue

of final cause -I directed to a supernatural end.

Miracle in relation to the
substance of the fact,

e.g., prophecy.

from standpoint of

efficient cause

Miracle in relation to the

subject, e.g., raising of

Lazarus.

Miracle in the manner of

.
accomplishment, e.g.,

sudden cure of fever.

Corollary I.—Though the work accomplished by a

miracle is essentially natural, it can be effected only by

God and in a supernatural way. Hence a" miracle is

strictly supernatural but only modally, even though it be
" a miracle in relation to, the substance of the fact "as in

prophecy. But the miracle of the conversion of St. Paul,

involving as it did the infusion, of Divine grace was

essentially supernatural..

Corollary II.—It is well to have clearly, in mind the

various kinds of supernatural knowledge.

supernatural

knowledge

essentially : I
supernatural/

e-£" Beatific Vision, theological faith, etc.

I modally
v
supernatural

supernatural as to the substance of the

knowledge, e.g., prophecy.

supernatural as to the subject who
possesses the knowledge, e.g., knowledge

ofsecret thoughts.

supernatural in the manner of acqui-

sition, e.g., gift of tongues.
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Corollary III.—Graces given for the instruction of
others (grahce gratis dates) are not as high as the graces
which justify (gratia gratum facientes). St Paul
(1 Cor. c. 12) enumerates the. former. They may be
classified as follows :

/faith concerning principles.

'giving knowledge
of Divine truths'*

Graces given for_

instruction of

others

word of wisdom concerning principal
conclusions.

word of knowledge concerning ex-
amples and effects.

giving confirma-
tion of Divine
truth

j
by action

{

j
grace of healing

(working of miracles

I fprophecy.
\ by knowledge

-j

(discernment of spirits

.ga statement/™"3 Wnds of ton^es

of Divine ^^interpretation of speeches.

III.—Natural and Supernatural orders.

(A) The Natural order is the arrangement of created
things relatively to God as their Author and Final End.
God is the extrinsic efficient cause and the final cause

of the natural order. He is not the intrinsic or immanent
principle—a pantheistic idea identifying the Divine sub<-
stance with the substance of the universe.
From the standpoint of efficient cause, Creation, Con-

servation, Divine Concursus belong to the natural order.
For man the natural order comprises:
(a) Formal End. The formal end is the possession of

God not by intuitive vision, but by the discursive

faculty of reason.
(b) Agents. The supreme agent is God, 'Author of

our nature, giving His concursus for the ac-

complishment of natural works. Man, using his

natural faculties is the secondary agent.

(c) Means. The objective means are created things

naturally known. The subjective means are the

light of reason and the exercise of faculties,

especially of intellect and will.

(d) Law. The law is the natural law—source of natural

merit and of natural reward.
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*,,,.<,i nrder is the arrangement, rela-

• <f>Z%t£*lA"n5 Final End ofthose things
tively to God tlieir n.

eurai order.

"S Slel^atll order comprises:
.

ta) Formal End. The formal end is the possession of

(h)
f^^V^e agent is God, Author of

{i)
frS and of glory- The secondary agent IS man

raised to the Supernatural state, ._ •:

MS The objective means are Divine Revela-
(C)

don Sacraments, etc. Subjective means are the

£ht of Faith, and the exercise of supernatural

vfrtues under the influx of actual grace

(d) Law. The law is the positive law of God.

(C) Since both orders proceed from God, the source of

truth there: cannot be dissension .between them The

natural order is subordinated to the supernatural and

from it receives its perfection.

SECTION III

DEFENCE OF SUPERNATURAL REVELATION
AND ITS NECESSITY



CHAPTER X

POSSIBILITY OF SUPERNATURAL REVELATION IN GENERAL AND
ESPECIALLY OF THE REVELATION OF THE NATURAL TRUTHS

OF RELIGION

Art. I.—Possibility of Immediate Revelation.

It may seem that surely there is no necessity for super-

natural revelation in regard to truths which reason can dis-

cover, and that to discuss the possibility of such revelation

is superfluous. Later it will be seen that there is a moral

necessity for the revelation even of the natural truths of

Religion in order (to use the words of the Vatican Council)

that they may be known " by all, quickly, with certitude

and with no admixture of error."

The possibility of Immediate Revelation is proved by
reason.

'

Revelation, as already indicated, is " formal Divine

magisterial instruction given objectively through the super-

natural statement of a truth, and subjectively by the

infusion .of supernatural light, whereby infallible judgment

may be made concerning the truth divinely proposed."

The possibility of the supernatural revelation of the

Natural Truths of Religion may be set forth in the follow-

ing syllogism :

Major':' An action which is not repugnant from the

point of view of object, subject or agent is possible from

the standpoint of reason.

Minor: But supernatural revelation of the natural

truths of Religion is not repugnant in any of these

respects.

Conclusion:' -T-hertore supernatural revelation of the

natural truths of Religion is possible from the standpoint

of reason.

Proof of Minor proposition :

i° From the standpoint of object.

Truths may be discovered by reason or may be taught

by one who knows them. The truths themselves are

indifferent to either mode of cognition.

125
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2o From the standpoint of the subject.

If man is taught by man, why should it be impossible

to receive Divine instruction? The autonomy of reason

offers no objection, for such autonomy is relative not

absolute Subordination to infallible truth is not servi-

tude but honour. "If you continue in my word . . ,

the truth shall make you free" (John mu. 31, 32) Just

as sensitive faculties are directed by the rational, why

should it be impossible for the rational to be directed by

Divine Revelation

?

',-.....

3° From the Divine standpoint.

No legitimate objection arises from the fact. that super-

natural Revelation is miraculous. When God intervenes

in human affairs, there is no interference with the laws of

nature, as we shall see in the discussion on miracles.

There' is no difficulty in supposing that supernatural

light (supernatural in the manner given) is vouchsafed,

which is all that is necessary for the knowledge of

natural truths. \.

Art. II.—Possibility of Mediate Revelation.

'(A) From the Divine standpoint.

God governs men by men, in order that He may com-
municate the dignity of causality, to creatures. Powers
and rights, which belong to human authority, belong a.

fortiori to God. Human authority rules . subjects

'through ministers, whose commands must be
;

formally

accepted as the commands of authority. Surely there-:

fore God can convey instruction through the instru-

mentality of others.

(B) From the standpoint of man.
It is natural that in human, society man should learn

from man. Grace perfects nature, and at the same time
safeguards the characteristics of nature.. It is fit there-

(

fore tiiat men should be instructed in Divine- things by'
God's ministers. Few men could discover without the
help of a master even the elementary truths of Geometry,
lascal, who unaided discovered many such truths, was
an extraordinary genius.

Objection may be raised that the salvation of mankind
woud be accomplished more effectively by immediate
revelahon through mental religious experience, in which
case revelat.on would reach all men. But it is a well-
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known truth that for salvation God does not require

impossibilities. Amongst pagan nations, if a standard of

morality and virtue is reached—a standard measured by
opportunities of light and difficulties of environment—in

that case salvation is secured. .



CHAPTER XI .

'

:

SUPERNATURAL MYSTERIES

Existence ofan order of Supernatural truth and life in God,

i.e., of an order of Supernatural mysteries.

I.—Heterodox opinions and the teaching of the Church.

(i) Rationalists, Pantheists and Semi-Rationalists

deny the existence of any order which exceeds objectively

the powers of human reason.

(2) Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians deny that the Super-

natural Order exceeds subjectively the powers of reason

:

if, for instance, external revelation be supposed, internal

grace would not in their opinion be necessary for belief,

or at least for the beginning of Faith.

(3) Early Protestants, as well as Baius and Jansenius,

deny that the Supernatural Order exceeds the exigency of

our nature ; they claim that grace is due to nature.
.

These errors have been condemned. Catholic doctrine

holds: (1) that not even by the absolute power of God
could an intellect be created which, by its natural powers,

could see God as He is in Himself, nor (2) could there be

created a supernatural substance to which the light of

glory would be natural.

II.—On the proof of the existence of a Supernatural Order of

truth of life in God.

i° Is this proof possible?

How can it be shown that there exists in God not only
an order of natural mysteries (e.g., prescience of future

contingent events; compatibility of Divine liberty and
Divine immutability, etc.), but an order of Supernatural
mysteries (e.g., Trinity) which, unless revealed, cannot
become known, and after revelation remain unde-
monstrable?

_

As the Supernatural cannot be known naturally either
in itself or in its effects, no direct proof of its existence
can be given

; an indirect proof drawn from the limitations
ot a created intellect may be given. This proof will

128
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manifest the existence of such an order not positively,

but negatively and relatively, namely, that there is in God
an order of truth and life exceeding the limits of natural

knowledge. But since the proof takes the form of defence

after the fact of Revelation, it will be more accurate to

say that by reason alone a defence can be given of the

truth that there are in God not only natural mysteries,

but an order of Supernatural mysteries.

2 What are the limits of human knowledge ?

The limits are twofold: (1) as regards extension, (2) as

regards intention or penetrative power.

Future contingent events exceed the extension of our

natural knowledge, but when they come to pass they do

not exceed the penetrative power of the intellect, if their

cause be easily known. On the other hand the meta-

physical doctrine of Aristotle often exceeds the penetrative

power of students, whose intelligence is not yet sufficiently

developed.
Whence then come the limits?

(a) The limits of the extension of knowledge come
from its objective medium. The objective medium is that

through which knowledge reaches different objects—

a

telescope, for instance, enables the sensitive faculty of

sight to see many objects otherwise invisible; again, a

principle, in which conclusions are virtually contained,

enables the intellectual faculty to extend its knowledge so

as to reach explicit comprehension of implicit truths.

Extension of knowledge is as wide as the extension of the

objective medium used by the intellect. The objective

medium is that which is known, and also that through

which other truths are known, whereas in the discussion

of sensitive perception treated in Epistemology, the sub-

jective medium of knowledge (a representative image for

example) is that by which an outward object is known.

An illustration of this teaching is given in the fact that

the order of vegetative life cannot be known from prin-

ciples of physics and chemistry. These principles

(objective media) are not sufficiently extended to include

the nature of vital action. The order of intellectual life

cannot be known from the principles of Sensism. Hence

the failure of Empiricism, contrary to the teaching of

which an idea is not a compound image, a judgment is

not an association of images, reasoning is not merely the

attainment of empirical conclusions.
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The question therefore is twofold
: .

M Does there exist in God an order of tru h exceed-
W

in? the objective medium of created intellect?

(a). Does there exist in God an order of truth exceed-

ing the penetrative power of created intellect?

If the first response is affirmative, the second will also v

be affirmative, because that which exceeds the

objective medium of a-faculty exceeds also the natura

penetrative power of the faculty. Thus a metaphysical

conclusion exceeds the objective medium of mathematics,

and consequently mathematicians grasp with difficulty a

metaphysical demonstration, because they accept quanti-

tatively what should be understood qualitatively. .

3° What argument may be adduced from the standpoint

of God? • j ti
Some writers argue thus from God's infinitude: liie

order of supernatural truth is an order exceeding the

natural knowledge of any created intellect. But God

because of His infinitude exceeds the natural knowledge

of any created intellect. Therefore there exists in God

an order of supernatural truth.
,

This syllogism proves that there exists in God an order

of natural mysteries, the nature of which "exceeds any

created intellect, but the existence of which is naturally

knowable without revelation, e.g., prescience of future

contingent events. From the infinitude of God it follows

that every Divine attribute naturally knowable has an

eminent and infinite mode of being, and this mode cannot

be known naturally in a positive way, but only in a nega-

tive way, (e.g., wisdom, not finite) and in a relative way
(e.g., supreme wisdom). Hence because of the imper-
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fection of natural knowledge, every Divine attribute is a
natural mystery, and the intimate compatibility of
attributes remains hidden, although we know without
revelation that all Divine attributes are compatible and
indeed identical in God.
But is there in God an order of supernatural mysteries

which, unless revealed, cannot be known, and which
remain after revelation undemonstrable ?

Argument on this subject must be drawn from the
intimate life of God. It is not sufficient to reason from
the infinitude of God, unless infinitude is understood, not
as a mode of being of Divine attributes, but as a nega-
tive expression of the Deity as such.

Ill—Demonstration, of existence of a supernatural order
exceeding objectively the natural powers of created intellect.

Major: God in His intimate nature cannot be known
positively from creatures.

Minor: But the natural objective medium of every
created intellect can only be a creature.

Conclusion: Therefore no created intellect from its

natural objective' medium, can possibly, know those
truths which belong to the intimate life of God, and
these truths constitute an order of supernatural truth.

The major is proved:
From creatures God is known positively as regards

those perfections which are analogically common to Him
and to creatures, but as regards perfections which belong
exclusively to Him, He is known only negatively and
relatively. Now, God, in His intimate nature, is regarded
from the standpoint of perfections exclusively belonging
to Him. Therefore He, in His intimate nature, cannot be
known from creatures positively.

(A) Creatures are so inferior to God that they cannot
have with Him any resemblance either generic or specific,

but only analogical.
(B) Perfections which belong exclusively to God can

be known from creatures only negatively and relatively

:

God is Being, not finite, not changeable, not temporal,

etc.

God is Being, supreme, first, most perfect, etc.

Hence God in His intimate life cannot be known
positively from creatures, just as mechanics cannot make
known the life of a plant, nor vegetative life explain
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A spiritual essence whose mode of immateriality exceeds

the mode of immateriality of the nature that knows, canno

be Sown by that nature naturally and immediately But

the Divine essence has a mode of immatenahty infinity

exceeding that of every created intellect. Therefore the

Divine efsence cannot naturally and immediately be known

by any created intellect, and it follows that on y a creature

can be the objective medium of a created intellect.

The natural objective medium of a created intellect will.

be a creature either concretely accepted or abstractedly,

e.g., genera, species, transcendentals, etc. Even an.angel

naturally knows God not immediately, but as it were in a

mirror, because angelic nature mirrors to some extent the

Divine perfections (ra q 56 a 3). " Behold the great God

•who vanquishes our knowledge " (Job xxxvi. 26).
" King of kings and Lord of lords who inhabiteth light

inaccessible "( 1 Tim. vi. 16).
" What man knoweth the things of a man but the spirit

of man that is in him ? So the things also that are of God

no man knoweth but the Spirit of God " (1 Cor. ii. tl)-

IV.—The Supernatural Order exceeds subjectively the pene-

trative power of any created intellect.

This thesis is formulated against Pelagians and Semi-

Pelagians who taught that external revelation by Gospel

preaching is sufficient for believing the mysteries of Faith,

or at least for the beginning of Faith and that the internal

light of Faith strengthening the intellect is not necessary.

The penetrative power of a cognoscitive faculty receives

its specification from its natural objective medium and is
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proportioned to it.
rA faculty has an essential relation to

its act, and the act receives its specification from its object.

But the intimate mysteries of Divine life exceed the natural
objective medium of created intellect. Hence they exceed
also its penetrative power. In order that a created intel-

lect should see God there is need not only of the objective
manifestation, but of subjective strength. Hence the
" lumen glories."

V.—The Supernatural Order exceeds the exigency of the
creature.

This thesis is directed against Baius, Luther, Calvin,
Jansenists and Modernists.

That which absolutely exceeds the natural objective
medium of created intellect exceeds at the same time its

natural end, and that which exceeds its end and natural
perfection exceeds its exigency.

VI.—Between natural and supernatural truths there can be no
conflict.

i° No conflict. Thesis directed against:
Averroists of XIII Century, and followers of
XV Century.

Semi-Rationalists. XIX Century . (Giinther claimed that
philosophy might understand God and the soul better than
Faith understands them).

Fideists and Bonnetty XIX Century (who claim that
reason is so weak as possibly to lead us to opinions con-
trary to Faith).

The Vatican Council points out that the semblance of
conflict is due to one of two contingencies, either (1) dogmas
of Faith are not understood according to the mind of the
Church, or (2) false opinions are taken as pronouncements
of reason.

There can be no conflict, because supernatural truths are
founded upon the intimate life of God, and natural truths
are founded on God the author of nature. If being is

taken in an equivocal sense, i.e., to signify things essen-
tially different and not even analogically similar, then the
principle of contradiction would not have validity, and con-
tradiction and confusion would ensue between the two
orders.

2 No pantheistic confusion between the two orders.
If being is taken in an univocal sense, there would be no

essential difference in being, because univocal things (like
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VII -Examination of Ontologism. •

,-oi ru-inHDle of Ontologism may be thus
The

T'Godfs he first object which the human mind
expressed. God is me:
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SSfS^^» this initial totui-

'T 'SltogS Sire Malebranche (1638-w). Neces

essence s seen as the archetype of those things winch fall

under sensitive and intellectual cognition. The Divine

archetypal ideas of man, substance, spirit mathematical

quantity, etc., and attributes relative to them are seen

These Divine ideas and attributes are really one and the

same as the Divine essence, but are distinguished virtually

from it, and this distinction suffices for the visibility or

Divine ideas and attributes whilst the Divine essence

remains invisible.
• •

«*«,.;,*}

-

:

Malebranche's argument may be stated thus :_matenai

objects cannot act upon the immaterial soul. What is

higher cannot be affected by what is lower. Accordingly

corporeal objects are only the occasion of our vision ;
God is

the cause. Moreover the necessary, universal, eternal

element in intellectual knowledge cannot come from indi-

vidual contingent things. Hence a clearer and simpler

explanation of our thoughts is to say : we see all things

in God. AIL intelligible things are in God in a necessary,

universal and eternal way, and God is intimately present

to us. Since God is the first loved, He ought to be the

first known.
St. Thomas anticipated the errors of Ontologism.

(1) The abstraction of the universal from individual

things cannot be questioned.
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(2)
God is intimately present to us as Cause, but not as
object known.

(3)
God is our last end, but not, therefore, the first

object known or loved.

(4)
Ontologism makes the sense organs useless.

(5)
There is no intrinsic distinction between Divine

ideas and Divine essence.

Thus Ontologism confuses natural and supernatural

orders, and leads to Pantheism. If God alone works, it

follows that God alone exists. " Opcratio sequilur esse."

Malebranche's fundamental error consists in confusing

"being in general" with "Divine being." "Being in

general " is the natural adequate object of our intellect, the

object in which -we know first principles.

2 Moderate Ontologism.

The individual object—immediate object of the sense—is

seen in itself contrary to Malebranche's teaching, but the

universal which is necessary, eternal, immutable, must be

in God, and is seen in God by immediate intuition.

Ubaghs and others held this view.

3 Ontologism of Rosmini.
That which other Ontologists taught concerning univer"

sals, Rosmini applied to transcendental being, which falls

first under the apprehension of the intellect. .

Rosmini (1) confounds "being in general " with Divine

being.. His system (2) depends upon extreme realism.

Universal or transcendental being has in his system an

objective formal existence, and is identified with Divine

being. Hence (3) being is not predicated analogically of

God and creatures, but univocally—a view which leads to

Pantheism.



CHAPTER XII

WCWttTOK OF SUPERNATURAL MYSTERIES POSSIBLE FROM
REVELA

THE STANDPOINT OF AGENT AND SUBJECT

I —Statement of difficulties.

An objection is considered by St Thomas :" A

corporeal sense cannot be elevated so as to understand an

incorporeal substance which is above the nature of sense

;

"Therefore to see God be above the nature of created

intellect, it is clear that no created intellect can see the

Divine essence." -

Scotus urges the following ^objection : If the know-

ledge of the Divine essence be above the nature of our

intellect, the blessed will never see God No faculty can

be elevated above its specific object. The -faculty of sight

for example cannot be elevated so as to understand.

Otherwise the faculty would go beyond the limits of rts

essence, and would not remain the same specifically.

Modernists object : if the Supernatural Order is at an

infinite distance objectively and subjectively from the

faculties and exigencies of our nature, in that -case elevation

to the Supernatural would be against the inclination of

our nature, i.e., would be destructive (Cf. E. Le Roy,

Revue Biblique, Jan., igo6, p. 21). Supernatural reve-

lation would consist of unintelligible mysteries, and their

expression would be only metaphorical and symbolic.
.

II.—No proof can be given showing the impossibility of

the revelation of Supernatural Mysteries from the standpoint

of agent and subject.

Since elevation to the Supernatural Order is an essen-

tially supernatural endowment, the possibility of such

cannot be proved by reason alone. Neither can the y

possibility be disproved. In order to disprove the pos-

sibility of Revelation from the standpoint of agent and

subject, it would be necessary to show the absurdity of at

least one of the four conditions necessary for revelation

:

(1) God from the standpoint of His intimate life can

act freely " ad extra."
*C/. Professor Aliotta's criticism on the views of M. Lc Roy {Science,

Religion and Reality, pp. i 72) 173-170.)
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(2)
Human ideas express analogically supernatural

mysteries so as to make them credible.

(3)
Supernatural light can raise the vitality of the

human intellect so as to assent to supernatural

.
mysteries.

(4) There is an obediential faculty in our nature which

can be raised to the Supernatural Order.

(A) It. is not repugnant that God should give to us

participation in His Divine nature (" Divines consortes

natures," 2 Pet. i., 4). Nothing can be denied to God-
infinitely perfect Being—except on the ground of imper-

fection. To act freely in regard to those things outside

His Divine Nature implies no imperfection. God does not

act to secure benefit to Himself, but to
1

secure benefit to His

creature. St. Thomas writes :
" The higher a nature the

more intimate its communication." God is Pure Act and

Highest Good, and it is in absolute accordance with His

nature that God should communicate some participation

of His intimate life. " Summum Bonum est sui diffusi-

vum." . .

(B) It cannot be proved that no idea of our mind is

capable of expressing analogically and really (as opposed

to metaphorical and symbolic expression) supernatural

mysteries as credible. It has been already shown that

human ideas cannot express mysteries of the intimate life

of God as truths to be understood, or truths to be proved.

But for revelation it is sufficient that they should be

expressed analogically and really as truths to be believed

on the testimony of God obscurely revealing and not

on intrinsic evidence. No imperfection follows from the

attribution to God of notions of Paternity, Filiation,

Procession, Spiration, etc., whereby we receive obscure

instruction regarding the supreme supernatural mystery

of the Trinity. The same reasoning applies to notions ot

the Incarnation, Redemption, Eucharist, etc.

(C) Nor is there repugnance as regards the super-

natural light necessary to accept infallibly and super-

naturally mysteries of the intimate life of God. ims

light is an accident which raises and strengthens the

intellect. It does not and cannot represent the essence ot

God as He is in Himself, but it tends essentially to God

as He is in Himself, and in this way raises the human

'"^Existence of an obediential faculty which elevates
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human nature to the supernatural order cannot be dis-

proved. St. Thomas writes: "A sense because it is

wholly material cannot be elevated to anything im-
material. But the intellect, human or angelic, somewhat
raised from matter, can by Divine grace be further raised

to a higher stage. As the human intellect sees under
concrete accidents the nature of an object, it can be raised

by Divine help so as to apprehend Subsistent Being."

III.—Existence of obediential capacity whereby human
nature maybe raised to the Supernatural Order follows from
the consideration of the adequate object of the human
intellect.

The following syllogism epitomises the teaching of the

Thomistic School

:

Major: To secure knowledge of reality there is in

human nature an obediential capacity which may exceed
the proper object of pur intellect, but. not its adequate
object. "

Minor: God in His intimate life does not exceed the
adequate object of our intellect which is being in its

widest extent.

Conclusion: Therefore there is within us an obediential
capacity for the knowledge of the intimate life of God,
i.e., of supernaturalmysteries.

Explanation of this teaching :

i° What is obediential capacity?
Note the following divisions

:

' objective
: possibility or non-repugnance to existence

active, e.g., the will -

'"

subjective
<

Vpassivc

natural: intellect passively and naturally receives
the intelligible species.

'passivity in relation to created agent,
e.g., wood in relation to artificer.

obediential

passivity in

relation to
God

author of nature : hence
capacity of creature to

work a miracle.

author of supernatural
life.Ct 'TM ... ., iV ,

:

possibility"^' »7n j"
StinSuisbes capability (which is mere

7 non-repugnance to being) from subjective
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capability. Subjective capability may be active or pas
sive. Passive capability may be natural or obediential
Obediential capacity may be such in relation to a created
agent, of a superior order. Thus wood and not water has
an obediential capacity to the wood-carver. Obediential
capacity may be in relation to God either (i) as Author of
nature (from God as the. Author of nature man receives
capability of miraculous power), or (2) as Author of
supernatural life.

. 2° What is the proper object of the intellect? .

The proper object of the intellect is intelligible being
existing under sensible conditions. Our intellectual
knowledge is acquired through species not innate, but
abstracted from sensible objects. Hence if the sensitive
faculty cannot act, the intellectual idea is never acquired.
A man born blind has no notion of colour. The intellect
acquires knowledge of the soul and God in the mirror of
sensible things.

•i 3° What is the adequate object of our intellect?
The adequate object of our intellect is being in its

widest extent, so far as it is analogically cognoscible in
the mirror of sensible things. It is difficult to prove that
the. adequate object of pur intellect is being in its widest
extent even exceeding what is knowable in the mirror of
sensible and spiritual creatures. The following reasoning
is frobably true:.

Major; In the human intellect distinction should be
made between the active faculty of intelligence (specific to
man) and a passive capacity in which the soul is like to
God.
Minor: But this ^passive capacity is greater than the

soul's active power, and is not limited to any order of
intelligible things. •

Conclusion: Therefore it is not repugnant that the
capacity should be raised to the knowledge of the most
perfect intelligible being. .

Bannez holds that there is in the soul a threefold
capacity:

(1) Specific, whereby we know sensible things.

(2) Generic, whereby we know (as we do after death)

purely spiritual natures like the angelic.

.(3) Analogical, by virtue of which we may know super-

natural mysteries* and herein especially lies the

likeness of our soul to God
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Is not the highest capacity of the soul essentially

spiritual? "My soul doth magnify the Lord, 'and my
spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour."

4° God, even in His intimate nature, does not exceed

the adequate object of our intellect. As a higher

analogous idea is contained within the content of an

analogous idea (Divine wisdom and human wisdom are

within the content of wisdom in general), and as God in

His intimate life is a higher analogous idea of the general

analogous idea of being, it follows that God, even in His

intimate life, is contained in the widest idea of being,

which is the adequate object of our intellect.

IV.—Existence of Obediential capacity is suggested from

consideration of our natural desire to see God in His Divine

essence.

The desire to see God has been misinterpreted by
certain Modernists. This desire implies in human nature

its capacity and suitability for the reception of super-
,

natural truth, but does not imply an exigency as if the

supernatural were due to nature.

i° Argument of St. Thomas.
"If the human intellect knows the essence of any

created effect, and knows of God (its cause) only that He
exists . . . there remains the natural desire to investigate
the cause." For complete happiness, therefore, it is neces-
sary that the intellect should reach the essence itself of
the First Cause.

2° Error of Baius and the Jansenists.
Their contention was that in human nature there is a

natural and efficacious desire of the beatific vision, so
that the vision is due to our nature. Beatific vision and
Divine grace are consequently natural.
Their arguments were :.

(i) The well-known words of St. Augustine :
" Thou

hast made us for Thyself, and our hearts are unquiet until
they find their rest in Thee."

(2) The teaching of St. Thomas just quoted. • But St.
Augustine means that nature, elevated by Divine grace
and illuminated by Faith, tends to God, and St. Thomas
does not imply that the desire of seeing the Divine essence

th P rP S
U ra,

t

c
.

fficacious desire. He teaches elsewhere that

to aIhfZT,
a
"<

tUra
!
efficacious desire unless in regardto a benefit propertied to human nature and due to it.
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Hence the desire is not efficacious, not innate, but is
elicited by the will and proceeds from the knowledge of the
created effects of the First Cause.
Note chart in following paragraph.

3° Statement of theologians examined.

(A) Terminology.

o
/supernatural

(Charily.

•3 'Hope.
V-l ' ...
Oh)
8* I

-' '

Iinnate
Vnatural

elicited!

(nceessary

.1 free
fefficacious

(conditional and inefficacious.

Appetite is natural when it comes from a natural prin-
ciple and tends to an" object proportioned to nature.
Appetite is supernatural when it springs from a super-
natural principle, e.g., Grace, Charity, Hope, and tends
to an object exceeding proportions of nature. Natural
appetite is a natural tendency towards a suitable good—

a

tendency which anticipates the apprehension of the good,
e.g., a plant tends to the sunlight necessary for its well-

being.

Elicited appetite is that whereby one, who apprehends a
good, moves towardsits acquisition.

A necessary elicited appetite is that which acts without
deliberation on the apprehension of the good. Such appe-
tite is found in irrational animals. A free elicited appetite

is that whereby a rational nature, after deliberation and
estimation of the merits of a benefit, inclines itself to it.

Finally, reasoned appetite may be efficacious or ineffi-

cacious—efficacious when the benefit is regarded as attain-

able, conditional and inefficacious when the benefit is

judged to be beyond acquisition.
- Inefficacious appetite is only a velleity.

(B) Augustinian School of the XVIII Century.

According to the teaching of this school the intuitive

vision of God is natural as far as appetite is concerned, but

is a supernatural end as far as attainment and means of

attainment are concerned. Though the means are super-

natural and strictly not due, yet in a sense they are due

owing to tile goodness of Providence, who does not with-

hold means necessary for an end.
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It is clear from these statements that natural and super-

natural orders are confused. God as author of nature has

implanted in us an appetite for an end to which as author

of nature He does not wish to lead us.

(C) Opinion of Scotus.

For intuitive vision of God there is within us a natural

appetite innate and inefficacious. But from this statement

it follows that there is in human nature a natural innate

appetite for happiness in general. If the appetite is innate,

it shouldbe efficacious because an innate appetite does not

come from knowledge, but from nature itself, and corre-

sponds to the powers and exigencies of that nature.

'(D) Opinion of Cajetan.

From knowledge of created things there is no natural

desire of seeing God, but there is a connatural desire of

seeing God from knowledge of effects of grace and glory,

and by the word "connatural " he means conformable. to

nature, even when supernatural effects are experienced.

But the desire which proceds from supernatural effects of

grace must be supernatural, and not " connatural " as

Cajetan supposed.

" How great would be the happiness of man, if he were

able to gaze immediately upon the Highest Gdodl " (Cf.

Plato: " Convivio" c. 29).

(E) Thomist teaching.

Man naturally desires by a desire not innate but elicited,

conditional and inefficacious, to see the essence of God
author of nature.

This desire is :

(a) Subjectively: elicited, not innate, because it springs
from knowledge of effects of the First Cause, and is

not a tendency of our nature anticipating knowledge.
It is conditional :

" I would like to see the essence
of God, if that benefit were possible." It is ineffi-

cacious. The desire is free, because the clear vision
of God is not in this life the adequate object of the
will.

H J

(b) Objectively: the vision of the essence of God is

desired, not as He is three in Person, but as He is

one in nature—author of the natural order.
Natural knowledge of God reveals difficulties in regard
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to Divine attributes naturally knowable, e.g., compatibilitv
of Divine justice and Divine mercy. " From this know-
ledge there arises the natural desire which wishes more
and more to see the Divine Substance" (Contra Gentes
Bk. IIL, c. so).



CHAPTER XIII

SUITABILITY AND NECESSITY OF REVELATION

Art. L—Heterodox opinions and the teaching of the

Church.
I, Heterodox opinions.

io Rationalists deny the suitability of Revelation on

the following grounds :

(A) Revelation is superfluous, in regard to the natural

truths of Religion. Reason alone can discover them.

Moreover, Revelation would obstruct, the progress of.

Science by imposing an unchanging doctrine expressed

according to the ideas of a particular period.

(B) Revelation of Supernatural truths implies the ab-

dication of Reason through obligation of believing un-

intelligible mysteries.
,

Semi-Rationalists admit the suitability of revelation of

natural truths, but reject revelation of supernatural mys-

teries.

2° Traditionalists and Fideists maintain that the super-

natural revelation of natural truths is absolutely necessary.

Revelation is transmitted by tradition.

The following authors have developed this idea

:

Joseph de Maistre (1753-1821) percursor of Tradition-

alism.

Vicomte de Bonald (1753-1840).

Felicite de Lamme'nais (1772-1854). A milder form of

Traditionalism was taught by- P. Ventura (1791-1861),

Bautain, Bonnetty.

II.—The Church's doctrine.

i° Revelation of the natural truths of Religion is not

absolutely necessary.
'

Reason alone can from created things acquire sure

knowledge of existence of God, etc.

2 Revelation of the natural truths of Religion is

morally necessary, so that all the truths may be known
" quickly, with firm certitude, and with no admixture of

T 44
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error by all " The totality of these truths does notexceed the physical power of human reason, but exceed,
its moral power because of many impediments

3° Revelation of supernatural truths is 'absolutelynecessary on the supposition of the gratuitous elevation 3man to a supernatural end.
.

auon ot

Art. II.—Rational defence of the Church's doctrine.
I.-Revelation is not even morally necessary in order thatmen may know some natural truths relating to God.

Note different kinds of Necessity •

/absolute (intrinsic)

(angles of triangle= 2 right angles)

(strict, e.g., physical incapacity.

J
Incapacity .morally speak-

moral yas- *•?•> "* view of human
f circumstances and

... , J . limitations
arising from) ., ,

. an agent /necessity due to force.

The first principles of reason are naturally known
without tradition, or revelation, and as, from these
principles reason is led to knowledge of God's existence,
therefore human, reason without the help of revelationmay easily know some natural truths concerning God
theologians commonly deny the possibility. of invincible
ignorance regarding the primary principles of the Natural
.Law and the existence of God.

II.—Revelation is morally necessary for knowledge of the
totality of the truths of Natural Religion.

.^
Moral necessity means a necessity which arises from

the ordinary conditions and limitations of human nature
involving great difficulty in the achievement of certain
ends. It is clear that in ordinary conditions of life men
cannot- without revelation overcome difficulties in the
way of knowing firmly and without error the sum of the
truths of Natural Religion. St. Thomas assigns the
qualities of sacred knowledge which make Revelation
morally necessary: (1) Knowledge quickly acquired;
KV Knowledge more widely spread j"

(3) Knowledge firmly
oeueved.
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Confirmation :
.

x
o From the history of Philosophy.

(b) Amongst ^ ^ee^us were materialists. Pa'nnen-
Heracle.tus and Democntus w

principles,

ides and Anaxagoras taught more p
'piato and

s

Ss^tSedt^mlod of philosophy, but with

"^c^nY.^

K modern timls, many errors have prevailed ,

Sensism and materialism in .England. .. .

Exacted idealism of Descartes and his followers.

Agnosticism of Kant and his school. .

pfntheism of Fichte, Schellmg and Hegel.

Positivism of Comte. ...
2° From history of nations and religions.

(i) Degradation of idea' of God.
_ . .

•

(2) Defeneration of worship into licentious rites.

(3)
Immortality of soul denied. •

.

(4)
Crime rampant.

III.-Revelation of supernatural mysteries is hypothetical!

but strictly necessary. . : ,:

i° Necessity proved: '* :

,,, , ; „

It is strictly necessary that an end should be known in

order that human actions may be directed thereto. Ana

as a supernatural end cannot be known without revelation,

it follows that the revelation of this end, and of the means

necessary thereto, is strictly necessary on the assumption ot

gratuitous direction of man to this end.

2 It is suitable that Revelation should be at first obscure.

If God were to reveal His essential nature the worship of

the creature would be no longer free and meritorious.

IV.—Suitability of the gratuitous direction of the human race

to a supernatural end.

ness

i° From the standpoint of God and His infinite good-

55.

It is befitting to Highest Good, i.e., to God to communi-

cate to His creatures what is intimate in Him. In God

the Divine nature is most intimate. Hence it is befitting
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that God should give His creature participation in HisDivme nature, i.e., supernatural grace.
'' The higher a nature is, the more intimate his eift

"
Summum Bonum est sui diffusivum."
2 From the standpoint of man.
An elevation without which our natural desire, condi-

tional and inefficacious, cannot be satisfied is befitting- and
at the same time gratuitous. But without elevation to asupernatural end our natural desire, conditional and ineffi-
cacious of- seeing God as He is in Himself cannot be satis-
fied.

_

Therefore elevation of man to a supernatural end is
befitting, and at the same time gratuitous.
The

.

elevation is gratuitous because it exceeds the
exigency of our nature. At the same time it is hiehlv
befitting, founded not on an inclination or direction to a
supernatural end, but on the obediential capacity of human
nature. After such elevation there ensues a positive incli-
nation to a supernatural end, founded on the infused theo-
logical virtues of Faith, Hope and Charity.

V—In a state of pure nature would the revelation of the
sum of the natural truths of Religion be morally necessary ?

_(a) In a state of pure nature, man could have reached
his natural end by knowledge of the principal truths of
Natural Religion. Human nature would have been sub-
ject to ignorance and concupiscence, but would not have
been wounded in its faculties as original sin wounded them.

(&)- In a state of integrity of nature man, though not
elevated to supernatural life, would have received from God
the fun perfection of nature, and modally supernatural pri-
vileges, e.g., immunity from ignorance, concupiscence,
death and the conflict of passions. In this state there
would have been a modally supernatural revelation in res-
pect to the sum of the truths of Natural Religion.
Hence Revelation of the totality of the truths of Natural

Religion is morally necessary, not in a state of pure nature,
but in our present state, i.e., on the presumption of man
being directed to a supernatural end.

Rationalists should remember that whilst supernatural
truths are incomprehensible and undemonstrable, they are
not irrational or unintelligible. In every statement of
supernatural truth, we know, at least analogically, what
subject and predicate signify.



SECTION IV

CREDIBILITY OF THE MYSTERIES OF FAITH



CHAPTER XIV

DIVINE FAITH

Art. I.—Catholic and Heterodox ideas of Faith.

I.—Catholic notion of Faith and of an Act of Faith.

(A) The virtue'-of Faith is a supernatural virtue
whereby we believe truths revealed by God, and believe
them on the authority of God revealing.

:

It is to this
"evidence" that. the Apostle alludes, when he describes
Faith as "the substance of things to be hoped for, the
evidence of things which do not appear " (Heb. xi. i).

iWe believe, not because, of. the intrinsic truth of things
seen by the natural light of reason, but because of the

Divine authority which guarantees their truth.

,(B) An Act of Faith is a supernatural assent of the

intellect, most certain and free, whereby we believe a
truth revealed by God on His Divine authority. Hence
it is

:

".."..

(a) An intellectual assent under dominion of the will

and therefore free.

(b) Supernatural, because of the illumination and inspi-

ration of the Holy Spirit.

(c) Absolutely certain and irrevocable, based on the

authority of God. The assent is more certain than

the antecedent judgment of credibility.

(d) An act of Faith requires an antecedent judgment of

credibility that God has spoken.

(e) An act of Faith is jrec, even after the certain know-

ledge of motives of credibility. The freedom is not

only that of believing or of not-believing (libcrtas

exercitii), but also that of believing or disbelieving

(libcrtas specificationis)

.

I5i
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^IL-Heterodox opinions regarding Divine Faith.

Note the following chart:

(
Early Protestants and Baius.

,

A /Pseudo-Supernaturalism \
'

.t: I (Fideists.

II
\Naturalism

fKantian theory,
absolute J

Naturalism |x.iberal Protestant theory.

(Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians,

semi- \ Semi- Rationalists.

Naturalism. [Semi-Immanentists.

i° Pseudo-Supernaturalism.

(A) Early Protestants.

(a) Luther and Calvin rejected the authority of the

Church, and placed their basis of Faith in the imme-

diate inspiration of the Holy Ghost.

'(b) They believed also that by faith sins are remitted,

and justification obtained without. works. '/

(c) Luther was a nominalist. He did not believe in

miracles, but only in the intrinsic motives of

credibility.
~

..;

(d) Supernatural gifts (so-called), being due to the

original integrity of human nature, .are really-

natural.

(B) Fideists. Bautain, Bonnetty and Traditionalists:

Reason cannot prove even the existence of God.

Tradition is required.

2 Naturalism and Semi-Naturalism.

(A) Naturalism.

(a) Kantian theory of faith resulted from (i) specula-

tive Agnosticism, and (2) autonomy of reason and
will. Hence the "moral faith, " whereby we believe

the postulates of practical reason deduced from the

Categorical Imperative. This faith is subjectively

sufficient and objectively insufficient.

(b) Liberal Protestant theory (Schleiermacher, Ritschl,

Sabatier, Harnack) reduce faith to the religious

sense. Mysteries are credible if conformable to

this sense.

(c) Modernists appeal also to the religious sense. The
credibility of mysteries is recommended by the fact
that there is some unknown element in the history
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of the Church, which responds to the exigency ofhuman nature. J

(B) Semi-Naturalism.

(a) Pelagians held that when external revelation is
given, internal grace is not necessary for belief
Semi-Pelagians held that internal grace is not
necessary, at least for the beginning of Faith.

(b) Semi-Rationalists teach that after revelation all the
mysteries of Faith can be proved by reason.
Hermes' theory is Kantian. The motive of Faith
is the exigency of practical reason.

(c) Semi-Immanentists (Blondel and Laberthonniere).
Truth is the equation .of mind and life, and is on
that account changeable. Miracles have a symbolic,
not an ontological value. Faith is identified with
religious experience.

Art. II.—Analysis of an Act of Faith from the standpoints
of object and subject.

I.—Faith and an Act of Faith from standpoint of object

(1) The object "which is believed is either material or
formal. The material object is the totality of Revelation.
It is divided into the object of Faith per se, which cannot
be known without revelation, and the preambles of Faith.
The object of Faith per se is either formal and primary,
i.e., intimate life of God, or secondary, i.e., other truths
of Revelation. Hence the following chart:

[primary and formal—God in His intimate life.

•wtS 'Object per se -I.

(secondary—other supernatural mysteries.5 ."3 J

1° Preambles of Faith : Truths of Natural Religion.

(2) The formal object of faith is the authority of God
revealing.

The authority of God implies (1) His truthfulness; (2)
His infallible knowledge.
The assent of Faith is not discursive.

Revelation itself, as the uncreated and free act of God,
probably belongs to formal motive of Faith. The testi-

mony of the Church does not belong to the formal motive,
but is only a condition.

II—Faith and an Act of Faith from the standpoint of subject.

i° Analysis of belief.

(A) Belief in general.
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" Belief in an act of the intellect moved by the will to

assent." An assent is a judgment which may be doubt-

ful, probable or certain.

doubt • intellect not more inclined to accept a statement than to accept
*

its contradictory,

opinion : intellect inclined to accept a statement, .but with fear of error.

(immediate, e.g., first principles,

/from evidence J mc(jiate: 5 ^. (
]jnowl edge discursively

|
of object

| reacued.

from will: object not evident, but accepted on the statement

of credible witness.

^certitude-

Since the intellect believes at the command of the will

the act of belief is free, because the object believed is not

evident/and the motive is only one which influences the

will to move the intellect to assent reasonably and firmly.

(B) Belief on the authority of God. . '"!•<

Belief on the authority of God is an assent of the intel-1

lect to truths revealed by God—an assent commanded by'

the will. -

2° Divine Faith, including its act and beginning, must

be intrinsically supernatural.

(A) The Virtue of Faith must be, supernatural and

infused. Since the primary, object to be believed (God in

His intimate life) is essentially supernatural; the intellect

of the believer must be proportioned to this- object by a

power essentially supernatural ; belief must be infused by
God and not acquired by man; and this is true not only

for the faith of one in a state of grace, but for the faith of

one in sin. Faith of demons is natural, acquired and

reaches supernatural truths only materially, i.e., as far as

the natural sense of words goes. In the same way, a

listener without a musical ear hears only materially a

symphony of Beethoven.
(B) For an act of Faith actual grace is required.

Again there must be proportion between the act and the

supernatural object believed. An act receives specification

from its object.

(C) As the beginning of Faith' is essentially super-
natural, grace is required.
(D) How Thomists differ from Scotists and Molinists

regarding the supernatural character of Faith.
Thomists and Suarez hold: "Man cannot accept

supernatural truths based on the formally supernatural
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motive of Divine Revelation without a special internal
grace affecting intellect and will." They allow that a
man can without special grace know and accept super-
natural truths with an imperfect assent based on some
human motive (as heretics believe).

Scotists, Nominalists and Molina hold that the assent of
Faith from- motive of Divine Revelation is essentially
natural, and supernatural only in regard to its manner.
Grace.would be necessary for acceptance of Supernatural
Mysteries on the authority of God, i.e., for their accept-
ance with the pious adherence which salvation requires.

Necessity of grace would thus depend on the extrinsic end
of an act of Faith. • Faith would not be intrinsically

supernatural.

3 Compatibility of freedom with the certitude of an
Act of Faith.

(A) Difficulty- of the question.

On the one hand an act of belief is said to be free not
only as regards assent or non-assent (quoad exercitium),

but also as regards assent or dissent (quoad specifica-

tionem) (cf. Acts xvii. 32).
By the Vatican Council, liberty of assent or dissent is

declared to remain even after the certain knowledge of

motives of credibility. Hermes admitted the possibility

only of assent or non-assent..

On the other hand the assent of Faith is defined to be
most certain, i.e., infallible on the ground of motive

(Authority of God), and most firm from standpoint of

adhesion due to motion of will illuminated and inspired by
the Holy Ghost.
Hence a twofold difficulty:

(1) Presuming rational certitude of Divine Revelation,

how does liberty of dissent remain?

(2) If an act of Faith is free and not necessary, how
can it be most certain ?

(B) Solution of St. Thomas.
(a) Liberty of assent or dissent remains because of the

inevidence of the object to be believed.

(b) Assent of Faith is in itself more certain than any

natural (even necessary) assent, but from stand-

point of human intellect is less certain.

Assent of Faith is in itself more certain than any

natural assent, because it has a more certain cause. But

the necessarily obscure knowledge associated with Divine
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Faith is less proportioned to the human intellect. Hence
doubt is possible hot from standpoint of the cause of Faith
(Divine Authority), but from standpoint of the intellect.

Exclusion of deliberate fear of error belongs to all certil

tude, and Divine Faith is firmer than natural certitude

owing to its formal motive. But indeliberate fear of error

is more excluded by an assent naturally certain through
evidence (e.g., assent to an evident principle) than by
assent of Faith. Similarly, metaphysical certitude is in

itself firmer than physical, and yet the latter based on
objects of sense makes a stronger appeal to many minds.

Is it not true therefore that Faith is only theoretically

more certain, but really less -certain than natural know-
ledge? No. Faith is, when accepted, more certain in
itself and in us owing to its. formal motive and to the illum-
ination and inspiration of the Holy Ghost. At the same
time, truth, based on evidence, is more natural and more
proportioned to our intellect,, and more naturally therefore
excludes any movement of hesitation and doubt.
(C) Cardinal de Lugo's solution.

According to the Cardinal,
s
the proposition ' Revela-

tion exists" is certain, inasmuch as it excludes prudent
doubt, but it is not evident as it does not exclude 'im-
prudent doubt. Since Revelation is not evident although
the Authority is evident, there is not evidence of the truth
of the object revealed, and as long as this inevidence
remains, there is nothing which necessitates assent of
Faith.

Critique. From this opinion it follows that liberty of
Faith would be destroyed, if human reason, without even
imprudent doubt, should know the fact of Revelation.
But reason can be certain of the fact of Revelation with-
out any fear of error, and yet Supernatural Mysteries
remain obscure. Hence the necessity of intervention of
human liberty under God's grace.
(D) Solution of Suarez.
Suarez is of opinion that "the same truth, looked at in

individual '^ ^ ^ *"* &nd bdieved b7 the same

^n^Tu'r """J
5 Authority of God revealing cannot be

nnLTcnrf K
Ved {lX

-\
n0t Seen

>
hy the same individual,

na Se wf * T

t

^rdo<i in the one case as Author of

Sorv w" ilC °ther Case as Author of grace andgiory. buarez, however, does not make this distinction.
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Art. III.—Revelation as formal motive of infused Faith.
I.—Difficulty of the question.

Is a natural knowledge of the authority of God reveal
ing. sufficient, or is a supernatural knowledge of this
formal motive of Faith required ?

Cousin wrote: " Final analysis of the Certitude of
Faith consists in the rational evidence of credibility
consequently philosophic reasoning is superior to Faith "
(Introduction a Vhistoire de la philo'sophie, i a lecon).
Does the soul, without internal light of grace, remain

blind concerning the formal motive of Faith, or does the
soul see in a confused way this motive, so that grace is
necessary only to know it more firmly and to believe with
such pious; affection of soul as is necessary for salva-
tion?

Thomists answer
: Natural knowledge can be obtained

of truths concerning God, Author of nature, and of the
fact of Revelation - as something modally supernatural,
exteriorly manifested and confirmed by miracles; but
Revelation siibstantially supernatural proceeds from God,
Author of grace, is attained by Faith alone, and is the
formal motive of Faith, inasmuch as it is that •which is
believed, and that by which belief is attained.
(A) What the Church has defined. -

_
The Church has. not defined that the formal motive of

infused Faith owing to its supernatural character is in-
accessible to our reason without infused light.
The Church has defined that the faithful must accept

the fact of Revelation most firmly as it is infallibly pro-
posed by. the Church herself under the assistance of the
Holy Spirit, that this Revelation is strictly supernatural,
and has been confirmed by miracles properly so called of
which the Church finally judges with certitude higher
than natural certitude. '

According to St. Thomas, it is not impossible to accept
the fact of Revelation from signs (miracles) historically

certain, and to believe it because of the infallible testimony
of the Church.
(B) Views of Theologians.
Thomists and Suarez write :. Revelation as formal

motive of infused Faith exceeds the powers of reason, and
must be known in a supernatural way; Revelation is both
that which is believed, and that by which belief is

attained; otherwise Divine Faith would not be essentially
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supernatural, nor infallible, nor more certain than any

natural knowledge, but would be resolved into natural

certitude. „ .

Scotists,
' Nominalists, Molina and some modern

theologians write : The formal motive of infused Faith

does not exceed the natural powers of reason, and it is -

sufficient to know naturally the infallibility and truth of

God and the fact of Revelation. This knowledge is

essentially natural, and is confirmed by declarations of

the Church and by the infused light of Faith.
.

In the latter view, the rational character of Faith is

safeguarded, but are its supernatural character-and certi-

tude secured?

II —Teaching of Scripture and of early Tradition.

(A) Sacred Scripture. •
.

.-2.-:
r

-

Faith is
" substance of things to be hoped for " (Heb.

xi. i), i.e., the beginning of eternal life. and. therefore

essentially supernatural.

The formal motive of Faith is referred to.many times in

the New Testament as the voice of the Father, or of the

Son, or as the testimony of the Holy Ghost.
" You have not heard His voice at any time " (Johnv,

37)-
" My sheep hear my voice " (John x. 2f).
"Thou hast hidden these things from the wise: and

prudent and hast revealed them to little ones ".. (Matt. xi.

25)- V
"Everyone who hath heard of the Father- and hath

learned, cometh to me " (John vi, 45).
" No man can say Lord Jesus but by the Holy Ghost

(1 Cor. xii. 3).
•

'

From the above texts, it is clear that they who resist

the grace of Faith cannot recognise the voice of the,

Father, although they see miracles wrought, and hear the

literal word of the Gospel. -
,

'

(B) Early Tradition (a few examples) :

St. Basil :
" No one can think of the Son,, unless he has

been enlightened by the Holy Spirit" (M.G. t 32 col

329-330).
St. John Chrysostom :

" How can unbelievers sin if they
have not been enlightened? Because they have not
shown themselves worthy to receive that illumin-
ation" (M.G. t ss col 322).
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St. Cyril of Alexandria: "Since it does not belong tocommon wisdom to acknowledge God in human
form, Christ says that no one can come to Him, who
has; not received light from God the Father"
(M.G. t 73 col 605-606).

St. Augustine institutes a comparison between a blind
man and a Pharisee : " The sun will shine upon the
face of the Pharisee and the blind man; both are
shone upon in the flesh, but the eyesight of both
does not receive the light, because the blind man is

deprived of the, faculty of sight. Thus also heavenly
light shines upon the intelligence of believer and
non-believer; reason in both cases is shone upon
(by the evidence of miracles), but in the one case the
eye of the soul is not illuminated, because the un-
believing man has not the 'eyes of the heart
enlightened ' (Eph. i., if, 18) (by the inspiration of
Divine grace). Internal grace is necessary to recog-

' riise the light ". (Gospel of St. John c. viii. 14).

The Council of Orange defined against Semi-Pelagians
that it is not possible to accept the Gospel message with-
out illumination and inspiration from the Holy Ghost.

III.—Teaching- of Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries.

Abelard (-f 1142): Formal motive of Faith is not the
authority of God, but rational proof. Hence Faith
is only a reasonable opinion (ML 1 178 col 1050, 1051).

Hugh of St. Victor ( + -1141) stresses the need of internal

illumination as well as the extrinsic motive of miracles.
(ML t if6 col, 2i>j).

St. Bernard (+11 58)
:'" Faith is supported by certain and

firm truth and is recommended by the manifestation
of miraculous power (ML t 182 col 1061-1062).

William of Auxerre (+ 1231) : Supernatural Faith comes
by illumination. When Faith is present a man can-

not believe for the reasons which he previously

entertained; those reasons do not beget Faith in him.
but confirm and augment this gratuitous gift (In iv.

Sent, b III).

William of Auvergne (+ 1249) Certitude of Faith is

founded upon the testimony of God (Dc Fide, Part I).

Alexander of Hales (4- 1245): Rational grounds dispose

the soul for reception of light, whereby man assents
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to the first truth for its own sake (Summalll* p, q 68

AlbeTtus Magnus (+ 1280): Faith fromithe fact that it is a

simple lteht similar to the first truth gives simple

knowledge of credible . truths (In Sent. Bk. Ill)

.

St. Bonaventure (+1274): No- man assents to Divine

Authority, for its own sake and above -all things,

except by Divine illumination, (In iv. Sent. Bk. III).

Hence theologians before the time of St. Thomas and

those co-temporary with him teach that formal motive of

Faith is
" first truth known by supernatural light.

IV.—Teaching of St. Thomas.

Commentary on the Sentences (c. 1253):
" Formal motive of Faith is uncreated first truth not

seen but believed " (Comm. Sent. III. d 23 q 3 a 3).

"Faith does not assent to any truth unless on the

testimony of uncreated; first .truth .
not seen: but

believed" (Comm. Sent. Ill d 24 q la 1). .

De Veritate. q 14 (c 1261). :

"Formal motive of Faith is uncreated
.

first truth

existingin the Divine Knowledge."
" Divine Revelation is at the same time that by

which belief is reached, and that which is believed,

just as light is that which is seen arid that by which

sight is accomplished." . : _ .

St. Thomas does not say that a believer has a perception

or intuition of uncreated first truth, but that he assents to

uncreated first truth by his intellect and will.

Commentary on Boethius' Trinity :
" Just as intuition

of first principles follows upon sensitive knowledge not-

withstanding that the light whereby first principles are

known is innate, so Faith comes from hearing and yet the

habit of Faith is infused "
(q 3, a i,.ad 4).

V.—History of problem after the time of St. Thomas.

(A) Before the Council of Trent.
Scotus (+ 1307) maintained views summed up in the

three following propositions :

i° Natural and supernatural acts may have the same
formal object.

2 Infused Faith is not necessary because of the super*
naturality of the object; the formal object of theo-
logical Faith does not exceed acquired Faith.
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3° Infused Faith is resolved into acquired Faith bv

<+ 1444), Cajetan.(+ /534), Ferrariensfs^^ i^8)
P
defendthe doctrine of St. Thomas. '
aetend

(B) After the Council of Trent.

.

The Council of Trent teaches that the supernatural ity of
infused Faith is of the same order as the supernaturalitv of
sanctifying grace. J

• Melchior Cano (+ 1560): "If assent of Catholic Faith
depended, on acquired Faith, the assent would not be
absolutely firm." Necessary truths of mathematics
are ultimately seen by their.own light, though certain
conditions are previously required, e.g., sensitive

-' !i
nowedge, explantion of a teacher, etc. (de Loch

Theologias Bk. II c 8). '
.

Bannez
( + 1604) .- " The ultimate resolution of Faith and

of the Act of Faith is to the Holy Ghost revealing "
.(-ja-jjae

q j a j dfi&# jy

^

~ S

Suarez.{+ 1617) is in agreement with Thomistic teaching,
but it is difficult to reconcile his position with his view
on ' simultaneous concursus " arid " active obediential
faculty " (De Fide, Part I, disp. III).

Joannes a S. Thoma .(+ 1664) :.
" Divine testimony is the

formal reason of believing the things testified and the
testimony itself ". (D e Gratia, Vol. V, disp. 20, a 1,
n 7).

VI.—Teaching: of St. Thomas is proved.

Divine Revelation coming from God, 'Author of grace,
and constituting the formal motive of Faith is that by
winch belief is reached, and that which is believed; the
fact of Revelation, however, only modally supernatural,
confirmed by miracles can be naturally known, just as the
existence of God, Author of nature, is naturally known.
-

*°. Pr°Qf drawn from objective infallibility of Faith.
The Church has defined that Divine Revelation is, in

the strict sense, supernatural. Therefore the faithful must
oeheve'supernaturally the fact of Divine Revelation, other-
wise they would not have a certitude objectively infallible,
superior to all natural certitude.

St. Thomas points out that it is possible to know the

L
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r v. t ,;nn minrallv from historical testimony, and
factof ReveattonnaLura^

don of the
»

V\ t^o Revettion is reacLd by Faith inasmuch as

Revektion is essentially supernatural, whereas the act of

Revelation !s reached by reason in so far as Revelation ,s^M£*& miracles does-not give intrinsic

J3 ZnA 1-^nre Faith regarding the same object is
evidence, and henc I < S ^.^ resurrection from

Snce J he^ensk and at the same time believed.it

Sause of the infallible testimony of Christ and of the

SC
20
P
prS drawn from the subjective firmness necessary

•n'SSffi^^^^dlSon of the Churc„
.

re

3o°Proof drawn from the essential supernaturality

reauired in this knowledge. _ •

j

Revelation as formal motive of essentially supernatura

Faith should be itself essentially supernatural. But what

is essentially supernatural can be known only supernatur-

altyby supernatural Faith. Therefore Revelation^ as

the formal motive, of Faith is that' by which belief is

reached and that which is believed. _
.. . ' , , .

The following table shows the genesis,' motive and object

of an act essentially supernatural, an act modally super-

natural, an act of rational cognition and an act of sensitive

perception.

" MEDIUAf OR
OBJECTIVE MOTIVE

OBJECT

i. Habit of Faith, Act of Faith, Revelation, es- mystery essgij

sentially superr ally supernatural

natural

i. Mind of prophet, prophecy, Revelation mo- future contingent

dally supcrna- event

tural

3. Reason, rational act, principles of

reason,

conclusion

4- Sense, Bensation sensible light, colour.

Hence certitude of Faith is not resolved into the light of

first principles of reason (on which Divine truth an
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miracles confirming preaching of the C^™\ , •

depend), but objectively into thev^S^T 5̂
Revelation and subjectively into infused fighf FaS^which the human intellect is elevated.

h hy

Objections :

of grace. But this message may be known by Se^ise"of natura faculties. Therefore the authority df GodrevSing. may be known naturally
J reveal-

.

Answer
:
A reader of the Gospel will know supernaturalmysteries butonly materially, not formally as supSjrSjust as a student may know a metaphysical prSe onlymaterially but may fail to see the necessityand univeSahty of the same. Again, he who lacks a musical earhears a Beethoven symphony only materialTy but hemisses the soul of the symphony Y

(2) The same truth under the same aspect cannnr hPknown and beUe^by the same person! flS the authority

allvT^orf"a
1^7 ° f

,
G0d revea1'^ aS * aPPlie* *«",-

TnV ^ 1'- <
Uth0T °f ^race '

cannot
' be Proved, andunder tins higher aspect is the formal motive of FaithUnder a ower and extrinsic aspect, it is proved bymiracles which are the seal of God, Author of nature

7

hiPL •
3t n

°,
°ne Can tel1 with certainty whether

the tm«
S"per"a

u
ral °r not is not an argument againstthe supernatural character of the formal motive of FaithA supernatural act is necessarily accompanied by a natural

nah,S a
IS difficult to distinguish between the super-

W $ + t

natural elements. But according to the teach-ing ot the Church : No one can believe, with belief
enective tor salvation, unless aided by the illuminationand inspiration of the Holy Ghost.



CHAPTER XV

CREDIBILITY '
.

Art I—Rational Credibility.

I -Catholic notion of Credibility (D. 1812, 1790).

i° (From objective standpoint): The mysteries of Faith

are rationally credible, inasmuch as the Divine origin of.

the Christian Faith can from most certain signs be rightly

pr
WFrorn subjective standpoint). Human, reason can

certainly know before acceptance of Faith the Divine

ori-in ofthe Christian Religion (p. 1622-163?). ; :

3
o- Scientific proof of Credibility is not required for each

one of the faithful (d. 1815). / -- ..,-."'

Ao Probable knowledge of Credibility (v. 2025), purely

subjective knowledge (o. 1273), interna.l experience

(d. 1812), private inspiration—all these.are insufficient.

II.—Heterodox notions of Credibility.

(Early Protestants.

"S /Pseudo-Sapeniaturalisni \

a 2T-
[Fideists. .

'

(Kant
-[Liberal Protestants
[Modernists.

VNaturalisn) \
.-'.'-,,

("Hermes

\Semi-Immanentists.

(1) Pseudo-Supernaturalism.
,

(A) Early Protestants, e.g., Luther, Calvin, etc., main-

tained that the faithful should themselves discern the Word

of God by the immediate testimony of the Holy Ghost

(d. 767).
' ;

(B) Fideists and Traditionalists (Bautain, Bonnetty,

etc.), appealed to the faith of, humanity founded on tradi-

tion and positive revelation. Human reason had been so

injured by original sin, that it is incapable of proving even

the existence of God (1622, 1627, i6$o). Fideism regards

the Supernatural as due to nature.

(2) Naturalism and Semi-Naturalism lay down varying
bases for Faith :

164

texi
rabsolute

\non-absolute
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of^racS^el'sSn-
1

Exis^ ^"^ -°n the **>**«
cL^proved " °f miradeS Cannot be

(^Liberal Protestants (Schleiermacher, etc.) : Basis of.Faith is- sense of religion." Divinity of the church rannot be.proved by miracles (d 1813)
(C) Modernists rely on "aspirations and exigencies ofthe religious sense " (d. 20^2, 2101, 2103)

gcIlues ot

(D) Hermes regarded " exigencies of practical reason "
.as the credentials of Faith. But Semi-Rationalists do notdeny, as Kant did, the fact of revelation and the influx of
grace. ^"'
(B) Semi-Immanentists (Laberthonmere and BlondeH

claim that there is in human nature an exi?encv for thp
supernatural order (0.2103).

' ^
1
":~TJ

I

?

e0loeical exPIan?tion of the Catholic notion of
Credibility.

' Credibility of mysteries of Faith is defined: "Aptitude
• for belief of those truths which, from most certain siens
appear to bur reason to have been revealed by God." '

(A) Comparison with human belief.
Human faith rests, on the testimony of witnesses worthy

of credit, i.e., of witnesses who (a) know what they affirm,
(6) are truthful, (c) really affirm.
Divine Faith rests on God who can neither deceive nor

be deceived.

(B) Catholic Credibility depends on previous truths,
viz., that an act of Faith is not a species of religious expe-
rience, but assent of intellect to truths revealed by God on
His Divine authority.
(C) Other definitions of Credibility (such as credibility

based on conformity with human aspirations) are insuffi-
cient.

(D) Evidence of Credibility is not the same as evidence
which an apostle had, when he saw miracles worked in
confirmation of our Lord's mission.

.
Evidence of Credibility is moral certitude based on

human testimony.
(E) Properties of Rational Credibility.
i° Credibility is common to all revealed truths.
2 Truth of Credibility is extrinsic to revealed truths.

3° Truth of Credibility is that which is known as specu-
lative-practical.
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4
° Evident Credibility is a condition sine qua non of an

Act of Faith.

Art. II.—Necessity of Rational Credibility.

Thesis- In order that mysteries of Faith should be

rationally credible, reason ought to know with at least

moral certitude the fact of Revelation so far "as it is modally

supernatural. Revelation as the uncreated and essentially

supernatural action of God is believed supernaturaliy

and infallibly as formal motive of Faith, i.e., as the motive

by which belief is secured and at the same time that -which

is believed. ;

I.—Difficulty of the question.

.

How reconcile the supernatural character with the

rational obedience of Faith? If reason can prove that

mysteries have been revealed by God, reason can know the

formal motive of Faith, which would not in that case be
;

essentially supernatural.

The answer is suggested in the thesis. Reason can

know the fact of Revelation so far as it is modally super-

natural. Revelation, so far as it is essentially super-

natural, belongs exclusively to Faith.

II.—Testimony of Scripture and of the doctors of the Church.

(A) John xx. 30, 31.: "Many other signs also did Jesus

in the sight of His disciples, which are not written in this

book. But these are written that you may believe that

Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God ; and that believing you
may have life in His name."

j Cor. xv. if: "If Christ be not risen your faith is

vain." i

11 Pet. i. 16: "For we have not by following artificial

fables made known to you the power and presence of our

Lord Jesus Christ ; but we were 'eye-witnesses of his great-

ness."

(B) St. Justin, St. Clement of Alexandria, Eusebius,
St. Augustine, St. Chrysostom, St. Hilarius, St. Ambrose,
say that the supernatural certitude of Faith is higher and
firmer than the rational certitude of Credibility. They
hold that the formal motive of Faith is known under
internal illumination and inspiration of the Holy Ghost.

(C) Hugh of St. Victor, St. Bernard, Alexander of

Hales, Albertus Magnus, St. Bonaventure, St. Thomas.
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Thomists and Suarez maintain that the formal motive of
infused Faith can only be known through illumination and
inspiration of the Holy Ghost.

III.—Rational undouhting knowledge of the fact of Revela-
tion is necessary.

Major: Nothing is rationally credible by Divine and
unchangeable Faith unless it is evidently, and not merely
probably, credible by this Faith Divine and unchangeable.
Minor: But nothing is evidently such unless reason

recognises from miracles that it has been supernaturaliy
revealed by God.

Conclusion: Therefore that the mysteries of Faith may
be rationally credible, reason should from signs recognise
the fact of Revelation, at least so far as it is modally super-
natural: . -

"

Reason can recognise through miracles the fact of Reve-
lation so far as it is a miraculous intervention of God, i.e.,

modally. supernatural. But reason cannot grasp Divine
Revelation so far as it is. essentially supernatural. Under
that aspect, Revelation is held by Faith. Hence in Scrip-
ture such expressions as "voice of our Heavenly Father,"
" voice of the Son," " testimony of the Holy Spirit," etc.

.
Can an object of Faith be something seen? No.

Thomas the Apostle saw one thing and believed another

:

" vidit hominem et cicatrices, et ex hoc credidit divinitatem
resurgentis" (St. Thomas in Joan xx. 29 lect. vi., fine).

IV.—Moral certitude is sufficient.

Although scientific proof of Credibility, i.e., scientific
proof of the Divine origin of Christianity, is most useful
for the collective faith of the Church, it is not required in
any individual case; moral certitude is sufficient.

.
i° Scientific certitude (which implies leisure, mental

ability, etc.) is not possible for all. Certitude of natural
reason, such as that which men generally have of the exist-

ence of God is sufficient.

2° Physical certitude is not possible for all, i.e., the

certitude, e.g., of those who witnessed the resurrection of

Lazarus.

Just as metaphysical certitude is founded on the absolute

necessity of that which is asserted, and on the impossi-
bility of the contradictory proposition, so physical certi-

tude depends on the uniformity of the laws of nature.

Moral certitude depends on human testimony, e.g., it is
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morally impossible that such a witness should in such
circumstances testify falsely.

3° Divine Faith does not require a higher certitude of

credibility than moral. . /
For moral action, in' affairs of the natural order, moral

certitude is sufficient. But Divine Faith requires a
judgment of credibility as something certain in the' natural

order—something which justifies moral, action. Hence
Divine Faith requires a judgment of credibility which shall

be at least moral!}', certain. • ':'",'-

The assent of Faith may accordingly be resolved into

(i) formal, intrinsic, supernatural certitude/ based on
Divine Revelation, infallibly- and supernaturaily. believed

as the formal motive of Faith
; (2) material, -extrinsic,

modally supernatural certitude, based on' evidence of
credibility as a necessary condition on the part of the

subject. There is a second necessary condition on the part

of the object, ..viz,, infallible proposition of Revealed
Truths through the Church. This proposition is not
formal motive of Faith but only a condition. ,

An objection may. be urged: moral certitude of credi-

bility does not suffice, because per accidens it can be
about something false, e.g., if a witness invincibly errs by
recording false miracles' as true.

Answer: Moral certitude is sufficient per se.. There
may be per accidens an illegitimate persuasion which- is

very like moral certitude, but is not certitude, as it can be
shown that the persuasion lacked foundation, which never
happens in the case of real certitude. Material heretics
hold false beliefs by human opinion, whilst they assent by
Supernatural Faith to certain Divine' Truths.

V.—Moral certitude of credibility can be gained by all men, at
least with the help of grace, although grace is not absolutely
necessary.

(A) As regards those who hear Catholic doctrine. The
judgment of the Universal Church confirms the words of
the preacher. The Church is an " irrefragable testimony
ot its own Divine mission." Motives of Credibility lead
to l<aith, and Faith subsequently enables the believer to
appreciate better the cogency of the motives of credibility.

:

Lumen fidei jacit videre ea quce crednntur" (St.

llZl'S
//a

V" Vs>
a

*> ad 3)- In thfe sense (as will be
presently explained) should be interpreted the sayings of
bt. lAnselm, "Credo ui inlelligam," and " Fides
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hearers of the Gospel, soTh\V,he™'a S*?, '1 h?'P*
of credibility; grace does not supplyYnJdrSi

m
-

M 'VeS
external proposition of the Faithi Ci r 7 m t,le

lion of the hearer to 0, Mruet'odve
'„'"^f^

• r^™? •'tafnotr^^m
inSi^^'oFShohf^*-- » -

receive suftcL^race' ^UeaTrS ft ? ,* r™
and the needful motives of credihilirv thrn f ?'
teaching of their particnlar denomtS. "STfLSahquis nutritus in tihti? " ™u„ i

'egaras

C^r&anity, ifhe-Sllot^eS^ZuJtZl £the pursuit of good and evil, it is most certain that r^Hwill reveal by internal inspiration those trSh whfch mutln
p

e

>fy +

be
,?

eHeVed
'
°r He ™" se"d some preach" ofthe Faith to him as He sent Peter to Cornelius fStThomas de Ventaie, q H , aiI,ad i*Y * (M *

{
L) Why is internal grace not absolutely necessarv forthe certain judgment of Credibility ?

Y necessary tor

abfe'Turas^nTh^65 °*^^ty are naturally know-duie, just as in the case of a miracje.

.Art. Ill[—Function of judgment of Credibility in thegenesis of an Act of Faith.

I—Acts which lead to an Act of Faith.

th^
ft

*

A
if

°f F<
,

i£h' is a huraan act
> deliberate, elicited bv

and"! It Td 0Tfrd^ the WiH under the ^pSionand illumination of the Holy Ghost
-

Before enumerating the acts which lead to an Act of,2 WlU be USeful to reca11 the succession of acts

proposal
0nCUr t0 liberation and execution of a

(i) Acts of intellect and will regarding the attainment
or some end.

ORDER OF INTENTION
Acts of Intellect Acts of Will

i° Judgment : this end is desirable
' 3° Judgment : this end can and

must be obtained.

2° Desire (inefficacious)

.4° Efficacious intention : I desire
this end.
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(2) Acts regarding means of attainment. .

A.

—

Order of Choice *
, _

5
° Deliberation : these means seem 6° Consent to these means,

apt for the end. ,

'

7° Practical judgment regarding the 8° Choice of this method

best method.

B.

—

Order of Execution

o° Command: the means chosen io° Active use of the -will moving

must be applied. faculties.

11" Attainment of end'desired. 12° Fruition of will, the end being
attained.

Genesis of an Act of Faith

(1) Acts relating to attainment of last end, i.e., Salva-

tion.

. Order . of Intention "-
'

Acts of Intellect Acts of Will

i° Judgment: last end known at 2 Desire of. salvation.
_

least implicit^ as desirable.

3° Judgment: end attainable and ',
, 4 Intention: I sincerely desire

of necessity to be attained; to attain my last end, my
salvation.

In case of converts, Acts 3 and 4 are performed under

the illumination and inspiration of internal grace.:

Audiius Fidel: Here comes logically, if not historically,

the intervention of the Divine message, confirmed
r

by
miracles,

(2) Acts relating to means of attainment.

A.

—

Order of Choice
5° Deliberation. 6° Consent to credibility (not as

(a) Speculative judgment, " this is yet efficacious)

.

credible," remotely practical. .'"-...= ••

(6) Speculative—practical judgment
" this must be believed "

judgment of credentity.

7° Judgment practico-practical of 8° Supernatural choice of the
credentity : " this must bo act of belief,
believed by me here and now."

B.

—

Order of Execution
9° Judgment : Believe 1 I0o Active use of wi]li

11 Act of Faith: I believe I 12 Fruition arising from attain-

ment of Faith.

PRINCIPLES OF CATHOLIC APOLOGETICS m
IL—Distinction between the judgment of Credibility and thepractical judgment of Credentity.

""yanatne

The principal difference lies in this fact that the juoV-m
/£ °i

Credlbll,7 and the judgment speculative-practicfl
of Credentity are found not only in those who reach Faith
but even in those who with full advertence commit the
sin of infidelity On the contrary the judgment practico-
practical of Credentity is not found except in the case of
those who attain to Faith. Hence this judgment *er se
requires some help of grace. '..

Video mcliora (speculative judgment).
Proboque (speculative-practical judgment).
Deteriora sequor (practico-practical judgment).

" The judgment in the character of extrinsic formal
cause directs the will so that it may choose in a definite
way; the will in the character of efficient cause applies
the intellect in regard -to action so that it may judge in a
definite way" (Salmanticenses de Angelis disp. x. dub.
mn. n 270). According to the Thomist school, the
judgment practico-practical of Credentity, and the super-
natural, choice of the act of belief are intrinsically
supernatural.

An" Act of Faith is not the conclusion of an apologetic
syllogism. The syliogism terminates at the following
judgment of Credibility.

Major: Whatever God reveals is rationally credible.
Minor: But God has revealed Christian teaching as is

• clear from the miracles by which it is confirmed.
Conclusion: Therefore Christian teaching is rationally

credible.

Art. IV.—Compatibility of the reasonable obedience of
Faith with its obscurity, freedom and supernaturality.

A difficulty has been raised regarding the certitude of
Faith and formulated thus :

Unless the fact of Revelation be only probable, the
obscurity, freedom and supernaturality of Faith cannot be
established.

Answer :

(1) Probability of the fact of Revelation does not suffice
for rational belief.

(«) If it be alleged that the probable judgment of

credibility is sufficient, the answer is at once sug-
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gested : not in a matter the consequences of which
are so grave ( Vide Pascal, " Pensees," Art. x.):

(b) If it be alleged that ignorant men and children
rely on the testimony of pastor or parent, which is

only of probable value, the answer is clear

:

testimony of pastor or parent is only the condition
which makes known the universal testimony of the
Church,

(2) Certitude of Credibility is reconciled with the
liberty of an Act of Faith.

• The proofs of Credibility are extrinsic, not intrinsic, and
are therefore compatible with freedom. " Only that
species of proof excludes Faith by which the object of
Faith becomes intrinsically evident or extrinsically visible.

(St. Thomas, ua izae q 5 Art. 1). •.

'

The certitude of Credibility does not diminish the merit
of Faith. When Our Lord said•:-" Unless you see.signs
and wonders you do not believe," He condemned the
sceptical spirit which asks for unnecessary signs, but He
did not condemn the attitude of mind which requires the
Mysteries of Faith to be rationally credible.

(3) Certitude of Credibility is compatible with ob-
scurity of Faith. :-_;\

The statement, " The Word was made flesh," is cred-
ible owing to extrinsic testimony, but intrinsically it

remains a mystery.

(4) Certitude of Credibility is compatible with the super-
natural character of Faith.
The higher certainty of supernatural truth cannot be

resolved formally and intrinsically into the lower certainty
of Credibility, but it can be so resolved materially and
extrinsically. Analogously, the metaphysical certitude of
first principles presupposes the lower certainty of sensitive
knowledge.
When the statement is made that Revelation is that by

which Faith is reached and that which is believed, Reve-
lation must be taken as Revelation intrinsically super-
natural.

_
Revelation modally supernatural may be partly

known, in so far as it is a miraculous intervention on the
part of God.
Hence the following

:

(J) Certitude of Credibility founded on miracles is a
condition of Faith, from the standpoint of the sub-
ject who aspires to Faith.
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(2) Infallible proposition of the Church i* -, ™ a-,-

rfFtf* from the standpoint ite^jSt^
(3)

fevSi
a

ing
m°tiVe

°f Falth iS the 3Uthority of God

Art. V.-Summary of Catholicjteaching; on Divine Faith
i°,An Act of Faith.

,J^%
e
A
S
t
nCe

°f

j

1", Act of Faith is believing in something
that God has said, just because He has said it To out

S

concretely if God should appear to me, and tell me that in

5 ?,

nS
. >

mn
o

natUre there are three distinct Personsand that the Second of these became Incarnate in ourBlessed Lady and died on tire. cross for my salvation, and
I, knowing that God who tells me these things is truthful
and trustworthy, believe what He has said, my act of
believing is Faith.. The truths. I thus believe are Articles
of Faith, (obiectum materiale), and the reason or motiveon which I have believed is God's veracity (obiectum
formale): j \ 1 «

; 2 Equality of Faith.
It is clear that in this case I believe, not upon intrinsic

evidence, viz., by perceiving the identity of subject and
predicate (as I do when I say that 2 + 2 = 4 , or that the
three angles _of a plane triangle equal two right angles),
but on what is called extrinsic evidence, namely, the
authority and infallibility of the teacher. This is what
makes the equality of Faith. For if a hundred persons
were with me when God appeared to me and told me the
above-named truths, and they, like me, believed what He
said because He said it, their act of belief is Faith, pre-
cisely as mine is, no matter what might be the difference
of education or intellectual capacity. Ten of them might
be experts in Divinity or exegesis; ten others highly
versed in secular learning; ten others fairly educated,"and
the rest stupid or illiterate. Yet all would be capable of
knowing that God had spoken and of knowing what He
had said, and that He could not deceive, and "the Act of
Faith in all is essentially the same. It is thus that in the
CathoHc Church, there is no difference of Faith, as far as
Faith is concerned, between the most learned theologians
and the most illiterate layman, between the Pope and the
simplest child or the poorest peasant.

3° Reasonableness of Faith.
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It is also true that this Act of Faith common to all and
by God's grace made by all upon the same reason and the

same footing-, so far from being " blind belief " or "abdi-
cation of our reason " rests upon the surest and highest

of all reasons, and is essentially the noblest use of our
reason, and the truest form of our " reasonable service,"

since nothing can be more reasonable than to believe the

God of reason, and thus to share in the light of the Divine
Reason Itself. Thus Faith is the union of the mind of

man with the mind of God, which explains its infusion of

peace and joy.
'

4° God's external and internal teaching. •

When the truths of Faith are presented to the mind, the

intellect perceives the reasonableness of believing what
God has said and that He has said it, and the will enjoins

assent. In this perception by the intellect and in this

impulse by the will, God, by His grace, acts upon the

soul, from the outset enlightening the one and moving the
other, so that grace is prevenient, concomitant, and com-
pletive in the Act of belief.' In that act we have God for

our Teacher (Isaiah liv. ij), and God's method of teaching
is surpassingly vital and perfect. For He not only teaches
us by His voice from without—as a human teacher, might—
but at the same time, by His Holy Spirit, teaches us- from,
within, disposing us internally to receive and believe what
He teaches us externally. This would be the explanation
why motives. of Credibility which might be relatively insuf-
cient (as in the case'of children who believe by confidence
in their parents, or savages who believe by confidence in
the missionary) become sufficient under the influence of
grace, which is the infusion of the Divine Reason into their
reason, or as theologians have expressed it " ubi deficit
ratio, sufficil gratia."

5° The Work of Intellect as distinct from Faith.
When we, by God's grace, believe the truths which God

teaches us, because He teaches them, our Act of Faith is

all-sufficient and complete, and we can have no higher or
surer grounds of belief. Nevertheless our intellect may
proceed to act upon the body of truths thus received, to
exarnme them, to see into them (for that is the function
oi me intellect, inlus hgerz), and thus realise their beauty

svn,l^
0na

?
en

?
5S lo ^-ordinate them and grasp their-K nf'n

orderrto note their harmony with truths andiacts oi the natural order-to look around for arguments
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which would support them, or answers to refute objections
urged against them, so that I may not only rejoice in my
own assent, but, by adding to their clearness, to help to
win for them the assent of others. In all this I brine 'the
truths which my Faith has given me under the operation
of my intellect, for the purpose of making plain their
import and reasonableness, and their relation to other
truths. This is Faith seeking understanding, or what St.
Anselm describes as "Fides qumrens intellectum," and
to- which he alludes in his well-known sentence

-

" Credo tit intelligam." We have herein the domain
of Theology as marked off from that of Faith. It
pertains not only to the professional theologian, but
to every intelligent Catholic who follows the counsel
of St. Peter, and seeks to be ready to satisfy others by
giving a reason " for the hope that is in him " (1 Peter
Hi. 15). In that zealous use of his intellect, he is helped
by the grace of Understanding given him by the Holy
Ghost in his Confirmation.

6° Inequality of the Work of the Intellect.

It is evident that the work of the intellect, unlike the
work of Faith, is far from being equal in all, depending
as it does, with grace, upon the intellectual capacity and
equipment and research of each individual.

7 No " exavieti dubitativum."
It is also to be observed that the work of examination by

the intellect can never be dubitative or suspensive of the
assent of Faith, which rests on the teaching of God. If

my God is pleased to teach me a doctrine, I cannot say to
Him :

" I must wait until I see whether You are telling me
the truth or not." Rather do we say : "I believe abso-
lutely once and for all and for ever what You teach me,
and I will hold it ever against all the reasons that men may
ever allege, for theirs is the word of man, and yours is the
Word of God—and now that I believe I will use all the
powers of my soul to realise the beaut)^ goodness and truth

of what you have taught me, and see how it harmonises
with all your work, and thus bring out of our Faith-given
treasure ' old things and new.' " Thus our Faith seeks

understanding, and our understanding serves to appreciate

our Faith.
8° Motives of Credibility antecedent to Faith.

In the above example I have supposed that God appeared
to me, and revealed the truths of Faith. I should require
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to know that it was really God who speaks, and that H
has said what I understand Him to say. In the actu t

fact, He speaks to me mediately, viz., He becomes man
and teaches me through His church. Hence for the fart
of Revelation by God through Christ, and the infallibility
of the church, we require motives of Credibility or. the pro-
legomena of Faith. That must be the work of reason
helped by grace. It is " intellectus qucsrens Fidem "
rather than " Fides qucBtens intellectum." As noted
above the cogency of the motives of Credibility is relative
in its sufficiency, and God accommodates His light to the
soul, revealing to little ones what He has. hidden from the
wise and the great " for so it was pleasing in His sight."

SECTION V

MOTIVES OF CREDIBILITY



CHAPTER XVI

MOTIVES INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL-INTRINSIC

Art. I.—Motives of Credibility in general.

I.—For the collective Faith of the Church there is a moral
necessity that the fact of Revelation should be proved. Certi-
tude based on universal opinion is in the strict sense sufficient.
But scientific proof founded (1) metaphysically, on the probative
force of motives of Credibility, and (2) historically, on the exist-
ence of such motives, is morally necessary, i.e., such proof is
highly suitable and useful. The suitability is shown a pos-
teriori from the fact that objections drawn from philosophical
and historical sciences should be answered, and a priori from
the consequence that if the signs of Revelation are irrefragable,
then the Church should be able to defend irrefragably the
cogency of such signs.

II.—Existence and character of the proof.

(a) The Vatican Council declares that the proof is not
only possible but exists (p. 1813, 'ifgg, 1624, 163?).

' (b) Scientific proof, in the strict sense, is drawn a priori
from cause, or a posteriori from effect. Inasmuch as
in the case of Revelation both cause and effects are
supernatural, scientific proof, in its strictest sense,
cannot be given. But in a wider and more indirect
sense, scientific proof, drawn from extrinsic signs
wrought in confirmation of Revelation, exists. It is

a proof known, as " reduciio ad absurdum," the
absurdity being the supposition that God would
work miracles in confirmation of false doctrine. Even
in mathematics the cogency of the "reduciio ad
absurdum " is frequently recognised and invoked.

III.—Motives of Credibility, Credentity, and Faith.

Motives of Credibility are signs or marks whereby
Revealed Religion is made evidently credible for Divine
Faith. The judgment of Credibility is founded on these
signs.

Motive of Credentity signifies the Divine right consti-
tuting the obligation of belief.

v~

179
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Motive of Faith is the authority of God revealing-
Hence a motive of Credibility must possess three' qua

lities :

(i) Certainty in itself.

(2) Certainty as due to the special intervention of God
(3) Certainty as to its function of confirming Revela-

tion.

IV.—Different kinds of Motives of Credibility.

(A) The Church's teaching.

The Church appeals (1) to external signs of Divine
Revelation, viz., miracles and prophecy (b. 1790), (2) to
the wonderful life of the church (d. 1794) and' (3) to
internal motives (d. 1790). But the church has con-
demned the view that internal motives alone can be the
basis of Divine Faith (p. 1812).
(B) All the motives are arranged in. the .following

chart

:

s

/"External to the
consciousness of
the believer or of
one seeking Faith

•-3

So

r Extrinsic fmiracles*
to

\
religion (prophecy*

'Intrinsic ( sublimity of doctrine
to i : .':-':

religion [.wonderful life of the church

cSusne'ss If /

UniVerSal
•'
fuI6Iment ° f °Sp!rati0nS '****$**

fl^y^.^ I ^dividual: individual experience of the peace.one seeking Faith { and joy which the world cannot give
Art. II.—Value of Internal Motives.

I.—Those who adopt the method of Immanence do not make
right use of the internal motives.
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the Catholic Faith is supernatural. They fro on tr, -,«„ *

that because Catholicism alone satisfies the internalS
for rd.gion, the practical necessity of embracing CathoTic-
,sm follows. They give only a symbolic, not an onto-
logical, value to miracles. In their estimation a miracle k
an extraord.nary sensible symbol attracting the attention of
the unbeliever, so that he should examine the Catholic
religion, and find therein conformity with the aspirations
and exigencies of nature. A development of this mental
attitude is their definition of truth, viz., conformity of the
intellect with life, with the exigencies of nature.

-. Critique

(1) Divine Faith is reduced to religious experience.

(2) The method of Immanence diminishes the probative
force of miracles.

(3) This method exaggerates the natural desire of super-
natural life. It sees in human, nature not only a
capacity and suitability for the supernatural order,

, r
. but a real exigency.

(4) The method fails to show-the Credibility and Divine
origin of Christianity.

H.—Individual internal motives may produce probability, but
«,

, not certitude in regard to Credibility.

(a) They may produce probability: A man seeking
Faith and reading :

" My peace I leave you, my peace I
give you : not as the world gives do I give unto you "
(John xiv; 27) may find peace so deeply in conformity with
his higher aspirations, and so gratuitously offered as to
seem to come from God alone. Similarly in regard to the
sublimity of Our Lord's teaching: "When Jesus had
finished his discourse, the multitudes were in admiration
of his_ doctrine " (Matt. vi. 28). Hence in individual
cases internal motives may manifest the credibility of the
mysteries of Faith, and without doubt they help when
joined with external motives.

(b) Ordinarily, internal motives are not sufficient.
Internal peace and joy are not necessarily a supernatural
effect; they may be merely natural. Three qualities are
required so that a fact should be a sufficient motive of Cre-
dibility; internal motives fail to show these qualities.
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Accidentally and in extraordinary cases, internal motives
may suffice, in which cases grace supplies the function of
the external motives. .

>

III.—The universal internal motives taken together can pro.
duce moral certitude regarding Credibility. These motives

arise from the satisfaction of the moral and religious aspirations

of humanity. To these universal internal motives correspond

objectively the external motives drawn from sublimity of
doctrine and the wonderful life of the Church.

(A) The Universal internal motives produce -per se

moral certitude of the fact of Revelation. Men cannot
quickly and without error acquire a knowledge of all the

truths of Natural Religion. Hence if all legitimate

aspirations, even the higher aspirations of our nature, are -

satisfied by a system of religious belief, this fact is a sign
of the Divine origin of the religion. But for the pos-
sibility of this moral certitude three conditions are re-

quired :

i° The ontological validity of first principles (e.g. of

efficient and final causes) must be acknowledged, otherwise
there is no valid inference from effect to cause.

2° The conformity must be so extraordinary—a moral
miracle—as to seem to come from God.

3° The argument must be drawn from all aspirations

—

negative and positive—taken together.

(a) Aspirations to know, hope in, and love God, to give
Him internal and external worship.

(b) Aspirations regarding prudence, justice, temper-
ance, fortitude.

(c) Aspirations towards eternal happiness and desire,

conditional and inefficacious, of seeing: God essen-
tially.

In Christian teaching the knowledge given of God and
of Hisintimate life satisfies the aspiration of Faith. The
mysteries of the Incarnation and Redemption increase the
aspiration of Hope, the - Eucharist exceeds the highest
aspirations of Charity, etc. Lacordaire, using his marvel-
lous gift of oratory, argued for the divinity of the
^nristian Faith from the Christian ideals of Charity,
Humility, and Virginity.

It is well to note that the internal experience of peace
which characterised the Saints differs from the peace which
the world gives: (i) Peace which the Saints enjoy is
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directed to eternal goods, peace of the world to the undis
turbed enjoyment of temporal goods; (2) Peace which
comes from God is internal and external; peace which the
world gives is merely external.

(B) These motives give moral certitude, but must not
be separated from correlative external motives intrinsic to
religion, joined with which, they constitute an irrefragable
argument.

Art. III.—Value of the external motives intrinsic to Re-
ligion.

I.—Teaching of the Church.

"The Church itself because of its admirable propa-
gation, its extraordinary sanctity and its inexhaustible
fecundity in the promotion of all that is good, because of
its Catholic unity and unshaken stability, is a great and
perpetual motive of Credibility, and an irrefragable
witness of its own Divine mission " (Vatican Council
D. iftt).
The Church is a moral miracle which can be produced

only by God.

(1) From standpoint of efficient cause, " because of its
wonderful propagation "—hence the mark of Apos-
tolicity..

(2) From standpoint of final cause, hence the mark of
Sanctity.

(3) From standpoint of formal and material causes,
- hence the marks of Unity and Catholicity.

The Council mentions also the Church's " Unshaken
Stability " as a sign of the perfection of the whole work.
Thus the Providence of God has provided for His

Church marks which appeal to learned and unlearned
alike, and which are quite sufficient to produce the fullest

,.certitude of Credibility.

II.—The external-intrinsic motives, taken together, con-

stitute an irrefragable argument.

(A) Negatively considered, they insure immunity from
error, contradiction, fraud and immorality. Hence a
strong presumption of the Divine origin of the Christian
Faith.

(B) Positively considered, the motives imply:

1. Purity and sublimity of doctrine.

2. Sanctity of Founder, Apostles and Martyrs.
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3. Wonderful propagation.

4. Fecundity in results.

5. Catholic unity.

6. Unshaken stability.

These notes cannot exist collectively without the
special intervention of God.

Before- the discussion of each of these points, the
question arises : What is meant precisely, by " harmony "

and "sublimity"?
Harmony is the perfection of order; and is one of the

qualities of the beautiful. The beautiful has three
qualities:

1. Integrity (from standpoint of at least virtual multi-
tude).

2. Suitable Proportion, i.e., Harmony (from the stand-
point of unity of order). --','- ;.

3. Clarity (from standpoint of manifestation of order in
plurality of parts).

The Sublime appears especially in the highest and rnost
intimate union of different things widely separated: e.g.
association of Infinite Mercy with human misery, union
of Infinite Justice and Mercy, union of heroic fortitude and
perfect meekness in a martyr; St. Paul speaks of the
sublimity of the Church and the Church's' doctrine in
Ephesians Hi. if, 18, 19: "Being rooted and founded in
Chanty you may be able to comprehend with all the
Saints what is the breadth and the length and the height
and the depth, to know also the Charity of Christ which
surpasseth all knowledge."

i° Purity and Sublimity of doctrine.
(a) The doctrine in itself.

It unites things highest and lowest, supernatural and
natural, the riches of Divine mercy and the misery of
mankind; lt safeguards the rights of justice, it is proposed
to a I nations at all times, it joins things ancient and new,
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(2) From the standpoint of Supernatural Mysteries the
Divine origin of the Christian Faith is shewn by the fact
that the Supernatural Mysteries are in perfect harmony
with the attributes of God known to reason, and with the
aspirations of human nature. Pascal notes that the arg-u-

• ment is strengthened inasmuch as the misery of man and
the nobility of his desires are explained, and a remedy
provided for the misery. Doctrine distinguished by these
wonderful characteristics is Divine.

" It is morally impossible," writes Zigliara, " that man
relying on his own powers should reach the truth in all
things, for sometimes he falls into error, he often hesi-
tates between opposite opinions, and is involved in con-
tradictions.

._

Where the truth always exists, where there
is no opposition in those things which are taught by one,
or (more, wonderful still) by many, who say that they
speak by Divine inspiration, there is the sign that the
doctrine does not come from man, but from God,
especially if the teaching should be about the highest
mysteries of God" (Propaedeutica ad Sacram Theolo-
giam, Book II., chap, ix.niv.) .

(b) The doctrine as preached.
(i) The preaching of the Faith manifests wonderful

power of illumination, whereby the highest Mysteries are
taught with authority, simplicity.and humility.

(2) 'It attracts by its unction even though it proposes
difficult precepts.

(3) It has an efficacy which, is extraordinary. Multi-
tudes of simple and learned hearers are affected, and the
doctrine has maintained its influence throughout the

. ages.

(c) The doctrine from the standpoint of its origin.

It is a historical fact that Christian teaching appeared
without human preparation. St. Thomas places above
physical miracles as something more miraculous that

"simple men (Apostles) filled with the gift of the Holy
Ghost attained highest wisdom and eloquence instantane-

ously." Moreover the preachers of the Faith suddenly
began to speak in various languages previously unknown
to them.

2 Sanctity of Founder, Apostles and Martyrs. (The
character of Our Blessed Lord will be considered later.)

Sanctity is a virtue which implies a soul untouched by
earthly faults, implies close union with God, and directs
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alJ acts of virtue to God. Sanctity is ajDparent in tl
heroic exercise of all virtues.

"

Benedict XIV teaches that four conditions are required
for the proof of heroic virtue :

(r) The work achieved must be difficult, i.e., above the
ordinary capabilities of men.

(2) The work must have been done promptly.
(3) Done with pleasure. •

(4) There must be frequent instances of such work.
Martyrdom amongst all virtuous acts most perfectly

manifests the perfection of Charity, for life is man's
dearest possession, and the sacrifice of life accompanied
by horrible torture is a sign of the highest charity
(John xv. 13). The word " martyr " means witness far'
the Martyrs were witnesses of the Christian Faith. '

,
For heroic sanctity, the exercise of virtues which are

unlike is necessary, e.g., fortitude and meekness. Mere
natural temperament might dispose towards the exercise
of a particular virtue, e.g., meekness. It may be objected
that men who are not religous are capable of heroic endur-
ance. Quite true, but Supernatural fortitude is accom
panied by Chanty, Humility, prayer for persecutors, etc

3° Admirable propagation of the Christian Faith"
I here was an absolute disproportion between the wonder-
ful conyers.on of the world and the instruments' used.
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the world; his will has been strengthened against
the corruption of paganism.

(b) As regards the family : the dignity of woman has
been vindicated, protection and education of child-
ren secured, slavery gradually abolished.

(c) As regards Society : the authority of government
has been founded on God

;
and at the same time

liberty, charity and the rights of nations secured.

From the beginning of. Christianity works of mercy
have been manifest. In all these holy effects the end of

Religion is shewn ; withal the Divine motive of Religion

is also shewn, in accordance with the axiom :
" Ordo

agentium correspondere debet ordini finium."

5 Catholic Unity.

Another argument is drawn from the Catholicity or

Universality of the Church (from standpoint of material

cause, i.e., members of the Church) and from its unity

(from the standpoint of formal cause). Notwithstanding

diversity of languages, characters, ideas, governments,

men of all times, and nations are united in Faith, Hope
and Charity, in ecclesiastical government and worship

—

surely this fact requires the intervention of God.
St. Thomas writes that the Church is Catholic,

" because it has been accepted by men of every condi-

tion." The Christian Faith is not Catholic or universal

because it embraces all individuals of different classes,

but because it embraces all the different classes under

which individuals are placed (" non -propter singula

generum, sed propter genera singulorum," de Trinitate

Boetii q 3 a 3).
6° Unshaken stability of the Christian Faith.

Nations, political forms of government, religions, philo-

sophical systems—all appear and disappear, " for the

fashion of this world passeth away " (1 Cor. vii. 31).
' Only one form of Religion has remained indefectible.

No change in belief, in government, in worship. This

characteristic is a sign of Divine origin, a participation

in Divine immutability. "Cesium ct terra transibunt:

verba autem mea non pr&teribunt " (Matt. xxw. 35).

False religions remain either in the immobility of death

as Islamism, or they vary according to the exigency of the

age as Protestanism.
Conclusion: If the Faith in which all these character-

istics are united be not from God, there would be an effect
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without a cause. The characteristics are extraordinary
postulate the extraordinary intervention of God. Real eft*
manifest a real cause, supernatural effects a supernatant
cause. Richard of St. Victor wrote :

" Cannot we savt
God with all confidence : Lord,, if there is error, we h
been deceived by' Thee ; for this doctrine has been co^
firmed by such signs and wonders as can have be*

1"

wrought by Thee alone " (de Trinitale, Book I. c. 2)
^

Modernists admit that these characteristics cannot b
fully explained by the laws of evolution. "Something
unknown is hidden " and this something is not: proved to
be supernatural, but perhaps only a product of the big-best
form of religious evolution.

>

Answer: Modernists doubt the ontological and trans
cendental value of first principles. Under these circum"
stances even die existence of God, Author of nature, cannot
be established. The supernatural is therefore ruled outand recourse is had to "some hidden natural element "to
explain what are in fact supernatural effects.

III.—Relation of motives inter se: -Unity of Apologetics.

(A) Those who favour the method of Immanence claim
that the internal, motives come first not only in time but
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ontological value of miracles.
(B) In traditional Apologetics :

(1) Internal motives are subordinated to external
:

(2) External motives, extrinsic to Religion, i.e., miracles
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(d) Victory of Christ over sin.
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motives divorced from external give rise to illusions Ti-
ls true that internal motives often dispose an enquirer toconsider other motives; in which cases they have orioritv
of time. Again they confirm other motives

J

With reference to the second statement, 'the wonrWf,,!
life of the Church is higher than a physical 'miracle'out no
so easily recognised. Aristotle wrote: "Truths mnsf
intelligible in themselves are difficult to be known bv us
because our intellectual knowledge proceeds from sensible
truths. J^rom our standpoint the external-extrinsic cri
teria are easier and. safer to recognise. But the life of the
Church, being a moral, is higher than a physical miracle
As far as we now living are concerned, the perpetuity

and wonderful life of the Church are of the highest apolo-
getic value. In these qualities the effects of the Resur-
rection are manifest

: Christus -vivit, Christus regnal,
Christus impemt.
-Corollary. Unity of Apologetics.
.By .-unity in the science of Apologetics is meant the
organic unity of the motives of credibility. The true order
of arguments is determined by the end to which the science
tends, i.e., to the evident credibility of the Mysteries of
Faith as revealed by God. Hence priority of value belongs
to the method which approaches. nearest to the end, i.e.,
the external method.

. It is quite possible however that in
many cases it would be advisable to begin by the use of
the internal method which would thus be given priority of
time. Hence the following order :

(r) Internal motives drawn from human aspirations.
(2) Excellence of Christian doctrine and the wonderful

... life of the Church (External-Intrinsic).
'(3) Miracles and prophecy (External-Extrinsic).

(4) All motives are confirmed by experience of the gifts
of the Holy Ghost (Internal peace and joy, etc.).



CHAPTER XVII

MIRACLES

Art. I.—Nature of a miracle. .

I.—The meaning: of the word " miracle " apparent from ety-
mology, is " a fact or event causing wonder." St. Thomas
(C. Gentes, Bk. III., c. 101) gives a definition which may be
regarded as nominal :

" Those facts or events are called
miracles which are accomplished by God outside the order of
nature commonly observed."

II—Miracle as a motive of credibility.

The Vatican Council (d. 1790J describes a miracle as a
"Divine fact clearly showing the omnipotence of God."
A miracle therefore is above the powers of created, includ-
ing^ angelic, nature, and is distinguished from, extra-
ordinary natural facts, and from diabolic deceptions. A
miracle is marked off from ordinary Divine events (such as
the constant creation of souls) which are in accordance with
the usual order, and which cannot be a sign of Revelation.
Some Catholic writers (Le Grand, Brugere, La Hogue)

have unwisely defined a miracle as some fact or event
above human power, but not above angelic or diabolic
power.

III.—Heterodox notions of a miracle.

(A) According to Determinist teaching a miracle is
an extraordinary natural fact not as yet ' scientifically
explained. The physical laws of nature are as unchange-
able as mathematical or metaphysical laws. On this
ground Spinoza denied the possibility of a miracle. Deists
claim that God does not attend to particular or individual
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the connexion of matter with matter. But Leibnitz nrl
mitted

<

miracles such as the Incarnation. HouttevMlemaintained that a miracle was a natural effect, inasmuch
as it comes from the order of nature or the laws of motion
but supernatural inasmuch as by the sole powers of
nature -.t cannot be

j
foreseen by man. Schleiermacher,

Ritschl, Sabatier hold than an event may be natural i e
in accordance with unknown laws of nature, and mimcul
ous as an effect of Divine benevolence.
(B) The Agnostic view is that a miracle is not an

infringement of the laws of nature, but an infringement of
our subjective view of these same laws. M. Poincare" in
his work La Science et VB.ypothe.se (p. 113-ug) regards
the idea of the stability of the laws of nature as due to our
subjective mode of regarding them. Hence an exception
to the laws of nature is not a miracle. As we do not know
all the laws of nature, we cannot be sure of the interven-
tion of a Cause who' transcends the phenomenal order.

Messieurs Blondel and Laberthonniere characterise
miracles respectively as " derogations aux apparences
anthropomorphisms," and " derogations a un ordre illu-
soire." M. Le Roy regards a miracle as an extraordinary
effect of vehement Faith.

IV.—Catholic idea of miracle.

The definition, not merely nominal but real, of a
miracle is as follows :

" A sensible fact produced by God
in the world, which fact is beyond the order of action of
entire created nature." This definition is based on St.
Thomas's exposition (ia q no a. 4)

:

i° "A sensible fact."

. 2 "Produced by God " as principal cause, who some-
times uses creatures as His instruments.

3° " In the world" inasmuch as miracles are intended
to affect mankind.

4°- " Beyond the order of nature," but not beyond the
order of Divine Providence.

5° " Beyond the order of action of entire created nature,"
and not merely beyond the inclination of a particular

created nature, otherwise to throw a stone upwards
would be a miracle. Again a miracle is beyond the

order of action, but not beyond the order of being
of entire created nature. A miracle exceeds effect-

ively all the powers of nature. It is supernatural
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modally, whereas grace is supernatural intrinsicallv
and is therefore beyond the order of being of ehf

'

created nature.
lre

From the explanation just given, it is clear that a rnira I

is different from (a) natural extraordinary facts which
^

fortuitous from the standpoint of secondary causes but T
from the standpoint of Divine Providence; (b) 'diaboli
deceptions which are intended to be like miracles

; (c) ord'°
nary Divine works, e.g., conservation, " prajmotio "
creation of souls, justification of the sinner, etc.

; (d) ordin
ary facts called providential—often an answer to prayer"

Properties of a miracle.

A miracle must be :

i° Difficult because it exceeds the power of nature.
2° Beyond the hope of nature, but not beyond .the hope

of grace. ".''. ^
.

3° Unusual, not because it -may not frequently happen
but because it is beyond natural experience.

''

4° Not against nature : it is not a violation of the laws of
nature.

5° A sign manifesting supernatural teaching, or witness-
ing the sanctity of some servant of God;

6° A portent soliciting attention. '

V.—Division of Miracles.

Miracles exceed the power of nature in a threefold way

:

(i) As regards the nature or substanceof the fact, e.g.,
two bodies occupying the same space,* as when Our
Lord came into the Cenacle, the doors being closed,

°f f

he mxracle popularly described as the standing
still of the sun. These are absolutely beyond the
power of nature. ..... ;

As regards the subject in whom the .miracle is
worked,e,£- giving sight to the blind, giving life to
tne dead. Nature can give life and sight but not to
one who is dead, or congenitally. blind.as regards manner of action, e.g., instantaneous
cure irorn fever, instantaneous change of water into
wme, etc. °
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the "supernatural as to substance." A miracle as tn «„h
stance is only effectively or modally supernatural Sunernatural as to substance means that which is intrinsically oressentially supernatural, e.g., sanctifying grace.

Art. II.—Possibility of a miracle.
I—Possibility of miracles denied.*

i° Determinists like Spinoza deny the freedom of God
' to work miracles. Deists deny the exercise of God's par-

ticular Providence Leibnitz, like Spinoza, maintained
that God s choice of action was morally necessary

2° Agnostics hold that nature's powers are not fully
known, and that it is impossible on that account to charac-
terise a fact or event as miraculous. Others say that the
laws of nature are contingent, and that therefore an excep-
tion in the working of the laws is not miraculous.

3° Huxley's argument against miracles is thus ex-
pressed : "When 'repeated and minute examination
never reveals a break in the chain of causes and effects-
and the whole edifice of our practical life is built upon
our faith in its continuity; the belief that that chain
has never been broken and will never be broken becomes
one of the strongest and most justifiable of human convic-
tions. And it must be admitted to be a reasonable request,
if we ask those who would have us put faith in the actual
occurrence of interruptions of that order to produce
evidence in favour of their view, not only equal, but supe-
rior, in weight to that which leads us to adopt ours."
(Cf. Hume, English Men of Letters Series, chap, vii.,

p. 129). An answer to this objection will presently be
given.

II?—Proof of the possibility of a miracle.

St. Thomas states the proof in syllogistic form :

Major: A free cause on whom depends the application
of laws only hypothetically necessary, and who is not
bound to them, can act independently of and above them.
'Minor: But .God is an omnipotent free Cause on whom
* The agnostic view claims that, as instalments of knowledge a+b-i-c-h

.... become known, the conception of the universe is represented bv

:

£!-o+c+ .... -(..t, where:.r represents the, as yet, unknown elements.
ibe scientific ideal is to get rid of x. Professor Simpson points out that a
more correct representation of these phenomena would be a-,-b+c+ ....

where ^represents the continual sustaining and control ofall things bv God.
[<-/> J. Y. Simpson " The Spiritual Interpretation of Nature " p.' 297.)

N
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depends the application of laws only hypothetically neces-
sary, nor is He bound to the present natural order.

Conclusion: Therefore God can act independently of
and above, the whole course of created nature, i.e., can
work a miracle.

In this syllogism there are three propositions to be
proved—the Major and the two statements in .the Minor.

Proof of the Major. .

i° (A) (a posteriori). A man throws a stone upwards.'
He suspends, for the time being, the effect of the law of
gravitation. He does not violate the law. A composer of
genius produces a sublime symphony beyond and above
the ordinary laws of his, art. Such instances are suspen-
sions of the ordinary laws owing to the action Of a special
cause, and the exception confirms the law because.it is not
against it but above it.

(B) (a priori). God .can exercise not only the ".liberty
of exercise" (libertas exerciiii), i.e., He can act or not
act, but also the "liberty of specification " (libertas speci-
ficalionis), i.e., He can decree this or that effect, since He'
is in no way bound to the present order.

2° Absolute necessity is independent of any condition,
and is founded on the essence of a thing, e.g., the angles
of a plane triangle equal two right angles. Mathematical
laws and great principles of Metaphysics, (e.g., .principles
of contradiction, causality, etc.) are necessary.

Hypothetical necessity is that which must be because of
some extrinsic cause, efficient or final. Granted that such
an agent acts under natural conditions, then the effect is

necessary. Fire burns, because God freely determined so,
but the action can be suspended by the same Cause who '

freely instituted physical laws. The laws of nature express
the manner of action which created beings follow, there-
tore the laws are such because of their efficient cause, and
are only hypothetically necessary. A stone naturally tends
to iall to the ground. If supported by the "hand the' ten-
dency still remains. If miraculously supported, there is
no violation of the law of nature, inasmuch as the tendency
o fall remains. St. Thomas noted this distinction with
nis usual perspicacity: " In igne fomacis, remanebatordo

rnJTn/^T' licet non comburcrel Ires pueros in
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Proof of the Minor. God isan omnipotent free Causeon whom depends he application of laws hypothetical^

necessary, and He is not limited to them. Y

(A) God is omnipotent free Cause.
(a) God is the supreme immaterial and intelligent First

Cause. The Divine will follows the intellect, and is
free regarding individual goods, which are not
needed for Infinite Perfection. Hence God is free
regarding works ad extra, e.g., in creating or in not
creating. The nature of created things is deter-

.
mined, and' hence their actions, (free or necessary)
are confined within certain limits through necessity
of nature. But the Divine nature is not determined,
and effects come from Him in accordance with the
free choice of will and intellect.

(b) God is infinite in power as in other respects, and
can accomplish anything which is not intrinsically
impossible.

,, ,

(B)
.
Application of laws, only hypothetically necessary,

depends on- the Divine will, which is not bound to them.
(a) Just as God is free to create or not, He is free to

withhold His concursus necessary for the operation
of a created agent. Hence it is not repugnant that

•, fire should not burn, if God. witholds His con-
• cursus.

(b) When an end is proportioned to things made for
.that end, the wisdom of the maker is limited to a
determined/order. But Divine Goodness is an end,
which exceeds created things out of all proportion.
Hence Divine Wisdom is not determined to any cer-
tain, order of things, so that another order cannot
come from Him. Thus comes the freedom not only
of exercise (exerciiii), but of specification (specifica-
tionis).

Conchision; God can act negatively and positively as
regards natural laws. Negatively by impeding the natural
action of things, e.g., fire, and positively in the threefold
way mentioned in the classification of miracles.

Object of miracles : The proof of salutary truth is an end
of sufficient importance that God should act beyond and
above the order of nature.

Corollary : No creature can work a miracle by his own
power. When a creature works a miracle, he receives from
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God a transient supernatural power, and uses at the same
time his own power. .

Can an evil man work a miracle as an instrument ? To
one who preaches the true Faith and invokes the name of
Christ, even though he may not be a good man, the power
of working a miracle may be given in confirmation of the
doctrine preached.

'

Hume's objection against miracles may be stated as fol-
lows : There is physical certitude of the uniformity of
Nature's laws. There is only moral. certitude based on
human testimony in favour of the occurrence of miracles.
Now physical is stronger than moral certitude. Conse-
quently the justification of belief in miracles disappears,
Hume's objection overlooks the distinction between

suspension of a law of nature and violation of the
same law. Experience justifies us in regarding the
non-violation of the laws of nature as (to use Professor
Huxley's words) " one of the strongest and most justifiable
of human convictions." But suspension of nature's laws
is of frequent occurrence. Hundreds of instances occur
daily of the suspension of the law of gravitation and of
other physical laws. A miracle therefore does not involve
a conflict of two kinds of certitude. Physical certitude
safeguards the non-violation of a law of nature, but the
certitude has no relevance in the case of a miracle which
does not involve such violation. For the credibility of a
miracle, therefore, is required adequate testimony. Pro-
fessor Huxley in his.work on Hume (English Men of Let-
ters Series) rightly deprecates the description of a miracle
as a violation of a law of nature. Huxley's own objection
against the occurrence of miraculous interposition is based
on the presumption that the Supernatural does not exist.
A miracle, not being a natural event, cannot be tested by

the ordinary methods of physical science, viz., by repeti-
tion. If a could be so tested, then the alleged miracle,
repeated at will, would at once lose its miraculous charac-
ter, becoming a purely natural event. The only remaining
method of establishing events is by testimony, and even

.

piiysical science is not without examples of incidents which
oy their very nature are incapable of universal demonstra-
tion, but nevertheless are accepted upon the testimony of

SipJ TrS
- T1,is Alimony does not need to possess

In nrSw 7 Claracte"stics demanded by Hume, and
practice? rarely does so. A miracle by its very nature
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precludes the possibility of Hume's demands being- satis
fled, without invoking conditions no less miraculous than
the event itself. To meet legitimate demands of credibi-
lity, alleged miracles, e.g., at Lourdes, are most carefully
examined by a Commission of medical experts, before a
pronouncement is made endorsing their miraculous cha-
racter.

Objection on the ground that a miracle would involve a
contradiction of the Second Law of Thermodynamics is
not valid, for this law applies only to purely physical
events, and in addition definitely excludes external agency
from activity in the event selected, whereas a miracle essen-
tially involves an external agent.

Objection on the ground that a miracle would contradict
the law of Conservation of Energy is not valid, for this
law also applies only to purely physical events, and in any
case the immense amount of energy normally dissipated
exceeds

,

demands occasioned by the performance of
miracles.

Professor. Ernest W. Hobson (The Domain of Natural
Science, 1923), writes :

" The fact that we have no assur-
ance that all possible forms of energy, which may occur in
physical phenomena, are known to us makes it impossible
to conceive that the principle (of the Conservation of
Energy) should admit of anything like complete empirical
verification." •

.

Art. III.—Discernibility of a Miracle.

I.—Question involved.

;
t

Renan in the introduction to the Life of Christ writes:
'We do not say that a miracle is impossible : we say that
up to the present time no miracle has been proved." Kant
and his Agnostic followers hold the same view.
Mr. H. W. Paul in his sketch of the life and writings of

Matthew Arnold passes the following criticism in regard
to educated/laymen of the Established Church (p. 173):
" Christianity without miracles and without dogmatic theo-
logy is not only practicable, but has sufficed for some of
the best Christians that ever lived. It is probably the reli-

gion of most educated laymen in the Church of England
to-day."

M. E. Le Roy and some Modernists hold that Faith
alone can discern a miracle.
The principal objection against the discernibility of a
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miracle is :

" We do not know all the powers and laws f
nature." ,

Hermes following Kant maintained that only a " nn
tical moral certitude ".can be obtained regarding miraclp"
f> l6tf). .

s

II.—Teaching- of the Church.

The Vatican Council teaches that miracles can be ce
tainly known, and are most certain signs of Divine Reve"
lation accommodated, to the intelligence of all ("d. r7Q

"

1813).
'

...'".'

III.—Degrees of Certitude

Certitude is a " firm adhesion of the mind to a truth with-
out fear of error, the exclusion of fear of error being' due
to a suitable motive." It is not the same as persuasion
which is sometimes erroneous. '

Certitude admits of degrees, not as regards the exclusion '

of doubt, but as regards the firmness of adhesion. This
firmness may be founded either on metaphysical, physical
or moral necessity. .'''' '

( intrinsic : £.£., whole-is greater than part. . •

metaphysical] r

(extrinsic: e.£.,"a contingent being is caused.

,
(regarding a present-fact, e.g., the Sun has risen,

physical
-j

(regarding a future fact, e.g., the Sun will rise to-morrow,

Jspeculative :' regarding truth.
:

[prud>

moral

ential
: regarding action.

In metaphysical, certitude, the relation between subject
and predicate is absolutely necessary. It is intrinsic when
directly founded on metaphysical necessity ; it is extrinsic,when some fact physically or morally certain cannot be£I™*hout ^directly involving some metaphysical
jmposs.b.I.ty, e.g., that a contingent being should be with-
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testimony of mankind, if false, would be without a reason
of being.

IV.—Discernibility of a miracle in regard to its supernatural
character,

" We do not know all the powers of nature."

(1) Reply of some recent Apologists.
It is not necessary that we should know all the powers of

' nature, it is sufficient that we should be able to judge prac-
tically what in certain circumstances cannot be done. The
laws of- nature in certain circumstances are fixed for the
production of one- effect, whereas in the case of a miracle
the agent in the same circumstances produces quite a dif-
ferent effect. Diseases which are clearly organic (the
dividing- line between the organic and the functional is not
always clearly marked, but in some cases there is hot the
slightest doubt as to classification) are. not cured by the
power of imagination, nor by hypnotic influence. As
regards diabolic power, the following signs should be con-
sidered :.

(a) The nature of the work accomplished, which some-
times (as in the' case of restoration to life) exceeds
all created powers. '

(b) The moral character of the work, personality of the
agent, manner of performance, effects, teaching with
which it is connected.

1

Critique

This reply is true, but it does not argue sufficiently

deeply from the nature of miraculous work. Moreover
-some of these Apologists affirm too much when they judge
a miracle from the prayer whereby in their opinion it has
been obtained. '

•'- It is. suggested that prayer is the moral cause of a par-

ticular miracle, and that God is the physical cause. Ante-
cedent prayer is considered generally by theologians as

one of the circumstances whereby a miracle is discerned,

but it does not constitute the primary criterion for the dis-

cernment of a fact, ; which exceeds even the unknown
powers of nature.

(2) Deeper solution.

We do not know positively" all the powers of nature, but

we know negatively what nature cannot do. From the

combination of oxygen and hydrogen we do not get chlo-
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rine; by sowing wheat, we do not obtain roses

j a human
voice will not calm storms, or resuscitate the dead. Cer-
tain effects can be produced only by God; they exceed all

created powers, even those that are unknown.
i° Proof from natural reason, i.e., common consent of

mankind.
Common consent of mankind of every time and nation

cannot be false. But this universal consent recognises
that certain effects postulate the action of God, such as
raising from the dead, giving sight to one born blind'
healing of incurable diseases, multiplying a material sub-
stance, instantaneous change of one substance into
another, knowing secrets of hearts and future contingent
things, sudden strengthening of a human will to the per-
formance of heroic acts, etc. '

2° Proof from philosophic reason.

(.4) Evidence to shew that the supernatural character of
many miracles of first, second, and third order is meta-
physically certain.

Major: It is metaphysically certain that God alone can
produce and change immediately being as such, e.g.,
matter, material substances without the help of accidents^
intellectual soul, etc.

Minor: But many miracles of the first, second and third
order necessarily and clearly imply these immediate
changes.

Conclusion: Therefore it is metaphysically certain that
these miracles can be wrought by God alone.
The Major is proved

:

•

For the proof of the Major, it is necessary to shew that
the effects enumerated belong to God alone, and that no
inferior cause can produce them. It is well to note that
only a universal cause, which can immediately produce a
universal effect, can immediately change the effect, because
immediate change of being presupposes the same univer-
sality of causal power as immediate production. '

(a) God alone can produce being as such, i.e., create.
A universal effect must be ascribed to a universal
cause. Being is the most universal effect. Hence

God
USt ascribed t0 the most universal cause, i.e.,

v/iite T°
re P°wer is rcq"»recl in an agent in accordance

remn ( i?r
egrC

?-
m Which Potentiality in the given case is

remote from ach.cvement. It follows that the power must
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be infinite, if. there is no potentiality, as in the case of

creation, i.e., " productio totius rei ex nihilo sui et sub-

jecti"—the production of substantial being without the

aid of pre-existing material. Hence creation postulates an
infinite cause, and God alone, who creates, can change

being as such.

(b) Divine power is also required to exercise immediate
subjective influence on the substance of the intel-

lectual soul, and upon faculties of intellect and will.

An immediate action upon the soul (e.g., reunion

of body andsoul at the general resurrection) requires

the power of Him who created the soul. Intellect

and will are essentially directed to universal truth

and universal good. They can be subjectively

moved only by the sole universal agent, i.e., God. -

The Minor is proved :
" Many miracles of first, second,

and third order, necessarily and clearly imply immediate

changes of being."

Miracles of the first order :

:

The Catholic ' Church teaches that in the Mass the

miracle of transubstantiation is wrought. Here we
_
are

concerned only with the implication of this teaching.

(Elsewhere the teaching is vindicated.)

(a) Transubstantiation* essentially implies change of

being as such. The change is not merely formal,
' the matter remaining the same, but it is a change of

the whole being of bread into the whole substance of

the Body of Christ. Created agents can effect only

changes of form. All changes made in conformity

with the laws of nature are only formal changes.

But God is infinite, and His action extends to the

whole nature of being.

(b)- Co-existence of two bodies in the same place (e.g.,

Christ's entry into the Cenacle, the doors being
' closed) requires Divine power, so that a material

substance may remain distinct from another sub-

stance without a place of its own.

It is interesting to note that St. Thomas holds that

bi-location is not possible by miracle, as it involves a con-

tradiction. In recorded cases (the credibility o which

depends on testimony) where testimony justifies belief, the

* Transubstantiation not being a unsMe ™raclVTr^Xn mS
apologetic purposes. It is mentioned here to show that God s achon niaj

extend to the whole nature of being.
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body is really present in one place, and only. its annP
ance (produced by God or by an angel) in another.

ar"

Miracles of the second order :

The implication of (c.^.)'the resurrection of Lazarus ma
be set forth in syllogistic form.

*

Major: The soul is united to the body by its substanti l

being as the form of the body. .

*

Minor: But resurrection is a substantial union of a sena
rated soul with the matter of a body without the mediation
of previous accidental dispositions.

Conclusion:
.
Hence resurrection implies immediate

power on matter and the substantial being of the soul and
therefore postulates Divine action. *

The Minor gives the recognised definition of resurrec-
tion. The truth of the Major is established by the follow-
ing principles :

(i) The soul is the radical principle of vegetative, sensi-
tive, and rational action. '-'-•

(2)

(3)

From the soul the specific difference of man is

derived.

Unless the soul is united to the body by its substan-
tial being, the natural unity of man would be des-
troyed.

Miracles of the third order :

Sudden change of water, into wine is the immediate
production of. the form of. wine from the potentiality of
matter, and cannot be accomplished' except by One who
has immediate power over matter.

St. Thomas is of opinion that probably the multiplication
ot loaves was accomplished not by creation, but by addi-
tion of matter changed into bread, i.e., by a formal change
of extraneous matter, not a transubstantiation which is a

T/f-Zl
the Wh0le bein£' formaI a"d material.

*wa a .

suPernaturaI character of other miracles of the
tnird order is generally known with moral certitude from
Physical and moral circumstances.

'

ni!cti u
rful ac,,ieVements can in some cases be accom-

5S 7 cre
f
ted

t

be^gs. Hence the question arises, is

skSw e
?<1

° r
-

bad ? The cluestion is solved by*w

cW.W^W agenls (as instruments of
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(1) Efficacy of power; simulated miracles (so-called)

wrought by evil agents do not last.

(2) Utility; simulated miracles are useless or hurtful.

(3)
End; miracles accomplished by good agents make

. for edification.

2 Benedict XIV in his great work On the beatification

of the servants of God lays down the following physical

conditions as criteria of a true miraculous cure :

. . 1. Grave illness, the cure of which is impossible or

difficult.

2. The illness must not be in a stage when a favour-

able-change may be expected.

3. Medicine either not taken, or useless.

4. Cure sudden.

5. Cure perfect. ..

6. "Without preceding notable decrease or crisis.

7. No return of disease.

3° The moral circumstances, which help to determine

the character of a miracle, are shewn in answer to the

.well-known queries.: Cur, quis, quid, ubi, quibus auxiliis,

quomodo, quando.

1. Cur: End or .object of the miracles should be the

glory of God.

(a) Miracles wrought in the name of God, in confirma-

tion of some revealed truth to be accepted by all,

cannot be false.

(b) True miracles are known by their fruits : e.g., if

worship of God. is promoted, and reformation of

morals accomplished.

2. Quis: By whom is the miracle worked? Is his or

her virtue and teaching beyond suspicion ?

3. Quid: If the work accomplished be contrary to truth

or virtue it cannot come from God.

4; Ubi : Environment and associates must be blameless.

5. Quibus auxiliis: Has the miracle been accomplished

through invocation of Divine name?

6. Quomodo: How accomplished? With reverence

and humility? -
•

.

'

7. Quando ; It is not a miracle, if there is no necessity

nor usefulness in the work accomplished.
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V.—Discernment of a miracle as to its real existence.

(i) The supernatural character of a miracle regards
only its mode of production. The fact (restoration of
sight, speech, etc.) is obvious to the senses. .

(2) The existence of certain miracles was physically
certain to those who witnessed them.

(3) Some miracles of the third order seem to be only
.morally certain, both as to their existence, and as to their

supernatural character.

(4) Human testimony gives moral certitude of the exist-

ence of miracles. If the testimony regarding Our Lord's
resurrection be disbelieved, all historical certitude dis-

appears.

(5) Some miracles (e.g., the resurrection of Christ) were
known to witnesses with physical certitude as. to their real

existence, and with metaphysical certitude, as to their

supernatural character. We have moral certitude of these
miracles based on adequate historical testimony.

VI.—False miracles.

I.—Magic, Spiritism and Hypnotism. '

(a) Magic may be either natural (due. to sleight of hand,
etc.) or diabolic. Some diabolic achievements deserve
belief (Cf. Ex. •vii.y ; Acts viii. 9, xiii. 8; xvi. 16).

(b) Phenomena of Hypnotism and Spiritism may be
classified as follows

:

'•'"",

(1) Mechanical phenomena : table-turning, movement
of heavy bodies, etc.

(2) Physiological and sensitive phenomena. In the

hypnotic state the senses are sometimes morbidly
acute.

According to the La Salpetriere school hypnotism
induces a threefold state: lethargy, catalepsis, and som-
nambulism.

(3) Intellectual phenomena: power of. declamation, of

speaking fluently in languages imperfectly known,
etc.

M
Critique

any so-called achievements of Spiritism are cases of
lraud; but some are so well attested that they cannot be
questioned. The answers given through mediums are
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usually trivial, sometimes impious and heretical, and cases

have been known of downright obscenity. The origin of

such communications is manifest:, "by their fruits you

shall know them."

H, Theories in explanation of hypnotism and

spiritism.

Many theories, such as the materialistic theory of mag-

netic fluid,- theory of the power of imagination, theory of

animism (occult powers of the soul), theory of metem-

psychosis, fail to explain the phenomena. When, in

cases of spiritualistic seances, the element of fraud is

eliminated, the residue must be attributed to evil spirits.

jjj .—-Powers of spirits to produce wonderful effects.

(1) ' Existence
,'

of spirits is proved by Scripture and

reason. • ..

(2) There. are good and bad spirits (2 Pet. «. 4).

- (3) Evil spirits can simulate miracles.

; (a)' They can move bodies locally.

(b) They can attempt and sometimes succeed in

influencing the human imagination extrinsic-

.-." ally. •' '

Art IV.—Probative forcei
of a miracle.

: J.—Teaching of the Church.

The Vatican Council defined that miracles are most cer-

tain signs of Divine Revelation (v. 1790, 1813), {^1-

John x. 25-38, xv. 24).

II.—Nature of the proof.

'

Proof by miracle is neither h priori nor a posteriori, but

indirect proof from a most certain sign. When one

brings letters signed by the royal seal the subject matter

of the letters manifestly comes from the Sovereign ( LJ.

IIJ> q 43, a 1).

HI.—Miracle-a most certain motive of Credibility.

(A) Foundation of its probative force.

Shduld a miracle be wrought in confirmation
.

<rf false

doctrine, God,, Source of truth and holiness, would witness

to that which is false.

(B) Condition of its probative force.
•

The condition is the declaration explicit o impUcrf.of

the connexion of the miracle with the truth to be con

firmed.



CHAPTER XVIII

PROPHECY AS A MOTIVE OF CREDIBILITY

Art. I.—Nature of Prophecy.

I.—Meaning' of the word.
. ...

De Quincey writes :" Primarily the word prophet
means, and Scriptually it means—interpreter of the Divine
purposes and thoughts. If those purposes and thoughts-
should happen to lurk in mysterious doctrines of Religion
then the prophet is simply an exegetes, . or expounder'
But, it is true, if they lurk in the dark mazes of time and
futurity unrolling itself from. the central. .present, then the
prophet means a seer or reader of the . future, in our
ordinary modern sense. But this modern sense is neither
the Mahometan sense, nor that which prevails in the New
Testament. Mahomet is the prophet of God—not in the
sense of predicter from afar, but as the (supposed) organ
of communication between God and man, or revealer of
the Divine will. In St. Paul, again, "gifts "of prophecy
mean uniformly any extraordinary' qualifications for un-
folding the meaning of Scripture doctrine, or introducing
light and coherency amongst their elements,' and perhaps
never the qualifications for inspired foresight" [De
Qumcey's Works (Masson) Vol. V' ., p. 289 note].
Hence the Greek word ^q^tjs corresponds to the

Hebrew word nabi and indicates one who is of enthusiastic
spirit, and speaks on behalf of God to men. According to
St. Thomas rrpo^rj-n)'; is from rrpo^awdv which signifies

to appear," "quia scilicet eis (prophelis) aliqua,
qum sunt procul, apparent." Others derive the word
irom rrpofyavai which suggest either '' to announce
beforehand" or "to announce on behalf of another,"
i.e., on behalf of God. Hence prophecy means Revela-
tion. But in a special sense, prophecy is taken to mean

the pre-knowledge and prediction of future events
divinely given to the soul."

II.—Motive of Credibility.

fJii
1

? ,Y*Ucan Council defines prophecies as "Divine
lS w,uch

' Mnce Uioy shew clearly the infinite knowledge
206
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of God, are most certain signs of Divine Revelation, and

are accommodated to the intelligence of all." Prophecy

differs from a miracle inasmuch as it belongs to the intel-

lectual, whereas a miracle belongs to the sensitive order.

HI.—Heterodox notions of Prophecy.

Rationalists reject the idea of prophecy. Some identify

it with the tendency to divination which exists in all

forms of religion, and which is based on credulity. Others

say that the predictions were nothing more than the a.

priori assumption that God will bless the just and punish

the wicked. Auguste Sabatier writes: "The Hebrew

seers (like the Sibyls and the soothsayer Tiresias) never

possessed the miraculous gift of reading the future. The

superiority of their inspiration is from another source. It

is due to a purer idea of God, to a more elevated ideal of

justice, to a" religion essentially moral, to their indefectible

faith i'n the triumph of the Law, and of the holy and

merciful will of the Eternal: Resting on the one hand on

the- sovereignty of their. God, and on the other on the

inflexible law' of moral conscience, they announced with

certainty the chastisement of the wicked, the consolation

of the oppressed, the return of captives, the healing of the

sick, the salvation of all who repent and amend. The

Kingdom of God would be the effect.of this conversion of

hearts and wills. Such were the prophecies of John the

Baptist, such were those of Christ Himself : they do not in

any way proceed from a special gift or miraculous- power

of divination, but from a firmer moral conviction, a more

profound life in God, a more sincere and disinterested

piety. . . . The moral idea of prophecy remains, but the

miraculous element has gone" (Esquisse d'une phtlo-

sophie de la Religion d'apres la psychologie et I histoire,

p. 94. So also Spinoza, Renan, etc.).

IV.—Catholic idea of Prophecy.

What is the proper object of prophecy?

- Things are distant: (1) locally; (2) because of want of

knowledge {e.g., supernatural mysteries hidden in God),

(3) because of their ^determination such as tutu e con-

tingent events, which constitute the proper objectot

prophecy. Hence the definition of prophecy :
lnt

;

l ' Ub
'^

fortelling of a future contingent event, which, can be

certainly foreseen by supernatural light alone.
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(<0

(6)

00

Infallible—to eliminate mere conjecture.

Foretelling- of a. future contingent event, such as

those which depend on freedom of the will.

Requiring supernatural light, inasmuch as a future

contingent event is indifferent either to being or to

non-being.

ist Corollary: The prophetic light is a transient im-

pression (Cj. 4 Kings iv. 2?).

2nd Corollary: Prophetic knowledge
, implies two

things:
.

(1) Representation of the future contingent event,

and

(2) Infallible judgment concerning it..

3rd Corollary : The principal element in prophetic

revelation is the supernatural light—not the representation

of a future contingent event. Representations were given

to Pharaoh, to Nabuchodonosor, to Baltassar, etc., and

they were not prophets. '
•

V.—Different kinds of Prophecy.

~S

So

,as regards extension f and extension

of Enowlegde to a -j

~ or : •

future event. I non-extension to

fi.. a fixed time.

I

2. the Divine origin of

! : the prophecy. :

I 3. the significance of

*• the. future event.

fa
u
(U

• •§£? rdo"1

c ^^
S c ii

,* O O
c -« 5
\&&*
fcg."3

, ..
'

. t (future unconditional : prophecy of
^regards the nature of

prescience,
the future contingent J

futurebondî onal: prophecy of com-
evenr.

y ruination.

[Intellectual vision,

formally^ Vision through imagination.
^Vision through the senses.

fin state of wakefulness,
materially-! In ecstasy or rapture.

(.In sleep.

(A) From standpoint of the object known,
(a) As regards extent of the knowledge concerning the

future event, there are four grades :

i° Most perfect : future event, exact time, Divine

origin of prophecy, and meaning of future event-
all known, e.g., Our Lord's announcement of Plis

Passion and Resurrection.
2 Future event, its meaning, Divine origin of pro-

phecy known, e.g., Our Lord's prophecy of the

end of the world. The destruction of Jerusalem is

foretold as a figure of the catastrophic destruction

of the world (Cf. Matthew xxiv> 1-36).
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3 Future event and its meaning known. A prophet
may speak from a sort of instinct as well as from
definite revelation. When he speaks from instinct

_
the Divine origin of the prophecy is not clear.

4 .
Future event known. Both Divine origin and
meaning are unknown, e.g., Caiphas' prophecy as
narrated in John xi. 49 sq.

Regarding the meaning of the predicted event, it may
be supernatural, e.g., Incarnation, Mission of the Holy
Ghost, etc., or a future contingent event of the natural

order e,g., destruction of Jerusalem.

(b) The nature of the future contingent event supplies a
twofold divison.

i° Prophecy of prescience (unconditioned).

2 Prophecy of commination (conditioned), e.g., Pro-

. phecy of. Jonas (Jonas in. 4); Prophecy of Isaias

to Ezechias (Is. xxx-uiiu.2).

(B) From standpoint of mode of cognition.

The mode may be taken :

(a) Formally. .'••.;
1° Intellectual vision.

2 Picture in the imagination, e.g., God, angel or

man speaking, words heard, etc.

3 Sensitive image, e.g., seven full ears of corn.

(b) Materially.
1° In a state of wakefulness.

2 In ecstasy or rapture. ,

3 In sleep.

Art. II.—Possibility of Prophecy.

-I.—God can communicate prophetic knowledge to man.

Major : God can communicate to man those things which

He knows.
Minor: But He knows infallibly future contingent

things. .

Conclusion: Therefore He can communicate to man the

knowledge of future contingent things.

Major is proved. Knowledge of a future contingent

event exceeds the capacity of our intellect, not because

the future event possesses an intrinsic supernatural

character (as in the case of the mystery of the Trinity), but

because of its contingency or indetermination. God can

direct human concepts to such an event by the infusion

o
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of prophetic light. Light modally supernatural (i.e., light

corresponding to a miracle of the first order) is sufficient.

Minor is frovcd. If God did. not know from eternity all

future contingent things, He would pass from power to

act (i.e., from potentiality to achievement)—a consequence

opposed to His infinite perfection. Eternity, which exists

simultaneously, comprises the whole of time in a changeless

present. The prescience of God in regard to future con-

tingent things does not affect freedom. " Since the Divine

will is most efficacious, it not only follows that those things

are done which God wishes to be done, but it follows that

they are done in the manner in which God wishes—some
necessarily and some freely" (ia 19, 8). ,

II.—God alone can by His power give to man prophetic know-

ledge of future contingent things. God is the absolutely uni-

versal Cause, unchangeable, and hence He alone can infallibly

know future things.

III.—God alone can communicate to man certain knowledge

of the secrets of hearts. This knowledge is described by St

Paul as " discernment of spirits" (1 Cor. xii. 10), Secret

thoughts in the mind and affections in the will as such, apart

from their effects, are known to God alone, because both intel-

lect and will are subject to Him. The interior life is the special

domain of God., History can tell nothing of the interior life of

St. Joseph and of the Blessed Virgin. " God hath hidden me
in His tabernacle " (Ps. xxvi. 5).

Art. III.—Discernibility of Prophecy.

Rationalists claim that even if supernatural prophecy

were possible, it could not be discriminated from conjec-

ture.

The Vatican Council (d. i?qo) teaches that " prophecies

are Divine facts, which, since they clearly shew the infinite

knowledge of God, are most certain signs of Divine Reve-
lation and accommodated to the intelligence of all."

I.—The prediction of a future contingent event and Us

subsequent fulfilment are facts quite within the power of

the human mind to verify,

II.—Many prophecies may with certainty be differentiated

from human conjecture and from the divination of spirits.

i° Common opinion.
In cases where (1) minute circumstances regarding

future contingent events are clearly announced, (2) the
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events being remote, (3) many and complex, (4) dependent
on the free-will of several, (5) when, as sometimes happens,

a miracle depending on Divine free-will is foretold—pro-

phecies with these characteristics can be discriminated with
certainty from human conjecture.

The theory of probability shews that in regard to a
number of circumstances, the probability of the fulfilment

of each being ten to one, the probability of the fulfilment

of two is a hundred to one, of three a thousand to one,

and soon. The possibility of fortuitous occurrence is soon
practically eliminated.

2 Philosophic Reason.
Major: It is impossible with certitude to predict, natur-

ally or fortuitously, long before the event, to predict too

with minute circumstances future contingent events, the

greater number of which depend on human freedom, and
some on Divine freedom.
Minor; But many' predictions are of such a nature, e.g.,

propagation .of Monotheism, Davidic origin of the Mes-
siah, characteristics of the Messiah, passion and death of

the Messiah, conversion of Gentile nations, etc.

Conclusion: Therefore these predictions are beyond
human power and postulate the infinite prescience of God.
(A) How prophecy differs from chance occurrence.

Chance is the accidental meeting of causes. A man digs

a grave and unexpectedly find treasure. The digging of

the grave is intentional. The hiding of the treasure was
intentional. The accidental meeting of the causes^ (hiding

and digging) constitutes chance. In the following five

cases the possibility of chance is eliminated.

, (1) Many things cannot by chance concur to the forma-

tion of one perfect result. Otherwise the perfect result

(e.g., faculty of vision) would be without a reason of

being.

: (2) From one principle, many parts, connected inter se,

cannot come by chance, e.g., from an acorn, the different

parts of an oak.

(3) From one principle there cannot come by chance

some definite effect, e.g., an act of intelligence from the

intellectual faculty, or an act of vision from the sensitive

faculty. Chance, i.e., the accidental conjunction of causes,

is eliminated by the simplicity of both terminus a quo and

terminus ad quern.

(4) Things which happen invariably or frequently are
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not caused by, chance, otherwise the constancy -would be
without a reason of being.

(5) Chance cannot be the first cause of the disposition

of things, inasmuch as a cause per accidens presupposes a

cause per se to which it is an accident. Otherwise the

order of things would come from the absence of order.

These principles illustrate the difference between the

fulfilment of a true prophecy, and fortuitous occurrence

based on natural conjecture.

(a) In the fulfilment of many prophecies, various

elements concur to the realisation of one contingent effect

clearly predicted.

(b) From the primitive and simple promise of a

Redeemer came many results admirably connected inter se.

(c) From one principle there cannot come by chance the

unity of the consummation and perfection of innumerable

souls. From the promise of a Redeemer comes the con-

summation of the Judaic-Christian Religion which has

brought and brings to unity in Christ countless souls of

good-will. ;'..'.

(d) Similar things which happen frequently or invariably

cannot proceed from chance. In various prophecies of the

Old Testament, similar events are foretold, especially the

Messiah and His works.
(e) The Jewish religion is a prophecy of the Christian

religion. The orderly development and fulfilment of this

great historical prophecy cannot be due to chance, other-

wise order would come from disorder—-organic develop-

ment of a unique kind, would be due to .an accidental

cause.

(B) How prophecy is discriminated from conjecture

which is fortuitously verified.

Renan wrote that the Messianic hope caused expectation
on the part of the Jews, and when Christ appeared His
friends gave Him the name and attributed to Him the qua^

lities of the Messiah. Christ at first had no consciousness
of being the Messiah, but gradually the conviction came.
His disciples tried to shew that in Him the Messianic pro-

phecies were fulfilled.

Critique

(0) Just as the order of the world does not come from
blind necessity, so the order of prophecy and Its f«I-
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filment do not come from natural necessity without
the arrangement of Divine Providence.

(6) Prophetic announcement is concerned not with a
future necessary occurrence, but with a future con-
tingent event, depending on the free-will of many.

(c) Moreover in some cases the future contingent event
is a miracle to be attributed to Divine Free-will, e.g.,

Incarnation, Resurrection, Mission of the Holy-
Ghost, propagation of the Church, perpetuity of the
Church, etc.

(d) The Messianic hope did not naturally appear
amongst the Jews. The Jews frequently refused to

believe the prophets and killed them. The Apostles
and Evangelists were not alone in shewing that
Christ fulfilled prophecy. The fulfilment was and
is a historic fact.

Moreover Divine Providence would not allow false pro-

phecy in all its minute circumstances to be fulfilled. Other-
wise God would permit men to be invincibly deceived in

matters which concern their salvation.

III.—Some prophecies, taken individually, can be discrimin-

ated from human conjecture or divination of spirits only with

moral certitude.

This moral certitude is based on the consideration of cir-

cumstances.
Do the circumstances point to honesty, seriousness,

virtue? If the prophet be a man of holy life, one may
believe that a prophecy fulfilled has come from God.

Art. IV.—Probative force of Prophecy.

I.—Teaching of the Church.

"Prophecies are most certain signs of Divine Revela-

tion " (d. ifgo). The Apostles and especially St. Mat-

thew appeal to the fulfilment of prophecies of the Old

Testament.

II.—The probative force of prophecy is proved by reason.

A Divine sign—the seal of God—most certainly confirms

Divine Revelation, and prophecy is undoubtedly a sign

which can come from God alone.

Prophecy fulfilled directly shews the infinite knowledge

of God, as a miracle shews the Divine omnipotence.

Prophecy fulfilled indirectly shews the Divine origin ot
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Revelation. Otherwise God would be a witness to false

teaching.

The connection between the prophecy and the revealed

doctrine to be confirmed is declared by the prophet expli-

citly or implicitly (Cf. Matt. xii. 39).

Some prophecies are intrinsic to Religion, e.g., those

announcing the Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection, Inde-

fectibility of the Church, etc. Similarly some miracles,

e.g., Resurrection, Ascension, etc., belong intrinsically to

Religion and not merely extrinsically as the giving of sight

to the man born blind.

SECTION VI

TESTIMONY OF CHRIST



CHAPTER XIX

EXISTENCE OF REVELATION

INTRODUCTION

§ 1.—On the Method and Division of this Treatise.

I.—Two methods are possible : progressive and regressive.

The religious systems of the present day are chiefly

three—Christianity, Islamism and Buddhism. There can
be no doubt of the supremacy of the Christian Faith, and
if there is a Revelation, it must be first sought in the
religion established by Christ. In this religion there are
three stages—Primeval, Mosaic, and Christian.

(A) Up to the Nineteenth Century many apologists
used the progressive method, and tried to prove the
Divine origin of (i) the Primeval stage; (2) the Mosaic,
confirmed by the miracles of Moses and prophets, and (3)
of the religion of Christ and the Catholic Church. Re-
cently Ottiger. has attempted this task. But the long
treatment involved, and the many difficulties raised
against the Books of the Old Testament (difficulties better
and more fully solved by commentators on Holy Scripture)
forbid the exclusive use of this method.
(B) Hence during the Nineteenth Century many

Apologists had recourse to the regressive method, begin-
ning by an examination of the religion of Christ, and in

this way illustrating, by the light of the New Testament
and the fulfilment of prophecy, primitive testimonies and
documents of the Old Testament. Some (e.g., Brugere)
establish the truths of Christianity and of Cathoticism
separately. Others (e.g., Lacordaire, Card. Deschamps,
Didiot, etc) find in the marks of the Church " a great and
perpetual motive of Credibility and irrefragable testimony
of its Divine mission. Hence the Church, as ' a standard
to the nations,' both invites to itself those who have not

as yet received the Faith, and makes her own children

more certain that the Faith which they possess rests upon

217
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a solid foundation " (Vat. Council, d. ijgq). These An l

gists using the testimony of the Church illustrate Vth
clearer light the historical part of Apologetics the [if

doctrine, miracles of Christ and the Messianic propheci
^

Finally the testimony of Christ vouches for the Divin*
origin of the Mosaic and of the primeval, stages. Th

6

regressive method, proceeding as it does from the com
6

plex fact of the life of the Church to its principles H
analytic in character, whereas the progressive method is
more or less synthetic.

IL—Value of the regressive method.
.

This method is suitable for many reasons, but should
not be exclusively used.

(A) Regressive method suitable in many respects
it is

:

(i) Easier, as the method sets out from the better
known. ~

(2) Shorter and more convincing inasmuch as the solu-
tion of historical and critical questions on the origin
of Christianity is strengthened by the tradition of
the Church.

(3) More conformable to the idea of " Catholic Apolo-'
getics," as it marshals rational arguments " under
the direction of Faith."

'

(4) Shews that "Christian Apologetics" and "Catho-
lic Apologetics," for whatever purpose they may be
provisionally distinguished, are really identical.

(5) Seems more in accordance with the words of the
Vatican Council, which asserts that the Church is
a perpetual motive of Credibility, and an irre-
fragable proof of its own Divine mission."

(6) Is traditional, as the distinction between Christi-
anity and Catholicism arose subsequent to the
Keformation.

used^
The regressive meth°d should not be exclusively

(1) The Vatican Council affirms the probative force ot
the miracles and prophecies of Moses and of Christ
bejore it considers the Church,

n? "V
1
TrHes (Encyclical

(

" Providcntisshnus

ru /'' ,at s!nce the magisterium of the
Church rests on the testimony of Sacred Scripture,
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belief in Sacred Scripture as authentic and genuine
documents must be vindicated.

(3) It is more natural to set forth the historical testi-

mony of Christ regarding His Divine mission, the
mysteries to be believed, precepts to be observed,
institution of the Church, before motives of Credi-
bility are considered. These motives, especially

the life and marks of the Church, confirm such
testimony.

III.—Union of both methods.

As in physical science analytical and synthetic methods

are united, so, in the science of' Apologetics, it is best to

unite the regressive and progressive methods. Accord-

ingly the testimony of Christ regarding His own Divine

mission will have first place, followed by the motives of

Credibility best known to us, namely, life and doctrine of

the Church ; and finally, the mind of the enquirer will be

directed to weigh the evidence of miracles and prophecy

in the past. Thus the second part of Catholic Apologetics

will be divided as follows :

Introduction on Method and on the Historical Au-
thority of the Gospels.

Testimony of Christ regarding His Divine mission, mysteries and precepts

to be believed, and the institution of the Church.

Confirmation by internal motives.

Confirmation by sublimity of doctrine and life of the Church.

Confirmation by miracles and prophecy.

Christianity compared with Mosaic religion.

Christianity compared with other forms of religion.

Conclusion : Necessity of embracing the Catholic Faith.

§ 2.—Historical Authority of the Four Gospels.

Art. I,—Preliminary remarks.

. The teaching and history of Christ are found in the

New Testament, and especially in the Four Gospels, lo

prove the existence of Christian Revelation, it is sufhaent

to prove the historical authority of the Gospels. Many

Rationalists no longer question the historical character ot

the principal epistkts of St. Paul, e.g., 1 Thessalomans.

Galatians, Corinthians, Romans, Philippians. Harnack

and Jiilicher acknowledge that these epistles were written

about a.d. 49-59 or a.d. 53-64.
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The Inspiration of the Gospels is not considered Iw

the question to be considered is their historical Vi ;

(i) Are they genuine and authentic, i.e., written h^Vauthors to whom they are attributed and therefor* n, 7t .

tative; (a) are they -integral," i.e., in substan fal^ment with the original documents; (3) are they histoSl"trustworthy as to the narration of facts, i e il
Y

character of the Evangelists such that they were Zhu
deceived nor themselves guilty of deception. The fXand adequate treatment of this question is found in VT
writings of Biblical scholars (Lepin, Comely D^ 6

Jacquier, etc.). .

J
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I.—Method.
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(b) Mythism: Strauss (1808-1874), whose book Leben
]esti was translated into English by Miss Marian Evans
(known later as George Eliot), maintained that the
miraculous element in the Gospels is mythical—invented

150 years after, the death of Christ.

(c) Evolutionism : The Tubingen school whose founder
was Baur (1^2-1860) held that Christianity is the syn-
thesis of two opposite tendencies. " Thesis " and " Anti-
thesis " are (according to the Hegelian idea) rendered
compatible in "Synthesis." The doctrines of Peter and
Paul (thesis and antithesis), enshrined respectively in the
Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Luke, are unified in a
higher synthesis in the Gospels of St. Mark and St. John.
To this school belong Zeller, Schwegler, Ritschl,

Pfleiderer.

(d) Modernism: The modern critical school holds that

the teaching of Christ was gradually idealised. Hence
different stages of judgment regarding Christ. He is

(1) Son of God; (2) equal to the Father; (3) miraculously
born of a Virgin, etc. The genuineness and historical

character of the .Gospel of St. John is usually denied.

(This school includes Reuss, Renan, Sabatier, A. Rdville,

J. Rdville, Stapfer, Harnack, H. Holtzmann, O. Holtz-
mann, Julicher, Cheyne, Loisy, and other Modernists).

Of these critics Adolph Harnack is undoubtedly the

ablest. His recent judgments are that the Gospel of St.

Mark was written about 65-70 by a disciple of Peter; the

Gospel of St. Luke 78-83, perhaps earlier, 60-70, and is

genuine; the: Gospel of St.' Matthew (i.e., the Greek
version) 70-75 by an unknown author; the Gospel of St.

John 80-110 by a priest named John (not the Evangelist).

III.—Teaching of the Church.

The Biblical Commission (June 19th, 191 1, and June
26thj 1912) teaches the genuineness, the chronological

order of composition (i.e., 1st, Aramaic Gospel of St.

Matthew; 2nd, St. Mark; 3rd, St. Luke) and the

historical charcter of the Synoptic Gospels. The Com-
mission allows the hypothesis regarding the priority of

the Gospels of St. Mark and St. Luke to the Greek version

of St. Matthew to be tenable. The Commission dis-

approves of the attitude of those who, "resting on no

testimony of tradition or historical argument, adopt the

hypothesis of two sources to explain the composition of
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the Greek version of St. Matthew and of the Pn
St. Luke from their dependence on the Gospel

I of e°
f

Mark and on the so-called ' Sayings of the Lord' » *'
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about ten years. Mark is next found at Rome—a trusted
friend of St. Paul who was a prisoner. In St. Paul's
second captivity he wrote to Timothy, who was at
Ephesus, asking him to bring Mark with him to Rome,
" for he is profitable to me for the ministry." St. Peter

in his first epistle (1 Pet. v. 12-13) written at Rome speaks
of Sylvanus " a faithful brother " and of "my son, Mark,"
who is with him. During the ten years' gap in Mark's
life, just alluded to, Mark followed St. Peter, taking notes

of his teaching, and thus preparing material for his

Gospel.

The date of the publication of St. Mark's Gospel (the

material most probably existed for some years before pub-
lication) is probably about the year of St. Peter's death,

67 a.d. The suggestion of the Tubingen school of a
second-century date is now abandoned.

3.—Concerning the authorship of the third Gospel and
of the Acts, the following points are certain :

.(r) The Acts is the work of one of St. Paul's travelling

companions, who was often present at the incidents

and scenes described.

(2) The Gospel and the Acts were written by the same
author.

(3) Amongst St. Paul's travelling companions Luke,
" the beloved physician, " to whom tradition ascribes

. the books, was pre-eminent.

(4) The language of the book presupposes an educated
author, and most probably a physician, because of

the use of medical terms.

The Acts terminates at the end of the second year of

St. Paul's imprisonment at Rome, a.d. 63. The Gospel
was the first of St. Luke's two books, and consequently was
written before A.D. 63, and as it seems to imply knowledge
of St. Mark's Gospel, the material of the latter must have
been accessible about a.d. 60.

The conclusion emphasised by Sanday, Harnack, and
many others is that the materials of the Synoptic Gospels

were practically all in being before the destruction of Jerii'-

salem ("a.d. jo), and that the after-time had no serious

effect upon them.
The Biblical Commission disapproves of the hypothesis

of " two sources " adopted on " no testimony of tradition

or historical argument " to explain the composition of the
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Art. II.—Genuineness and Integrity of the Gospels.

I-—Extrinsic arguments.

First Century : .

i.-First Epistle of St. Clement to the Corinthians
(a.d. c 96) contams six texts taken from the Synoptic
Gospels. The sense is given, not the literal words
2.—Didache i.e., doctrine of the Twelve Apostles

(a-.-d.8o.wo) discovered in 1873 in the library of Constan-

cf ?]
6^7 Ph,IS*eus Bryennius, cites words taken from

St. Matthew and St. Luke.
3.—Epistle attributed to St. Barnabas (c. a d 08-100)

contains allusions to St. Matthew, St. Mark and St Luke
4.-St. Ignatius, Martyr (+ c. a.d. 110), borrows sen"

tences from St. Matthew and St. John.
5-^" Pastor" of Hermas (c. a.d. Ho) quotes several

texts from each of the four Evangelists.

_
6.—Epistle of St. Polycarp also mentions passages from

the four Gospels..

7.—As already related, Eusebius (Book III c -?o)
quotes a fragment from a work of Papias, bishop of Hiera-

.
pohs in Phrygia (c. i3o a.d.) who was a disciple of St.
John, friend of St. Polycarp and master of St. Irenes
Papias mentions the Gospels of St. Matthew and St. Mark.
Second Century

:

(A) Patristic testimony.
1.—St. Justin (Apologia I., 66) narrates that at Chris-

tian meetings the Gospels were read. In his Dialogue
with Trypho (n. 103) he states that the Gospels were
written by Apostles and Disciples. Again in Apologia I.,
i5> he cites about twenty verses from the Sermon on the
Mount; he refers to Messianic prophecies contained in the
first Gospel. He describes the Annunciation and many
incidents of the birth of Christ contained in St. Luke.

,

2-—Tatian, disciple of St. Justin, a Sj'rian, wrote the
Viatesseron—a harmony of the four Gospels—about a.d.
170.

3-—The Muratorian Canon (a fragment found by Mura-
ton in the Ambrosian Library in 1749) composed before
200 a.d. mentions St. Luke's Gospel as the third, and St.
John's Gospel as the fourth.

4--1—St. Irenreus, Bishop of Lyons, wrote his book
A-dversus Harcses about a.d. 1S0. He has the following

p
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words: "Matthew published his Gospel, (written in the
Hebrew tongue) when Peter and Paul were preaching at
Rome and founding the Church. After their death, Mark
disciple and interpreter of Peter, handed down in writing-

to us the truth that Peter taught. And Luke, follower of
Paul, wrote in a book the Gospel preached by him (Paul).
Afterwards, John, disciple of the Lord, who reclined upon
His breast, published a Gospel, whilst he- stayed at
Ephesus in Asia." St. Irenaeus was a disciple of St.
Polycarp, who was a disciple of St. John (Cf. " Adversus
Hcbtcscs," Book III., c. i, n. i).

5.—Tertullian (c. a.d. 200) regarded the claim to be
beyond controversy that the four Gospels had been in the
possession of the Church since the time of the Apostles.
"Matthew and John being Apostles; Mark and Luke
disciples of Apostles " (Adv. Mariconem, Book IV., c. 2
and 5),

6.—Clement of Alexandria in his Stromata (c. a.d. 200)
mentions the names of the four Evangelists, and dis-

criminates their writings from Apocryphal works
'("Stromata," Book III. 13; Book- 1. 21).

7-—Origen (c. A.D. 200) writes that the four are the
only Gospels approved by the Church (Luc. horn, I.).

.

(B) Testimony of heretics.

Many of the Gnostics admitted the genuineness of the
fourth Gospel, from which they tried to deduce their
doctrine of "^Eons" (e.g., Basilides and Valentinus).
Marcion chose the Gospel of St. Luke as the expression of
the original doctrine rightly set forth by St. Paul. Celsus
stated that heretics- tried to change the words of the
Gospel in defence of their errors (Cf. Origen, Contra
Celsum II. 13-16).

Conclusion: It is clear that the four Gospels were in
use at the end of the Second Century in churches far
apart, and that their genuineness was acknowledged with-
out question. If these four- Gospels are not genuine,
several morally impossible results, indicated in the fol-

lowing- questions, ensue

:

(1) Why did Apostolic Fathers, Bishops and faithful
receive as their rule of Faith the Gospels if

apocrypha! ?

(2) Why did not heretics and paeans deny their

genuineness?
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(3) How was it that the different churches received theGospels as Apostolic?

*c<-eivea tne

(4) If the Gospels are not genuine, who are theirauthors, when and where were they written?
II—-Intrinsic Arguments.

The genuineness of the Gospels is confirmed bv intnnsic criteria. . 1 . -

u/ m"

(A) As
J

regards the- Synoptic Gospels, examinationshews that their authors were illiterate Jews, who kTw notGreek and used many Hebraisms. They belong to TeFirst Century, inasmuch as (in their description of placesmanners, things and persons) they relate very minSecircumstances without error, which would have been impossible for.wnters of their very moderate ability after thedestruction of Jerusalem and of the Temple. Moreoverm the Synoptic Gospels the prophecy of the destruction
of Jerusalem is associated with the end of the world, whichproves that the prophecy was written before a.d. ?0
tt

M. Rackham in his Commentary on the Acts writes-
St. Luke is equally at home with the Sanhedrin and its

parties, the priests and the temple guard, and the Hero-dian princes at Jerusalem, with the proconsul of CyprusandAcha,a,th^w of the Synagogue and the first menof Antioch in P.sid.a the friest of Zeus at Lystra, the
frcBtors hctors and jailer at Philippi, the folitarchs of
Thessalonica, the Areopagus of Athens, the Asiarchs with
the people, assembly and secretary at Ephesus, the
centurions, tribune and procurator of Judaea, the first man
ot Malta, and the captain of the camp at Rome. Such
accuracy would have been almost impossible for a writer
compiling the history fifty years later. In some cases
where his statements had been impugned, St. Luke has
been signally vindicated by the discovery of inscriptions,
as in the case of the politarch of Thessalonica and the pro-
consul of Cyprus" (Acts, p. xlv.).

_
To sum up, Catholic critics conclude (Harnack regards

the opinion as probable) that the Synoptic Gospels were
wntten between the years 50 and 70, probably about the
ye
2ns' and the fourtl1 Gospel between So and 100 a.d.
(B) The Fourth Gospel.
Internal evidence shows that the author was

:

(1) A Jew. There are many Hebraisms, and the Jew-
ish customs and Messianic idea are perfectly
described.
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(2) An eye-witness, because of his vivid descriptions
of various characters, e.g., John the Baptist, Peter
Mary Magdalene, Martha,. Samaritan woman, man
born blind, etc.

(3) An Apostle. He knew minute details of the life of
Our Lord, His thoughts and prayers, His secret
interview with Nicodemus, with the Samaritan
woman, etc.

(4) John, son of Zebedee. He is never "John" in the
Fourth Gospel, but the disciple "whom Jesus loved.." •

(5) In the last chapter, the authenticity of which is not
disproved, it is said of the disciple whom Jesus
loved :

" This is that disciple who giveth testimony
of these things, and hath written these things, and
we know that his testimony is true."

Differences of arrangement and matter between the
Fourth and the Synoptic Gospels prove nothing against
its genuineness, but show that:

(1) John wished to supply what was wanting in the
other Gospels. Hence he describes the Judean
ministry, teaches more explicitly the Divinity of

Christ, and for this purpose makes choice of the

miracles and words of Our Lord.
(2) Differences are also due to the gifts of the writers,

to which St. Paul alludes 1 Cor. xiii. 4. St. John's
special gifts were interpretation of the words of

Christ, and the "word of wisdom " mentioned in

1 Cor. ii. 6-10.

(3) Apparent discrepancies are really a proof of the

genuineness of the four Gospels. Brugere argues
thus : If the books associated with the names of the

Apostles are the works of subsequent writers, the

books were written either frankly and without
intention of fraud, or deceitfully with such inten-

tion. If the first, why so many and such minute
instances of agreement, if the latter, why differences

of arrangement and matter ?

III.—Integrity of thc*Gospe!s.

In order to establish the Divine origin of Christianity,
it is sufficient to defend historically the substantial in-

tegrity of the Gospels as to doctrine and principal facts.

Nowadays after diligent examination of manuscripts, .

versions, citations from the Fathers, non-Catholic critics
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allow that there was no substantial alteration of the text
of the Gospels from the time of the last revision i?
ad. 70-90 for the Synoptic Gospels, and a.d. II0-I20 'for
the Fourth Gospel. There are various readings, but most
are only verbal transpositions, or synonymous terms or
modifications in orthography. About ten passages* refer
to doctrine, but these passages contain nothing essential
af^ng the Poaching of Christ, and the principal facts

Art. III.—Historical character of the Gospels.
Some Rationalists (e.g., Baur) did not hesitate to

accuse the Evangelists of deliberate and conscious deceit
Renan and others attributed their views to hallucination'
Modernists assert that Christ's historical person was
transfigured by a process of idealisation due to the faith
and enthusiasm of His disciples. (x>. 2076.)

I.—Historicity of the Synoptic Gospels.

(a) The hypothesis of hallucination.
How could all the Evangelists in regard to the same

facts, throughout their lives, and in the same way have
suffered from hallucination? Nay, the deadliest enemies
of Christ must have been affected in the same way, as they
could not deny, and did not attempt to deny, the miracles.
This hypothesis is clearly absurd.

(b) Equally absurd is the hypothesis of wilful deceit.
Thegoodness and simplicity of the Apostles are apparent.
They could hope for no gain, temporal or eternal, from,
falsehood, but on the contrary persecution and suffering.
They sealed their testimony, with their blood. They died
martyrs, i.e., witnesses^ shewing no fanaticism, but humi-
lity and patience. How has it come to pass that the sup-
posed fraud has been fruitful for nineteen centuries in
sanctity and beneficence ?

(c) Process of Idealisation.

(1) The supposed process cannot be admitted. The
Synoptic writers relate, in a historical and literal way, the
political, moral and religious state of the Jews. Why
should their narrative of the words and works of Christ be
less accurate? Transformation and deformation of the

* The authentic!ty of the following passages has been questioned : (i)
Mark xvi, -9-20

; (2) Luke xxn. 43-.14 ; (3) John vn. 53—vm. 11 ; (4)
Matthew xxvin. 19 ; (5) Attribution of Magnificat to Mary, Luke 1. 46 ; (6)
John v. 3-4.
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^twwct: The principal aim of the Fourth Gospel isdogmatic. The Evangelist wishes to shew clearlv that

Jesus is the Son of God (Of. John xx. 3i). But it does
not follow that the words and works of Christ narrated in
this Gospel are not historically true. To prove a truth of
such moment, a sincere author will . bring forward onlv
deeds and words, absolutely unexceptionable as to truth
and weight.

(A) Historicity of. the Facts.
The. objection. has been made: Many facts narrated in

this Gospel do not appear in the Synoptic Gospels, and
are therefore not historical.

Answer: (a) The facts peculiar to the Fourth Gospel
are not narrated as allegories or parables, but as real
events.

.(b) Some facts common to the Fourth and to the
-Synoptics are related practically in the same way as they
appear in St. Matthew, St. Mark and St. Luke (Cf.
Testimony of St. John the Baptist, ejection of sellers front
the Temple, walking upon the waters, anointing of Jesus
in Bethany, triumphal entry into Jerusalem, history of the
Passion).

(c) Moreover, St. John aimed at supplementing the
narratives of his predecessors. Accordingly he passes
oyer quickly the Galilean and narrates facts of the Judean
ministry. He does not repeat the circumstances of the
institution of the Eucharist, but describes the promise of
the same. He passes over the raising to life of the
daughter Of Jairus, and of the widow's son at Nairn, he
omits the confession of St. Peter, but he records. the
miracle at Cana, the secret visit of Nicodemus, the inter-
view with the Samaritan woman, the giving of sight to a
man congenitally blind, the cure of the paralytic at the
probatic pool, the raising of Lazarus to life. All these
facts he describes with details of place and time, noting
usage and' tradition of the Jews. Allegorical suggestion
in regard to these facts is as void of foundation as in

regard to incidents narrated by the four Evangelists.
(B) Historicity of the Discourses.

>

Modernists and Rationalists object that there is a great
difference between the discourses recorded in the Fourth
Gospel, and those which appear in the Synoptics, both as
regards doctrine and style. It is claimed that the
Synoptic writers record moral precepts in a simple style,
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whereas John teaches sublime dogmas in an l

Answer: (a) In the Synoptics we have often merelv h
substance of the discourses of Christ. ConiDar q
Luke's account of the Sermon on the Mount with th t
St. Matthew. This instance suggests that it should*
be matter of wonder if John records discourses mor

"^

length, especially when he touches on higher m'yste'rW
(b) Moreover, the dogmatic aim of the Fourth Gosne!

should be considered. St. John stresses the Divinity of
Christ, which at that time was denied by the gnostic
Cerinthus and by the Ebionites. To meet: this denial St
John chose for narration words and deeds of Christ in
which His glory and power are reflected. The Synoptics
too, express His Divinity, but less explicitly.

'

(c) Again, St. John's mode of writing is suitable as an
expression of the sublime doctrine which he teaches. His
.style is more ornate, more vivid; .his temperament and
special calling are reflected therein ; he was' the "disciple
whom Jesus loved," who rested his head upon the breast
of Christ at the last Supper, to whom Christ, when
dying, commended the care of His mother. But in the
words attributed to Christ, St. John does not introduce
his own ideas; indeed, in some cases, he carefully dis-
criminates his own reflections from the words of Christ
(Cf, %i. 21 ; xii. jj; mi. jg),

(d) With reference to apparent contradictions between
the fourth Gospel and the Synoptics, even non-Catholic
critics, who assume their reality, allow that they are
accidental, and do not affect the substance of the history
ot Christ, or His doctrine, but are concerned with details
ot chronology, and the number and order of His miracles,
in these supposed discrepancies, there is a clear proof :of
the sincerity of the Evangelists, for if they were not
sincere, they would have removed all appearance of con-
tradiction. Interesting corroboration of their accuracy
appears m some instances of supposed divergence. For
example, the Synoptics write of the Pharisees and Sad-
dles where St. John mentions High Priests and
Miansees. At that period it can be proved that the High
I nests were Sadducees.

a h\^i°
n: FeW profane books- of antiquity can boast

ThcSf y *? WeH SuPP°r^d as that of the Gospels.
ferst mention of Herodotus was made by Aristotle
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one hundred years after the death of the historian; the

second mention appears in Cicero, who lived three hun-

dred years later. Thucydides is first mentioned by
Cicero. Strauss acknowledged that he did not contest the

genuineness of the Gospels on historical grounds (Leben

]esu xxii.). So also writes Renan (Vie de Jesus vi.).

Zeller asserted that he would not believe the Resurrection

of Christ even if supported by most certain testimonies

(" Vortrage und Abhandlungen," Erste Sammlung,
Leipzig, 1875, p. 543)' It is not therefore historical con-

siderations which move Rationalists to reject the Gospel

testimony regarding the Supernatural.



CHAPTER XX

TESTIMONY OF CHRIST REGARDING HIS DIVINE MISSION AN
HIS DOCTRINE

§ 1.—His Mission.

I.—Heterodox Opinions. ;

Some Rationalists (Wellhausen, Schmidt, Wrede etc*
deny that Christ claimed to be the Messiah. They assert
that a declaration of Messiahship was ascribed to Him by
His disciples after His death, inasmuch as they believedm His Resurrection. Other Rationalists (Harnack
Holtzmann) allow that Christ declared that He was the
Messiah. Others again (Weiss, Loisy) formulate their
view in this way : Christ had not at first the consciousness
of His Messianic 1 dignity, and when He exercised His
ministry He did not say that He was the Messiah, nor had
His miracles any such implication. But towards the end
of His hfe, He taught that He was the Messiah, or rather
that He would be King of the heavenly kingdom, which,
with the destruction of the world, was close at hand
(d. 2028, 2023).

H-—Christ taught most emphatically that He was the Messiah
announced by the prophets.

At the beginning of His ministry, He testified that He
was ambassador of God, and later more and more expli-
citly asserted that He was the Messiah and Redeemer.
Messiah (Hebrew, "masiah"; Septuagint, >'

Xp L(rr6s ";

John u 41; iv. 25, 26, "Meo-crtas "
; Vulgate, " ChrisLns")

means "anointed," i.e., anointed by God for His high
omce. In the Old Testament record, priests, prophets and
kings were anointed (Lev. iv. 3 , 16; 3 Kings xix. 16;
lJs. XVII, 57).,

- ° °

The Jews had corrupted the notion of Messiah and

El a
f
g
T
eat political Ieader

>
wh° would restore the

S°p 0f
}
SJ™ 1 and conquer all nations. Hence the

onl !• r
(Ma

!
L iL *3)- Christ corrected this errone-

ous prejudice, and taught His disciples that the Messiah
234
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announced by the prophets was described as humble,
patient, and was to give His life a redemption for many
(Matt. xx. 28). Because of the false belief of the Jews,

Christ did not at once disclose Himself, as He did not

wish to give countenance to the notion of temporal ruler.

St. John records their readiness to make Him king

(John vi. 15). He wished to instruct the Jews so that

gradually they might lay aside their erroneous belief, and
recognise His exclusively spiritual mission. Christ many
times asked those whom He had healed to be silent regard-

ing the benefit, lest the Jews might misinterpret the

exercise of His power as a sign of earthly kingship.

Hence in the progressive manifestation of His personality

and work there are two stages :

(A) The beginning of His ministry.

(a) His public declarations.

i° Christ declared His doctrinal and Messianic mission

when He preached that " the time is accomplished, and

the Kingdom- of God is at hand: repent and believe the

Gospel " (Mark i. 15). He chose His disciples and said

to them :
" Come ye after me, and I will make you to be

fishers of men " (Matt. iv. iq). " And Jesus went about

all Galilee, teaching in their synagogues, and preaching

the Gospel of the Kingdom: and healing all manner of

sickness, and every infirmity among the people " (Matt,

iv. 23). In the Sermon on the Mount He added to and

perfected the Mosaic Law on His own authority :
" It was

said to them of old—but I say to you." " He taught as

one having power (Matt. vii. 20).

2° He said to the Pharisees that He was " Lord even of

the Sabbath" (Matt. xii. 8), that He was greater than

Jonas and Solomon '(Matt. xii. 41, 42), greater than

David (Mark xii. 35-37)-
3° In the synagogue of Nazareth, when He had read the

words of Isaiah regarding the future Messiah, He said

:

"This day is fulfilled this scripture in your ears ' (Luke

iv. 18-21):
,

4° After the cure of the paralytic at the probatic pool,

Christ declared not only His Messiahship, but His

Divinity. He was so understood by the Jews, who sought

to kill Him (John v).

(b) His private teaching.
. „.

Speaking to His intimate friends, Christ revealed His

Messiahship at once.
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i° Andrew, when lie had heard the testimony'

f T i

the Baptist and had spoken to Christ, sought hi«s h i

and said :
" We have found the Messiah which i s un-

interpreted, the Christ" (John i. 41). ' Philip g

Nathaniel confess: "Rabbi, thou art the Son of r^
thou art the King of Israel " (John i. 49).

'.
.

" Uod
>

2° Christ gave wonderful power to His twelve disciples.
" Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse lepers, cast

'

devils. . . , It is not you who speak, but the' Spirit of
your Father that speaketh in you. . . . He that receiveth
you receiveth me j and he that receiveth me receiveth Him
that sent me " (Matt. x. 1, 8, 20, 40).

3° When in prison John the Baptist, hearing of the
works of Christ, sent two of his disciples to ask: "Art
thou He that art to come, or look we for another ? " And
Jesus making answer said to them: "Go and relate to
John what you have heard and seen. The blind see, the
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead
rise again, the poor have the Gospel preached to them"-.
(Matt. xi. 2-5). These words are the fulfilment of the
prophecy of Isaiah, which the Jews regarded as Messianic
(Is. xxxv. $-6).

4° In His conversation with Nicodemus, ruler of the
Jews, Christ told him that He had come down from
heaven, and was the only-begotten Son of God (John Hi.

/j-j£), thus clearly teaching His Messiahship and His
Divine Filiation.

5° In His conversation with the Samaritan woman who
alluded to the Messiah, Christ said :

" I am He who am
speaking with thee " (John iv. 25-26). Later the Samarit-
ans said: "We ourselves have heard Him and we know
that this is indeed the Saviour. of fhe World" (John v.

4*)-
u

(B) The last year of His life.

i° He revealed to His disciples His Messianic dignity
and uses expressions which imply His Divinity. Witness

<< xxru
n
^Sslon of St

' Peter
» who replied to the question

Who do you say that lam?" (Matt. xvi. 13-19) " Thou
art Christ, Son of the living God." These words were
approved by Christ as being inspired by the Father.

*i

2
-r .

festlval davs of the Jews, Christ went up into
the temple and taught. "And the Jews wondered say-

ZV ?5
)W

T
does lll 's man know letters, having never

nea
* J esus answered them and said : My doctrine is
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not mine, but His that sent me. . . . Jesus therefore cried

out in the Temple, teaching and saying : You both know
me and you knew whence I am, and I am not come of

myself,- but He that sent me is true whom you know not.

I know Him because I am from Him and He hath sent

me." The Pharisees and rulers sent ministers to appre-

hend Him, and the ministers returning said :
" Never did

man speak like this man " (John mi. 14-16, 28-29, 52, 46).

On the following day Jesus taught in the Temple say-

ing :
" I am the light of the world : he that followeth me

waketh not in darkness, but shall have the light of life.

The Pharisees therefore said to him : Thou givest

testimony of thyself : thy testimony is not true. Jesus

answered. ... I am one that giveth testimony of myself :

and the Father that sent me giveth testimony of me. . . .

And He that sent me is with me, and He hath not left me
alone ; for I do always the things that please Him. ... If

you continue in my word .'. . the truth shall make you

free. ... I speak that which I have seen with my
Father. ... If God were your father, you would indeed

love me. For from God I proceeded and came: for I

came not of myself, but He sent me. . . . Which of you

shall convince me of sin? If I say the truth to you, why

do you not believe me? He that is of God heareth the

words of God. . . . Amen, amen, I say to you : if any

man keep my word, he shall not see death for ever. The

Jews therefore said : Now we know that thou hast a

devil .
'. . art thou greater than our father Abraham who

is dead? . . .Jesus said to them : Amen, amen, I say to

you, before Abraham was made I am " (John vui. is, 13,

i8> 29, 31, 32, 38, 42, 46, 47, 5*> 52 > 53> 58> 59)' These

last words assert more than HisMessiahship. The Jews

interpreting His words as blasphemy " took up stones to

cast at him." , ., _
t

Later, the Jews came round Him and said :
How long

dost thou hold bur souls in suspense? If thou be the

Christ, tell us plainly. Jesus answered them : I speak to

you and you believe not : the works that I do in the name

of my Father, they give testimony of me. Btrtyou do not

believe, because you are not of my sheep {joim x.

2

Jesus asserted a greater than Messianic dignity when

He said "
I and my Father are one. The Jews therefore

took up stones to stone him. Jesus answered them. . .
.
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Do you say of him whom the Father hath sanctified
sent into the world : Thou blasphemest because I saiH tam the Son of God" (John x. 30, 31, 32, 36).

!

3° Triumphal entry into Jerusalem. .

'

. .

~

The multitudes cried, saying: " Hosanna to the Son (David: Blessed is He that Cometh; in the name of tlLord: Hosanna in the highest" (Matt. xxi. 9)."Andsome of the Pharisees from amongst the multitude said thim :' Master, rebuke thy disciples. To whom he said •
T.

say to you, that if these shall hold their peace, the sfnn*!
will cry out " (Luke xix. 39, 40)". .

B.™7®
The same day He entered the Temple, and ejecting .the

sellers said: " It is written, My house shall be called the
house of prayer, but you have made it a den of thieves"
(Matt. xxi. 13) . Many Rationalists (e .g., Harnack,
Holtzmann, etc.) allow that Christ's entry into Jerusalem
clearly shews that He claimed" for Himself the office and
name of Messiah.

4° During His passion.
Before the Sanhedrin, the high-priest said to Him- "

I
adjure thee by the living God that thou tell us if thou be
the Christ the Son. of God. Jesus saith to him: Thou
hast said it. Nevertheless I say to you, .hereafter you
shall see the Son of Man sitting on the right hand of the

™W6r
i t9°,

d
>
and coraing" in the clouds, of heaven.

Itien the high-priest rent his garments; saying: He hath
blasphemed." In this reply Jesus declared that He was
the Messiah, and that to Him belonged the prerogative of
sitting at the right hand of the Father, and of judging
men (Matt.xxm. 63-65); Cf. Mark xiv. 61-64).

5° After His resurrection.
Speaking to the disciples going to. Emmaus, He said

:

u toolish and. slow of heart to believe all things which
the prophets have spoken. Ought not Christ to have
suffered these things and so to enter into His ^lory ? And
begmnmg at Moses and all the prophets he expounded to

S.,n
/f L

the S"iptures the thin&s that were concerning

dSwLnke
c
x™-25, 26, 27„ 44, 45). Here is a clear

di ^^fnSr.°A
Hl
^
M^siahshiP A?ain He said to His

(fohlxL 2If
s e Father sent/™

*
also send ':y°u

"

YT%
n
f

lusi°n:
J
A
H these testimonies as Harnack allows

hausSn!j t

Chnst™™s™
t p. Ho) against Well-nausui are so mterwoven with the narrative; that if they
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were removed, practically nothing would remain of the
life of Christ, and His death could not be explained.
There was no time for a process of idealisation, as the
Apostles from the day of Pentecost taught that Jesus was
the Messiah and the Author of life (Acts ii. 36; Hi. 15).
Catholic and conservative critics hold that the "Acts"
were written by St. Luke before a.d. 70. Harnack gives
two dates a.d. 78-83 or perhaps a.d. 60-70. It cannot be
said with Loisy that Jesus only affirmed that He would
be the Messiah of the future kingdom. In many texts

already cited He declares Himself to be the Messiah;
" The kingdom of. heaven is like to a grain of mustard
seed . . .which is the least of all seeds, but when it is

grown up . . . becometh a tree" (Matt, xiii, 33). The
Kingdom of God began by the preaching of Christ, was
made glorious by His resurrection and ascension, and will

be consummated after the last coming of the Messiah.

§ II.—Synthesis of the Teaching of Christ.

Modernists claim that Christ did not teach a body of

doctrine, but simply began a religious movement. Others

say that the teaching was at first Judaic, later Pauline,

later still Joliannine, and-finally Greek and universal.

Both propositions are condemned ("d. 2059, 2060).

Art. I.—Teaching of Christ on God and the Trinity.

. I.—The Synoptic Gospels.

(1) Christ presupposes and confirms the teaching of the

Old Testament. regarding God the Creator:

"Hear, O Israel, the Lord thy God is one God"
(Mark xii. 29).
"He created creatures " (Mark xiii. ig).
" Lord of Heaven and earth " (Matt. xi. 25).
" Heaven the throne of God " (Matt. v. 34).

"The earth: is his footstool " (Matt. v. 35).

"Your heavenly Father is perfect " (Matt. v. 4S).

" One is good, God " (Matt. xix. if).
" Things- that are impossible with men are possible

with God " (Luke xviii. 27).
" Thy Father who seeth in secret " (Matt, vi. 4, 6, iS).

"Your Father knoweth what is needful for you before

you ask him " (Matt. vi. 8).
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(2) Relatively to man God is our Father, most provid

ent,' merciful and just.

"Be you perfect as your heavenly Father is perfect"
(Malt, v. 48).
" Thus therefore shall you pray : Our Father who art In

heaven" (Matt. vi. 9).

"Behold the birds of the air . . . your heavenly
Father feedeth them. Are not you of much more value
than they?'' (Matt. vi. 26).

" Ask and it shall be given you " (Matt. vii. y).

"Your Father is merciful " (Luke vi. 36).
He requires labour proportioned to the talents of each

(Matt. xxv. 14 sq.).

He gives to each according to his works: "Come ye
blessed of my Father, possess you the kingdom prepared
for you from the foundation of the world " (Matt. xxv. 34).
"Depart from me you cursed into everlasting fire pre-

pared for the devil and his angels " (Matt. xxv. 41).
He seeks the lost sheep (Luke xv. i-f).
He mercifully and joyfully receives the penitent pro-

digal (Luke xv. 24).

(3) God has a Son equal to Himself.
" No one knoweth the Son but the Father : neither doth

anyone know the Father but the Son, and he to whom it

shall please the Son to reveal Him " (Matt. xi. if', Luke
x. 22).

(4) The Holy Ghost.
" I send the promise of my Father upon you " (Luke

xxiv . 49)

.

,--•.-.•

" When they shall deliver you up, take no thought how
or what to speak ... it is not you that speak, but the

Spirit of your Father that speaketh in you " l(Matt. x. 19,

20). .

"The Holy Ghost shall teach you in that hour what
you must say" (Luke xii. 12).
" Who speaketh against the Holy Ghost, it shall not'be

forgiven him, neither in this world or in the world to

come " (Malt. xii. 32; Mark Hi. 29).
_
The distinction and equality of the three Divine Persons

is asserted by Christ, when He said to His Apostles :

" Going, therefore, teach ye all nations : baptising
them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the

Holy Ghost " (Matt, xxviii. 19)
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II.—Gospel of St. John.

(1) Regarding God.
" God is a spirit, and they that adore him must adore

him in spirit and in truth " (John xv. 24).

(2) God has a Son equal to Himself.
" My Father worketh until now; and I work" (John v.

17).
"As the Father raiseth up the dead and giveth life, so

the Son also giveth life to whom he will " (John v. 21).
" As the Father hath life in himself: so he hath given

to the Son also to have life in himself" (John v. 26J.
" God so loved the world as to give his only-begotten

Son" (John in. 16).

"I and the Father are one " (John x. 30; xvii. 11, 21).

(3) The Holy Ghost.

"But when the Paraclete cometh, whom I will send you
from the Father, the Spirit of truth who proceedeth from
the Father, he shall give testimony of me " (John xv. 26).

The Paraclete, Spirit of Truth, " shall abide with you
and shall' be in you . . . he will teach you all things,

and bring all things to your mind, whatsoever I shall

have said to you " (John xiv. 17, 26).

The Spirit of Truth " shall glorify me: because he
shall receive of mine, and shall shew it to you. All things

whatsoever the Father hath are mine. Therefore I said,

•he shall receive of mine, and shall shew it to you"
(John xvi. 14-1$).

From this teaching it is clear that the Holy Spirit is

God, personally distinct from Father and Son, by whom
He is sent. The mystery of the Trinity is explicitly

revealed by, Christ. The same doctrine is found in the

Epistles of St. Paul.
Towards the end of the First Century when Pope

Clement of Rome wished to repeat the Old Testament

affirmation "As the Lord liveth," he wrote: "As God
liveth, and.the Lord Jesus Christ liveth and the Holy

Spirit" (Clem. ad. Cor. Iviii. 2).

Art. II.—Testimony of Christ in regard to His Divine

Filiation and the redemptive value of His death.

I.—Heterodox opinions.

Modernistic views :

The Divinity of Christ is not proved from the Gospels,
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but is a dogma which Christian feeling has deduced fro
the idea of the Messiah.

m

In all texts of the Gospels, the name " Son of God "
i

equivalent to the name "Messiah," and by no means
implies that Christ is the true and natural Son of God
The teaching regarding the expiatory death of Christ is
not evangelical but Pauline doctrine (r>. 2027-2038).
Many Rationalists (Renan, Weiss, Wendt, Harnack)

acknowledge Divine filiation in Christ; higher than His
Messiahship, but they deny that Jesus, in virtue of this
filiation, is true God. Renan writes: Jesus is the indi-
vidual who has made the greatest step towards Divinity,
Our Lord is called in- the Gospels "Son of God " more

than fifty times. In what sense has this expression to be
taken? The term may be understood in a wide sense of
those who are upright and God-fearing ; in a strict sense

it is used of the Second Person of the Trinity 6 vtbsrov
Qeou, "the only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of

the Father " (John i. 18). The name "Son of God" is

sometimes equivalent to "Messiah," when the term was.
applied by those who had not as. yet . recognised His
Divinity (Mark in. 12). But in the Synoptic Gospels
alone, it is certain that Jesus declared that He possessed
the Divine nature, and not merely a participation of the

same by grace, as in the case of good Christians, whom
St. Peter describes as "partakers of the Divine nature

"

(2 Peter i. 4).

II.—Synoptic Gospels.

In the Synoptic Gospels, Jesus declared His Divinity:
(a) By claiming rights and privileges which belong to

God alone;
(b) By affirming that He was Son of God in the strict

and literal sense.

(A) He claimed Divine rights. There are seven

instances.

i° He claimed to be greater than any creature,: greater

than Jonas and Solomon (Matt. xii. 41, 42), greater than

David who called Him Lord (Mark xii. 36), greater than

Moses and Elias who appear in attendance at His trans-

figuration (Matt. xvii. 3), greater than John the Baptist

(Malt. xi. 3, ir), greater than Angels ".who ministered
unto Him" (Mark i. 13), who belonged to Him (Malt,
xvi. 27; xxiv. p).
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2° He claimed the exercise towards Himself of Faith
Obedience, Love, even to the sacrifice of all other affec-
tions, nay, even to the sacrifice of life. " He that loveth
father or mother more than me is not worthy of me- he
that loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of
me" (Matt. x. 37). These words would be an indication
of intolerable pride, if Jesus were not God. " Amen I say
to you, there is no. man who hath left ... father or
mother or children . . -. for my sake and for the Gospel
who shall not receive a hundred times as much, now in
this time . . .and in the world to come life everlasting"
(Mark x. 29, 30). " He that is not with me is against me

;

and he that gathereth not with me, scattereth " (Matt. xii.

30). "Blessed are ye when they shall . . . persecute
you . . .. for my sake " (Matt. v. 11).

3 He speaks as Supreme Legislator

:

" You have heard that it was said to them o'f old. . . .

But I say to you, etc." (Matt. v. 21-48). He prohibits
divorce which Moses, because of their hardness of heart,

permitted (Matt. v. 32; xix. g). He claims to be Lord of
the Sabbath (Mark ii. 28).

4 He works miracles in His own name.
"He said to the man sick of the palsy, Arise " (Malt. ix.

6; Mark ii.'g;.v. 41 ; Ltike vii. 14).
"He said to the sea: Peace, be still. And the wind

ceased" (Mark iv. jo).

The Apostles work miracles in the name of Jesus (Matt,
vii. 22 ; Acts Hi. 6; iv. 10).

. 5° He claims the power to forgive sins.
" Be of good heart, Son, thy sins are forgiven thee"

(Matt. ix. 2-7).
" Come unto me all you who labour and are burthened

and I will refresh you" (Matt. xi. 28).
He communicates to others the power of forgiving sins

(Matt, xviii. 18).
6° He judges the living and the dead.

"You shall see the Son of Man sitting on the right hand
of the power of God, and coming with the clouds of

heaven " (Mark xiv. 62; viii. 38; xiii. 26).

"And he (the Son of Man) shall send his angels with

a trumpet and a great voice; and they shall gather together

his elect from the four winds, from the farthest parts of

the heavens to the utmost bounds of them " tM-nH wiV
30-

(Matt. XXIV.
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7° He promises to send the Holy Ghost. --.

" I send the promise of my Father upon von " /r »

xxiv. 4g).
J 1-Lwfee-

He accepts adoration (Matt. viii. 2 ; xxviii a 1

Whereas St. Peter, St. Paul, St. Barnabas, and Si'Angels refuse adoration because they have no claim (A i

x, 25-26; xiv. 14; Afoc. xix. 10; xxii. 8).

_
(B) In the Synoptic Gospels, Jesus affirms sevenl

times that He is Son of God in its. strict and literal sense
i° All things are delivered to me by my Father. Ancino one knoweth the Son but the Father; neither doth anv

one know the Father but the Son, and he to whom it shall
please the Son to reveal him " (Matt. xi. 27; Luke x 21
22). -

;
'•.. ' '

'

The authenticity of .these texts is admitted by the
majority of critics. Equality -of Father and Son- as to
knowledge is stated, and this equality implies con-sub-
tantiahty. St. Thomas writes (in Matt, xi.) : the sub-
stance of the Father is beyond comprehension of created
intelligence; so likewise is the substance of the Son/which
is known only by the Father. Loisy admits (L'Evangile
etl Eghse, -p. tf) that the sense is the same as in Johni.
18, and though Rationalist critics accept -the authenticity
of the texts (Weiss, Keim, Wendt, O. and H. Holtzmann,
Stapfer, etc.) Loisy attributes both texts and meaning to
later Christian tradition. -

.

'

.

°
:

2° Reply of Christ to Confession of St. Peter

:

Simon Peter answered and said.: Thou art Christ,
Son of the Irving God. And Jesus answering said to him :

5 fl
art thou

'
Simon Bar Jona >

because flesh and
blood hath not revealed it to thee, but my Father, who is

in heaven" (Matt, xvi.16, i?).
Some critics say: It cannot be proved historically that
6t

-

6r
1,7

rmed more than Christ's Messiahship, inasmuch
as in Mark viu. 2g, the. words recorded are "Thou art
^nnst, and in Luke ix. 20, "Thou art the Christ of God."

<£ j
m repIy of °ur Lord

>
k is clear that Peter

amrmed more than Messiahship. Messianic signs had
been manifest to the Apostles from the beginning of Our

;,T
S m

;

nistry- Andrew, Philip, Nathanael (John l 4h
'

49J openly recognised them. Our Lord enumerated the
signs to the disciples of John the Baptist (Matt. xi. a):

rovo1,V
lmpI

^ Mcssiahship did not require so great a
revelation. From the text cited above :

" No one knows
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the Son but the Father," it may be argued : if Peter could
know only from the Father what he affirmed of the Son
this shews that he affirmed Divine Filiation. It does not
follow that Peter at that time knew by Faith the nature
of the Divine Filiation as explicitly as the Church later
defined it.

3 Formula of Baptism (Matt, xxviii. 18, ig, 20)."And Jesus coming spoke to,them saying: All power
is given to me in heaven and on earth. Going, therefore,
teach ye all nations, baptising them in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Teaching
them to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded
you: and behold I am with you all days, even to the
consummation of the world."
From which text it is clear

:

(a) He to whom all power is given in heaven and on
earth has power over every creature—a prerogative
which belongs to God alone.

(b) In the formula,, the Son is equal to the Father and
to the Holy Ghost.

(c) He promises aid unto the end of the world which
God alone can accomplish. " I am with you all

days " is the realisation of the prophecy " they shall

call his name Emmanuel, which is interpreted
' God with us ' " (Isaias vii. 14; Matt. i. 23).

Regarding the authenticity of this text, Loisy without
justification denies it, though he admits that it is found
in the Didache vii. 1, and that it was universally known in

the Church at. the beginning of the Second Century
A.Di 100.

4 Reply of Christ to Caiphas '(Matt. xxvi. 65, 64, 65).

When Christ appeared before the Sanhedrin, the high
priest said to Him :

" I adjure thee by the living God that

thou tell us if thou be the Christ the Son of God. And
Jesus saith to him : Thou hast said it. Nevertheless I say

to you hereafter you shall see the Son of Man sitting on
the right hand of the power of God, and coming in the

clouds of heaven. Then the high priest rent his garments,

saying : He hath blasphemed : what further need have we
of witnesses? Behold now you have heard the blas-

phemy."
,

In this reply, Jesus appears more than Messiah, for to

the simple dignity of Messiah, Divine Filiation, a seat at

the right hand of God, the exercise of supreme power do"
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not belong. Hence Caiphas rent his' garments and
out: " He hath blasphemed;" as is recorded in the th
Synoptic accounts. Compare with this incident the actio^
of the Jews (John v. 18). " The Jews sought the more tn
kill him, because he did not only break the Sabbath b t

also said God was his Father, making, himself equal r
God." Again when Our Lord said : (John x. 30) "

I and
the Father are one. The Jews took up stone's to stone
him." Hence -as recorded, in John xi'x. y, the Tews
answered Pilate :

" We have a law : and according to the
law he ought to die, because he made himself the Son of
God " (Cf. Mark xiv. 61 ; Luke xxii. 66, Jo),

5° The question of Jesus to the Jews regarding Christ
son of David (Matt. xxii. 42 sq.). -

_.
"The Pharisees being .gathered together, Jesus asked

them, saying': What think you of Christ : whose son is
he? They say to him' 'David's.' He said to them:
How then doth David in spirit call him Lord, saying •

The Lord said to my Lord, sit on my right, hand, until I

make thine enemies thy footstool? If David then called
him Lord, how is he his son? And no one was able to

-

answer him a word " (Cf. Litlie 'xx. 44; Mark xii. 3?),
David's Lord is superior to David, and equal to the Lord
God.

.
'

.

The authenticity of this text is . admitted by Wendt,
Daiman, Weiss, Stapfer," Wernle, O. Holtzmann. Loisy
does not regaxd the text as genuine, because in his view,
the Divinity of Christ, asserted in the text, was later teach-
ing, gradually deduced by 'Christian feeling from the idea
of Messiah.
'6° Parable of the Vineyard and^Husbandmen (Mark

xn. 1-12; Matt. xxi. 33-46; Lute xx. 1-19).
The application of the parable is clear: 'the servants

S
/n *J

the Lord of the Vineyard represent the prophet's
(Cf. Matt, xxiii. 3 i sq:). His " most dear Son and Heir "

was more than prophet, more than Messiah. Compare
with the parable the opening words of the Epistle to the
Hebrews :" God, who at sundry times . . ."spoke .

by the prophets, in these days hath spoken to us by his
bon whom he hath appointed heir of ail things, by whom
also he made the world. Who being the brightness of. his
lathers glory, and the figure of his substance . -. . sit-
tcth on the right hand of the majesty on high."

Conclusion: in the Synoptic Gospels, the declarations
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of Jesus regarding His eminent dignity transcend the r61e
of Messiahship and express Divine Filiation, which makes
Christ equal to God, i.e., God Himself, second Person of
the Trinity. '

"

III.—Confirmation from Acts of the Apostles.

It cannot be maintained that the doctrine of the God-
head of Christ was gradually evolved by a process of
idealisation after His death. The time necessary for this
supposed idealisation was wanting,, as it is certain that
the Apostles from the day of Pentecost taught that Jesus
was not only Messiah but God. St. Luke in the " Acts "

bears witness to this fact. All Catholic critics, many non-
Catholic critics (Barde, Blass, Plummer, Headlam, Zahn,
etc.) and even many pronounced Rationalists (Renan,
Reuss, Harnack, etc.) attribute the whole book of the Acts
of the Apostles to Luke, companion of St. Paul. The
Acts were written probably about a.d. 63-64, at any rate
before A.D. 70. The Tubingen school used to assign
A.D. 150 as its proximate date, but Harnack, one of the
greatest authorities; on early Christian chronology, in-

fluenced by historical evidence, assigns its composition to
the years: a.d. 78-83 or possibly to A.D. 60-70.
The 'discourse of St. Peter recorded in Acts Hi. 13-16,

has the following words-: "The God of Abraham, and the
God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, the God of our
fathers, hath glorified his Son Jesus. . . . But the Author
of life you killed, whom God hath raised up from the

dead." The Author of life can be only God.
When Peter was interrogated by the high priest and

the ancients by what name he had wrought the miracle

'.(Acts iv. 10-18) Peter replied : "'By the name of Our
Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth whom you crucified, whom
God hath raised from the dead, even by him this man
standeth here before you whole. This is the stone which
.was rejected by the builders: which is become the head

of the corner : Neither is there salvation in any other.

•For -there is no -other name under heaven given to

man, whereby we must be saved." A little later, when
•the Apostles were liberated by an angel from prison, being

again interrogated, Peter replied: " We ought to obey

God rather than men. The God of our fathers hath raised

up Jesus, whom you put to death, hanging him upon a

tree. Him hath God exalted with his right hand, to be

prince and saviour, to give repentance to Israel, and
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remission of sins *' (Acts v. 29-31). St. Peter's 1^1,^
is clear

: Jesus alone is Saviour of souls, giving r !' &
of sins. ' s s amission

At the Council of Jesusalem, which decred'th
Gentiles should not be bound by Mosaic Law Peter

.

" Now therefore why tempt you God to put 'a vok* ,

the necks of the disciples, which neither our fathL
P°n

we have been able to bear?. But by the grace of n
Lord Jesus Christ, we believe that we are saved in lTmanner as they also" (Acts.xv.ro, n). .»M«

.

Several times Jesus is called by Peter *' Lord " (ArL-
36; xi, 20), « Lord of all - (Acts .*. 36), «

appointed byGod to be judge of the living and of the dead "
(Acts x

42). The Apostles in the name of Jesus work miracles*
confer baptism, and St.

. Stephen, dying, cried outLord Jesus receive my spirit " (Acts vii. 58)
'

In these speeches of St. Peter,- delivered immediately
after Pentecost, appears the faith of the primitive church
Christ is believed to be Son of God, Author of life, Lord
of all, Saviour of all, Judge of the living and of the' dead.
I here could be no process of idealisation.between primitive,
documents and the composition of the Gospels'. Let
Rationalists explain how the doctrine of the Divinity of
Christ—in their view, a new doctrines-could have been
introduced andaccepted against their will by convert Jews
whose faith was supremely monotheistic, how the supposed
new doctrine was accepted equally against their will by
primitive Christians, and diffused throughout the Church.
Absolutely opposed to this view is the historical fact that
it was heretics—Ebionites—who denied the Divinity of
Christ, and were, as the Apostolic Fathers relate, unanim-
ously condemned by the Church. V

IV.—Confirmation from Epistles of St. Paul.

St. Paul, when he expressly affirms the Divinity of
Christ, does not announce it to the Church as a new and
unheard of dogma, but as one already received. Many

illlT.K ??,'
a™ngst wh°m are Harnack and Jiilicher,

allow that the Ep.stles to the Thessalonians (i. and ii.), to

sian? r f"
5

'-

thG C°rinthians ('• and ii.), Romans, Ephe-

voarsA r? TanS
' Ph'J'PP^ns, were written between the

years a. d. 48-49 or 50-64.
borne of the principal testimonies of St. Paul are given :

concerning h,s Son, who was made to him of the seed
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of David according to the flesh. Who was predestinated
the Son of God in power according to the spirit of sancti-
fication, by the resurrection of Our Lord Jesus Christ from
the dead " (Rom i. 3-4).

" God, sending his Son in the likeness of sinful flesh"
(Rom. viii. 2).
" He spared not even his own Son : but delivered him

up for us all " (Rom. viii. 32).
" And when the fulness of time was come God sent his

Son, made of a woman, made under the Law, that he
might redeem them, who were under the Law: that we
might receive the adoption of sons. And because you are
sons, God hath sent the spirit of his Son into your hearts,

crying: Abba, Father" (Gal. iv. 4-6).
Hence Jesus is Son of God according to the spirit of

sanctification, and is from the seed of David according to

the flesh.

Moreover, St. Paul affirms the eternal pre-existence.of
the Son of God before the Incarnation

:

The minds of unbelievers are blinded " that the light of

the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God,
should not shine unto them " (2 Cor. iv. 4).
The " Son of His love " "who is the image of the in-

visible God, first-born of every creature : for in him were
all things created in heaven, and on earth, visible and in-

visible, whether thrones, or dominations, or principalities,

or powers: all things were created by him and in him.

And he is before all, and by him all things consist. And
lie is the head of the body, the church, who is the begin-

ning, the first-born from the dead : that in all things he

may hold the primacy : because in him it hath well pleased

the Father that all fulness should dwell: and_ through

him to reconcile all things unto himself" (Col. i. 15-20).

In this text the Son of God is called " Creator," and in

Romans xi. 36, it is written of God the Creator :
" Of him

and by him and in him are all things." Clearly the Son

of God is equal to the Father.

"We preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews indeed a

. stumbling block, and unto the Gentiles, foolishness.

But unto them that are called, both Jews and Greeks,

Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God . . . of

him (God) are you in Christ Jesus, who of God is made

unto us wisdom and justice and sanctification and re-

demption " (1 Cor. i. 23-30).
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" In him (Christ) 'dwelled! all the fulness of Hi*- n _

head corporally" (Coloss. ii. g).
Uod-

" Let this mind be in you which was in Christ Teswho being in the form of God, thought it not robbervV
be equal to God: But emptied himself taking upon hi

°

the form of -a servant, being made in the likeness of mr>
and in habit found as a man " (Philip. U; $->?).

" '
In this expression " form of God," the word "form "

" fJiopcpTJ" "means " essence " :

or " Divine nature," as 'fol-
lows from the.words "equal' to God." No clearer state"
ment could be given of the glorious pre-existence of theSon of God before the Incarnation. "I wished myself
to be an anathema from Christ for my brethren . . fwhom is Christ according to the "flesh, who is over' all
things God blessed for ever, Amen " (Romans ix. ?, e)
There is a difficulty of punctuation in regard to 'this
text. The Tischendorf-Gebhardt, edition reads: "Ofwhom is Christ according to 'the flesh. Who is -over all
things God blessed for ever, Amen." If the full-stop
be placed after flesh, the following sentence Is an in-
vocation made to 'God. But the editions Nestle, Westcott-
Hort, Weymouth, Weiss and many others retain- the
comma after "flesh:" All the Fathers of the Church
see in these words an affirmation of the Divinitv of
•Christ.

*

r. .

-

;

"In these days (God) has spoken, to us by his Son,
whom he hath appointed -heir of all things, by whom also
*e made the world. Who being the brightness of "his
glory and the figure of his substance, and 'upholding all

things by 'the word of his :power, making purgation of
sins sitteth on the Tight hand of :the majesty on- high

"

(Hebrews i. 2-3).
"Thou in the beginning, O Lord, didst found the

earth and the works of thy 'hands are the heavens"
fHebrews 1. 10). Thus Christ is superior to prophets,
Moses, Angels. He is mediator and priest *br ever:
He is able to save for ever them that come to God by

mm: always living to make intercession for us " (Heb.
vu.25).

.„!?
th0i

i:

C 5itics (e S' Jacquier) hold that St. Paul is

author of the Epistle to the Hebrews (though he made
use 01 amanuenses). 'Harnack suggests St: Barnabas as

hlP7X'r^^ datQ °f comP°^tion as 65-06 or per-
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V.—Gospel of St. John. Testimony of Christ in regard to His
Divinity.

Several times in the Fourth Gospel, Jesus calls him-
self " Son of Man "—an indication of His humility and
of the subjection of His human nature to His Father; but
He also affirms repeatedly that He is " Son of God," and
"Lord."
" You call me Master and Lord : and you say well for

so I am" (John xiii. 13),
" Father, the hour is come, glorify thy Son, that thy

Son may glorify thee. As thou hast given him power
over all flesh, that he may give eternal life to all whom
thou hast given him ... all my things are thine, and
thine are mine " (John xvii. 1, 2, 10).

" Hereupon therefore the Jews sought the more to kill

him, because he did not only break the Sabbath, but also

said God was his Father, making himself equal to God.
Then Jesus answered and said to them...'. . As the

Father raiseth up the dead and giveth life : so the Son
also giveth life to whom he will. For neither doth the

Father judge any man: but hath given all judgment to

the Son. . . . As the Father hath life in himself : so he

hath given to the Son also to have life in himself"

(John v. 18-26).
" You are from beneath, lam from above. You are of

this world, I
:am not of this world " (John 'viii. 23).

" From God I proceeded and came :. 1 came not of my-
self, biit 'he sent me" (John viii. 42).

" :

I came forth from the Father, and am come into the

world : again I leave the world and I go to the Father.

. . . lam hot alone because the Father is with me"
(John xvi. 28-33).

".Amen, amen, 1 say to you, before Abraham was

made, I am " (John viii. 58).

"And now glorify thou me, O Father, with thyself, with

the glory which I had, before the world was, with thee

. . . because thou hast loved me before the creation of the

world." (John xvii. $-24).

"Not that any man hath seen the Father, but he who is

of God, he hath seen the Father " (John vi. 46).

'.' As the Father knoweth me, and I know the Father

(John X..15).
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"All things whatsoever the Father hath arP •

Therefore I said, he (the Spirit of Truth) shall rer*!*
1 **'

mine and shew it to you " (John xvi. i5). .

e °f

"Philip, he that seeth me seeth the Father alsoDo you not believe that J am in the Father" nnY.V'
Father in me? " (John xiv. g, 10).

a the

"Land the Father are one. The Tews then tnnL-
stones to stone him " (John x. 30, 31).

UP

"Lam the way and the truth and the life No ni
cometh to the Father but by me" (John xiv.' 6),
These declarations of Christ express the same''truth a<

the words recorded in St. Matthew and St. Luke- "An
things are delivered to me by my Father. Arid no one
knoweth the Son but the Father.; neither doth anyoneknow the Father but the Son, and: he to whom it shall
please the Son to reveal him." This testimony is not less
clear than the words of St. John in the prologue of his
Gospel

:
" In the beginning was the Word; and the Word

was with God, and the Word was God. .... And theWord was made flesh and dwelt amongst us, and we
have seen His glory as.it were of the only-begotten of the
Father, full of grace and truth. ... No man hath seen
God at any time

: the only-begotten Son. who is in the
bosom of the Father, he hath declared him." ,'..'

To sum up briefly : At the beginning of His ministry
Jesus was regarded by His disciples as the " Christ," i.e.,

the Messiah, but even as the Christ He had for them the
values" of God. After His Resurrection Jesus was the
Lord," and finally St. Paul explicitly shewed that Jesus

was the pre-existing Son of God. But the explicit
declaration of Christ's Divinity was accepted by all with-
out demur, inasmuch as it corresponded with their im-
plicit belief. '

' r

In view of the testimonies given above we can estimate
the value of the three chief schools of Rationalist critics,

whO
(

differ so profoundly amongst themselves in regard to

the Jesus of History." With all three the miraculous,
and generally the supernatural, is not rationally credible-

(a) The Liberal Protestant School.
#

Professor Harnack is the chief representative. Accord-
'"£ t0 h,m

>
^e combination of such ideas as " God the

j'aincr, Providence, position of men as God's children,
infinite value of the human soul," consitutes the whole
gospel (Das Wcsen des Chrislcntliums. English transla-
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tion, " What is Christianity?" p. 70; Williams & Nor-
gate). The power of healing was accomplished by sug-
gestion. The doctrines of the Resurrection of Christ,
Incarnation, Trinity, Visible Church, etc., are alien to
the spirit and intention of Jesus. The Christ of Pauline
and Johannine theology, even the Christ of the Acts,
stands already at a great distance from the Jesus of
history—an ethical teacher.

(b) The Apocalyptic School.

The " Christ" of the Gospels is not an earthly person,

but one to be manifested in glory from heaven according

to the picture in the Similitudes of Enoch (written about

100 B.C.). Our- Lord on earth was not the Christ, but

believed Himself to be destined to become the Christ on
the Day of Judgment, which He regarded as immediately

coming. "Jesus of History" was only an apocalyptic

seer (Cf. " Principles of Christian Apologetics," Chap,

xvii.).

(c) Hellenistic School.

I have ventured to describe the teaching of Bousset in

Germany and Kirsopp Lake in England as " Hellenistic."

In their view the idea of the " Jesus of History" under-

went a twofold transformation :

(1) The historical Jesus became the Apocalyptic Christ—

a transformation due to the community and not to

Jesus. Jesus Himself preached only a " message of

the Kingdom of God, and the duty of fellowship in

righteousness and love and mercy and forgiveness."

(2) The second transformation occurred in Hellenistic

Churches such as Antioch, Tarsus, and Damascus.

There the Pagan world was largely occupied with

" mystery cults" involving .sacramental and cere-

monial elements. It was St. Paul's genius, which,

on a basis of old Jewish monotheism and apocalyptic

beliefs and these new Hellenic ideas of religion,

developed a doctrine of Jesus the Lord. The

theology and sacramental system of the Catholic

Church were founded on this basis. The " Jesus of

History " was a dim figure of no original power as

Notwithstanding Dean Inge's statement (quoted else-

where) that " the conflict of religion is not with science,

he writes: "Science has been the slowly advancing

Nemesis which has overtaken a barbansed and pagan
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Christianity. She has come with a winnowing-fan in h
hand, and she will not stop till she has thoroughly nUr I
her floor" (Outspoken-Essays, First Series, p. i6q)
The only teaching common to the three schools is th'

a priori rejection of the miraculous and Supernatur ?
character in religion.* (Cf. Kyrios Christos, by Wilhelm
Bousset. Gbttingen, 1921, Also Landmarks;

:

oj Early
Christianity,^ by Dr. Kirsopp Lake, and'.the' Beginnings
of Christianity, by Kirsopp Lake and Foakes Jackson)

VI.—The Atonement.

Modernists assert that the doctrine of Atonement is not
found in the Gospels, but is Pauline in origin. Against
this assertion note the following

:

(A) Synoptic Gospels.
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me; wherefore He

hath anointed me to preach the Gospel to the poor, He
hath sent me to heal the contrite of heart " (Luke iv 18 •

Mark i. 38).
'

:.. h
'

" I am not come to call the just but sinners " (Matt, ix.

13; Mark ii. ly), '

.

" The Son of Man is come to save that which was lost.

... It is not the will of your Father who is in heaven
that one of these little ones should perish " (Matt, xviii.

"The Son of Man is not come to be ministered unto,
but to minister, and to give His life a redemption for
many " (Matt. xx. 28; Mark x. 45).

" The Son of Man shall be betrayed to the chief priests
and the scribes, and they shall condemn Him to death, and
shall deliver Him to the 'Gentiles to' be mocked and
scourged and crucified, and the third day he shall rise
again.

. . . Can you drink the chalice that I shall
dn

,

nk? ." (Matt. xx. 18-22; Mark x. .34).
"This is my body which is given for you. Do this in

commemoration of me. . . . This is the chalice, the New

Tvr*,i
Dr

'-Major' PrinciPal of Kpon Halt, Oxford, the leader of English
Modernists speaking in Philadelphia, described Christ as "the supreme

T^?i »"g ?T ^e ?iviDe nature under hunlan conditions in the person of

fS •«. ^n
V)

s would accePt this statement. Speaking at Harvard

iiirhn?^'*.?
1- Ma

J
or;illudcdtoa second class of dogmas as historical.

waTh^H JCSU
,
S was

,

born of «w Virgin Mary, was crucified, died and

mird f 1 rv'i

rosc/«m
J

tl« d^d °n the third da/.. "The christian religion
m.ght survive v/xthout these dogmas." (Cf. Church Times : Jan 8th, 1926
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Testament in my blood, which shall be shed for you "
(Luke xxii. ig, 20; Matt. xxvi. 28; Mark xiv. 24)
(B) Gospel of St. John.

^

" I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd giveth
his life for his sheep" (John x. 11),

" My sheep hear my voice and I know them and they
follow me. And I give them life everlasting" (John x
27, 28).

"I am the light of the world: he that followeth me
walketh not in darkness, but shall have the light of life"

(John viii. 12).
" I am the resurrection and the life: he that believeth

in me although he be dead shall live : And every one that
liveth and believeth in me shall not die for ever " (John xi.

25, 26).
" Amen, amen, I say unto you : he that believeth in me

hath everlasting life. I am the bread of life" (John vi.

47. 4V: \
'.' Abide in me and I in you. As the branch cannot bear

fruit of itself unless it abide in the vine, so neither can you
unless you abide in me. I am the vine and you are the

branches : he that abideth in me and I in him, the same
beareth much fruit for without me you can do nothing"
(John xv. 4, 5).

"No man cometh to the Father but by me" (John
xiv. 6).

" God so loved the world as to give His only-begotten

Son, that whoever believeth in Him many hot perish, but

may have life everlasting", (John Hi. 16).
" I lay down my life for my sheep" (John x. is).
" Greater love than this no man hath that' a man lay

down his life for his friend " (John xv. 13).
" And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all

men to myself" (John xii. 32).

Thus clearly and openly did Christ teach the doctrine

of the Redemption.

(C) St. Paul.
" All have sinned and do need the glory of God.

Being justified freely by his grace, through the redemption

that is in Christ Jesus, whom God hath proposed to be a

propitiation through faith in his blood" (Romans m.

23-25).
" For as by the disobedience of one man, many were
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made sinners: so also by the obedience of one m™ ,

be made just " (Romans v. 19).
'
inan

y.shall

God "spared not even his own Son: but deli
him up for us all " (Romans viii. 32).

vered

" Christ also hath loved us, and hath delivered him
for us an oblation and a sacrifice to God for an nA*,.

5
I

sweetness" (Eph, v, 2).
0Ur of

These words of St. Paul explain the popular annealmade by the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, the -propitiatory
character of which is well expressed in the following lines-

" And now, O Father!"mindful of the love
That bought us, once for all, oh Calvary's tree
And having with us Him that pleads, above
We here present, we here spread forth to Thee
The only offering perfect in Thine eyes,
The one true, pure, immortal sacrifice."

(D) Sacraments instituted for the application of
Redemption.
"Going therefore teach all nations, baptising them in

the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy
Ghost" (Matt, xxviii. 19). ..',.-

" And taking bread he gave thanks and brake and gave
to them saying: This is My Body, which is given for you.
Do this for a commemoration of Me " (Luke xxii. 19).
The Eucharist presupposes the Sacrament of Orders.
"Receive ye the Holy Ghost: whose sins you shall

forgive they shall be forgiven them, and whose sins you
shall retain they are retained "(John xx. 22, 23).
(E) Good Angels: Evil Spirits. .

(r) Good Angels.
"Thinkest thou that I cannot' ask my Father, and He

will give me presently more than twelve legions of
angels?" (Matt.xxvi. 53).

" Angels in heaven " (Mark xii. 25).
Angels guard children :

" their angels in heaven always
behold the face of my Father, who is in heaven " (Matt,
xvm. jo).

" There shall be joy before the angels of God upon one
sinner doing penance" (Lukexv. 10).
... Angels ... shall separate the wicked from the just

"

(Mall, xiil 49).
..'.'The Son of Man shall send His Angels " (Matt,

xm. 41).
b
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" Whosoever' shall confess me before men, him shall
the Son of Man also confess before the Angels of God"
(Luke xii. 8).

(2) Evil, Spirits.

"He cast out the spirits with His "Word" (Malt,
viii. 16).

" Unclean spirit ' (Matt. xii. 43).
"He gave them power to heal sicknesses and to cast out

devils " (Mark in. 15).
"Tliis kind is not cast out but by prayer and fasting"

(Matt. xvii. 20).

"If I by the Spirit of God cast out devils, then is the

Kingdom of God come among you" (Matt. xii. 28).

"Simon, Simon, behold Satan hath desired to have you
that he may sift you as wheat. But I have prayed for thee,

that thy faith fail not" (Luke xxii. 31).

Satan " prince of this world " (John xvi. 11).

. Art. III.—Testimony of Christ regarding the Christian

Life.

Relation of the New Law towards the Old, and the chief

Christian precepts, virtues and counsels.

I._The New Law of Christ perfects the Mosaic Law.

" Do not think that I am come to destroy the law or the

prophets, I am not come to destroy but to fulfil " (Matt.

V. If). .:..•' „ .'. \

:.' From the beginning of His ministry, Jesus in the

Sermon on,the Mount expurgates the Old Law from the

interpretation of Scribes and Pharisees, and completes and

perfects it as regards moral precepts. Not only is homo-

cide sinful, but anger towards a fellow man ;
evil thoughts

- as well as evil deeds are forbidden; marriage is indis-

soluble; oaths must not be lightly taken; enemies must be

forgiven; pure intention is necessary for. good work.

Christ from the beginning of. His ministry teaches^im-

plicitly the abrogation of ceremonial observances. Do

not put new wine into old' bottles " (Malt. ix. 17). He

foretells the destruction of Jerusalem and therewith its cere-

monial (Luke xix. 44).
" God is a spirit and they that

adore him must adore him in spirit and in truth U olin

iv. 24). As St. Thomas writes :
" The Old Law is eternal

in its moral teaching; its ceremonial precepts endure,

until the fulfilment of the truth prefigured (

i

a n q. 103

a 3 ad. 1).
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II.—Christian Virtues.

(i) True Sanctity.

Sanctity is a special virtue—the virtue of religion—h
g-eneral in its outlook. It refers all works of virtue rGod; it disposes the soul by means of these works '3
virtue for the worship of God. It implies two qualitW
necessary for the application of the mind to God-!
innocence and firmness '(i* n ao q. 81 a 8).
"Seek ye first the Kingdom, of God and His Justin"

(Matt. vi. 33).
'

-
iy»Mce.

"Be perfect as. your heavenly Father is perfect

"

(Matt. v. 48).
"Not every one that saith to me. Lord, Lord, shall

enter the kingdom of heaven, but. he that doth the will ofmy Father " (Matt. vii. 2i)\ '

", ":

" Take up my yoke upon you, and learn of me because
I am meek and humble of heart, and you shall find rest
for your souls., For my yoke is sweet and my burden
light" (Matt. xi. 29, 30).

" Whosoever shall do the will of God, he is my brother
and my sister and my mother " (Mark in. 35).'

" Blessed are. they who hear the Word of God arid keep
it" (Luke xi. 28). ' . - .

_.".
Those who give alms, fast, pray, to be /Seen by men,
have received their reward " (Matt, vi. 5).

'

Herein is shewn the necessity of
.
purity of intention.

The above admonitions manifest the end
} exemplar, rule,'

mode of Teaching the end, and the fruits of Christian life,

(2) Faith. •••
. .

'
:..

(A) Synoptic Gospels. :,.

"He who believeth hot shall be condemned "- (Mark.
xvi. 16).

External confession of Faith is required (Matt. x. 32).

|

Thy faith hath made thee whole" (Luke xvii. 19).
'

O thou of little faith, why didst thou doubt ? " (Matt,
xtv. 31). ,•"
'/Where is your faith?" (-Lt^e-um. 25).Thy faith hath made thee safe, so in peace " '(LAihe

mi. 50).
s

;

(B) St. John's Gospel.
(a) Necessity of Faith.
"If you believe not that I am He, you shall die in

your sins" (John viii. 24).
(b) Object of Faith.
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"All things whatsoever I have heard of my Father I
have made known to you " (John xv. 15).

(c) Cause of Faith.

"This is the work of God, that you believe in him
1 whom he hath sent '

' (John vi. 29). Motives of credibility

are manifest: "though you will not believe me, believe

the works " (John x. 38).

(d) Effects of Faith.
" The truth shall make you free" (John viii. 31, 32).
"Amen, amen, I say to you : He that believeth in me,

hath everlasting life " (John vi. 41).

(3) Hope.
" Ask and it shall be given to you . . . what man is

there among you, of whom if his son shall ask bread, will

he reach him a stone? . . . how much more will your

Father~who is in heaven give good things to them that ask

him?" (Matt, vii: f-u).

. (4) Charity.

(a) Towards God.
"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with thy whole

heart, and with thy whole soul, and with thy whole mind "

(Matt. xxii. 3^).
(b) Towards neighbours.

"Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself" (Matt,

xxii. 30).
A stranger, even an enemy, who needs help, is our

.neighbour (Luke x. 25-31).

(5) Prayer.

(a) Its necessity.

"We ought always to pray " (Luke :xviii. 1).

" Pray, lest you enter into temptation " (Luke xxn. 40).

(b) Conditions.

Right intention (Matt. vi. 5). Humility (Luke xvm.

14). Faith and Confidence (Matt. xxi. 22). Perseverance

(Luke;'xi. 8): Charity (Mark xi. 25).
.

(c) The Lord's Prayer: short, perfect, efficacious,

simple.

(6) Humility, Mortification, Self-denial, Patience.

Humility: "Learn of me to be meek and humble of

heart" (Matt. xi. 29).

Mortification :
" Except you do penance, you snail an

likewise perish " (Luke xni. 5).
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Self-denial :

" If anyone wishes to come after me !» i
•

deny himself" (Matt. xm. 24). ,
'

r hltn

Patience
: "In your patience you shall possess vn
souls " (Luke xxi. 19).

your

(7) Prudent Diligence, Fidelity to Divine Grace Vigil
ance, Zeal.

'
'

.

.

'. °
.

"

Prudent Diligence : Parable of Talents (Matt, xxv.)-
Fidelity to Grace : "Well done, good and faithful

servant, because' thou hast been faithful over a
few things, I will place thee over many" (Matt
xxv. 21). " None of those men that were invited'
shall taste of my supper " (Luke xii). 24). .

'

Vigilance: "Watch ye therefore; because ye know not
what hour your Lord will come " (Matt, xxivi
42). Also the. Parable of the -Virgins- (Matt,
xxvi 1-13). '.- *

Zeal :" I am come to cast fire upon earth, 'and what will
I but that it be kindled ? " (Luke xii. 49)'.

(8) Beatitudes.
'

The Beatitudes enumerate merits and rewards. Merits
are works of virtue and of the gifts of the Holy Ghost
Rewards begin in this life and are perfected in heaven.

"Blessed are the poor in spirit "--a rebuke to cupidity
and pride.

" Blessed are the meek "—a contrast to those who cherish
angry and hostile feelings.

" Blessed are they that mourn "—a contrast to those who
find their consolation in pleasure and vanities,

,

and who do not grieve for their sins.
" Blessed are they that hunger and thirst after justice "

:

This beatitude describes active life in the service
of God. '

" Blessed are the merciful "
: Active work must be satur-

ated with the mercy and compassion which God
exercises towards His creatures' and specially
commends.

"Blessed are the clean of heart": This beatitude des-
cribes the contemplative life. All human affec-
tion is secondary to the love" of 'God. :

blessed are the peace-makers": In the contemplative
life, peace, which the world cannot- give, is

gained and communicated.
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"Blessed are they that suffer persecution for justice
sake" : This beatitude describes the heroic ser-
vice of the saints.

There is no comparison between the Christian standard
of ethical conduct and the pagan. Our Blessed Lord
stresses the difference :' " If you love them that love you,
what reward shall you have ? . . . And if you salute your
brethren only, what do you more? Do not also the
heathens this? Be you therefore perfect, as also your
heavenly Father is perfect" (Matt. v. 46-48).

Art. IV.—End of the World; Last Judgment; Eternal

Life.

I.—End of the World.

Modernists of the "Apocalyptic " school (Schweitzer,

Loisy, etc.) assert that Christ announced the immediate
end of the worid. Jesus is represented as an enthusiastic

fanatic, who believed that He would be manifested imme-
diately from heaven as the Christ or the Son of Man (of

the Book of Enoch) to judge the present, and to in-

augurate the next, world; As His testimony was not

realised, the claim, of Divinity for Him must be
abandoned;

(A). Signs of the end of the world, and of the second

coming ( rrapov(ria) of the Messiah.

(1) " There shall be false Ghrists and false prophets."

(2) "As the lightning cometh out of the East and
appeareth even into the West, so also shall the coming of

the Son of Man be."

(3) "They shall see the Son of Man coming in the

clouds of heaven with much power and majesty" (Matt,

xxiv-. 23-31; xxvu 64; Cf.Mark xiii. 21-27; Luke xvii.

20-36 • xxi. 2$-2f).
(B) The time of the last coming of the Son of God is

uncertain.' - '
:

"Of that day and hour no one knoweth, no not the

Angels of heaven, but the Father alone" (Matt. xxiv.

36). •
..

"Of that day or hour no man knoweth, neither the

Angels in heaven nor the Son, but the Father" (Mark

xiii. 32).
. The text means that the Son had not a commission to

reveal the day (Cf. John xii. 49; Acts i. 7).
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Many Rationalists and Modernists . (Renan, Stapfer

O. Holtzmann, de Pressense, Reuss, A. Reville, Loisv'
etc.) argue from three texts especially to prove Christ's
prediction of the immediate end of the '.. world the
" Parousia."

(a) Matt. xxiv. 34. After the prediction of the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem and of the day of Judgment, Christ
said : "Amen I say to you- that this generation shall not
pass till all these things be done." .

(b) Matt. xvi. 28. Before His Transfiguration Christ
said :

" Amen I say to you there- are some of them that
stand here that shall not taste death till they see the Son
of Man coming in his kingdom."

(c) Matt. x. 23. "When they shall persecute you in
this city, flee into another. Amen, I say to you, you shall
not finish all the cities of Israel, .till the Son of Man
come."
In the thirteenth chapter, of St. Mark and elsewhere

Christ speaks in the same discourse of the destruction of
Jerusalem and of the end of the world, and since the' first

event is a figure of the second, it is not easy to determine
the words which belong to the first, and those which
belong to the second. But the words of one who is wise
must not be understood as to seem contradictory. Many
non-Catholic exegetes (Godet, Sanday, etc.) as well "as.
Catholic critics shew that the Rationalist and Modernist
interpretation is not founded on the text of the Gospel,

.

but is clearly opposed to it (Cf. Principles of Christian
Apologetics, Chap. xvii.).

'

1° Christ said: "The kingdom of heaven is like to a
grain of mustard seed ... : which (i.e., in process of time)
becometh a tree, so that the birds of the air come' and dwell
in the branches thereof" (Matt. xiii. 31-32).- It is clear
that an indefinite length of time is required for the ex-
pansion of the Church—the Kingdom of God. He sends
His apostles not only to the people of Israel, but to the
whole world :

" Go ye therefore into the whole world and
preach the Gospel to- every creature" (Mark xvi. 15:
Mali. xxvnu j9; j^fo xxiv ^ ^y He -

expressly that
before the Second Coming "unto all nations the Gospel
must first be preached" (Mark xiii. w). He predicts

1 ,

m
,f
ny s

!

iaI1 come from the East and from the West,
and shall Slt down with Abraham, and Isaac and Jacob in
the kingdom. of heaven" (Mall. mil. n; Lake xiii. 29).
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Again He said to Peter :
" Thou art Peter and upon this

rock I will build my Church, and the gates of hell shall
not prevail against it" (Matt. xvi. 18).

2 It does not follow from the words of Christ that the
end of the world will take place immediately after the
destruction of Jerusalem. He prophesied a speedy coming
in judgment on Jerusalem. He also threw this " doom"
upon the background of a final coming or Day of Judg-
ment. But St. Luke in two passages deprecates the imme-
diacy of the Second Coming :

" Jerusalem shall be trodden
down by the Gentiles, till the times of the nations be ful-

filled " (Luke xxi. 24). And again : "He spoke a
parable . . . because they thought that the Kingdom of

God should immediately be manifested" (Luke otic, ii),

In Ma.tt. xxiv. 29: " Immediately after the tribulation of

those days the sun shall be darkened, etc., the words
" immediately after " refer to the signs of the end of the

world just enumerated (lightning coming out of the East

and appearing even in the West, etc.), and not to the

destruction of Jerusalem,

3 Christ up to the time of His Ascension said to His
Apostles: "It is not for you to know the times or

moments, which the Father hath put in his own power"
(Acts i. f) as He -had said before His passion :

" Of that

day or hour no man knoweth, neither the Angels in

heaven nor the Son, but the Father. Take ye heed, watch

and pray. For you know not when the time is " (Mark

xiii. 32, 33). St. Jerome wrote that Our Lord wished the

end to be uncertain, that man might always watch and

pray. .

4 The words recorded in Matt. xxiv. 34 which come

after the prediction of the destruction of Jerusalem and the

end of the world :
" This generation shall not pass till all

these things be done," are understood to mean either the

generation of all the faithful and the end of the world, or

the actual generation of men then living, and the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem. Others understand "generation" as

meaning the nation (gens) of the Jews. In many places

of Scripture "generation" stands for "nation' or

"people."
• St. Peter, speaking of the Day of Judgment writes:

" One day with the Lord is as a thousand years, and a

thousand years as one day ° (2 Peter Hi. S). God sees

all things in eternity, and the prophet is sometimes en-
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abled to regard future things as they' are in the'ni
mind. divine

5° The words recorded in Matt. xvi. 28 : " Some H
stand here shall not taste death, till they see the So IMan coming in his kingdom," are referred by some com-mentators to the Transfiguration, by others to the destru
tion of Jerusalem and the growth of the Church.

°~

6° The words of Matt. x. 23 probably mean : Never stavanywhere to press the Gosper on those who do not want itThere will always be unevangelised places to- be given
their chance, before the Gospel is preached in the whole
world and the end comes.

7 St. Paul writes (2 Tliess. iu 2): "Be not frighted
> . . as if the day of the Lord were at hand'.' !

St.' Paul
goes on to assert that a revolt must first come, and' theman of sin be revealed, so that he '" sitteth in the' temple
of God as if he were God." •'

;
.,?'

It is quite clear,, from the above' statements, that the
time of the last coming of Christ remains uncertain. (Cf
Card. Billot: La.Parousie.) '' •;'•' ; r

II-—The Last Judgment;

'

'
; . •

" They that .have done good things shall come forth
unto the resurrection of life, and they that have, done evil;
unto the resurrection of judgment" (John v. 29); .

"The Son of Man shall send his angels, and they shall
gather out of his kingdom .all scandals, and them that
work iniquity. And shall cast -them into the furnace of
fire: there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth;
Then shall the just shine as -the sun. in the kingdom of

?£"" Fat
!
ier

' He that hath ears to. hear; let him hear"
(Malt. xiii. 41-42).

t "J^?
e t0 thee Corozain, woe to thee

.
Bethsaida. .'.•:'

It shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon in the day
of judgment than for you " (Malt. xL 21, 22).

Every idle word that men shall speak, they shall
render an account for it in the day of judgment. By thy
words thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt
^condemned •'fAffltt.wi.^ 3rf.lhe Son of Man . ; . shall render to every man
according to h.s works " (Mail. xvi. 27).

fn(
" reg

fd
,

to ,ost souls, Christ teaches :
" they shall go

mto everlasting punishment" (Matt, xxv, 46).
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Angels "shall cast them into the furnace of fire

"

(Matt. xiii. 42).
Christ speaks of " the hell of unquenchable fire, where

the worm dieth' not, and the fire is not extinguished

"

(Mark'ix. 42-47).
i>

III.—Eternal Life.

" They that shall be accounted worthy of that world
and of the resurrection from the dead shall neither be
married nor take wives, neither can they die any more;
for they are equal to the angels and are the children of
God, being. the children of the resurrection" (Luke xx.

35, 36)- • .

-

"The just shall shine as the sun in the Kingdom of
their. Father " (Malt: xiii. 43).

" They shall see God " (Matt. v. 8)..

"Their reward is very great in heaven " (Matt. v. 12).
"In my Father's house, there are many mansions

"

(John xin. 2).

The life of grace, which Holy Communion nourishes,
is the beginning and seed of eternal life. " He that eateth

my flesh and dririketh my blood hath eternal life, and I

will raise him up at the last day" (John vi. 55-59).
Regarding the doctrine of the Resurrection the Church

teaches the following truths :

(a) The risen body will be the same both specifically

and numerically as in life.

(b) Numerical • identity is sufficiently secured by. the

identity of the soul. Because of this identity of soul the

boy and the man continue to be the same individual,

notwithstanding change of material.

(c) Hence the risen body may not possess a single

particle of the matter which constitutes its structure before

death. The body which a man bears at death, has, after

death, no nearer connexion with him than the material

which he acquired and shed during life.

(d) When the Fathers and Councils insist that the

resurrection shall be in the flesh which man bears in life

and in which he lives and moves, they do not wish to

teach the material identity of the flesh, but they intend to

exclude the error of those, who, following Origen,

taught that risen bodies will be spiritual, neither visible

to sight, nor palpable to touch.

(c) The Church honours the dead body, but this
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honour is directed to the person who has died as a memh
of the Church, for whom supplication is made that hP

6r

she may enjoy a happy immortality complete in nature*
i.e., with body as well as soul. The Church does not
assert or deny that the body committed to earth ma
furnish material for the body to be assumed for eterhitv

(/) Cremation—a pagan Custom,- renewed in the hatred
of the Christian rite of burial, and to encourage the idea
that death is the termination of individual existence—has
been condemned by the. Church, and is forbidden under
severest penalties. -.

(g) Each human being shall have such a body as in
in life he would have attained, if nature had not erred or
failed.

(h) Because the Body of Our Lord, after His death
remained hypostatically united to the.Word, that identical
Body rose from the dead. This truth needs assertion, as
it seems to be either unknown or misunderstood even by
capable apologists. Thus Sir Oliver Lodge writes : "to
rise again from death to life on the third day '.

. . seems
;

to mean resuscitation after the mariner of Lazarus. . . ;

But^ an attempt to link the whole Christian Faith in-
extricably with an anatomical statement : about flesh and
bones is rash " (Cf. Man and the Universe, p. 255).

CHAPTER XXI

THE INSTITUTION OF THE CHURCH

Has Christ instituted a living and infallible magisterium
to protect and propagate His doctrine? What has He
said regarding the marks of His Church? Is the testi-

mony of Christ regarding the Church an infallible part of

His doctrine? Is the Church as founded by Christ a hier-

archical society? , _

I.—Various Opinions.

i° Rationalists and Liberal Protestants (Harnack,

-Hdffding, A. Sabatier, -Stopfer, M&ifSgoz, Inge, etc.)

assert that Christ did not found a Church in the sense of

a visible religious permanent society, because He believed

in the immediacy of the Second Coming. An article on

the subject of divorce written by Dean Inge to the

Evening Standard (December 21st, 1922) has the follow-

ing: "He (Christ) was not legislating even for the

Church ; there was no Church to legislate for; none of His

disciples had any suspicion that ' the Church ' was any-

thing more than a brief stop-gap till the Messianic King-

dom of God should come." Harnack and A. Sabatier

judge that the Kingdom He founded was only internal

—

dispositions of penitence, faith and filial love towards God.

2 Modernists (Loisy, Tyrell, etc.) put forward the view

that the Kingdom of God preached by Christ was escbato-

Iogical, i.e., to be realised after the destruction of the

world (a catastrophe in His opinion to come immediately)

when the Messiah will appear in the clouds of heaven.

They allow that Christ formed a society whence came the

Church, but deiiy that it is infallible (n. 2006, 2052-2036,

2091, 2104).
3° Conservative Protestants do not accept the institution

of a Supreme and infallible Authority. Scripture, in their

view, is the only rule of faith. Lutherans used to hold that

the real Church of Christ is invisible. But after the pub-

lication of Rothe's Anfange der Christlichcn Kirchc (1S37)

' 267
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lity of the Church ceased to be maintainec

Germany. Calvinists and Presbyterians are of onir

the invisibility of the Church ceased to be maintained '

Germany. Calvinists and Presbyterians are of onin'
'n

that the Church is visible, and is ruled by elders
°

pointed by the people. Anglo-Catholics seemingly belie^"
all Roman teaching, except the doctrine of the infallibilit

of the Pope. Anglo-Catholic clergy and laity are dis
tinguished for their earnestness and zeal. May the words
of Christ in their regard be realised betimes :- " them also
I must bring, so that there may be one fold and one
Shepherd." -

'

4° "Orthodox" Greeks recognise an infallible au-
thority in the collective episcopate. They deny the
primacy of jurisdiction of the Roman Pontiff to be of
Divine right. They acknowledge the authority of the first

seven oecumenical Councils, -'.;...•'..•

5° Catholics believe in the institution of the Church a
hierarchical and monarchical society, of supreme authority,

infallible in matters of faith and morals.. This infallibility

resides not only in the. body of bishops, but in the Roman
Pontiff who is vicar of Christ (r>. g6o, 1550, 1821, tfm).
The questions therefore to be discussed are i •

(a) What was the- Kingdom of God preached by
Christ?

.

(fe) Did He found a. hierarchical and perpetual Church

?

(c) Did He endow the Church with infallibility for the

safeguarding and propagation of Divine -Revela-

tion ?

(d) Did He give the Church visible marks?

II.—Kingdom of God preached by Christ.

i° It is a Spiritual Kingdom i .
".••

Atthe time of Our Lord, the Jews* interpreting the

Messianic prophecies materially, expected a temporal and
national kingdom. Hence Herod feared the coming of the

Messiah (Malt. ii. 3). As evidence of their nationalist

proclivities the Jews, after the miracle of the multiplication
of the loaves, wished to make Our Lord king (John i>i-

15). When the Pharisees asked: When will the Kingdom
of God come ? Our Lord replied : " The Kingdom of God
cometh not with observation. Neither shall they say:
behold here or behold there. For lo I the Kingdom of God
is within you" (Luke xvii. 20, 21). Again Christ said

to Pilate: "My Kingdom is not of this world" (John
xvui. 36).
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For membership of this spiritual kingdom, faith is re-
quired : "The Kingdom of God is at hand: repent and
believe the Gospel " (Mark i. 15).

Charity is necessary. The Commandment to love God
is the greatest (Matt. xxii. 38), the love of neighbours is

obligatory (Matt, xxii.jg). There is an obligation of
loving even our enemies: " that you may be the child-

ren of your Father who is in heaven " (Matt. v. 44, 45),
" Unless your justice abound more than that of Scribes
and Pharisees you shall not enter the Kingdom of

Heaven " (Matt. ». 26).

2 The Kingdom of God is also external, visible, social.

The Kingdom of God is described as a flock :
" Fear

not, little flock, for it hath pleased/ your Father to give

you a Kingdom" (Luke xii. 32). In this flock are

Apostles to whom Our Lord has said: "Come after Me
and. I will: make you become fishers of men " (Mark i. if).

This society is called a Church " iKKX-qtrCa," the Septu-

agint equivalent of the Hebrew " Qahal." In regard to

this Church, Christ said :
" If he will not hear you tell the

Church. And if he will not hear the Church, let him be

to thee as the heathen and publican " (Matt, xviii. if).

. .If the Church were merely internal, it would consist

only of the good, whereas in it are good and bad, as the

parable of the cockle shews (Mail. xiii. 36-50). The
Kingdom of Heaven is like to a net cast into the sea,

gathering together all kinds of fishes: When it was filled

the fishermen drew it out, and: sitting by the shore, they

chose out the good into vessels, but the. bad they cast

forth (Matt. xiii. 47, 48).

3 The Kingdom of God is not merely a future or

eschatological kingdom.
(a) When the Pharisees enquired when the Kingdom of

God should come, Christanswered them :
" The Kingdom

of God cometh not with observation," whereas Christ

coming-in the clouds of heaven will come with observa-

tion. "The Kingdom -of ' God is within you, i.e.,

eVro9 vuwv, in medio, vestrum (Luke xvii. 20, 21).

, (b) The Kingdom of God is progressive like the

development of the grain of mustard seed (Matt. xm. 32).

"The Gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached ,n the

whole world, for a testimony to all nations, and then sha

the consummation come" (Luke xxiv. 14). Many snau

from the East and the West" (Matt. wn. in-
come
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Regarding the time of " consummation "

:
" Of that d

and hour no one knows, no, not the angels of heaven h^
the Father alone " (Matt. xxiv. 36). '

Dut

(c) The association of good and bad
: in the King-do

proves that it was not eschatological.

Hence the Kingdom of Christ was already present
partly hidden in the souls of the: just, partly visible in
ecclesiastical societ}^ and. its consummation was an-
nounced to take place in heaven after the end of the.world"

III.—Christ instituted the Church as a hierarchical and per-
petual society.

A society is a collection of men", united for
: a specific

purpose. A spiritual movement maintains itself in being
either by embodying, the teaching in a book (which Christ
has not done), or by founding ari institution to perpetuate
the teaching. The word "hierarchy .". (tepa apyn)
means "sacred government"—government instituted by
Divine right. The Catholic Church is a society instituted

by Christ, hierarchical and monarchical, governed by one
head, who has supreme power. - -.*'.:•

.
•

.

Renan spoke of the " Divine institution of the hier-

archy" as being especially stressed by St. Luke; and P.
Sabatier characterised, the conciliar decree in the Acts as
savouring of " hierarchical pretensions ''. (Renan, Les
Apotres," p. xxxix.; P. Sabatier,- La Didache, p. 155).

Conservative Protestants admit that Christ gave to

Peter and the Apostles the power of teaching, ruling, and
sanctifying the faithful, but deny; that this power was
given in perpetuity to the successors of Peter and the
Apostles. •

"
-

';

Liberal Protestants admit the perpetual hierarchy, but
attribute the idea not to Christ, but to Christian teachers
at the end of the First Century.

i° Christ instituted a hierarchical and monarchical
society, conferring on the Apostles the triple power of

teaching, ruling, and sanctifying the faithful, and confer-
ring immediately on Peter the primacy of magisterial
power, and the primacy of jurisdiction.
(A) After the death of John the Baptist, when it became

clear that the Jews and their leaders would reject Our
Lord, He chose twelve Apostles, and devoted Himself to

their training. The twelve were the Israel that was to be
—the nucleus of His Church. He sent the Apostles to
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preach the Kingdom of God first to the children of Israel :

"Jesus sent the twelve . . . saying ... go ye rather to
the lost sheep of the house of Israel; going preach
saying, the kingdom of heaven is at hand. Heal the sick,
raise the dead ... cast out devils : freely have you re-
ceived, freely give " (Matt. x. 3-8; Mark vi. 7-13; Luke ix.
1-6).

(B) At Cassarea Philippi, when Peter proclaimed his
belief as to the personality of Christ, Our Lord made the
promise :" Thou art Peter (kepha—rock) and upon this

rock (kepha) I will build my Church, and the gates of hell

shall not prevail against it. And to thee I will give the
keys of the kingdom of heaven. Whatsoever thou shalt

bind upon earth shall be bound also in heaven, and what-
soever thou shalt loose upon earth shall be loosed also in

heaven" (Matt. xvi. i^-ig). Thus Peter is promised
primacy, not merely of honour, but of jurisdiction. Peter

shall be the foundation of the Church; he shall receive

keys of the kingdom of heaven ; whatsoever he shall bind

upon earth shall be bound also in heaven. Hence Peter

has the right of imposing various obligations in the spiri-

tual order, i.e., he has primacy of jurisdiction.

Primacy of. magisterial (teaching) power is explicitly

expressed in Luke xxii., 31, 32, when Christ, before His

Passion, said to Peter: "Simon, Simon, behold Satan

hath desired to have you that he may sift you as wheat.

But I have prayed for thee that thy faith fail not: and

thou being once converted, confirm thy brethren."

(C) About the middle period of His public life Christ

said to the twelve: "Amen, I say .to you whatsoever you

shall bind upon earth shall be bound also in heaven

:

whatsoever you shall loose upon earth shall be loosed

also in heaven " (Matt, xviii. 18). In these words Christ

promises the power of binding and. loosing, i.e., of ruling

the Church. It is necessary, however, to note that to Peter

alone is promised the same authority as is promised to the

other Apostles forming one body with him.

To the Twelve is promised also the special assistance ot

the Holy Ghost in preaching the Gospel :
" The Paraclete,

the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will send in My name,

He will teach you all things, and bring all things to your

mind whatsoever I shall have said to you '_ (John xiv. 2b).

" He willteach you all truth" (John xvi 13).

(D) After His resurrection, the power which Christ had
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promised He gave to. Peter and to the Apostles T
Apostles He gave the power of teaching, ruling, and s
tifying the faithful :

" All power is given to me in heaven
and in earth. Going, therefore, teach ye all nations ha
rising them in the name of the Father and of thp Rnl. „ jof the Son, and
of the Holy Ghost : teaching them to observe all things
whatsoever I have commanded you " (Matt, xxviii rn
20; Mark xvi. 1$; Luke xxiv. 44-4.9). " Peace be to you'
As the Father hath sent Me, I also send you., When he
had said these words He breathed on them and He said
to them : Receive ye the Holy Ghost, whose sins you shall
forgive they are forgiven them : and whose sins you shall
retain, they are retained " (John xx. 2ir2j).
On Peter is conferred the supreme power, already pro-

mised : "Simon, Son of John, lovest thou Me more than
these? . ... Feed my .lambs. . . . He saith to him
again : Simon,- son- of John, lovest thou .Me. . . . Feed
My sheep '' (John xxi; 15-if). These .words were said to

Peter alone and confer primacy upon him. • For by the

word "feed" (ySocr/ce, TroC[Atiiv€) is meant, in both profane
and sacred authors, power in a society. 1 Moreover,- power
is given over the whole church, for the words, :" lambs and
sheep," include all disciples of Christ, no matter what their

dignity might be. -"..-'

Hence the Church is hierarchical. On the Apostles is

conferred the power of teaching, ruling and sanctifying

the faithful. Oh Peter is conferred primacy of magis-
terium and of jurisdiction. .After the Ascension, ' Peter

exercised supreme authority in the Church (Cf. Acts i.

15 sq; ii. 14; Hi, 6; ix. $2; x. 20; xv.:f, 12). I.
:

St. Paul writes :
" After three years I went to Jerusalem

to see Peter, and I tarried with him fifteen days " (Gal. i.

18). Nor does the text Gal. ii-.ii deny Peter's. authority,

but St. Paul feared that St. Peter's indulgence towards
the Jews and their legal observances might turn Gentiles

from acceptance of the Christian Faith. St. Paul, teaches

that the church is built upon the " foundation of the

Apostles" (Eph. ii. 20-22), and that it is the mystical

body of Christ, in which a perfect hierarchy is found
(Eph. i. 22, 2j; Rom. xii. 4-8).

2 Christ instituted a perpetual hierarchical society. '

" I am with you all days, even to the end of the- world"
(Mali, xxviii. 20). "You shall be my witness
unto the uttermost parts of the earth " (Acts i.,8). The
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office of teaching, ruling and sanctifying the faithful ispassed on to the successors of the Apostles St Pauldeclares that such power was given to Timothy and toTitus by the imposition of hands. He writes of bishopsnr various churches: "The Holy Ghost hath placed voubishops to -rule the Church of God, which he^ath pur-chased with his own blood" (Acts xx. 28).
_ Christ wished the primacy to be perpetual": "Thou artPeter and upon this rock I will build my Church, and the
gates of hell shall not prevail against it." The Church
is clearly indefectible, but it cannot persist without a
foundation and supreme power. The primacy of Peter
and the pre-eminence of the Roman Church was acknow-
ledged both in theory and in practice during the first three
centuries, and afterwards it was so expressly taught that
doubt was not possible (Cf. De Groot, 2e Ecclesia,
q xiv. xv).-

IV.—Testimony of Christ regarding the infallibility of the
Church.

Doctrinal infallibility implies not only truth of state-
ment or fact, but also a divinely given source of truth.
It differs from Inspiration which implies a. positive
impulse to write infallibly, and from Revelation which
supposes the manifestation of a truth hitherto unknown.

Modernists and Rationalists deny to the Church the
endowment of infallibility. , (In their view dogma changes
in accordance with the advance of philosophy and science).

i° Christ conferred the prerogative of infallibility on
the College of the Apostles and their successors.

'(A) When He sent them to preach the Gospel through-
out the world, He added: "I am with you all days"
(Matt, xxviii. ig, 20). The special assistance of Christ in

the teaching of the truths of Faith is a guarantee of infal-

libility. In Mark xvi. 16 Christ bids the Apostles "go
throughout the world and preach the Gospel, and He
adds: "He who believeth not shall be condemned."
(B) Christ promised the gift of infallibility to the

College of Apostles when He said : "I will ask the

Father and He shall give you another Paraclete, that He
may. abide with you for ever—the Spirit of truth. He will

teach you all things and bring all things to your mind

whatsoever I shall have said to you " (John xiv. 16, 17, 26).

s
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" When the Spirit of truth is come, He will teach you all

truth " (John xvi. 13).

(C) The Apostles understood the promises of Christ in

this sense. In formulating decrees they wrote: " It has

seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us " (Acts xv.28).

in preaching they claimed, "we are witnesses of these

things and of the' Holy GhostV (Acts v. 32) ,- in. the con-

demnation of errors they said, "though an angel from

heaven preach a gospel to you besides that which we
have preached to you, let him be anathema " {Gal. i, 8).

St. Paul speaks of the Church as " Church of the living

God, pillar and ground of truth" (1 Tim. Hi. 15): No
longer are we " children tossed to and fro and carried

about with every .wind of doctrine " (E-pli. iv. 14).

"Therefore, brethren, stand fast and hold the traditions

which you have learned whether, by word of mouth or by

our epistle" (2 Thess. ii. 14).

Later, the Fathers in refuting heresies argue from the

infallible magisterium of. the Church—teaching of

Apostles and bishops—of which teaching oecumenical

councils are regarded as the authentic expression./

2 Christ conferred the gift of infallibility directly and

immediately on Peter and his successors^

The Bishops of the Church, assembled at the Vatican

Council, to whom the .gift of infallibility has been

promised, solemnly declared that on Peter and his

successors the gift of infallibility was conferred when he

received primacy of magisterium and of jurisdiction.

(A) "Thou art Peter and upon this rOck I will build

my Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against

it " (Malt. xvi. 18). If Peter when he speaks ex cathedra

on matters of faith were hot infallible,' the foundation of

the Church would not be stable.

(B) "I have prayed for thee that thy faith fail not,

and thou, being once converted, confirm thy brethren

(Luke xxii. 32). Peter could not truly and effectively

confirm the faith of his brethren, if he could err irumatters

of faith, or if his definitions were not themselves infallible

apart from the consent of the Church. .

(C) "Feed my lambs . . . feed my sheep " '(Johnxxi.

r5-n)- To feed the flock of Christ requires the gift «
infallibility.

In the first four centuries, the Roman Church was

regarded as the centre of unity and source of orthodoxy-
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St. Irenauis wrote his book Adversus Haercses about
a.d. 180. In Book III. ch. 3 he writes: "With this
(Roman) Church all churches—the faithful everywhere
must agree because of its more powerful leadership."
He goes on to say :

" through the instrumentality of this
Church the tradition, handed down by the Apostles, has
been maintained by the faithful everywhere." From the
Fifth Century onwards the prerogative of infallibility has
been more and more clearly affirmed by Popes, Fathers of
the Church and Councils.

V-—Christ furnished His Church with visible marks.

(A) Marks are visible signs whereby the Church of
Christ is differentiated from other visible societies. These
marks are essential properties and belong exclusively to

the Church.
The Church in the Nicene-Constantinopolitan symbol

(a.d. 381) mentions four marks : Unity, Holiness,

Catholicity, Apostolicity (d. 86).

When Christ instituted the Church as a visible

society, in which authority is exercised in a visible way
(in teaching, ruling, sanctifying by the administration of

Sacraments) He wished the members to be united by
visible bonds—by the external profession of the same
Faith, by external obedience to the same pastors, by
participation in the same Sacraments.

1 ° Unity.
Unity is a visible property whereby the Church in

her profession of Faith, in government arid worship is

undivided in herself, and differentiated from other

^societies.

Unity is a consequence of the hierarchical and

monarchical constitution of the Church, placed under one

Supreme Head. Christ compared the Church to a king-

dom, a city, a flock, a house—all which figures suggest

unity. He said :
" every kingdom, divided against itself,

shall be made desolate " (Matt. xii. 25). Again He said :

" Other sheep I have that are not of this fold :
them also

I must bring, and they shall hear my voice, and there

shall be one fold and one shepherd " (John x. 16). Imme-

mediately before His passion He made this solemn prayer

:

" Holy Father, keep them in thy name whom thou hast

given me, that they may be one as we also are one"

(.John xvii. 11). " Not for them only do I pray, but for
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them also who, through their word, shall believe in M
that they may be one as thou Father in me and I in *u '

that they may be one in us, so that the world may -ben"
that thou hast sent me. The glory thou hast given mHhave given to them, that they may be one as we'also aone. I in them and thou, in me : that they may be marf
perfect in one, and the world may know that Thou u«H
sent Me" (John xvii. 20-23).

U "ast

Unity belongs to the Church essentially from the stand
point of the Church's constitutive form.

Christ desired unity (i).in profession of Faith : "teach
ye all nations . . .to observe all things whatsoever Ihave commanded you " (Matt: xxviii. ig, 20) -

(2 ) ingovernment
:

' ' Thou are Peter ... to thee- 1 will iiVe
the keys ... feed my sheep " (Matt. xvi. 18-19; John
xxi. 17); (3) in worship—unity of baptism : "baptising
them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost " (Matt, xxviii. ig); Unity of the Eucharist
Do this in commemoration of Me." (Luke xxii. ig).
Hence in the Acts of the Apostles (Acts iv. 32) it is

said of the nascent Church :
" The multitude of believers

had but one heart and one soul.
1
' (St. Paul teaches the

same doctrine, especially in Eph. iv. 3-17 ; and St.- John
in 2 John L 10, n-.)-

•

2
,°

u
Christ wished that His Church should be character-

ised by manifest and extraordinary sanctity.
Sanctity implies innocence of life and firm union withM A society is said to be visibly and eminently holy

it it has principles and means efficacious for the attainment
ol sanctity, and de facto shows continuously the fruits of
extraordinary sanctity-shows in many members a high
degree ot virtue, and in some heroic virtue, beyond the
natural moral capability of humanity. These virtues are
visible in their effects—wholehearted love of God, great
self-denial, great charity towards others.

Sanctity belongs essentially to the Church from the
standpoint of the Church's end or aim.
„«^J^d prayed that- this mark should be conferred
upon His Church: "Holy Father, keep them in Thy
name whom Thou hast given me.., sanctify them in™"

k
' ' .1, do l sanctify myself that they also

Sadv4T'fed
-

in
.

trUth " (W™ *™- »> 'W
on lit Mn

ll

:

e
T

,

^,
ln " ,n& of His ministry,, in the Sermonon the Mount, He had said :

" Unless your justice abound
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more than that of the Scribes and Pharisees vou shillnot enter into the kingdom of heaven" (Mall v 20)and, in His explanation of the New Law, He common
in the Beatitudes and Counsels, a lofty standard of vir oe-of humility chastity, self-denial, charity, charity eventowards enemies. To procure this sanctity He instituted
the Eucharist: "The bread which I shall givet My
flesh for the life of the world . . . he who eateth My fleshand dnnketh My blood hath eternal life ... he abidethm me and I in him

" (John m. 5 i, S4 , 56). He promised
the Holy Ghost

: I will ask the Father and He shall
give you .another Paraclete, that he may abide with you
for ever" (John xvo.it).
.Our Lord wished the sanctity of the Church to be

visible :
" You are the light of the world. A city seated

on a mountain cannot be hid. Neither do men light a
candle, and put it under a bushel, but upon a candle-
stick, that it may shine to all who are in the house"
(Matt. v. 14, i5). " Every good tree bringeth forth rood
fruit (Matt. vii. 17). "I have chosen you and
appointed you that you should go and bring forth fruit,
and that your fruit should remain " (John xv. 16). "

I
am come to cast fire on earth, and what will I but that it

be kindled? " (Luke xii. 4g). Our Lord prophesied that
the preachers of the Faith should manifest extraordinary
signs of their own sanctity, and extraordinary signs of
the Divine origin of the Gospel :

" In My name they shall
cast out devils : -they shall speak with new tongues : they
shall take up serpents: and if they drink any deadly
thing* it shall not hurt them : they shall lay their hands
upon the sick, and they shall recover" (Mark xvi. 17,

18). These promises have been fulfilled as may be seen
by reading the lives of missionaries of the Faith. St.

Paul alludes to this note of sanctity in Eph. v. 25-27.

The sanctity of the Church will be consummated in

heaven. On earth there are, in the Church, sinners as

well as saints, just as the cockle grows amongst the wheat
(Matt. xiii. 30). _

3° Christ wished that His Church should be Catholic

or universal—spread throughout the whole world.

The word "catholicity" (tcad* o\ov) means uni-

versality. Virtual Catholicity (catholicitas juris) is the

aptitude of the Church to spread to all nations. Actual

Catholicity (Catholicitas de facto) implies the Church's
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visible progressive diffusion, so that amongst the principal

races a notable number should gradually become mem-
bers of the Church. This progressive Catholicity; is called

formal inasmuch as it is associated with the mark of
unity. The mark of Catholicity belongs essentially to the

Church from the standpoint of membership, i.e., f

material cause.

Our Lord on many occasions signified His wish that

the Church should be universal, not only de jure but de

facto. '.- .." -;

(i) Catholicity de jure. •

Christ compares the Church to
.
a grain of mustard

seed, which when grown up "is greater than all herbs

and becometh a tree " (MaiU xiii. 32).
" God so loved the world as to give his only-begotten

Son, that whosoever believeth -in him may. not perish "

(John Hi. 16).

St. Paul writes of Christ "who will have all men to be

saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth. For

there is one God and one mediator of God and men, the

man Christ Jesus, who gave himself a -'_ redemption for

all " (i Tim. ii. 4-6).

(2) Catholicity de facto is ordained by Christ. , ./:

"You shall be my witnesses. . .. even to the utter-

most ends of the earth "(Actsi. 8). "Go into the whole

world and preach the Gospel . to every creature " (Matt. :

xvi. 15). " Go teach all nations . . . I am with, you all

days even to the end of the world " (Matt, xxviii. 19)'.

" Many shall come from the East and the West and. shall,

sit down with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the kingdom
of heaven" (Matt. mil. 11, 12). In the parable of the

Sower :
" He who sows good' seed is the Son of Man.'

The field is the world" (Matt. xiii. 37, 38). On the feast

of Pentecost, the disciples began to speak in various

tongues (Acts ii. 4, 8). Peter is sent by the Holy Ghost

to the Gentiles (Acts x. 20). Paul becomes Apostle of

the Gentiles :
" As many as have been baptised in Christ

have put on Christ. There is no longer Jew or Greek

. . . you are all one in Christ Jesus " (Gal. Hi. 2*7, 28).

Christ did not foretell an absolute and physical, but a

moral and relative, catholicity: "The light is comeinto
the world, and men loved darkness rather than the light,

for their works were evil " (John Hi. 19). " Many false

prophets shall arise and shall seduce many . ...the
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charity of many shall grow cold " (Matt. xxiv. 11, 12).
Nevertheless "this Gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached in the whole world for a testimony to all nations
and then shall the consummation come " (Matt. xxiv. 14).

4 Christ wished that His Church should be Apostolic
•—that it should be the same society as that which the
Apostles founded.

Apostolicity is a question of the legitimate, public,
never interrupted succession of pastors from the time of
the Apostles—a succession in the identity of Faith,

Sacraments and rule. Hence Apostolicity must be not
only material but formal succession, involving the notes

of unity and catholicity.

The succession is visible especially as regards rule.

This note of the Church is taken from the standpoint of'

its efficient instrumental cause—the Apostles.

Apostolicity is an essential property of the Church of

Christ. He made His Church a hierarchical perpetual

society, in which authority and jurisdiction might be

transmitted without interruption.

"Thou art Peter and upon this rock I will build my
Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against

it" (Matt. xvi. 18). Hence a Church, not built on this

. foundation, separated from the authority of Peter and his

successors, is not the true Church of Christ. St. Paul

wrote to the Ephesians :
" Now therefore you are no more

strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the

saints and domestics of God, built upon the foundation of

Apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the

chief corner-stone" (Eph. ii. 19, 20).- St. Paul asks in

regard to preachers of the Faith :
" How shall they preach

unless they be sent? " (Rom. x. 15). Hence as recorded

in Acts xiv. 22, Paul and Barnabas " ordained to them

priests in every Church," and Paul wrote to Titus:

"For this cause I left thee in Crete . . . that thou

shouldest ordain priests in every city as I also appointed

thee" (Titus i. 5).
5° Conclusion. , ... _ , ,*

•

'

The association of these four marks in the Catholic

Church constitutes a great moral miracle, which proves it

to be the Church of Christ. Unity is its formal, sanctity

its final, Catholicity its material, and Apostolicity its

efficient instrumental cause.
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VI.-Thc testimony of Christ regarding the Chur fccomplete accord with His preaching.
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CHAPTER XXII

VALUE OF THE TESTIMONY OF CHRIST

The Messianic and doctrinal testimony of Christ is
recommended to our acceptance by His extraordinary
wisdom and sanctity. Some Rationalists (Harnacfc,
Renan) hold that He was mistaken to some extent in His
views, inasmuch as His supposed mission was due to vivid
consciousness of His union with God.

I—Christ's testimony regarding His mission is emphati-
cally: taught as a doctrine to be believed by all. From the
beginning of His public life to the end, Christ expressly asserted
that He had been sent by God to reveal to men doctrine neces-
sary for salvation. Many critics of the Liberal School (Dalman,
Wernle, etc.) acknowledge that Christ never appeared uncertain

regarding His mission.

" He who heareth my word and believeth Him that

sent, me hath life everlasting " (John v. 24).
" He that believeth in me hath life everlasting" (John

vi. 4Y).
"He that believeth in Him (the Son of God) is not

judged. But he that doth not believe is already judged,

because he believth not in the name of the only-begotten

Son of God " (John in. 18).

"He that believeth and is baptised shall be saved: but

he that believeth not shall be condemned " (Mark xvi. 16).

In this last text the question is expressly about the neces-

sity of believing the Divine mission of Christ, in whose

name men are baptised. As St. Thomas notes, the

Apostles understood that to suffer martyrdom rather than

deny Christ was a duty (Quodlibet iv. q x. a 20). " He
that shall deny Me before men, I Avill also deny him before

my Father who is in heaven " (Matt. x. 33).

If Christ were deceived in this affirmation, the halluci-

nation would have been perpetual, and would imply an

enthusiasm equivalent to insanity. No sane man could

persuade himself that he was a Divine ambassador,

2S1
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greater than all llie prophets, in -whom all must bel'
tinder pain of damnation, unless he had received h^
God most certain internal or external signs of His Div^"

1

mission. The possibility of such a pathological state

1"6

excluded by the consideration of Christ's wisdom arH
sanctity.

II.—The wisdom of Christ excludes the possibility of error

(a) All allow that Christ must be included amongst the
wisest of men, as is clear from His doctrine and work
Surpassing all philosophers, He has given us a wonder-
ful solution of essential problems regarding God, man and
future life. He taught the highest mysteries, precepts and
counsels with the greatest simplicity.

(6) The admiration which He aroused is noted several
times in the Gospels. When a child of twelve years of
age "all that heard him were astonished at his wisdom
and his answers " (Luke ii. 47). After the Sermon on the
Mount "the people were in admiration at his doctrine"
(Matt, vii, 28). The ministers of the Pharisees, being
sent to apprehend Him, said "never did man speak like

this " (]ohn tiii. 46).
(c) His prudence and perspicacity are apparent in His

answers to Pharisees and Sadducees. They asked ques-
tions regarding the woman taken in adultery (John viii. f),
the tribute due to Caesar (Matt. xxii. 15-21), the resur-

rection (Mall. xxii. 23-32). Christ so answered that
" neither durst any man from that day forth ask him any
more questions " (Mail. xxii. 46).

(d) He judges all things with the greatest tranquillity

of soul even when afflicted with deep injury (Matt. xii. 26).

(c) In all humility He shows the reason of His right

judgment :
" I cannot of myself do anything. As I hear,

so J judge : my judgment is just, because I seek not my
own will, but the will of Him that sent me " (John v. 30).
" My doctrine is not mine, but His that sent me" (John
vii. 16).

(f) Christ spoke with the authority of a supreme teacher
v/hcri He scud : " Anion, amen, I say to you, if any man
l:':-p my word, he shall not see death for ever " (John viii.

5')- " I am the light of the world : he that followcth mc
walkfrlli not in dnrkiwsH " (John viii. 12). "I am Uic
way, th« truth and the life. No man cometh to the Father
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but by me" (John xiv. 6). " He was teaching as one
having power and not as their scribes and Pharisees"
(Matt. vii. 29).

HI.—The sanctity of Christ confirms His testimony. The
lives of philosophers frequently fail to correspond with the
ethical doctrine which they teach. In Christ Our Lord there was

. perfect harmony between His teaching and His life. Humility,
magnanimity, meekness, fortitude, mercy, justice—all these
virtues were conspicuous. Sanctity implies two characteristics

:

(a) absence of sin and of imperfection
; (b) presence of the

virtues and especially of firm and constant union with God.

(A) Christ was without sin or defect.

To the Jews who sought to kill Him, He could say:
"which of you shall convince me of sin?" (John mil.

46). '.'The chief priests and the whole council sought
false witness against Jesus that they might put Him to

death, and they found not " (Matt. xxvi. 59, 60). The
assertion of His Personality was regarded by the High
Priest (owing to his prejudice) as equivalent to blasphemy
(Matt. xxvi. 65). Judas said :

" I have sinned in betray-

ing innocent blood " (Matt, xxiiii. 4). And Pilate said:

"I am innocent of the blood of this just man : look you
to it" (Matt, xxvii. 24).

The holiest of men grieve over their sins and imper-

.
fections. Christ, though most humble, was not conscious

of sin. His disciples, who knew His private and public

life, knew Him in sadness and in joy, wrote :
" Who did

no sin, neither was guile found in his mouth " (1 Peter ii.

22J.
" In Him there was no sin " (1 John Hi. 5). "He

knew. not sin " (2 Cor. v. 21). He was " tempted in all

things like we are, without sin" (Heb. iv. 15).

(B) Christ manifested the practice of all virtues in His

life, even the practice of those virtues which seem diverse,

and the virtues of Christ were heroic in degree.

(a) Charity and filial devotion of Christ towards God

were most perfect: "T must be about my Father's busi-

ness " (Lnke ii. 49).
" My meat is to do the will of Him

that sent Me, that I may perfect his work (John iv. 34J.

"
I do always the things that please him ... 1 honour

my Father . . . I seek not my own glory (John vm. 29,

49, 50) Before His passion Christ prayed : bather, tne

hour is come, glorify Thy Son, that Thy Son may glorify
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Thee. ... I have glorified Thee on earth : I 1

finished the work which Thou gavest Me to do" ("/V*
5

xvii. 1-4). At the crisis of His sacrifice He prayed"
1

" Father, if it be possible, let this chalice pass from M
''

but not my will but Thine be done " (Matt, xxvi a^\" He became obedient unto death, even to the death of th
cross" (PhiJipf. ii. 8). His last words were: "

Father^
into Thy hands I commend my spirit" (Luke xxiii. 46)'

In pseudo-mysticism, the false love of God often de
stroys the love due to men, and leads to spiritual pride'
But in Christ, the love of all men is strengthened by His
love of God.

(b) Charity and mercy towards men.
Christ's charity was profound, universal, efficacious

and was directed chiefiy towards the noblest part of man—his soul, made in the image of God and ordained for
eternal life. He is the "shepherd of souls" and He
knows them and leads them (John x. 3-14). He loves
all—Jews, Gentiles, sinners, the poor, infirm, afflicted.
Even Judas is His "friend."
His charity is efficacious: "Greater love than this no

man hath, that a man lay down his life for his friends"
(John xv. 13). "I am the good shepherd. The good
shepherd giveth his life for his sheep " (Johnx. 11). " God
so loved the world as to give His only-begotten Son, that
whosoever believelh in Him may not perish, but may have
life everlasting " (John in. 16). " The Son of Man is not
come to be ministered to, but to minister and to give His
life a redemption for many " (Mall. xx. 28). " This is My
body which is given for you . . . this is the chalice, the
new testament in my blood, which shall be shed for you "

(Luke xxii. 20). Christ said to the penitent thief :
" This

day thou shalt be with me in paradise" (Luke xxiii. 43)'
and to His torturers: "Father, forgive them for they
know not what (hey do " (Lvkc xxiii. 34).

Christ's charily never degenerated into weakness.
With Christ fraternal correction is an act of charity (Matt.
xviii. 15). Me showed just and inflexible severity towards
obstinate Pharisees (Mull, xxiii. n-f6), towards the sellers
in tbr; temple (John H. 14, j5)l

'

J n Christ severity of
justice nnd immense mercy were united: "Mercy and
truth

j,
ave met e.-icb other

;
justice and peace have kissed"

(I'::, h.xxxv. u).
(c) Self-denial, humility, meekness of Christ.
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" He who-wishes to come after me, let him deny him-

self, take up his cross and follow me" (Matt. xvi. 24)" Learn of me to be meek and humble of heart " (Matt. xi.
29). He lived for thirty years in obscurity; He forbade
His miracles and His Transfiguration to be made known;
He sought not His own glory, but the glory of His
Father

; He preached to the poor; He chose ignorant men
for His Apostles ; He washed their feet at the Last
Supper. Together with this humility and meekness, He
united dignity, magnanimity, perfect sincerity.

(d) Fortitude, perseverance, patience of Christ.

His firmness remained unshaken, even in the torture of
His passion, wherein He manifested . heroic patience,

praying for His persecutors and recommending His soul
to His Father. The Centurion said: "Truly he was a
just man " (Luke xxiii. 4^). " If the life and death of

Socrates were those of a wise man, the life and death of

Jesus were assuredly those of God " (Rousseau, Emile,
Book IV, Profession of Faith of the Vicar of Savoy).

(e) The harmony and stability of heroic virtues in Christ

constitute a moral miracle.

Sanctity is from God. The sanctity of Christ is super-

human. That one should manifest the exercise of all

virtues in the highest degree—fortitude, meekness, love,

justice, mercy—points to extraordinary help from God.

Moreover to persevere unshaken in all heroic virtues is

impossible without special intervention from God. The
sanctity of Christ is miraculous.

God does not witness by miraculous intervention to that

which is untrue. Hence the testimony of Christ that He
is the ambassador of God is established by Divine au-

thority, and commends itself to our belief.



SECTION VII

CONFIRMATION OF THE TESTIMONY OF
CHRIST



CHAPTER XXIII

CONFIRMATION FROM INTERNAL CRITERIA, AND FROM ANEXTERNAL CRITERION INTRINSIC TO RELIGION ; SUBLIMITY OF
DOCTRINE

§1.—Internal Criteria
: Wonderful Fulfilment of Human

Aspirations.

!•—The question involved.

If all legitimate aspirations, including the higher aspir-
ations of our nature,, are satisfied and more than satisfied
by a religious system of doctrine, it is morally certain that
such religious system comes from God. That men should
reach this fulfilment' by their natural powers is morally
impossible. It is not sufficient to argue, as Modernists
frequently

_
argue, from the ' conformity of Christian

' doctrine with bur natural aspirations—such an argument
could only prove that Christ founded a perfect natural
religion.

.What. are the principal aspirations of our nature?
: (A) The religious and moral aspirations of human
nature are as universal as humanity itself. Such aspira-
tions are nothing. else than the seed or source of natural
virtues which have relation to man's end' and to the means
necessary to attain it.

With regard to the last end of man we desire to know
with certitude the existence of God, we hope for help from
God necessary to attain future happiness, we desire to love

God above all things, not only affectively but effectively,

so that the whole of our moral life may be referred to our
last end. It is impossible as St.' Thomas writes (ia nas

q. 2, a.-8, q. j, a. i) for man to find complete happiness in

any created good ; for the object of the will is universal

good, and universal good does not exist in any creature,

but is found in God alone. In like manner there is an

inclination to give to God the internal and external worship

due to Him. -

Regarding means necessary for the attainment of our

last end, there are in human nature inclinations to moral

virtues—prudence, justice, fortitude, temperance and vir-

tues connected therewith.

2S9 t
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(B) Natural desire of future life.*

The existence of this desire is proved :

(a) From consciousness. The soul experiences a desire
lo live, even though the body is mortal.

(b) From reason. Desire follows cognition: "nil
voHlum visi cognihtm." The cognition of the
senses is particular being. But the intellect appre-
hends absolute being. Hence every being endowed
with intellect desires immortality (i a

q. ^, a . g\

Moreover, in this life, the wicked prosper, the vir-

tuous suffer. We hope, therefore, for a future life,

in which there will be manifestation of justice" and
of the moral order.

(c) All forms of religion witness to the desire of immor-
tality.

(C) There is in man a natural desire of seeing God as

He is in Himself.

The most perfect natural knowledge of God fails to

explain certain obscurities. We cannot clearly understand
the compatibility of Divine attributes like Justice and
Mercy, nor can we explain satisfactorily the existence of

evil, moral and physical. Hence man wishes to see God,
not only in the mirror of creatures, but intuitively and
immediately. As already explained this natural desire is

conditional and inefficacious—a velleity, the condition

being, if God wishes to raise us to the supernatural vision

of His essence.

Such are the principal aspirations—intellectual,, moral,

religious—of our nature.

II.—Imperfect solutions.

To the aforesaid aspirations an imperfect response is

given : (a) by natural reason; (6) by philosophic systems;

(c) by other religions.

(a) Natural reason cannot attain a firm, ready, accurate

knowledge of the natural truths appertaining to religion.

It cm reach to certitude regarding the existence of God,

but the essential attributes of God and the conditions of

our future life remain obscure.
(I>) Philosophic systems.

* 'J i<< n : .i,ir.il ,U-\r<; i,f future life is iimnif, whereas the natural desfro
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of the soul

.

7 aestr°y the higher aspirations

error concerning certain aS^= ™t without manifest

Buddhism teaches nothing- cnnrpml^ n i

tains that rnan is aub^^SS^^JJt
reaches perfection in " Nirvana "—a i3T2 ' -uS '

he

Polytheism .and idolatry^Zur^T^^ 1^
Malwmetanism contains true beliefs hnrmnJri t

Judaism and Christianity, e .g ., monotism^mortaHtyof the soul, resurrection of the body. But is paradise £one of carnal and sensual delight. -

Practise is

testenSIni?^ ^^J *£***• Conservative Pro-tean s hold Scripture to be the rule of faith. But sincethe rule ,s not complete, nor obvious, nor suited to settledoubts innumerable sects have arisen. Liberal Protest-^^knowiedge no authority. They are Rationalists,
borne deny even the Divinity of Christ.

III.—Catholic Solution.

Catholic teaching not only satisfies the natural aspira-
tions of the soul, but exceeds them. Note the following
table

:

*=•

£
Oh

a

To know God . . . satisfied by . . Christian Faith. Gift of Wisdom,
„ , . Beatific vision.
10 nope in God . . .

.

. . Incarnation, Redemption, Eternal
Glory.

To love God

To internal and external worship

To virtue

To happiness .

,

Intimacy of Charity, Eucharistic
Communion.

Sacrifice of the Mass, Sacraments,
Prayer of the Church.

Cardinal Christian virtues and
virtues connected therewith.

Christian beatitudes. Gifts and
Fruits of the Holy Ghost,
Peace and Joy.

i° To the aspiration to know God with certainty cor-
responds the doctrine of Faith divinely revealed, confirmed
by divine signs and proposed by an infallible magisterium.
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This revelation gives us in the present life knowledge of
tlic secrets of our heavenly Father, gives us wisdom

in
spired by the Holy Ghost, and as regards the future life
promises direct beatific vision of the Divine essence all
•which benefits exceed man's natural desire :

" It hath not
entered into the heart of man to conceive what God has
prepared for those who love Him " (i Cor. ii. g).

2 Natural hope of future happiness suggests expecta-
tion of help form God to lead a naturally good life, and
natural happiness in the life to come. The Incarnation of
the Word of God, Redemption, Eternal Glory are far

beyond natural hope.

3° Natural inclination to love God above all things
could never aspire to familiar friendship with God realised

especially in Eucharistic Communion—pledge of eternal

life. What more conformable to our aspirations and at

the same time what more gratuitous? Herein appears the

harmony which God alone can effect. Harmony is unity
in diversity, and is greater the more intimate the union,

the more marked the diversity. In the Eucharist there is

absolute diversity between its utter gratuitousness and its

profound conformity.

Supernatural differ from natural gifts of God, because
of their gratuitousness, and differ from the ravings of

false mysticism because of their, conformity with natural

reason. Hence Christ said to the Samaritan woman :
" If

thou didst know the gift of God, and who he is that saith

to thee, Give me to drink; thou perhaps wouldst have
asked of him, and he would have given thee living water

... he that shall drink of the water that I will give him,
shall not thirst for ever. But the water which I will give

him, shall become in him a fountain of water springing up
into life everlasting " (John iv. jo, 13, 14). St. Augustine
wrote: "Thou hast made us for Thyself, and our hearts

arc- unquiet until they find their rest in Thee " (Conj.
ttnnk !., c. j).

So also the natural love of our fellowmen is far exceeded
in Christian Faith, because our neighbour must be loved
for CorJ's r;a lr,.

f so || K1 | olir | )r < :ihren niay |)C with us

m<:mb*;n; of the mystical body of Christ in this life, and
jKirndpnior;; with us in eternal glory hereafter.

',- Worship.
Int-.-rtinl worship in the religion of Christ is described
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as "adoration of God in Spirit and in truth " «;„»*««
ate to internal is external worship. The JumJS
sion of external worship is the* Sacrifice of TheXTThe Mass is the commemoration of the Sacrifice nf ttfl
Cross, and the offering of Himself by ChtSoS Lo d aspnest-a vjcUm of infinite value. The sweetaew S f*f
personality and mysteries of Christ are!T25£lIy tpressed in the prayer and hymns of the Church

:

Jesus, the thought alone of Thee
With sweetness fills my breast.

But sweeter far it is to see
And on Thy beauty feast.

•''[
> Jesus, our hope when ;we repent,

Sweet source of all our grace,
Sole comfort in our banishment,
O what when_face to face! -

No art, or eloquence of man
Can tell the joys of love ;

Only the saints can understand
. What they in Jesus prove.

5° The inclination of our nature to virtue is not only-
satisfied but exalted in Christianity.

Christian prudence, directing all things to God and
avoiding excessive solicitude for temporal things, infi-

nitely exceeds riot only worldly prudence founded on
utilitarianism, but natural prudence which aims at natural
virtue.

Christian justice is associated with Charity, and in-

definitely raised by the association.

Christian /fortitude draws not only upon the strength of

nature, but likewise upon that of Divine Grace.

Christian temperance exceeds natural temperance which

aims at the health of the body by bringing the body into

subjection.

6° We desire happiness in the present life.

The gifts of the Holy Ghost make Christian
.
virtues

perfect and lead to lasting happiness.

The fruits of the Holy Ghost are so many guarantees of

mental peace.

St. Paul's exhortation is well known: "Rejoice in the

Lord always; again I say to you, rejoice . . . may the

peace of God, which surpassed! all understanding, keep

your hearts and minds in Christ Jesus" (Philipp. w. 4).
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§ 2.—An External Criterion Intrinsic to Religion • SubP •

of the Teaching of Christ.
'

lty

Art. 1.—Wonderful Harmony of Christian Teaching-

The essence of Sublimity—an aspect of beauty i n y
highest mani festalion—lies in the union of element
notably diverse. Hence it is a sign of something beyond
the reach of human achievement—of Divine origin in fact—if doctrine, proposed in the name of God, unites that
which is highest and lowest, supernatural and natural
riches of Divine mercy and misery of the human race'
things old and new, obscurity of mystery and withal
wisdom accommodated to the intelligence of a child.
But this characteristic is apparent in (i) natural truths

concerning God and man; (2) supernatural mysteries-
(3) precepts and counsels; (4) the whole body of religious
truths in harmonious development.

I-—Natural truths concerning God and man.
(A) Truths concerning God.
Major: Right reason teaches that there is one God,

beginning and end of all things, self-existent, pure spirit,
eternal, infinitely perfect, really and essentially distinct
from the universe, most wise and provident, good, merci-
ful, just legislator and rewarder.
Minor: But Christianity teaches all these truths ex-

plicitly, and more perfectly than oilier religions and
philosophical systems.

Conclusion: Therefore Christianity leaches most per-
fectly all truths concerning God dictated by right reason.
Hie major is supported and justified by the

tf communis
srnsus homlmtm." It is a statement of the principal
truths of Natural Religion (Cf. "Principles of Christian
Apologues": cc.UI. and V.)

Tilt; minor is proved (i.e., Christianity teaches certain
innhs): J

V' One God, infinitely perfect, exists.
" God is n Spirit ..

(johv hK s}^ self-existent (Ex. Hi.
'',), immutable (Jmnes i. i 7), denial (Rom. xvi. 26),
'7n

''.rw:n '
(iXU,lt

-
'>> 3-h 35>, source of life (Acts xvii. aS),

^'''umfMtitl, vi. ,;; / joiln ,-//, o (,) t mos( w jse (Rom.
'';'','7' Xi

;Pi> V'
1l»'P r»lcni (Matt, xh: 26; Eph. Hi. 20),

'»"' ««*: (hph, ,. ;; Rom. ix. ,6), most holy (Matt* xix.
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^Johnjiii. „), most happy (Acts Xvii. 25; t Tim .

rwn
d
/rPf

at0r
'

m°S
-
Provident/merciful, just..Creator (Acts tv. 2f;xtv . Ht E$h. in. 0; Apoc. i 8)The Christian doctine of Creation is free from PantheismDualism, Determinism.

^amneism,

God is Providence (Matt, vi. 26, 1 Peter v. 7 ) TheProvidence of God is concerned with every being and isopposed to Mahometan fatalism and Calviniltic oes
s.mism. God is most just (Rom. ii. 6), most kind (Matt
vi. 26-30),

_
most merciful (Luke xv. 20, Efh. ii. 4).Thus Christian doctrine teaches all the Divine attributes

without any compromise or diminution.
(B) Truths concerning man.
Major: Right reason teaches that man is mortal, has a

soul which is spiritual and consequently immortal, a soul
which is free, subject to the moral law founded on God as
supreme legislator and rewarder.

;

' Minor : But Christianity teaches these truths more per-
fectly than other religions and philosophical systems.

Conclusion ; Therefore Christianity teaches all truths
concerning man which are dictated by right reason.
Again the major is supposed and justified by the com-

mon consent of mankind—the " communis sensus
liominum."
The minor is prOved :

Man is created in the image of God (Eph.iv.24; Gen.i.

26; Wisdom ii. 23). Man is not made of body alone

which men can kill (Matt. x. 28), but of a spiritual soul

likewise, which God can consign to punishment (Matt. x.

28), which is called to a glorious life (Rom. viti. 18;

2 Tim. iv. f, 8). Man was created to know God, love

Him, keep His Commandments and attain to eternal life

'(John xvii. j; 1 Tim. ii. 4; Matt. vi. jj; vii. 21; xxv. 46).

Christianity, teaches these truths with certitude. And
this fact gives moral certitude, of the Divine origin of

Christianity. Morally speaking, men cannot, without

special help of God, know firmly, quickly, correctly the

sum total of natural truths appertaining to Religion.

II.—Supernatural Mysteries. ,

The sublimity of Christian doctrine is shown by the

fact that Supernatural mysteries, notwithstanding their

obscurity, appear to us as the " light of life," because of
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their conformity with (he attributes of God natunllvl
and Willi human aspirations. The element of Lut™*'
resides in the intimate union of the life of God wwi

l

,

ty

minds and hearts of men of good will, throw* .Redemption wrought by Christ. ,

,Iou
gT» the

t° Trinity'.

The mystery of the Trinity is the highest anri „.
obscure of all but its obscurity has noblemen?V?surdity or incoherence. In this mystery there is h, rL
and light but too powerful for the scrutiny f2
inte lect. God is one in nature and threefold inperSonTheologians show the congruity and harmony of Smystery by a twofold principle :

s

(a) Supreme Good is essentially communicative
(b) The higher the nature, the more intimate is its com

munieation.
"

The word, which the human intellect

1

conceives hintimate indeed, but contingent, mutable, imperfectlyexpressing the faculty whence it proceeds. The£ Jthe scale of being, the more intimate is vital actionGod I.fe ,s absolutely perfect and immanent and the term

"o that Z W5' V C
1

0m
,

mUn,
'

Cati0n °f His whole naS™:
united ,oH°,

rd Wh,ch
.

pr°Ceeds from Him
'
™"Sunited to Him by numerical identity of nature This

hTSTl^ ac
(

C
,

0mPlished fbrough tne Divine intellect,

Se £nr»J"
Cr Pr

.

ocession whereby Father and Son

feirwhTh'r
l

?
ih™™^ love, and communicate

their v,nole being to the Holy Ghost.
2° Mystery of our elevation to the supernatural order.

sJndlnh!!
g^ty ° f thiS Clevalion is s!lown W from the

m ih? mli 7
an nalUre

* Knowledge of God gained

"Jchllv T °
f

T*tUn!S is ImPer^ct and obscure,SJ a
fT

rCfi:ards compatibility of certain Divine

fhl v
(

Th?,
0na

'
n

-

nd
!
nemcaci0»s) of seeing God esscn-

F InVof C«] lf-
U ' f

{
,S a,S0 Sh0Wn W ^om the stand-

G or .or,;
S

?
1,ar

;

a
.
CJeris(lc of Him, who is Infinite

-C-i- l'v
,Ca,f:

.

II^ Se,f in < hc ™sl intimate way,i ^, M"!'"?
Hion 0f His Divine life; (c) The

iin, tin- hS, i -

h
f.

',f;rfef- ,ion and original justice by

-/- - (*/.»*« /. »„, c. 52) the sorrowful opposition
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^0&afo/,sign
P
of originTeSon °

Ur aSPIrati™s & a

3° Mystery of Original Sin.
" By the disobedience of one man m,„„

sinners" (Rom. v. ig).
manv were made

Original sin is not voluntary through our oersonil -fn«but
:

through the will of our first parfnt? if isS » «l
'

sonal sm, but; a « sin of
.

humanWe, "contra ted'bvus inasmuch, as We receive from our first parens nurnan

FniT"ii ?Ted
°<
f

.K°
riginal jUStice

>
s° tha

P
t accordingtoEph. « 3 we. are by nature children of wrath." Henceoriginal sin consists essentially in the privation oforhSS

just.ee vohjntary to -us through the will of our
gSparents. The Cathohc doctrine is midway between theextremes of Pelag.anism, which denied original sin, and

Lutheranism, which exaggerated its effects so as to destroy
free-will.-, >

The mystery, accepted in the sense of the Church is
not repugnant to reason.

'

_

-(a) -It is not repugnant from the standpoint of Divine
justice.

Original sin is the privation of grace and preternatural
gifts, i.e., of benefits not due to nature. The following
example will elucidate the distinction between the super-
natural and the preternatural: "A king gives to his
ambassador certain powers necessary for his diplomatic
duties. These powers are natural; If the king gives him
further powers increasing his dignity and influence, but
not superseding ambassadorial functions, these powers are
'preternatural-.' Finally should the king share with him
his royal prerogative, and make him adopted son and heir

to his kingdom, such privileges would be ' supernatural '

"

(Cf. Principles of Christian Apologetics, p. 168). God
may give His grace to the human race on the condition

that Adam, head of the race, should not sin. God may
extend the heredity and solidarity as regards natural gifts

which subsist between a father and his descendants to

supernatural and gratuitous gifts.

(6)' The mystery of original sin is not repugnant to

Divine wisdom and goodness.

St. Thomas argues (m* q i a 3 ad 3) God permitted

evil that He might elicit therefrom greater good. " Where
sin abounded, grace did more abound " (Rom. v. 20). In

the blessing of the paschal candle, the words occur: "
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felix culpa," " O blessed fault which has merited «,«.
so groat a Redeemer! " " For if by one ifj^
death reigned through one : much more they who

nce

abundance of grace, and of the gift, and of fustic/?',? N

reign in life through one Jesus Christ " (R0m v *

i

(r) The present condition of the human race is h «
explained by acceptance of the doctrine of original sinMankind suffers various penalties corporal and snirifn' 1Amongst corporal troubles are sickness . and deathamongst spiritual is the weakness of reason. With nr
bability one may argue that God intended the sunerinrand nobler part of man to rule over his lower nature and
if tins superior guiding power of the nobler element is not
maintained there must have been fault.

(d) Traditions of various races support this belief as
for instance, Hesiod's narrative regarding Prometheus'
Pascal writes that man without this mystery would
offer a greater degree of incomprehensibility than the
incomprehensibility of the mystery of man. In the same
sense Bossuet wrote: "The impress of God rests uponman—an impress so strong that he cannot lose it, and so
weak that he cannot follow it."

4° Mysteries of Incarnation and Redemption.
These mysteries are remedies of both original and of

personal sin. .

(A) Incarnation.
The Divine Incarnation is the intimate union without

confusion of the Divine nature and human nature in one
person, so that Christ is truly God and truly man. Union
of human soul and .body in one person is a somewhat
analogous case.

The possibility and congruity of the Incarnation are
seen :

(a) From the standpoint of God.
Goodness is diffusive and Infinite Good—Swnmum

Lonnm—communicates Himself in the highest way.
lins He has done by uniting in one Person His Divine
nature to a created nature.

It is congruous that Divine Mercy should rescue men
trim Bin

:
" God so loved the world as to give His only-

!>'-;;otif:n Son, so thai all who believe in Him should not
P'rn.Mi, but j,nve nr,. ,.Vftr | nst jnflf

.i

(jnhn i;L l6) t 1( i s
'ongniorir, also that Divine justice should exact suitable
-*« 'Priori for sin. Sin is a f|iiasi-ii)finite offence, because
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of the dignity of Him who is offended. Hence th- «,•
faction must have infinite efficacy.

e SatIS'

(6) From the standpoint of man
Personal dnion of human nature with God is notinconceivable. Personality is more perfect the moreintimately it depends on God and rules over Inferior"things. Moral; personality is stronger in a just man San!™" Su^ct t0 hum/n passion. St. Paul wrote:

T Y,l rf-T -

1
fK
m

.

nailed,,to the cross. I live, now no
I, but Christ hveth in me " (Gal. «*. ig, 20)
The. most perfect union—union of Divine'and human

natures without confusion in the same person is realised
in the Incarnation of the Word. The Incarnation is most
effective for the Redemption of the human race :

" Greater
love than this no man hath that a man lay down his life
for his friend."' In Christ we have the exemplar of virtue
arid an efficacious remedy against pride and presumption'.
(B) Redemption.
The mystery of Redemption was consummated on the

Cross, and' is commemorated in the Sacrifice of the Mass.
" God commendeth his charity towards us, because, when
as yet we were sinners,; Christ died for us" (Rom. v. 8).
" Christ suffered for us, leaving you an example that you
should follow his. steps" (1 Peter ii. 21). '-'You are
bought with a great price. Glorify and bear God in your
body " (1 Cor. vi. 26). " Christ delivered himself for us
an oblation and a sacrifice to God for an odour of sweet-
ness " (Eph. v. 2). "We were reconciled to God by the

death of His Son" (Rom. v. 10).

On the Cross Infinite Justice and Infinite Mercy met,

hence its sublimity and splendour.:

The suitability of the Sacraments for the perfection of

man in the principal acts of his individual and social life

is obvious : .

By Baptism spiritual life is received.

By Confirmation spiritual life is strengthened.

By the Eucharist spiritual life is nourished.

By Penance spiritual life is restored.

By Extreme Unction spiritual life is cleansed from the

remains of sin.

By Matrimony spiritual life is extended.

By Holy Orders the human instruments of spiritual life

are perpetuated.
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The sublimity of Holy Communion is espresso-?

bt. 1 nomas : * "-^ecl by

"The Bread of Angels becomes the bread ofThere is a wonderful association of the Infinite C ^i"'"
of God with the lowliest human misery and need[!

rancleur

"O res mirabilis : manducat Dominum
Pauper semis ct bumilis 1

"

5° Mysteries of Future Life.

(A) Eternal Happiness. '

Eternal happiness is described by Christ as the "
I

'

"

dom of heaven " which the just will possess, in whichY
" clean of heart " shall see God. St. Paul and St Tohn
write :

" We shall see God face to face, as He is "
(i Cor

xiii. 12; j John Hi. 2). All the aspirations of our nature
shall be satisfied and more than satisfied: " It hath not
entered into the heart of man to conceive what God has
prepared for those who love Him " (1 Cor. ii. g).

(13) Eternal Punishment.
Eternal punishment is for those who die impenitent,

i.e., die in grave, wilful, and fully-conscious enmity with
God. On such the sentence is pronounced : " Depart
from Me, you cursed, into everlasting fire . . . into ever-
lasting punishment" (Mall. xxv. 41, 46). Writing on
this mystery St. Thomas notes :

(1) When an impenitent sinner dies, he remains irre-

parably in grave sin.

{2) The punishment is proportioned to the gravity of

the fault, because sin is a quasi-infinite offence.

(3) God's mercy is regulated by the order of wisdom,
and cannot be extended to the unworthy.

(4) The penally is not intended for correction of the

condemned sinner, but for reparation of order

violated.

The justice as well as the mercy of God is infinite, and
both justice and mercy are founded on love. These truths

are expressed in the stanza which Dante read on the gates

of Hell:

" Gmslisja mAsse il inio alio fat lore:
Ficrmi la tlivina polcstatc
La ::ommr. sapicum e, il frimo amorc."

(C) Purgatory,
J Ik: doctrine of purgatory, and Ihe universal praclice of
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praying for the dead, manifest both the fustf™ an* -u

rrv Go
ti

veniaifauitsa-atonedf ;

s

ad
e

s

a

;fs
h

r:beped by the
,

prayers of the living, as the living arehelped by the Saints ,n heaven. Hence the association ofthe Church militant, triumphant and suffering-the
doctrine of the Communion of Saints.

III.—Excellence of the Christian law and life.

The precepts of the Natural Law are contained in the
. Decalogue. St. Thomas (1* n^ q _ I0(,_I0g) shews the
superiority of the New as compared with the Old Law.

(a) The New Law is a law of grace—the grace of the
Holy Ghost given through faith in Christ. St. Augustine

.
notes that the Old Law was given extrinsically so that the

-wicked might be deterred from sin, the New Law was
given intrinsically for their justification.

(b) The New Law is a law of love, inasmuch as the
supreme motive of action, internal and external, must be
the love of God.
.(c) The New Law is concerned especially with interior

. acts: ''Thou shalt love the Lord thy God"; "thou shalt

.
love thy neighbour as thyself.'

7 ' The only external acts
which Christ enjoins are those necessary for the recep-
tion of the Sacramentsl Ceremonial in the New is lighter

than in the Old Law.
(d) The New Law contains " coansels" as well as

"precepts." Observance of the precepts is necessary for

salvation. Adoption of the counsels enables one to obtain

salvation with greater certainty and expedition. Hence
the multitudes of men and women who observe the coun-

sels of voluntary poverty, chastity and obedience.

No more perfect law can be conceived than the New
Law, since its principle or source is Divine grace, its end

or motive is love, its precepts, when observed, ensure

. salvation, arid its counsels, when adopted, give oppor-

tunity for the exercise of heroic virtue.

IV.—Harmony of the whole body of Christian doctrine.

(a) Supernatural mysteries manifest the supreme good-

ness of God. Internal communication of the intimate life

of God is revealed in the Trinity, and external communi-

cation in our elevation to the supernatural order, in the

Divine Incarnation, Redemption, Glorification.

(b) A bond of union connects supernatural mysteries.
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If the Trinity be doubted, the Incarnation ™ i »..
the Holy Ghost arc affected.

°" and M«sfe«
of

(r), Precepts and counsels are logically il1P m .
doctrines of Faith. } lle outcom e

f

The synthesis of Christian doctrine mav h»
follows to show that all mysteries and our lif

tenas
'

from the Trinity and return to their source Pr°<*ed

TRINITY
1 Creation
2 Elevation
3 Original sin

4 Incarnation

5 Redemption
6 Church
7 Eucharist

13 Eternal Life.
1= Communion of Saints
11 Chanty. .

'

10 Faith, Hope.
9 Grace.

5 Mission of the Holy Ghost

Subhmity of the Christian Faith is shown by its „„iof things highest and lowest-riches of DW„e me cv2human misery, the supernatural and the LTuTa? tSmystical and the practical. St. Paul prays LhafSgrant us "according to the riches of His - ^u7

t! r^-
;T

S° "^ be ab,e " to comprehend wXaHhe Saints what is the breadth and length and heil and

al7 nowl dT'' 'f.°

thC Charity ° f C,,ri* ^ich su? sSe h

ness oi God (£/,/t . „,, /0/ jS) y
m^nifes.

,

ri'.s

e
n
OWed wi

-

Ul
.

SUch ^"derful characteristics,

reason coud rS
IVme

°r^ n
'

TIlC best efTorts of human

sublime
<*cog.tate a system so original and so

Art. 2.-Christ's Exposition of His sublime Doctrine.

ThoZTt,* °i
lhG Failh sIttmW so SP™'< Writes St.

r^ n Sn/n f ''.'7 a J) lhal ,hc W°rd ^ God should

-rio,£
«»»e mind; - appeal to the heart; 3 effi-

pr'cS
m°Ve " ,e Wi" '° ,I,e observance of the Divine

I-—Illumination,

^nniwlv'''^!!'
^'"'.^"'"'orily and al the same time with

j>" ? iri

;

1 "

1

(I

1

,IU,n
;

,,,
.
y -

He lnueh ' «* "°»e ,,fivin£

H<- ';tmh.
','• «'

: ,n
,

sllor
'' c,(!ar

' moving, sentences.
" •*">•'- «• Supreme Mai! , or . ..j

fc ^ w|)ich 1
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have seen with my Father " f/ W »{« „sh u -

°3

is characterised bysimphcity^nd hSl^.' « M* ^T?
1^

is not Mine, but His who sent Me-r;^, y ^Ct
"i\

e

Christ preached to the poor. Thetowl^Vh^t Ipossessed "without measure" r/ofe» in- "S wi •

to men wtth measure that their weakness many ncfb1oppressed. He recommends humility to His Apost esUnless you become as little children, you will nor ™f«
into, the kingdom of heaven" rf*X" //

"*£
Bossuet wrote :

" Christ's doctrine is both milk for babesand bread for the strong." '

•II.—Unction.

A
,

»%°« t^- a
-

U
f
da
??-

0f the h6art the m°Uth 5Peak"eth (Matt. xn. 34). Christ preached constantly the love
of God for men. He came " that men might have life and
have it more abundantly " (John x. 10). "Come untoMe all you who labour and who are burdened, and I will
refresh you " (Matt. xi. 28). His unction is united with
salutary austerity: " If any man will come after me, let
him deny himself, take up his cross and follow me

"

(Matt, xvi, 24). His word is living and effectual:
"reaching unto the division of the soul and the spirit
... a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart

"

(Heb. iv.12). In His teaching concerning' the Beati-
tudes, in His last discourse with His Apostles, the
unction of Christ is especially, shown.

III.—Efficacy. .

" The words which I have spoken to you are spirit and
life" (John. vi. 64). How many men and women since

the days of Christ have followed His admonitions, great

and numerous difficulties notwithstanding? He alone

could make His doctrine perennially living and efficacious

in accordance with His promise: "My words shall not

pass away " (Matt. xxiv. 35). All these characteristics of

the preaching of Christ—its power of illumination, of

attraction, of efficaciously influencing souls—suggest to

us the words of Peter: "Lord, to whom shall we go?

Thou hast the words of eternal life " (John vi. 68, 69).

Art. 3.—Origin of the Teaching of Christ.

The doctrine taught by Christ was not one excogitated

by human genius, nor was it an eclectic system drawn

from other forms of religion.
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I.—Testimony of Christ and of His contemporaries

" All things have been delivered to nie by my Fnti
No one knowcth the Son but the Father : neither Hu
any one know the Father but the Son, and he to wl
it shall please the Son to reveal him" (Mali, xi 2S
John the Baptist testifies: "He that come'th f

heaven is above all. What He hath seen and heard th"!He lestifieth : ... He whom God has sent speaketh thwords of God : God doth not give the spirit by measure >«

(John Hi. 31, 32, 34). In answer to the question : how
doth this man know letters, having never learned?
Christ replied: "My doctrine is not mine but His that
sent me. If any man will do the will of Him : he shall
know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I
speak of myself. He that speaketh of himself seeketh his
own glory, but he that seeketh the glory of Him that sent
him, he is true and there is no injustice in him" (John
vii. 16-18). Speaking to His disciples Christ said: "I
have called you friends, because all things whatsoever.

I

have heard of my Father, I have made known to you "

(John xv. 13). The people asked :
" How came this man

by liis wisdom and miracles? Is not this the carpenter's
son?" (Matt. xiii. 54 , 55).

' H.—The doctrine of Christ is not a syncretism of Judaism*
Oriental religions and ancient philosophy.

(A) The teaching of Christ was not borrowed from
Jewish doctors. Though Christianity is related to the

Mosaic religion as the perfect to the imperfect, there were
so many differences that, for the transit, a special inter-

vention of God was necessary.
i° Mosaic religion was for the Jews; Christianity is for

all men.
2 The Jews expected a temporal Messiah; Jesus came

—a spiritual Messiah.
3" The fundamental doctrines of Christianity—the

Trinity, Incarnation, Redemption through the cross, justi-

fication by Faith and good works—were unknown ex-

plicitly to the Jews.
4° Tim teaching of Christ regarding internal disposi-

ions and internal justice differed from the tradition of
[..•..;,i, ,.i,i,...,. 1 in.. • _Jewi.-;h elder;; and Pharisees.
T The- Gospel was not preached by the Baptist

work v:rii; preparatory.

His
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6° The Essenes, stressing as they did lesral^ ^

refusing to be associated with rS ervances
>

matrimony, were in opposition tn ri, • ;.
nmes

> rejecting

W'Theteaching-^W^ r^ t^hin 5-
Greek or Latin sources,

not- borrowed from
(a) Pagan teachers had no knowledge of th P T • uIncarnation, Redemption, etc. Some rin»J a

T"mt?>
mortality of the soul, and the action Sn?— the im"

These doubts. are v^T^^T&I*'
SookM', c.'^).

'
LaRel^onRom^e," Vol. II.,

(b) The. ethical pagan system differs ah^tt^iJ*'
Christianity .vhich is |oundL on the We ^ Go^of
Xs^ Tou^ht°

U
a
r

nd
0r

f °°f
Sal
^- Man^ W" Philoso-phers sought and found ,n their benefactions nothingbeyond a certain individual, satisfaction. HumilityS

despised. Pride in the opinion of the Stoics, was Virtue
(c). Pagan philosophy cared' not for the well-being 5the people. The words of Horace are well known • "Odi

frofanumvulgus et arceo." Christ's teaching was accoun-
ted folly in the pagan world. ..When St. Paul preachedm the Areopagus concerning the resurrection of the dead
, some indeed mocked : but others said, we will hear thee"
again concerning this matter " (Acts xvti. 32). St Paul
wrote to the Corinthians: " The Jews require signs and
the Greeks, seek after wisdom : but we preach Christ
crucified—unto the Jews indeed a stumbling block and
Unto the Gentiles the foolishness, but unto them that are
called, both jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God,
and the wisdom of God (1 Cor. L, 22, 23 24).
(C) The teaching of Christ was not borrowed from

Eastern religions..

Gunkel (Zum religionsgeschichtlichen Verstciridnis des
neuen Testavients) holds that Christianity is a syncretism,
whose principal part is pagan mysticism. It is true that,

in the First Century of the Christian era, there existed

a pagan syncretism of Greek and Eastern cults, in which
were worshipped Zeus, Bacchus, Serapis and Mithra.

But Gunkel can show but few and merely external re-

semblance between this syncretism and Christianity.

There is a resemblance in the death and resurrection of

some god, some resemblance as to the symbolism of the

rite of initiation and that of baptism, as to sacred banquets,

u
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whereby pagans were supposed lo have communion , •

,

Mithrn or Dionysus. Vlt'i

i" But Pagan rites appeal merely to the iniaginati
and die emotions, and were not unfrequently obscene

2° The teaching: of pagan mystics is polytheistic
pantheistic or dualistic or fatalistic.

0r

3° Uncompromising opposition always existed between
Christians and Pagans. St. Paul wrote: " Bear not th
yoke with unbelievers. What participation has justice
with injustice? What fellowshiphas light with darkness?
What concord hath Christ with Belial? . . .What
agreement has the temple of God with idols? You are
the temple of the living God " (2 Cor. vi. 14.-16),

4 Pagan mysticism has had no moral effect.

Conclusion:

The teaching of Christ: i° is distinguished by perfec-

tion, harmony, sublimity; 2 was preached with authority,

simplicity, humility, unction and efficacy; 3 owed its

origin to no human source. Such teaching is with moral
certitude declared to be supernatural. It has already been

shown that man cannot, without supernatural help, dis-

cover all the truths of Natural Religion. A fortiori one
man, Jesus of Nazareth, who never studied in the schools

of knowledge, could not without extraordinary help from

God discover a body of religious teaching, which satisfies

perfectly the aspirations of human nature, which unites

harmoniously things highest and lowest, supernatural

and natural, justice and mercy, contemplation and action,

things old and new—leaching too which so profoundly
affected and affects the minds and souls of mankind and

which renovates society.

It is metaphysically impossible that Divine Providence
should permit teaching so salutary lo have been founded
in error regarding its Divine origin.

CHAPTER XXIV

-
.

THE TESTIMONY OF CHRIST IS CONFIRMED BY THEWONDERFUL LIFE OF THE CHURCH

The Vatican Council teaches that the ChurrK "u
of Us wonderful propagation, its extraord^ry saS?its inexhaustible fecundity in well-doin? \l rTll-'
unity and unshaken stability, is a gTfanf perpetual

s^:s?^t" irrefraga4 wItness ofi=
dhIo

h
ter

WOr
M ^^Council suggest the division of this

Mnt: / } .Wonderful propagation -of the Church;
(2) Its extraordinary sanctity as seen in the constancy ofmartyrs and in its spiritual fecundity; (3) Its Catholic
unity and unshaken stability. .

*
W ^monc

Art. 1.—Wonderful Propagation of the Church.

'• The force, of- this argument lies in. the disproportion
between the propagation and -natural causes. This dis-
proportion is shown from a fourfold consideration of (1)
the rapid diffusion of Christianity; (2) grandeur of the
result.obtained; (3) the many and serious obstacles; (4) the
weakness of naturalmeans.

I-—Rapid diffusion of Christianity.

(A) Numerically and geographically.

,
We read in the Acts of the Apostles and in the Epistles

that after Pentecost Peter converted 3,000 (Acts ii. 41),
then 5,000 (Acts iv.4). Later " the multitude of men and
women who believed in the : Lord was more increased

"

(Acts v, 14). At the time of the martyrdom of St.

Stephen persecution began in Jerusalem, and the faithful

''were all dispersed through the countries of Judea and
Samaria . . . and they went about preaching the word of

God" (Acts viii. 1-4). Some " went as far as Phenice
and Cyprus and Antioch ... and a great number of

believers was converted to the. Lord " (Acts xi. 18-21).

Barnabas and Saul were sent to Antioch for a year and
" they taught a great multitude, so that at Antioch the

disciples were first named Christians " (Acts xi. 26).
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Afterwards the Apostles founded cliurches through

the Roman Empire, and beyond the limits thereof
1

About thirty years after the Ascension (a.d. 63-64) pe t

'

wrote a letter "to the strangers dispersed through
Pontus, Galalia, Cappadocia, Asia, Bithynia " (j pcfe
i. 1). About the same time Paul wrote to the Romans-
"Your faith is spoken of in the whole world" (Rom, {

8). John in the reign of Domitian towards the end of the
First Century wrote the Apocalypse "to the seven
churches which are in Asia, to Ephesus, Smyrna, Per-
gamus, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, Laodicea"
(Apoo. i. 11). Thus before the death of the Apostles the
number of Christians was great.

After the death of the Apostles the number of the faith-

ful continued to increase. Justin declared (c. a.d. 150)
that there were no men, either barbarian or Greek,
amongst whom prayers were not offered

. through the

name of Jesus crucified (Dialog, cum Tryphone, n. 117),
About the same time St. Irenaius testified that churches
had been erected in Germany, Spain, Gaul, the East,

Egypt, Lybia, Jerusalem and Judaea (Adv. Haereses,

Book I., c 10, n. 2; Book III., c. 3, n. 2). At the begin-

ning of the Third Century (a.d. 200) Tertullian wrote:

"We are of yesterday, and we have filled your cities,

islands, strongholds, free-towns, market-places, camps',

tribes, decurias, the palace, the senate, the forum. ;
We

leave to you only your temples " (Apologct. c. 37J. It

was stated by others that the greater part of Carthage was
Christian (Ad. Scapulam c. 5)'.

The existence of multitudes of Christians was noted by
Pagan writers, such as Tacitus (Annals, Book XV., c.44)
and Pliny, junior, who was propraetor in Bithynia

and found many Christians there (Epis. gy). Harnack
admits that at the beginning of the .Fourth Century
(a.d. 300) Christianity prevailed in Asia Minor, Thrace,

Cyprus, Edessa ; it was spread in Ccclc-Syria, Egypt, in

South and Central Italy, in proconsular Africa and

Numidia, in Spnin, Greece and Southern Gaul ("Die
Mission iind Anshrciluny das Christentmns in den crslcn

drri Jahrhvnderlrn," 2nd Ed., K)o6, Vol. 11. , Booh IV.)-

(11) S0rri.1l diffusion.
Many Christians wore of the common people; <'1C

prophr.ry Was fulfills " to the poor the Gospel is

I'wsvjhwj" (It. xxix, it)). St. Paul writes: "See your
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the foolish things of the wSI £th LT7 n°bIe: but
may confound the wise • and1 , 1 J& chosen that he
hath God- chosen Xt he mavTV^T of the wo^
Ki Cor i 26 2-7 All1 a may confound the strong"
V , .

l
' *°> 27)- All the more wonderful tw • u g

and wise men became Christians
nch men

(a) Rich men- and women
:
Sergius Paulus, proconsul; Diorivsius th P Ar(Acts xiii. 12; xvii.. 34). Ti us FiEVi Are°P^lte

family and some. fronTthe ho"se of C^TS,£* his

3,22). St. Cyprian -(Epist.^-^J£f&;
Valerian, notes that riot a few- wereTchrktSn,

°£

centurions, and tribunes.-In The epistles of S?
S

p
am

?
n^

on the Acts of the Apostles T^SSte^^}^
{2, 20 xmt.4,12

; 1 Gor. vn. 12; xi. 5; Rom . xvi. 1767
Eusebius, m h IS Ecclesiastical History (vi. 21 ?6 Ziiirimentions wives of illustrious men/sU

. as VoSla,Marcia Julia Mamma*, Severn wife of Philip, wife anddaughter of Diocletian,- wife of the prefect of Rome in the
reign of Maxentius. Many - suffered martyrdom for the
a situ,

(&) Learned men, many of whom defended the Faith
.
Dionysius the Areopagite, Apollo of Alexandria,

Justin, Athenagoras, Aristides, Irenjeus, Tertullian,
Cyprian, Clement of Alexandria, Origen and the
Alexandrian school. Arnobius (Adv. Gentes, Book II.,

5) writes: "Orators. of high gifts, grammarians, rhetori-
cians,

.
doctors of law and'., of medicine, philosophers

exploring secrets seek this (Christian) teaching, having
surrendered the doctrine they formerly believed."
Hence during the first three centuries, Christianity

spread with rapidity throughout the Roman Empire and
beyond 'its limits, and was diffused in all grades of
society.

II.—Christianity thus diffused had a wonderful moral effect

Many men putting aside vicious habits, unnatural
crimes, the pride of worldly wisdom, were converted so as
to lead a chaste, humble life of poverty. Representatives
from every condition of life succeeded in "believing
things so obscure, achieving things so difficult, hoping
for things so lofty " (St. Thomas, c. Gentes, Book I.,
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c. 6). Family life, the dignity of woman, the conditio
of slaves—the "whole of society was reconstructed in

"

spirit of charity and justice.

St. Justin wrote: " The)- who formerly found pleasure
in impurity now lead a chaste life. We who used to
employ magical arts have consecrated ourselves to God
. . . we, who indulged in hatred and murder now live
together and pray for our enemies" (i Apol. n. ia),

Lactantius wrote: "Take the case of a man who is

irascible, scurrilous, unbridled in passion; through the
influence of a few words of God I will make him as gentle
as a lamb. Suppose the case of a man who is avaricious
greedy, stingy, I will make him generous, bestowing his

money with both hands; a man, who fears pain and death,
will despise the cross, the fire, the bull of Phalaris; an
impure man, an adulterer, a debauchee will be seen sober,
chaste, self-controlled; an unjust, foolish, sinful man will

become gentle, prudent, innocent. All wickedness will

disappear in the waters of regeneration " (Inst. div.

Book III., c. 26).

Eusebius bears witness in the case of Persians,

Scythians, Bactrians and others, who had indulged in

horrible and unnatural sins: "The beastly plague of so

many evils has been put to flight by the power of the

Gospel law" (Prccparalio EvangcUca, Book I., c. 4).
Pagan writers—the younger Pliny (Book X., Epist.9?),

Lucianus (dc morlc Pcrcgrini), the Emperor Julian

(Apud Sozom. His. EccL, Book V., c. 26) praise Christ-

ians for their virtue and charity. vFr. Gatti, O.P., in his

Apologetic (Vol. III. p. 217) contrasts the pagan idea of

virtue, lauded by philosophers, with the Christian ideal

directed to the glory and honour of God.

III.—Obstacles to be overcome.

(A) Acceptance of doctrine and worship.
"We preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews indeed a

stumbling block, and unto the Gentiles foolishness"
(1 Cor. i. 23).

ia) jl:V,\S.

The Jews expected a temporal Messiah, and they were
imv.illing 10 regard as (.rue God Him whom (hey crucified.
J hey were scandalised at (he defeat (as it appeared to

them) of Christ. Thev wen: unwilling (o reject (he rites

and ceremonies of lite 'Mosaic Law.
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(6) Gentiles.

The idea of the death.of God, of the voluntary sacrificemade by a just and wise man-such ideas were fooSh~«
to Gentile thought. Moreover, according J cfi£
teaching, pagan idolatrous statues must be destroyedpagan temples overthrown, pagan sacrifices and superst!
tious practices regarded with abhorrence.
(B) Reformation of morals.
The Christian ethical system was hateful to paean

corrupt society, as it declared war on cupidity and pride
St. John wrote :.

" Love not the world, nor the things that
are in the world . . . all that is in the world is the
concupiscence of the flesh, concupiscence of the eyes and
pride of life " (1 John it. 15, 16).

'

.(C) Persecutions.

Pagans were willing to tolerate forms of religion which
could be reconciled with the worship in vogue throughout
the Empire, but the Christian religion, which necessarily
excludes all others, was hateful to them. In virtue of the
law, Christians of a humble class were thrown to wild
beasts,' or burned 'alive; the better class were beheaded.
Impediments therefore in the way of acceptance of
Christian teaching, and of reformation of morals, were
very great in number and severity during the three

centuries of persecution.

IV.—Natural means available for the recommendation of

Christianity were feeble.

(A) Both the use of violent means and, on the other

hand, the inducement of pleasure were impossible: "the

weapons of our warfare are not carnal " (2 Cor. x. a).

(B) Natural eloquence and wisdom could not avail.

What culture* knowledge of philosophy, power of

eloquent exposition did the Apostles possess? St.

Augustine notes: "The world believed in a small

number of poor, weak,- unskilled men, because Divine

power itself, through witnesses so contemptible, brought

conviction in a very wonderful way " (de-Civ. Da., Book

XXII., c. 5). St. Paul wrote to the Corinthians: I,

brethren, when I came to you, came not in loftiness ot

speech or of wisdom, declaring unto you the testimony ot

Christ. For I judged not myself to know anything

among you but Jesus Christ and Him crucified. And 1

was with you in weakness and in fear and in much
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trembling: And my speech and my preaching xVPr
in persuasive words of human wisdom, but in show'

not

the spirit and power : that your faith might not star?!
°f

the wisdom of men, but on the power of God " r, n °.n

=-5). * ° 0T
'

»'•

Conclusion: The disproportion between natural mpand the wonderful propagation of Christianity is manhW
St. Thomas wrote

:
" It would be more wonderful than nil

miracles if the world without miracle had been induced bvsimple and poor men to accept doctrines so obscure to
achieve works so difficult, to cherish hopes so lofty''
(c. Gales, Book I., c. 6). St. Augustine has the follow
ing words: " If you do not believe in miracles, the one
great miracle suffices that the whole world believed with
out miracles" (dc Civ. Dei., Book XXII., c. /).
Such wonderful conversion of multitudes was as it were

the Seal of God in confirmation of the Divinity of the
Christian Faith.

In Chapter xv. of the Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire Gibbon attempts to account on natural grounds
for the rapid propagation of Christianity. He assigns as
intrinsic causes (i) the evident truth of Christian ethics,
and as a consequence the purity of life of Christians; (2)
the promise of eternal happiness; (3) the zeal wherewith
Christians preached their faith as being alone true and
necessary for salvation. The extrinsic causes assigned
were (1) unity of the Roman Empire; (2) the insufficiency
of pagan philosophy; (3) the invasion of barbarian races
who became Christian.
Answer: As regards supposed intrinsic causes: (1)

many Christian dogmas are obscure and incompre-
hensible; (2) there was threat of eternal punishment as
well as a promise of eternal happiness; (3) Jews and
J agans adopted Christianity because they saw evident
signs of its truth.

Concerning the supposed extrinsic causes: (r) if unity
of the Empire helped the propagation of Christianity, it

wiped also the persecuting and destructive forces opposed
to it

; (2) Platonism and Stoicism were widely held under
t h<: bmperore Antoninus, Marcus Aurclius, etc.; (3) when
tli': barbarian races invaded the Empire, they found
Uimuanuy widely established. They adopted (he
-iiriMirm J-auh, like Jews, Romans and Greeks, because
«i His motives of credibility-miracles, sublimity of
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Christian doctrine, extraordinary sanctitv »tfa^«j
the influence of the Church, heroic fo^d o ChrSmartyrs under persecution, etc. (Cf. Cardinal NewmanGrammar of Assent). iUdn •

Art. 2.-Sanctity of the Church as shewn in its spiritual
fecundity, and in the constancy of it's martyrs.

Extraordinary and manifest sanctity is a Divine sizn as
it can come from,God alone. Heroic sanctity implies the
prompt, easy, frequent performance of arduous works
exceeding the usual capabilities of man.

I.—The Church possesses the principles and means of sanc-
tity for all. This is clear as regards doctrine, worship, and dis-
cipline.

(A) Doctrine. •

The Church, now as in the first ages of Christianity,
teaches the whole doctrine of Christ, as contained in
Scripture, and Tradition. The Church has opposed errors
per, excessum, and errors -per defectum—Monophysitism
and Nestorianism as" regards Christ, Arianism and
Sabellianism. as regards the Trinity, Pelagianism and
Jansenism as regards grace, rigorism.and laxity as regards
conscience.

, The 'Church encourages generous souls to

follow, the practice of the . evangelical counsels, of -self-

denial,, and to. imitate, as far as their state of life allows,

the example of Christ Our. Lord.
(B) Worship. , :

The Church treasures . the Sacrifice of the Mass, in

which " the same Christ, is, without the shedding of His

blood, contained, and offered, who once for all with the

shedding of His blood offered Himself on the altar of the

Cross" (Cone. Trid. Sess. xxii., c. 2). By the. Sacrifice

of the Mass, the merits of Christ's Passion are applied,

and the fruit of Redemption offered to us. The Church

treasures the "Sacraments as channels of Divine Grace.

The Church stresses the need of prayers and of other good

works.

(C) Discipline.

Laws of- the Church impose duties of hearing Mass on

Sundays and Holy days, Annual Communion, fasting and

abstinence, etc.

II.-The extraordinary sanctity of the Church appears in the

heroic constancy of Its martyrs.

i° Number of Martyrs.
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In 16S4 H. Dodwcll wrote a dissertation entitled Tl

fewness of the Martyrs, in which he attempted to nr

m his

to

that the persecutions were not general. Ruinart
Acta Martytum, examined and confuted his thesis
From a.d. 64 to a.d. 313 there were according

Lactantius six persecutions. It is certain that ma
thousands of martyrs suffered in the city of Rome alon^
According to Tacitus (Annal. xv. 43-45) "multitude
ingens," i.e., a great multitude of Christians were put to
death under Nero a.d. 64. Eusebius relates (Hist, Eccl
*»•* c - 33) lllat in tlie rei g"n of Trajan (a.d. 98-117) many
suffered, in the reign of Marcus Aurelius (a.d. 164-180}
great numbers of martyrs bore their testimony both within
and without the boundaries of the Empire (Hist. Eccl
V., c. 1). Similarly under Severus, there were martyrs
in all the Churches, especially at Alexandria (Hist. Eccl.
VI., c. 1). So also (Hist. Eccl. VII., c. 11) of the per-
secution under Decius (a.d. 250-251). In the reigns of
Diocletian and Maximian (a.D. 250-251) " batches " of
Christians were burned, as Lactantius (De mortc persecut.
c. 16), Eusebius (Hist. Eccl. VIII. c. 3-13), and Sulpicius
Severus (Historic Sacra II., c. 32) relate. In the Cata-
combs, inscriptions have been discovered :

" Marcella and
Martyrs of Christ cccccl." (550),

" CL. (150) Martyrs of
Christ,'' etc. St. Cyprian declared (De exhortatione
Marlyrii, c. xi.) that martyrs were too numerous to be
reckoned. Sozomenus estimates (Hist. Eccl., Book II.

,

c. xh.) that in Persia under Sapor 190,000 Christians suf-

fered. Subsequently, in Mahometan countries, in Japan,
China, Annan, Asia, Africa, the testimony of blood has
been without intermission (Cf. E. Le Blant, Les pcrsc-
citleurs ct les martyrs).

2 Social condition of those who suffered.
Martyrs included not only unlettered men, such as

Theodotus, Severus, etc., but nobles as Favius Clemens;
AppoIJonius; learned men as Justin, Irenrcus, Cyprian;
not only men physically strong as the soldiers, Victor,
Sebastian, Mauritius, but women, Perpeltin, Cecilia,

Acadia, Blnndinn, Poiaminna; old men, Polycarp and
Simeon

; hoys and girls as Tharcisius, Ouiricus, Eulalia,
A#W:K.

T Motive, for the cause of which (hey suffered, was filial

reywjiw- towards God, and faith in Christ, (he Son of God.
Jh«: Gn-JiU word "martyr" means "witness."
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As St. ..Thomas notes "all works of virtue, referred toGod, are as it were protestation of Faith. Hence Tohn thtBaptist was a martyr, though he died, not because hewould not deny the Faith, but because he denounced the

adultery of Herod " (1* n»» q. 124 a 5)
Christianity was regarded as an obstinate superstition

(Pliny Ep. x. 9?). Occurrence of calamities was attri-
buted to the Christians: "If the Tiber overflows its
banks, if the Nile does not spread its waters over the
fields . . . if there is famine or pestilence, let the Christ-

- ians be thrown to the lions" (Christianas ad leonem), so
wrote Tertullian (Apolog. c. 40). Christians were loyal
subjects of the Empire. They were persecuted, not for
their political, but for their religious, views: "You shall

be brought before governors and before kings for my
sake for a testimony to -them and to the Gentiles"
(Matt. x. 18). .

4 Torments.
Some of the physical tortures are described by Tacitus

(Annal. xv. 41). Christians were covered with skins of

wild beasts, that they might be torn to pieces by dogs;
others were crucified; others again burned to death, their

bodies having been smeared with inflammable material so

that they might serve as lights in the night time. Tertul-

Amh(Apolog. xii.), Lactantius (Div.Inst., BookV., c. 11)

and Eusebius (Hist. Eccl., Book VII. , c. 10-12) bear wit-

ness that Christians were thrown to wild beasts, impaled,

burned by the' application of torches, their limbs broken,

their flesh torn so that: there' was no place for further

wounding.
Moral torments were not less severe. Not only were

families reduced to extreme poverty, but martyrs were

called upon to withstand the tears of parents, wife and

children. As prophesied by Our Lord :
" He who loveth

"father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; he

that loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy

of me" (Matt. x. 37).
5° Heroic Fortitude.

Martyrdom is an act of fortitude which represses tear.

To repress fear is a more difficult achievement than to

moderate boldness. Fortitude is not a virtue unless in

association with other virtues; it must be under the

direction of prudence so as to give strength for the

achievement of good apart from the obstinacy of pride.
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Heroic fortitude accomplishes works exceedin
ordinary capabilities of man, promptly, cheerfully

S ^
occasion needs, frequently (Bencd. xiv. de Canon San/Book III., c. 21). ^unct„

Martyrs endured atrocious torments with the folkn •

dispositions: (i) as they were human they felt fear so'^
times, but prayed and repressed this passion • M tl^"were not carried away by feelings of desperation £
quite tranquilly bore their sufferings; (3) their fortitude
was joined to charity, faith, hope, prudence, justice
chastity, humility, meekness, and like Our Lord and
St. Stephen they prayed for their executioners;

(4) thev
went cheerfully to death as if they were going to victory
and their joy continued in the midst of torments. Like
the Apostles, " they went from the presence of the Coun-
cil rejoicing that they were accounted worthy to suffer
reproach for the name of Jesus" (Acts v. 41) (Cf. Sul-
picius Severus, Hist. Sacra. Book II., c. 32; St. Hi'larius
Tract, in Ps. 65 n. 21; Tertullian Ad. Scapulam, c. cj
The words of St. Ignatius (Ep. ad. Rom. n. 4-5I are

well known : "lam the wheat of God : I shall be ground
by the teeth of wild beasts, so that I may become the pure
bread of Christ." Words of thanksgiving and of. joy
were spoken by SS. Polycarp, Irena-us, Cyprian,. Felix,
Victor, Vincentius, Theodorus, etc. (Cf. Ruinart Acta
Martyrum). Women bore their testimony in the same
heroic way, e.g., SS. Perpetua and Felicitas, Biandina,
etc.

Gj This heroic fortitude is a miracle of the moral order.
Major: Such fortitude implies heroic acts of the prin-

cipal virtues often repeated—heroic acts accomplished by
countless men, women, girls of every social condition,
accomplished cheerfully and constantly in the midst of
physical and moral torments, without any hope of
temporal reward unless in the abandonment of their faith.
Minor: But heroic acts of the principal virtues cannot

be accomplished so often, so cheerfully and constantly,
amidst atrocious sufferings by multitudes of all conditions
ol life, nge, ;in(j SeXf and accomplished without human
motive, im |ess ,j,erf, be an cx(rnordina intervention of
IJivmr: assistance.

Conclusion; Therefore the fortitude of the martyrs, nil

.ir',«ini;5innc«j considered, is a miracle of (he moral order.m Major of this syllogism is historically certain.
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.
The. Minor is proved in a twofold way-indirectlv bvexcluding natural causes as insufficient, and directlv bv

showing .in the constancy of the martyrs extraordinary
sanctity—the work of God. y

(a) Indirect proof.

Rationalists see in the constancy of the martyrs only
fanaticism and the hope of praise.

Fanaticism is blind 'obstinacy, far removed from the
wisdom, prudence,' moderation, meekness, which the
martyrs manifested. In their case the words of St.- Paul
were exemplified :

" We are reviled and we bless : we are
persecuted and we suffer it: we are blasphemed and we
entreat :we are made as the refuse of the world,. and the
offscouring of all even until now " (1 Cor. iv . 12, 13).
.. The. hope of praise cannot explain the constancy of the

martyrs. They were as humble as they were magnanim-
ous, and this union of virtues points to the special help

of God. Moreover, many martyrs were secretly executed,

and the hope of praise could not enter in.
.

(b) Direct proof.

.The extraordinary sanctity' shewn- by the martyrs im-

plies the. 'special' help of God. Martyrdom is a sign of

the. highest, degree .of 'charity, andcharity joined to other

virtues, charity joyful in the crisis of horrible torture,

manifests its supernatural origin. Hence the fact to which

an appeal is made, is the constancy of martyrs in so far as

it is miraculous ' and manifestly different from the

obstinacy of fanatics. •

•Rationalists object: the constancy of martyrs can be

explained by natural causes.- Other instances of the same

constancy are shewn by soldiers in battle, by the heroism

of men like Regulus and Sca;vola. '
Again, until recent

times, widows in India mounted the funeral pyres of their

dead husbands and sacrificed -their lives. The Montamsts

and more modern Anabaptists died for their religious

opinions. Recently .
(in, 1885-1886) Protestants in

Uganda died, for their Christian, beliefs; -- _«

Answer- The Church teaches. that those who in good

faifh and good dispositions die for their .rel^ous behefe

are martyrs in. the sight of God. In the other Cases c ted

above, fanaticism, enthusiasm, ™^7. ^te *^S
the bravery and constancy manifested. T£ argumen

based upon the supernatural constancy he.^"^
the Church includes. (1) number of martjrs up
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present lime; (2) their social condition and condition of
a<ie and sex; (3) the horrible character of the torments
physical and moral

; (4) the cheerfulness and serenity

wherewith they suffered, joined with charity, humility,

meekness, prayer for persecutors ; (5) miracles wrought in

confirmation of their sanctity.

III.—The Church produces unceasingly heroic saints.

(1) To write down a catalogue of the Saints would
require too much time and space. Only a few names can

be given :

(a) Great doctors of the Church : St. Ambrose, St.

.Augustine, St. Jerome, St. Cyril, St. Chrysostom, etc.

(b) Great Apostles of the Faith : St. Patrick in Ireland,

St. Augustine in England, St. Methodius in Russia, St.

Boniface in Frisia, St. Willibald in Germany, etc.

(c) Saints in the chair of Peter : SS. John I, Felix IV,

Agapitus, Sylvester, Gregory the Great, Martin I,

Eugenius I, Vitalianus, Agatho, Leo II, Benedict II,

Sergius I, Pius V, etc.

(d) Great founders of religious orders: St. Benedict,

patriarch of the West; St. Bernard (Cistercians); St.

Norbert (Premonstratentians) ;. St. Dominic; St. Francis,

etc.

(e) Great scholastics : St.'Anselm, St. Thomas Aquinas,

St. Bonaventure, etc.

({) Great preachers of the Faith : St. Vincent Ferrer,

St. Bernardino of Siena, St. Anthony of Padua, etc.

(g) Great women Saints : St. Gertrude, St. Hildegarde,

St. Clare, St. Catherine of Siena, St. Catherine' of

Genoa, etc.

(h) Saints and Kings: SS. Louis, Henry, Leopold,

Stanislaus, Elizabeth of Hungary, etc.

After the so-called Reformation, the Church has been

glorified by SS. Ignatius, Theresa, John of the Cross,

Erancis of Sales, Francis Xavier, Louis Bertrand, Philip

N'.-ri, Charles Borromeo, Vincent of Paul, Paul of the

Cross, Alphonsus Liguori, Margaret Mary Alacoque,
Cur/; of Ars, etc.

Compare with these men Luther, Calvin, Zwingle,
Henry VI II, Elizabeth—lights of the Reformation 1

Oomp.-m: with the Saints of (he Church Pholius, M.
C-iriilnrius, Gftorgius Cyprinus, Marcus Hphesinus, who
wen: n.sponsibK: for the Eastern Schism.
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(2) Pastoral Clergy, Religious Orders and Institutes.
The Catholic clergy, bound to celibacy, win, now as in

the past, the respect and affection of their people through
out the Church. s

Religious Orders and Institutes are so many schools of
perfection for the attainment of sanctity through the
practice of the Evangelical Counsels and earnest en-
deavour to imitate the example of Christ. Some devote
themselves to the active life, e.g., Sisters of Charity,
Teaching Institutes, Jesuits, Redemptorists, etc. Others
choose the contemplative life, e.g., Trappists, Carthusians,
Carmelites, Poor Clares, etc.

(3) The Christian virtues are cherished in the Catholic

Church.
No Society cherishes the Christian ideal as the Catholic

Church does both by word and example. . Pere Lacordaire

has written on the effect of the practice of Chastity,

Humility and Charity. Chastity represses lust (which

corrupts the sources of life) and preserves the sanctity of

matrimony. Humility expels ambition, boasting, arrog-

ance. Charity conquers egoism, and observes not only

the law of justice, but goes far beyond justice in its care

of the infirm, the indigent, the fallen, etc.

Luther made the acknowledgment that " the world has

become worse. Men are now more desirous of revenge,,

more avaricious, more remote from, sentiments of mercy,

more immodest and undisciplined than they were under

the Papacy" (Postilla in Evang. dom. 1 Adv.).

Scandals amongst Catholics occur in the. case of those

who do not practise their religion, and do not avail them-

selves of the means of sanctity offered by the Church.

IV.—Inexhaustible spiritual fecundity of the Church.

. (1) The Church's influence upon individuals.

The Church has liberated individual men and women

from errors regarding God, the world, nijjal^"^
them against materialism, determinism, utilitarianism

preache:

all—to t

learned.

them against materialism, aewuiuu.^, -"•"-.
t

preache! the Gospel and offers the means of sah^t on to

iu_t0 the unlettered and poor as well as to the rich ana
-to the unlettered and poor

The Church's influence on family life.

(2) The Church's intluence on u„.» ; — ..
[t f

The Church has protected and protects the d >ntf}

woman, and the indissolubility of the mar
< *

Luther Bucer and Melancthon allowed Philip, *
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of Hesse in 1540, to live with Margaret of Saal wi •
his lawful wife Christina was alive. " The most efTica

'

means of raising man," so wrote de Maistre (Le p °^S

Book 111., c. 2) is to ennoble and exalt woman."
The Church provides for the education of children b

founding innumerable orphanages, schools, colleges'
universities. Confraternities have been instituted to he]

'

young and old to practise virtue and to persevere therein*
The Church secured gradually the emancipation

f
slaves. The treasures of the Church, which is no respecter
of persons, are offered to the lowest as well as to the -high-
est. Slaves have been admitted to the priesthood. A
slave—Callistus—became Pope. Christ by his example
ennobled labour.

In the Church's attitude towards slavery, the excel-
lence of Christian charily over Pagan ethics is shewn:
Aristotle maintained that " one man may be usefully
subjected to the rule of a wiser man " (1 Polit. c. 3).
Indeed before the diffusion of Christianity slavery was
regarded as necessary, because the majority of men were
not sufficiently wise and rightly disposed to enjoy civil
liberty. Religion alone can confer rectitude of judgment
and of will on the uneducated, .so that they may not abuse
their liberty.

(3) The Church's influence on civil society.
(A) The Church has fixed the just relation between

social authority and individual liberty,, by teaching that
all power comes from God, and should be directed to the
common good. In this way authority is strengthened:
"He that resisteth the power resistelh the ordinance of
God " (Rom. xiii. 2). Obedience is rendered noble, for
obedience given to legitimate authority is obedience given
to God.
(B) The Church endeavours to provide for the necessi-

ties of the poor and the ailing. Its motto has always
been: "Blessed arc the merciful, for they shall obtain
mercy." 'J he encyclical of Leo XIII, Return Novarum,
defended the claim of the workman for a wage which
will secure honcsta suslcvtatio, i.e., n respectable main-
tenance for himself and his family. On the other hand
Hi'-- Pop", m his encyclical Quod Afoslolici Muucris,
eomiemtied thru form of Socialism which docs not rccog-
ni

'7r\ -n' °/.

'

jr°f" :r| y nmi n&ns nl community of goods.
('-; llif; Church has endeavoured to stabilise amicable
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relations between different countries. It places the I™ ftf
charity and of Christian fraternity above individual aws
of nations. The Church's ideal is " Christendom "-amuch more statesmanlike aim than " Internationalism "
Nationalism, since the so-called Reformation, does notmean patriotism so much as jealousy and hatred of other
nations. False nationalism and militarism—evil offspring
of evil parentage—have caused the world-tragedy of iqi£
1918. Until the "God of peace "who is.

" King of kings
and Lord Of lords " is duly honoured and obeyed, there
can be no hope for the permanent well-being of nations.

Art. 3.—Catholic Unity and the unshaken Stability of the
Church. :

If men of all times and all nations, notwithstanding
diversities of language, temperament, ideas, governments,
are joined in the unity of faith, worship, and ecclesiastical

discipline; moreover if this Catholic unity, impediments
and causes of ruin notwithstanding, remains in vigour,

whilst other forms of religion either split into opposing
sects, or stagnate in the immobility of death, such unity

is a sign of the special intervention of God,' who alone, in

the midst of causes that make for diversity, can produce

and preserve the extraordinary stability wherewith the

Church is endowed.

-' L—The Catholic Church alone is one.

i° The Catholic Church is endowed with unity of faith,

worship and discipline.

• (A) Unity of Faith.

All the faithful, believing what the Church teaches,

believe, at least implicitly, the whole body of revealed

truth as handed ,down from the time of the Apostles.

They accept the same symbols of faith,- interpreted in the

same way. In matters which are not of faith, there is

liberty of opinion. The Church's position is expressed

by the well-known aphorism :
" In necessaries umtas, tn

dubvis libcrtas, in omnibus caritas."

(B) Unity of worship.

The Sacrifice of the Mass and the Seven Sacraments

arc accepted and revered by all.

(C) Unity of discipline. ,

The clergy and faithful (" ecolcsm disccns) are sd>

ject to the Bishops and the Bishops to the Pope. ^1 he
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Pope and Bishops constitute the " ccclcs'm docens "
obey the same laws. In disputed matters the decision

: 1
the Roman Congregations, or of the Pope himself
accepted.

re

2° Formal unity is absent in other religious system
(A) Protestantism. •

(a) In matters of faith, there are Lutherans, Calvinists
Anglicans. The system of " private judgment "

is essen-
tially fatal to unity. Some Liberal Protestants do not
accept even the Divinity of Christ, except in a symbolic
or metaphorical sense.

(b) In worship, some believe in two Sacraments, others
only in Baptism, others again entirely reject the
Sacramental system.

(c) In discipline or government, there are Episcopalians
and non-Episcopalians.

(B) The Greek Church.

There is no formal unity. No patriarch is head of the

whole Greek Church. There are now amongst the Greeks
some fourteen independent cburches.

II.—Catholicity belongs exclusively to the " Catholic " Church.

i° The Church is Catholic.

(A) Virtual Catholicity, or Catholicity de jure means
the aptitude of the Church to universal extension amongst
all nations. This aptitude prevails over individualism and

nationalism as regards doctrine, rule and worship.

(a) The Church's doctrine must be preached to all men
according to the will of Christ. This doctrine transcends

the particular characteristics of individuals, of human
social conditions, of peoples, places and times.

(b) In its government the Church is not national but

international or supra-national. It is subjected to no State

and to no Caesar, It recognises the authority of all

legitimate governments whatever their form may be. Its

own government and power are purely moral.
(c) In its worship also the Church is universal. The

offering of the sacrificial Victim in the Mass, and die

grace of the Sacraments are intended for all.

(Ji) Acuta! Catholicity, or Catholicity de facto,
(a) Geographical extension.
U'fon: ihr ; revolt of Luther, the whole of Europe was

Catholic When Protestantism arose, Catholic mission-
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300,000,000. South and Central Amf-

removed from
In the United States, CathoHCs nSf "* Catholic -

' ,6,000,000. In Asia 'there ar 3,5o >oo^Ta^1

3,000,000; in Australia 2,000,000- in T.' £l-^
fnCa

Islands 6,000,000. Even uTProtei
Ph

.

lhPP^
Catholic Church has many'adh^ *

n Gret^5,200,000; in Germany 20,000,000; in Hdkn fJ^in Switzerland 1,380,600, etc. The list is not exSsSS'It is quoted merely to shew the Church possesses a m^iumversali y, ,.«., amidst well-known nations, „Snumber of men and women have become members o theChurch The super-human mode of diffusion is of greateraccount than the material number of the faithful, and thismode of diffusion appears from the following character-

(b) The Catholic Church comprises people of alfcon-
ditions. The poor are evangelised. Lepers, literal and
metaphorical, are cared for. Education is encouraged
Sixty-two Universities have been founded under the
auspices of the Popes. The Church has been the Alma
Mater of the Arts. Architecture, Sculpture, Painting,
Music, Poetry, have reached their highest development
under ecclesiastical patronage. The Church has favoured
scientific research. Only a few of the many Catholic
scientists can be given here

:

Astronomy: Copernicus, Secchi.

Biology: Pasteur, Abbot Mendel.
Crystallography: Abbe" Haiiy.

Electricity : Ampere, Volta.

Inductive Science: Roger Bacon.

Mathematics : Cauchy, Le Verrier.

Medicine : Bernard.

Nature Study : Fabre.

Physics : Galileo.

Wireless Telegraphy : Marconi.

X-Rays : Rontgen.

2 The note of Catholicity is absent in other forms of

religion.

(A) Protestantism.

(1) Even virtual Catholicity is absent, because of the

spirit of individualism resulting in divisions.
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(2) In some place (e.g., England) Protestantism was
propagated by persecution.

(3) In Germany, England, Scandinavia, Protestantism
depends on the State and is national.

(4) Protestants, though numbering about 150 sects, are
numerically fewer than Catholics.

(5) Protestant missionary work is feeble.

(E) Greek Church.

(1) The Greek Church is not one and therefore not

Catholic. The churches at Constantinople, in Russia, in

Greece, and in Bulgaria are independent one of the other;

and are largely subject to the State. •

(2) These churches excel neither in numbers, extension,

or power of propagation. They are destitute of vitality.

III.—The Catholic Church alone possesses unshaken stability.

i° It is stable, many persecutions notwithstanding.

The Church has survived :

(a) Persecutions of the first three centuries.

(b) Arianism, which drew many away from the Church.

(c) Julian the Apostate, who used the influence of

Pagan philosophy, and the prestige of his position

as Emperor to destroy the Church.
(d) The invasion of barbarous nations.

(c) The schism of Photius in the Ninth Century.

(/) The attacks made by Mahomet, Albigenses, etc.

(g) The revolt of Protestantism in the Sixteenth

Century.

(h) Philosophism of the Eighteenth Century and the

French Revolution.
2 Stability is absent in other churches.
(A) Protestantism.

"Private judgment" is a principle of individualism

and change. Even fundamental (ruths such as the In-

carnaiion, Redemption, Trinity, are sometimes rejected.

(B) Greek Churches.
These churches do not form an organic body. They lie

in the immobility of death.

IV.—The foretfoinp " marks " of the Catholic Church cannot

b<: explained by natural caur.es. They are the fulfilment of

prophecy.

J" Th'.-s'; four characteristics—Unity, Catholicity,
Snnriiiy, Stability—fount] only in Hie Catholic Cluirch

hav'i: nut b*:<:n ;ilitihvn\ and cannot be attained by the
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natural means adopted by the other churches for «, -
propagation and conservation.

Irenes for their

2 The Sanctity of the Church shpxvn in ,n* c •

Martyrs shewn in its fecund*"j^LScS^^t
extraordinary and implies the special intervention o GodThe philosophic atom :>do agentium jj^™
resfondere ordmi fintum ") stresses the principle that Seorder of action must correspond to the order of intentionand only as the minister of God could the Church lead
souls to sanctity.

3° Catholic Unity is a greater achievement than natural
causes can 'produce. The more universal the society the
more difficult the unity. Empires and kingdoms, sprung'
from natural causes,' disappear in process of time.

4 .The stability of the Church for nearly 2,000 years
should be considered in view of (a) the mutability of
human minds, of human institutions, of religious and
philosophical opinions; (b) violent and numerous perse-
cutions, unjust demands and confiscations of secular
powers, the criticism of Religion based on pseudo-science

;

(c) the weakness of, the natural means available for the

Church's support.

5° In this wonderful life of the Church is seen the ful-

filment of prophecy

:

" Arise; be enlightened, O Jerusalem, for thy light has

come and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee. . . .

Gentiles shall walk in thy light, and kings in the bright-

ness of thy rising " (Isaias Ix. 1, 3).
" Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build my

Church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it"

(Matt. xvi. 18).
" Other sheep I have that are not of this fold. Them

also I must bring, and they shall hear my voice, and

there shall be one fold and one shepherd" (John x. 16).

" You shall be my witnesses even to the uttermost parts

of the earth "• (Acts L 8).
,

'.
...

"Going therefore teach all nations. . . . I am with

you all days even to the end: of the world (Matt. xxvm.

J9

The declaration of the Vatican Council is ^stified:

The Church is a « perpetual motrve of cred.bthty and an

irrefragable testimony of its own Divine mission

f> 1794).



CHAPTER XXV

CHRIST'S TESTIMONY IS CONFIRMED BY HIS MIRACLES

Art. 1.—The Miracles of Christ.

1—Rationalistic and Modernistic views.

Many Rationalists maintain that miracles are a Wxori
impossible, and therefore deny either the historical reality
of the Gospel miracles, or their supernatural character
So wrote Paulus (+ 1S51) and Strauss (+ 1S74). Others
like Renan are of opinion that cures were effected by
mental suggestion, and that such cures were exaggerated
and idealised later on. Harnack's view is practically the
same as that of Renan (Cf. Renan, Vie de Jesus, ch xvi •

A. ReviJIe, Jesus dc Nazareth, t. H.; Stapfer, Jesus-Christ
pendant son viinisterc; O. Holtzmann, Leben Jesu-
Julichcr, Einhitung in das N. Test; A. Harnack, Da's
IVcscn des Christcnlums).

H.—Classification of the miracles of Christ

St. Thomas classifies the miracles as follows

:

(a) Miracles in connexion with spiritual substances.

1. Man in synagogue of Capharnaum, possessed by
unclean spirit (Mark 1 23-28; Luke iv. 33-37).

2. Gerascnes (Malt. viii. 28-34) > Mark v. 1-20; Luke
vm. 26-39).

3. Lunatic (Matt. xvii. 14-20; Mark ix. 13-28; Luke ix.

37-W)-
4. Deaf-mute (Malt. ix. 32-34; Lnke xi. 14-15).
5- Hhnd-muie (Malt, xii. 22-2-]).
6. Daughter of Chananrean woman (Matt. xv. 21-28;

Mark vii. 24-30).
7- Woman with .spirit of infirmity (Luke xiii. u-16).
h. Mary Magdalene (Mark xvi. 9; Luke viii. 2).
>j. Many possessed with devils (Matt. viii. 16; Luke

'

*i. if, 18).
»'>. Angels will, Christ in the desert (Matt. iv. 11).
"• Angel m Garden of Geih.semani (Luke xxit. 43).
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(b) Miracles in connexion with celestial bodies.
1. Nativity star- (Matt. ii. 2)
" D«»"r 'hree »«"-,** of Chris, (M

(c). Miracles wrought on men and women.

1. Resurrection of daughter of Jairus (Matt. ix. l8-26)2. Resurrection .of widow's son '(Luke vii Ti-17)
h

3. Resurrection of Lazarus .(John xi 1-45)
4. Cleansing of eleven lepers (Matt. viii. 1-4; Mark i

40-45; Luke v, 12-14; xto. 12-19).
5. Cure of three paralytics (Matt. ix. 1-7; Mark ii. i-I2 •

Luke v. 18-26; Matt. viii. 5-13; Luke vii. 2-10:
John v. 1-9).

6. Restoration of sight to seven blind (MattAx. 27-31
xx - 29-34; Mark viii. 22-26; x. 46-52; Luke xviii.

35-43)-

7. Cure of woman with issue of blood (Matt. ix. 20-22;
Mark v. 25-34; Luke viii. 43-48).

8. Cure of Peter's mother-in-law (Matt. viii. 14-15;
Mark i. 29-31; Luke iv. 38-39).

9. Cure of Ruler's son (John iv. 46-53).
10. Restoration of withered hand (Matt. xii. 9-13).

11. Cure of dropsical man (Luke xiv. 1-6J.
12. Multitude healed of diseases (Luke vi. 17-18).

(d) Miracles wrought on irrational creatures.

1. Change of water into wine (John ii. 1-11).

2. Miraculous draught of fish (Luke v. 1-11 ; John xxi.

1-13).

3. Finding of the stater (Matt. xvii. 23-26).

4. Two multiplications of loaves (Matt.- xiv. 15-21;

Mark vi. 39-44; Luke ix. 12-17; John ™- S^Si
Matt. xv. 32-38; Mark viii. 1-9).

5. Calming of the storm (Matt. viii. 18-27; Mark iv.

6. Walking on the waters (Matt. xiv. 23-33; Mark vi.

47-12; John vi. 16-21).
: .

7. Withering of the fig-tree (Mali, xxi. 18-21; Mark xt.

I2-I4; ~0-22).

(e) Christ gave to His Apostles the power of working

miracles.
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(Luke .v. o; MtltL x. S; Mark xvi. ly ; John xiv. i2 )
"' Devils are subject to us in thy name" (Luke x Vm
Miracles are recorded in Acts ii. 43; jii. §• v

"

1

ix. 34-40; xix. 11-12; xx. 9-12. ' 2;

III.—The miracles of Christ are historically certain,

i. The -witnesses who relate the miracles of Christ relate
other facts which are not called in question, and thev
were willing to suffer death, and actual^ did so suffer in

testimony of the truthfulness of their narrative.

2. The miracles recorded were facts which appealed to

the senses, and therefore could be judged by those who
witnessed them.

3. The principal miracles of Christ were public. They
were seen by such men as Nicodemus, Jairus, the Cen-
turion, Zaccheus, Lazarus, Scribes and Pharisees, Priests

and members of the Sanhedrin.

4. Regarding some miracles a juridical enquiry was
held by the enemies of Christ (Cf. John v. 10-16; ix. 7-34;

xii. g-10; Acts iv. 16).

5. The simplicity of the Gospel narrative bears witness

to its sincerity.

6. The miraculous facts are intimately connected with

other facts of the life of Christ which cannot be denied.

They are connected with His life, preaching, passion and

death, so that if the miracles be denied, the Gospel

narrative is destroyed not partially, but wholly. " Many
believed in His name, seeing the signs which he did"

(John ii. 23). Certain discourses of Christ were de-

livered on the occasion of some miracle (Cf. John v., i)i.).

Because of these miracles, and especially because of the

resurrection of Lazarus, the chief priests and Pharisees

conspired against Him, saying :
" What shall we do, for

this man doth many miracles?" (John xi. 4^-53)

•

7. The epistles of St. Paul, whose authenticity is ad-

mitted by almost all Rationalists (the epistle to the

Gnlntians and the two to the Corinthians were written

according to Harnack and Jiilicher about a.t>. 53 or 54)

formally assert the performance of miracles by the

Apostk-s—miracles wrought in the name of Christ. A
foTtinri must Christ Himself have performed miracles.

X. Th<; Aposlh-s and the Fathers could not have so con-

fidently app.-akd to the miracles of Christ if there were
any doubt of liir;ir reality.
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9. Jewish contemporaries and adversaries nf r^w a- .

rgic

al

Lt
question His miracles

' £™»*£fZ
IV.—The miracles of Christ are supernatural

Rationalists allow that raising from the dead is beyond
the powers of nature, and accordingly they deny the
historical truth of such miracles. Other miracles thev
assert to be purely natural effects, regarded as wonderful
owing to ignorance of physical, or chemical, or biological
or psychological laws. To these assumptions the follow-
ing replies may be made.

1. The' Pharisees, their hostility notwithstanding, could
not deny the resurrection of Lazarus.

2. Scribes and Pharisees attributed Christ's miraculous
power to some superhuman agency, e.g., Beelzebub (Cf.
Mark Hi. 22 sq.).

3. Instantaneous restoration of sight to one bora blind,

cure of leprosy,-, sudden change of water into wine, multi-

plication of loaves, resurrection of Lazarus—these

achievements are clearly beyond the power of created

agents.

4. The Divine origin of these miracles is confirmed by

reflection upon' the circumstances and results. Christ

worked miracles solely for the glory of God, and the

salvation of souls.

5. Confirmation also comes from the absurd hypotheses

adopted to explain them away. It is well known that the

power of mental suggestion by hypnotism or otherwise is

effective only in cases of functional disorder, and that

suggestion works gradually, whereas Christ wrought His

miracles of healing, etc., instantaneously. Again sug-

gestion does not work on those who are absent. Umst

healed the Centurion's servant, and the daughter of the

woman of Chananrean, though neither was present.

V.-The miracles of Christ were wrought in confirmation of

His Divine mission.

(A) This fact has beer, declared several ..mesby Chnst.

thou He that art to come or look weTor aaoAer? U.

Lord replied : Go
;

-* o oh„ jh«^^
heard and seen. The blind see,

.

ure

cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead n* »g^ xi
V
6) .

have the Gospel preached to them <ju««
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Such miracles -were foretold by Isaias as Messh '

(Is. xxxv. 5; hi. 1). Again " llic works that I do in tlr
name of my Father, they give testimony of me" (John

°

~5)-

(B) Christ raised Lazarus from the dead that "
thev

(the people) may believe tiiat Thou hast sent me" (John
xi. 42). In several places it is recorded that many be-
lieved because of the miracles (Cf. John ii. jj; jjj_ 2 ,

&• 35-3$) •

(C) Christ shewed this proof of His Divine mission to-

be most certain and manifest when He spoke of His
enemies: " If I had not come and spoken to them they
would not liave sin : but now they have no excuse for
their sin " (John xv. 22).

Art 2.—The Resurrection of Christ.

I.—The Resurrection of Christ is recorded not only in the

Gospels but in the Acts of the Apostles, and the statement is

made in the epistles of St Paul that the Resurrection preached
by the Apostles is the strongest motive of credibility.

Rationalists and Modernists liave suggested at least

four theories to explain away the Resurrection—the
theories of fraud, exaggeration, hallucination and-
spiritual vision.

i° With the Deists of the Eighteenth Century,
Reimnrus resuscitated the explanation of the empty tomb
given by Jewish priests and promulgated by Celsus,
namely, that the Apostles had removed the body of Christ
secretly, and were conscious liars regarding the Resur-
rection they proclaimed.

2 Some Rationalists, e.g., Wcizricker (Das Apostol-
ischc Zcitalter" and Martineau (The Scat- of Authority)
maintained that the Apostles declared only in a general
way that they had seen the Lord, meaning that they be-

lieved in His immortality. Disciples exaggerated the

suttemfint, and finally believed that Christ really rose from
tire: dead.

2" Oihf.-r Rationalists suggest that ihc Apostles suf-
f';rH from hallucination (Cf. Strauss. Rcnan, Unmade,
Mvillft, M*y«r, ,-u:.),

4'' Noi u fr :w Raiionalists, sue!) as Kcim, Ewakl,
v.h'm!:.:, Siaph-r, ,-u:., assort that Chrisl really
m*'Wl in tit« A poral^, but only .spiritually. Amongst
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Modernists E. Le Roy holds a somewhat similar th«
After death the soul of Christ continued to f^nSonTi
therefore, according to pragmatic principles w' m«« •!!*

as if Christ had arisen bodi.y (Do^e^2^
opinion, based on pragmatism, has been condemned
(D. 2026), as well as those of Loisy : (1) that the Resur
rection was not a fact of the historical but of the litureical
order, and therefore not demonstrable, and (2) that the
original belief in the Resurrection was not belief in the
fact itself, but in the immortality of Christ (d. 2036 sq,).

II.—The importance of the Resurrection of Christ according
to His own declarations and those of the Apostles.

(A) Christ Himself chose this sign. as the seal of His
miracles and as an irrefragable. argument of His Divine
mission.

(a) When the Pharisees said : "Master, we would see

a sign from thee," Our Lord answered: "The Son of

Man shall be in the heart of the earth three days and'

three nights " (Matt, xii; 40; Luke xi. 29). Again, speak-

ing to Pharisees, Christ said :
" Destroy this temple and

in three days Twill raise it up " (John ii. 19; Mark .-era.

(b) To His disciples Christ predicted His Resurrection

at least four times :

(1) After the Confession of Peter (Matt. xvi. 21;

Markviii. 31; Luke ix. 22).

(2) After His Transfiguration (Matt. xvii. 22 ; Mark ix.

3°)'

(3) After His triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Matt,

xx. igjMarkx. 34; Luke xviii. 33).

(4) After the Last Supper (Matt, xxvu J2;
Mark

xiv. 28).

(c) There is further testimony of the prophecy from the

blasphemy uttered against Htm on the Cos a£

thoa tha/destroyest the^^^fZn^ L
buildest it up aga.n-save thyself comm

H;s
cross" (Matt. xxvi. 61; Mark xv .29, jOj.

death the chief priests and P^^^^dSer said,

ing: "Sir, we have rememb ttat th
e ^

whilst he was yet ahve : after three aaj
a the

Command therefore the sepulchre to be gui
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third day: lest perhaps his disciples come and steal h"
away and say to the people, lie is risen from the dead™
and the last error shall be worse than the first" (Mall
xxvi'u, 63, 64).

'

(B) The Apostles appealed to the Resurrection to con-
firm the truth of their preaching.

Mathias was chosen because he could testify to the
Resurrection (Acts i. 22). Peter in his first sermon
appealed to this miracle (Acts iu 32-36). Paul, speaking
to the Athenians, made the same appeal (Acts xvii, j; f
Paul wrote to the Corinthians: "Christ . . . rose again
the third day ... he was seen by Cephas : and after that

by the eleven : then he was seen by more than five hundred
brethren at once. . . . After that He was seen by James,
then by all the Apostles, and last of all he was seen by
me also as by one born out of due time" (1 Cor. xv.

3-8). " If Christ be not risen then is our preaching vain

and your faith is also vain . . . and you are yet in your
sins" (j Cor. xv. 14-17). St. Paul argues that faith in

the risen Christ is the root of justification (Rom. iv. 25)
and if He has not risen, He has not removed sin.

Chrysostom, Theophilus and others use the same argu-

ment.
In this last declaration of St. Paul the importance of

the Resurrection of Christ appears, and its intimate con-

nexion with the principal mysteries of the Christian

Faith. "The wages of sin is death" (Rom, vi. 23).

Therefore He who invisibly takes away the sins of the

world should visibly take away death, the effect of sin, so

that we may have a most certain sign of His victory over

sin and of our Redemption. Under this high aspect, the

Resurrection of Christ is a mystery belonging intrinsic-

ally to Christianity and an object of Faith, although under

its exterior aspect it is a fact of history.

Thus when Rationalists object that the Resurrection is

impossible because it is without sufficient reason, St.

Paul shows (he supreme reason of this fundamental

reality, Thus also when Modernists object that a miracle

is a sign too extrinsic to Religion and cannot serve to lead

men 10 interior faith, St. Paul shows that the Resurrec-

tion i:; intrinsic to Religion and deeply and wonderfully

connected wit!) oilier mysteries. Thus finally whilst

other adversaries nsserl that no (rue certitude can ')C

founded on tin; appearances of Christ, it is clear that the
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Apostles possessed absolute, certitude of this great mvs
tery (Acts in. 15; ™. 10-jjj, worked miracles in confirma-
tion thereof, and finally shed their blood in witness of its

truth.

III.—Christ died.

Jews and enemies of Christianity never doubted the

reality. of the death of Christ. It was only in the Nine-

teenth Century that certain Rationalists (Paulus, Schleirer-

macher, Hase, Herder), suggested that Christ did not

really die when crucified, but recovered and afterwards

shewed Himself to His disciples. Huxley, in England,

adopted, this hypothesis. : Other Rationalists reject the

suggestion as physically, and morally impossible. A.

Reville (Jesus de Nazareth) writes : "This theory of

Paulus, which had its period of vogue in the last century,,

is only a tissue of material and moral improbabilities."

1° The four Evangelists as well as the writers of the

Epistles, in fact all Christians have regarded the death of

Christ as indubitable, and as the cause of the Redemp-

tion of, mankind. : Very many have shed their blood in

testimony of their belief in this truth.

2 Many were ocular witnesses of the death: the

Centurion, several soldiers, St. John, the Blessed Virgin

the pious women.' Pilate received testimony of. the death

of Christ from the Centurion (Mark xv 39,
J4>

45)-

When the soldiers saw that He was dead, they opened His

sYde with a lance and « immediately there came ou .hiood

and water" (John xix. 34) JosePh
f. ^"Jh in linen

•Nicodemus "took the body of Jesus and bound tm men

cloths with the spices, as the manner of the Jews is

bury" (John xix. 40).
nhvq;Callv impossible.

3° The survival of Chr.st was ph^cJ ^ ^
The scourging, crowning with thorns a

) ^
cross, three hours' agony thereon the op^nm

-such sufferings made survival imposstb.e

the sepulchre was guarded

.

^ impossible

survival ot uunai.f Ciirist was ""-"""v j
j _

Such an hypothesis necessitates either•

delib^ate^. ec
-

tion on the part of Christ, or He
be f

lowers to be deceived and permitted

4° The
wjch an ...,,

tion on the part of Christ, or

ward as the surest argument of t

Faith. .
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IV.—It is historically certain that Christ arose from the de

i" The testimony of St. Paul in his Epistles is r,
•

to that of the Gospels. In the First Epistle to the Co •

thians, written about a.d. 5 7-5 S, St. Paul records anm'S"
tions of Christ, of which he had already informed

tlCorinthians some years earlier (c. A.D. 52 or <?) ««

J

y

delivered unto you "first of all which I also received': ho
that Christ died for our sins according- to the scriptures^
and that he was. buried and that he rose again the thirdday according to the scriptures : and that he was seen bvCephas, and after that by the eleven : then was he seen
by more than five hundred brethren at once : of whommany remain until this present and some are fallen
asleep

:
after that he was seen by James, then by all the

Apostles, and last of all he was seen also by me as by one
born out of due time " (1 Cor. xv. 3-8).

St. Paul does not intend to chronicle all the apparitions
He confines himself chiefly to those which the Apostles
beheld. The last appearance was that vouchsafed to St
Paul on his journey to Damascus. On that occasion he
saw Christ "last of all," a statement which would be
false, if he meant merely an appearance in vision, as such
an appearance in vision was seen by Ananias later
(Acts ix. 10). Neither does St. Paul mean to write only
of the immortality of Christ. He speaks again and again
of the resurrection of the body, which he puts forward as
the exemplar of our future corporeal resurrection FCf.
J Thessal. i. to; iv. 13).

2 Testimony of the Evangelists.
SS. Matthew and John were witnesses of several

apparitions. St. Mark records the preaching of St. Peter
and therefore his testimony. St. Luke probably received
his information regarding the Passion and Resurrection

tj J 1

?t
from J°anna >

wife of Chusa, the steward of
Jiorod (Luhc vui. 3; xxiii. 7-12; xxh. to).
(A) All affirm that the tomb was found empty. All

relate that Joseph of Arimnlhea went to Pilate and asked
Jar the body of Christ, that Joseph wrapped the body in
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the women and disciples came in the c^U ^, f

Sabbath, they found the stone rolled tam CrS? ^
A„angelto,d,her,Sxh°r°sS

1 sq.; Luke

m"»»">".i «««* placed wumh'(MuU. xxvli, ho)'.' When

and the tomb empty.

arisen (Cf. Matt, xxviii. 1 Sq.; Mark xvi
xxiv. 1 sq.; John xx. 1 sq.).

A. Reville (Jesus de Nazareth) suggests that th» 1m t

priests had taken the body of Ch'rist.Sat it nth no
be venerated by the disciples. Stapfer, another Ration-
alist, replies (La Mori et la Resurrection de Jesus-Christ) •

"Nothing can be -cited in support of this hypothesis ; not
a fact or text or allusion, however fugitive, gives it 'sup-
port. It is supremely unlikely, for it would have been
singularly stupid that the high priest should himself
furnish the Apostles with a pretext for believing in the
Resurrection." Loisy's hypothesis that the body of

Christ was thrown into a ditch is without.any foundation,

and contrary to the united testimonies of St. Peter and
St. Paul and of the Evangelists (Cf. 1 Cor. xv. 4; Romans
i)i. 4; Coloss. ii. 12; Acts ii. 24-32).

(B) All the Evangelists together with St. Paul agree

that Christ appeared to the eleven Apostles.

Twelve apparitions are recorded

:

1

.

To Mary Magdalene near the sepulchre (Mark xvi.

9; John xx. 11-18).

2. To women returning from sepulchre (Matt, xxviii.

9> 10).

To Simon Peter (Luke xxiv. 34; t Cor. xv. 5).

To two disciples going to Emmaus (Luke xxiv.

To Apostles, Thomas being absent (Mark xvi 14;

Luke xxiv. 36-43; John xx. 19-23).

To Apostles, Thomas being present (John xx. 24 sq.;

7. ToVivTApOSt.es and two disciples at Sea of Galilee

(John xxi. 1-24). f^iilee

8. To the eleven Apostles who had gone to Galilee

(Matt, xxviii. 16 sq.).
6)

9. To more than five hundred brethren (1 Cor. w. 6).

10. To James (1 Cor. xv. 7).
, m d Bethania on

1 1

.

To the eleven Apostles in Jerusa,?"\a

the day of the Ascension (Mark «w

xxiv, 50-52; Acts i. i-JV<

vi. 19 >
Luke
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12. To St. Paul near Damascus (Acts ix. ? sq. •

i r
xv. S).

' T '

Moreover it is stated that to His Apostles Chrisf-
" shewed himself alive after His passion, by many proofs
for forty days appearing to them, and speaking of the
Kingdom of God" (Acts i. 3).
An objection may be raised. Christ foretold that "the

Son of Man will be in the heart of the earth three days
and three nights."

Answer: The prediction was made in this form only
once (Mall. xii. 40), whereas Christ foretold on three
recorded occasions that He would rise the third day (Matt,
xvi. 21 ; xvii. 22; xx. 19; xxvii. 63; Mark viii. 31 • ix. j ;
x. 3d; Luke ix. 22; xviii. 33; 1 Cor. xv. 4).
The expression "three days and three nights" is

explained by likeness to the sign of Jonas the prophet.
As St. Augustine and St. Thomas note, the part is placed
for the whole by synecdoche. It is a modus loquendi
because of the similitude between figure and reality.

3° The Evangelists did not suffer from hallucination.
Strauss and Renan supported this suggestion. The

Apostles, writes Renan, could not believe that Christ had
been conquered by His enemies. They examined, the
Scriptures and found prophecies of the Resurrection.
Vehemently desiring the triumph of Christ, their imagin-
ations were affected, and they believed in the Resurrec-
tion. Meyer wrote in a similar strain (Die Aiilcrstchung
Chrisii).

(A) It is historically certain that Apostles arid dis-

ciples did not expect the Resurrection.
Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea placed the body

in the sepulchre. Mary Magdalene and the pious women
came with spices to anoint His dead body. They were
amazed when they saw the empty tomb. When the

women announced the Resurrection, their words seemed
10 the; Apostles as "idle (ales and they did not believe
thf.-rn " (Luke xxiv. 11). The disciples, who journeyed to

Emmaus, had lost all hope. The incredulity of Thomas
is v.v'll known,

(B) From a psychological point of view there was no
room for hallucination.*

•
(
f
-j. \V. :;, Hkc " Ciiri'.liim F.tHli in an Afjo of Science "

]>. 3<>9>)
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(a) There was no exaltation oTthe-hrowW

'^
vehement desire or fear.

lmagmation, no

(6) They saw, heard and touched the risen Christ
(c) Hallucination for forty davs wnnM Uc

to stark madness, *cnE* ' 3*
dition of the Apostles.

B^
(d) Hallucination is corrected by reflexion; whereas the

, Apostles were convinced that they had seen theLord bodily, and gladly suffered martyrdom to
testify the sincerity of their conviction.

(e) Is it possible that the spread of Christian Faith and
morality. has been based upon an hallucination?

(f) What explanation can be given of the empty tomb ?

4° Christ appeared to the Apostles not merely spiritually

but corporally.

. When Christ; appeared to the. Eleven on the Resurrec-

tion day, the Apostles " being .troubled and affrighted

supposed that they saw. a spirit. And he said to them

why are you troubled, and why do thoughts arise in your

hearts? See my hands and feet that it is I myself:

handle and see for a spirit hath not flesh and bones as

you see me to have; And when he had said this he

shewed them his hands and, feet. But while they be-

lieved not and wondered for joy, he said: have you any-

thing here to eat ? And they offered him a piece of broiled

fish and a honeycomb. And when he had. eaten before

them, taking the remains he gave to them" (Luke xxiv

77-4?). Thus not only Thomas but the Apostles touched

Our Lord's body. -Moreover, if His body had not been

re-animated, the sepulchre would '
not have been empty,

and St. Paul's argument concerning the future resurrec-

tion of bodies, based on the.corporal «su«f^ °f

Christ, would^^^^i^^ISS £
Damascus saw Christ corporally iw ^^
Luke xxiv. 39-40 i John xx. 27). ^-J™ the

"Christ manifested the glory of His resutre

c

disciples by the fact that He entered whe t^ocjs

shut". . /Similarly it

(

is a ^^ff^anie).
vanish suddenly from their sight (

n 'I w
*

rfst is

50 The reality of the bodily r*un* --^ the

confirmed by its influence upon tne w
conversion of St. Paul. v
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In the case of the Apostles there was a change from

uncertainty, timidity, despair to wisdom, fearlessness
constancy.' Peter said to princes, ancients and scribes'
" We cannot but speak the tilings which we have seen and
heard"; "We ought to obey God rather than men"
(Ads h. 20; f . 29); the Apostles " went from the pres-
ence of the council rejoicing that they were accounted
worthy to suffer reproach for the name of Jesus (Acts v.

j/). The sudden conversion of St. Paul and his en-
thusiasm for work and suffering in the cause of Christ
were due to the corporal appearance of his risen Saviour.

An obvious difficulty suggests itself. How could the

Resurrection have been an article of supernatural Faith to

the Apostles since they saw the risen Christ?

Answer: The Resurrection of Christ was not only a

miracle known naturally by certain signs (e.g., the

wounds), but a mystery of Faith. And this mystery con-

sisted not only in the re-animation of the body, but in the

raising of Himself to life by His own power—the power
of the Son of God—whereby the Resurrection is associated

with the mysteries of Redemption and of future glory.

This aspect transcends reason, and is believed on the

authority of God who reveals. St. Thomas writes of the

Apostle' Thomas : "He saw one thing and believed

another; he saw the wounds of Christ and believed Him
to be God " (Jii a q. 55 a. 5 ad 3). Faith is said to be

seen (oculata) when some external circumstance of a

mystery is visible. Hence the mystery of the Resurrec-

tion is historically certain with moral certitude, and

supernatural!}' certain, because of the infallible testimony

of the Church (v. 2036).

Art. 3.—Miracles still take place In the Catholic Church

and in the Catholic Church alone.

I.—Christ promised that miracles would continue in the

Church.

" Amen, amen, I say to you, he that bclicveth Me, the

works that I do, Ik: also shall do and greater than these shall

h<: do " (John :dv. 12).
Wh<:n Christ said to His Apostles: "Go ye into the

v.hol'r world and preach the gospel," He added " In my
nnni-r ilrny !,!i,'il! cast out devils, they shall speak with now
Ioikmk-:, tlif;y :;hrill take up serpents, and if they drink
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any deadly thing it shall not hurt them . «, ,
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their hands upon the sick and thev Sli'i
y shal1 lay

they going forth preached everywhere Thl T^T*' But

,

withal, and confirming the word with sUsth^r WOrkin£
(Markxvi, 17, i8,2o).

s,Sns that followed "

II.—In the Catholic Church miracles haw «.« .
wrought nowadays. .

es have "turned and are

Incidents of miraculous healing are recorded in the Actsand in the, Epistles of St Paul (Acts v.
4'*

vi. 8; Romans xv. 18; 1 Cor. xii. 28)

_ The Apostolic Fathers-SS. Barnabas, Clement ofRome, Ignatius of Antioch, Polycarp-speakino- for the
second century record miracles.

SS. Irenasus, Justin, Cyprian, Origen and Tertullian
are witnesses for the third century.

Eusebius, SS. Jerome, Ambrose, Augustine, testify for
the fourth century.

The writings of Ruinart and of the Bollandists reveal
the reality of heroic sanctity and miraculous power in
every age. The Congregation of Rites institutes a
searching inquiry into the miracles submitted for the

canonisation of Saints.

The miracles wrought at Lourdes are examined by a

medical commission. Bertrin writes: " Cures of nervous

disorders number only one-thirteenth of the whole, i.e.,

180 cases out of 2,600. There have been 571 cures of

tubercular diseases; 394 cases of diseased digestive

apparatus; 6S of circulatory apparatus; 99 of respiratory

organs; 383 of brain trouble; 95 of diseased bones; 15 of

cancer; 27 of wounds; 34 cures of blind; 28 of deaf-

mutes, etc. (Cf.
" Histoire critique des evenements de

Lourdes," Paris 1905).

III.—In other forms of religion, the miraculous element is

absent.

Both Luther and Calvin disclaimed miraculous power

Luther wrote: "From us, who deny free-w til, m. acles

cannot be expected " (" de servo arhilno ). Cah.n, m

his letter to the King of France declared that the}

wrong who demand miracles from us.

The same may be said of the .Greek Church (C|.

Marlinov: Revue des Questions hstonqucs, Jan. Ufl*

p. 272).
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IV.—By these miracles the Divine origin of the Cath

Church is manifested.
c

As already shown, miracles are so many Divine
testimonies to the truth of Catholic teaching.

Should the objection be raised that more miracles were
wrought in the early ages of the Church than at the
present time, St. Thomas answers: "The wonderful con-
version of the world to the Christian Faith is a most
certain proof of past miracles, so that it is not necessary

to repent them, since they appear evidently in their effect.

God does not cease even in our times to work miracles

through His saints for the confirmation of the Faith"
(C. Gcntcs, Book I and VI).

CHAPTER XXVI

CONFIRMATION THROUGH THE FULFILMENT OF PROPHECY

Art. 1.—The testimony of Christ is confirmed by His
Prophecies.

I.—Prophecy

As already explained a prophecy is a certain pre-
diction of a future contingent event which cannot be fore-

seen naturally. If the future contingent event happens to

be (i) remote, (2) predicted with minute circumstances,

(3) complex in character, (4) free, and especially if (5) the
predicted event happens to be a. miracle and dependent

therefore on Divine free-will,- it can be said with certitude

that- the' prophecy is ' absolutely beyond the power of

human conjecture. A prophecy of this character, if ful-

filled, points to the infinite prescience of God, and con-

stitutes a most certain motive of credibility.

The prophecies made by Christ come first for con-

sideration. The.Messianic prophecies of the Old Testa-

ment are considered in Art. 2.
.

Rationalists assert that when Christ announced the

destruction of Jerusalem, He joined with this event a

prophecy in regard to the immediate end of the world.

He was mistaken, in the latter prediction, and therefore no

confidence can be placed in the fulfilment
.

of other

prophecies.

II.-Christ predicted many future contingent events wluch

have been fulfilled to the letter.

10 He knew with certitude the secrets of hearts.

"Some of the scribes said within themselves
.
Jie

blasphemed, And Jesus, seemg their thoughts «id^hy

xi
- '£>• ...r-i-^^cc said : Why do you

1$; xxvi. 10;
xxti."Je'sus knowing their wickedness

tempt me ye hypocrites? (««»

Luke v. 21, 22; ire. 46, 47)- „ .,,
, ,-;,

" He knew what was in man (/0"»

34 1

$)>
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"Jesus knew from the beginning who they were tint

did not believe, and who lie was that would betray him »»

(John vi. 6j; vii. 20; xiii. u ; xvi. ig).

Christ was cognoscent of events which took place at
distance: "Before that Philip called thee, when tho**
wast under the fig-tree I saw thee " (John i. 48),

U

He told the Samaritan woman all that she had' done
(John iv. 20).
He said to Peter :

" Go to the sea and cast in a hook and
that fish which shall first come up, take; and when thou
hast opened its mouth thou shall find a stater: take that
and give it to them for me and for thee " (Malt. xvii. 26).

2 He foretold His Passion and Resurrection.
" Jesus therefore knowing all things that should come

upon him went forth " (John xviii. 4).
He foretold His Passion and Resurrection at least three

times, clearly, minutely, and with certitude when the
events could not be foreseen :

(1) After the confession of Peter (Matt, xvi, 20-23;
Mark viii. 30-33; Luke ix. 21, 22).

(2) After the cure of the lunatic ("Mali. xvii. 21, 22;
Mark ix. 20-31; Luke ix. 44, 45).

(3) After the relation of the parable of the workmen
sent into the vineyard (Mall. xx. 17-19; Mark x.

32-34; Luke xviii. 31-34).
^St. Mark gives the prediction as follows :

" The Son of
Man shall be betrayed to the chief priests and to the
scribes and ancients, and they shall condemn him to death
and shall deliver him to the Gentiles, and they shall mock
him and spit on him, and scourge him and kill him, and
the third day He shall rise again" (Mark x. 33, 34).

St. Matthew adds the circumstance of crucifixion (Matt.
xx. 17-19)-

The Pharisees said to Pilate: "Sir, we have re-

membered that that seducer said while he was yet alive:
after throe days J will rise again " (Matt, xxvii. 67).

All these prophecies were fulfilled (Cf. Mall. xxvi. 57;
Mark xh. 64; Matt, xxvii. 2, 26, 30).

2" Christ foretold many circumstances regarding His
dl*;-;ipU-i.

J h h

(") He foretold to His disciples the graces of the
bpint v/liom "they should receive who believed in him"
(
ffi.hn vu. 3()),
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He foretold persecutions (John xv. 18-20- Matt *
22 ; Matt. xxiv. g-13; Mark iv. ,7; * l.'u.l' ' '7

"

XU. i-ii;xxi. 12, 13).
7

'
Xt 39 >

Luke ». 49;

The Acts of the Apostles and Ecclesiastical History
witness to the fulfilment (Acts iv. 1-8; v 17 4 , etc )

J

(b) To the Apostles He foretold their flight durinir His
Passion and their meeting in Galilee after the Resur
rection (Matt. xxvi. 31; John xvi. 32; Matt. xxvi. <6~

xxviii. 16).
'

He promised to give them the power of converting
sinners, the grace of miracles, the gift of tongues, the
gifts of the Holy Ghost; He predicted opposition and
final victory (Cf. Matt. iv. 18-20; x. i-ig; Mark i. if;
xvi. 17; Luke x. ig; xxi. 14, 15; xiu-32; Matt. mix. 28;

John xv. 16).

(c)"To Peter He predicted his apostolate, primacy, triple

denial, martyrdom (Luke v. 10; Matt. xvi. 17-ig; John i.

42 ; Matt, xxvi,- 34; Mark xiv. 30, 71; John xiii. 36).

(d) He predicted to His disciples the incident of the ass

and colt '(Matt, xxi. 2), the incidents hearing upon pre-

paration for the Supper (Matt. xxi. 3 sq.), the world-wide

appreciation of the charity of Mary Magdalene (Matt,

xxvi. 13; Mark xiv. g).

4 Predictions regarding the Church:

(a) Christ predicted that the Apostles would receive the

communication of the-Holy Ghost (Acts i. 8; «. 4).

(b) He predicted the wonderful propagation ot the

Church and its indefectibility {Matt. xvi. 18; xxvnu 19,

20
(c) He predicted also the conversion of the Gentile

nations : "Many shall come from the East.nd he West

and shall sit down with Abraham, Isaac, and Ja ob m h

Kingdom of Heaven (Cf. Luke ^J^^J^i^i
Luke xiv. 24; Matt. viii. 10 sq.; *£>• '*£

f

e MU *>.

50 Christ foretold many things t rfce
gj

•

He foretold (a) the treason of Judas ]***
the

(b) the punishment of the Jews
»

. ^^9^/. I >

taking away of the kingdom (Mult, xm- 4- -H>

Christ foretold the*^^L£^> *?£
To understand the cnunaaUc,no this prj ^ d

must be distinguished:OW
(„) the destruction of

question of the Apostles regardui U
of |he ,vorld;

Jerusalem, and (b) the signs of
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(3) Reply of Christ to the first question

; (4) His re ,

the second question; (5) Detailed prediction of th
destruction of Jerusalem. e

The reply to (4) is not easily recognisable in St
Matthew's Gospel, probably it begins at Matthew xxiv
27; the reply is shorter in Luke xxi. 25.2s, because' it is
answered elsewhere, namely, in Luke xvii. 20 sq.

(1) The prediction: "Do you see all these things?
Amen, I say to you, there shall not be left here a stone
upon a stone that shall not be destroyed " (Malt. xxiv. 2 •

Mark xiii. 2 ; Luke xxi. 6).
'

(2) The twofold question :
" The disciples came to him

privately saying: Tell us when shall these things be?
And what shall be the sign of Thy coming and of the
consummation of the world?" (Mail. xxiv. 3).

St. Thomas notes that in St. Luke's Gospel (xxi. •/)

only one question is asked, namely, regarding the destruc-
tion of Jerusalem, because the disciples believed that
Jerusalem would not be destroyed before the Second
Coming. Hence they asked (Acts i. 6): "Lord, wilt
Thou at this lime restore again the kingfdom to
Israel?"

(3) Christ answers the first question which regards the
destruction of Jerusalem. He gives three signs of that
event.

(a) Many will come in my name saying I am Christ

:

and they will seduce many . . . many false prophets
shall arise" (Malt. xxiv. 5-1 1; Mark xiii. ?-6; Luke xxi.

7>$h
Before the destruction of Jerusalem, Elymas and Simon

(magicians) and Theodas, etc., appeared (Cf. 2 Peter ii.

1-20; 1 John ii. 18; Acts xiii. 6-11 ; viii. 9-10; v. 36).
(b) " You shall hear of wars and rumours of wars . . .

nation shall rise against nation and kingdom against
kingdom, and there shall be pestilences and famines and
ortrthqunlres in places. Now all these are the beginning of
sorrows" (Matt. xxiv. 6-8; Mark xiii. 7, 8; Luke xxi.
fj-u).

Jo;.-<:phtis relates that before the destruction of Jerusalem,

,T\ ;'''''
/;

ivil vvar in (-V(iry st<<<e of Palestine (Bell.
Jud. SI, xznu 10; xviii. 1-8) t In (he Roman Empire there
y.'-n: v.; tr:

; in Gaul, Germany, in the regions of the
J;*nub.:, m Hrii.'iin, in ihe country of the Pnrlhians
J ft'atut;, lint, I, it.). Iietww«n the years A.D. 60-70 there
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were earthquakes at Laodicea a.d. 61 and Pompeii a n fe
There were pestilence and famine not only in Tudea '

h,,t

in the whole Roman Empire (Acts xi. 28; Tacitus Avvn}
xvi. 13; Josephus,:B^. Jud. V, xii. 3: VI,TT) In the
year a.d. 65 terrible portents appeared

" at Jerusalem
(Josephus, Bell. Jud. VI, v. j; Tac. His. V, i3)

(
C)

" Then shall they deliver you up to be afflicted, and
shall put you to death, and you shall be hated by all

nations for my sake, and then, shall many be scandalised

and shall betray. one another" (Matt. xxiv. 9-14; Mark
xiii. 9-13; Luke xxi. 12-19).

Between a.d. 30 and a.d. 67 St. Peter, St. John and
other Apostles were cast into prison. Christians were
dispersed. St. Stephen and St. James were martyred.

St. Paul, was imprisoned, stoned, beaten with rods,

brought before Gallio, Felix, Festus, Agrippa, Nero.

Heresies sprang up and the Apostles preached every-

where '(Matt. xxiv. 14; Mark xiii. 10; xvi. 20).

(4) The reply of Christ to the second question; which is

eschatological, has already been considered and will be

again discussed in this article under No. IV. It will be

sufficient here to indicate that the answer is given in

Matt. xxiv. 27-31; Mark xiii. .19-27 ; 32-37 ; Luke xvii.

20-37; xxi. 25-28.
'

. , T ,

(5) Detailed prediction of the destruction of Jerusalem

YCf. Matt. xxiv. 15-22; Mark xiii. 14-18; Luke xxi. 22-24).

The cause of this terrible punishment was stated by Our

Lord when He wept over Jerusalem {Luke xix. V-W-
All these prophecies were fulfilled TheJews rioted

against Rome in A.D. 66 and 67. Vcspaaar.began the

attack and killed many Jews. He became Emp m

A.d. 69, and his son Titus continued the war. Christmas

fled to Pella. Titus besieged Jerusalem Josephus

relates (Bell. Jud. IV, fc.
?)

Jh t
,10000 Je

perishedW by the sword or^^»£?U
were sold into s^y\^%\x

^l ™& cit? ^
into slavery by Hadrian- ,

TheJe" g rf ^ „

burned and destroyed. lne aoon
it was converted

was in the temple, for, during the sie ^ ^ the

into a citadel, and after the siepJ««^ Jud . VII;

temple to offer sacrifices ™ eil\* ^k p iace a.d. 70.

VI, Hi. 6; VI, vi. 1). These events too
g a

and thus were fulfilled the vords ot ^
amy tl»

amen, I say to you, tins generation sai
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all these things be accomplished " (Matt. xxw. ?4 ) ^triumphal arch of 1 itus in Rome, the writings of To >

he

Tacitus and Suetonius witness to the fulfilment ?,*

r?'Sc/' Tnciius
*
HisL v> i"3s sue'^^4:

c^ Pr°PheCieS °f ChriSt are most «**i motives of

Christ's prophecies are utterly beyond the mWr -

natural prevision. Moreover, the prophecies regardi™
the Resurrection and the unshaken stability of the Ch i

are not only future contingent events, but are miraclesS
therefore dependent on Divine free-will. In other cas«the prediction of minute circumstances preclude the nn*
sibility of fortuitous occurrence. y

Our Lord said : "At present I tell you before it come
to pass: that when it shall come to pass you may believe
that I am he » (John xiii. ,9; xh . 2\). If the J™ 1™
Christ be not Divine, God has borne witness to error—
which is impossible.
The gift of prophecy has not ceased. Many Saints

possessed this endowment, as may be read in the volumes
of the Bollandists and elsewhere.

IV.—Two Rationalistic Objections,

(i) Rationalists object against the validity of the
prophecy regarding the destruction of Jerusalem. They
claim that because of its detailed character the description
of the destruction must have been written after the event.
J hey admit that Christ foresaw in a general obscure way
the coming catastrophe but not in detail (Stapfer, O.
Hohzmann, Renan, A. Reville, etc.).
Ansx&r; To have foreseen the destruction of Jerusalem

was in itself an instance of extraordinary prevision. The
Jews v.erc living peaceably under the Roman Empire as
liny notes (11.N., v. i5), and Jerusalem was the best

known of the cities of the East. Again the prophecy of
Hi* destruction was so well known that the Christians of
leru.s.-iJem left the city and went to Pella three years before
l

!£ &*&(€{. I-usebius: Hist. EccL, Booh HI, v.; S.
i<

t
>tpu., ilerrrs xxix. 7). Moreover, if the prophecy had

';<•' n made after the event, the writers would not have
'!,;'"! !-

,[

f/atrophic end of the world with the

,U, T Jerusalem, and they would have related that
"- ""'Pi'- was burned h,.fon; | K;in{ , n((c,

rJ ( | (
.s , roycd.
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Weiss (Das Leberi Jesu) admits that St. Mark mmt.
before the event.

iViark wrote

(
2 )

Rationalists argue that Christ erred in prophesying
the immediate end of the world, when He said • '< ThS
generation shall not pass away till all these thine's be fnt
filled" (Matt. xxiv. 34 ; Mark xiii. 3o; LukFxlit
Matt. x. 5-6, 2j;xvi. 28;xxvi. 6f).

" J '

(A) These texts are difficult because Christ speaks both
of the destruction of Jerusalem and of the end of the
world, and as the first event is a figure of the second, it is

not easy to determine what belongs to the first and what
to the second. If as Rationalists contend Christ an-

nounced the immediate end of the world, He contradicted

Himself, for in many places He spoke in an opposite

sense

:

(a) He said of the day of judgment :
" Of that day or

hour no man knoweth, neither the angels in heaven, nor

the" Son, but the Father. Take ye heed, watch and pray.

For ye know not when the time is" (Mark xiii. 32, 33;

Matt. xxiv. 36). At the time of the Ascension He said to

His disciples: "It is not for you to know the times or

moments which the Father hath put in his own power"

(Acts i. 7). • '

(b) Christ foretold the spread of the Gospel amongst all

nations :
" This Gospel of the kingdom shall be preached

in the whole world, for' a testimony to all nations, and

then shall the consummation come" (Matt shew. 14;

Mark xiii. 10; xvi. i5). Moreover, the kingdom is com-

pared to a grain of mustard seed, wh.ch gradually in-

U The spread of the Gospel could -t take ge befo,

the destruction of Jerusalem. The J^s ^
away captives unto all nations, ^ Jenisal^sha D

trodden down by the Gentiles till the times ot the

be fulfilled " (Luke xxt. 24).
rpff„d ; nCr the end of

The object of Christ s^X neTof ^tchfuiness

:

the world was to emphasise the ^need o ^
"Watch ye therefore becau e ye 1 no, ^ ^ jj;

your Lord will come (Matt. xxn. ?

ss away uu <"• »"~-~
, ~T?,ittiv

Chrysostom, Thcophyh.s, Euth)
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generation " lo mean the human race St T
(Hieron. in Mall xxh. S4) interprets the expression*-
the sen.ee cither of the whole human race or ofYh7 t -

m
race. Others judge that the words refer, not to thV

,Sl

l

'

'

ot the world, but to the destruction of TerusnwJ m
Lagrange St. Marc, p. 325).

J™wsuenj (p.

Others again hold that the words " this feneration »
have a twofold meaning. With reference to the destn
tion of Jerusalem they mean the generation of Tews livin
in those days, whereas with reference to the end of rlworld they signify the Jewish race (Fillion : St Man
xx;v. jj).

' "-"*«•

«W *?r/ "FneralionVs °f.^n used in the sense ofrace (Cf. Num. x. 30; Ps. xlro. ig).
Cardinal Billot has treated the question in La Parousie

%\%\
n m JcTs ¥e

,f
ie ct Fih de Dieu

> pp- 401-403).

1

( K T}]

C 'VOrds of Malt
-
xvi

- 2S: "Some that stand
here shall not taste death till they see the Son of Mancoming in his kingdom," refer to the destruction of the
temple and the expansion of the Church.
(D) Certain critics infer from 1 Thessal. iv. 1=; that

St. Paul regarded the end of the world as immediate,
but comparison with the text 2 Thessal. ii. 2 corrects this
impression.

Art. 2.—The Divine Mission of Christ is confirmed by
Messianic Prophecies and their Fulfilment.

I.—Method of treatment

(A) Value of this confirmation.
Christ addressing incredulous Jews said: "Search the

bcripiures
. . . they give testimony of me ... if you

believed Moses you would perhaps believe me also. For
lit wrote of me" (John v. 39-47). "Abraham your
father rejoiced that he might see my day: lie saw it and
was -lad " (John viii. 56).

Christ Himself explained the prophecies to the disciples&mz to fcmmatis: "Beginning at Moses and the
fj™I»'«s He expounded to them in all the scriptures the
tfnngs that wen, concerning him " (Luke xxh. 27). He
;:'

, , f
pf
f'}?

nfler th <- Resurrcclion :
" All things

SI.
n™

,,,
r,,m

,

II ' fJ wh ' cl
' fire wrilten in the Law of

;

J h ,.',;"
i!

: P?P "'' S nmJ in ,,,R Psn'ms concerning me.

>S-'-P «I»: .v:np.,n,:, And he said to them: thus it is
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written and thus it behoved Christ to suffer wl •

^gain from the dead the third day" (LukeJS, "^
«The Apostles also argued from iffif^Jgg;
(cf<

2 FeUt

r
,!: \

9
>
Acis

.

vr 3°^ The olSSZ
expression, that the scriptures might be fulfilled " nointf
to the traditional argument drawn from prophecy tS
Vatican Council stresses the value of this motive of cr«1
ibility (a. 1790, 1707). ...
(B) Rationalists set out with the assumption that

supernatural prophecy is a priori impossible. Ewald
Reuss, Kuenen, regard instances of prophecy as only the
natural phenomena of ecstasy. Darmsteter (Les prophetes
d'Israel), and Renan (Vie de Jesus, c 1) suggest that the
Messianic hope was due to the state of subjugation of the

Jews, and was the natural hope of a race which desired the

attainment, not only of national independence, but of

universal domination. They go on to say that the

character of Messiah was thrust on Christ, and that He
was at first quite unconscious of that dignity.

It will be sufficient to say here that in Jewish history the

Messiah was. regarded. as one who would extend the teach-

ing of .Monotheism throughout the world. But this con-

ception must have been due to Revelation, as the Jews

abhorred the Gentiles, and were unwilling to share their

privileges with them. The Messianic hope sprang from,

and was nourished upon, Messianic prophecy (Matt. ii. 5;

Luke i. 70; John i. 45).

(C) Method of argument. •• *

'

1° It is not necessary to defend the genuineness of the

prophetic books. Such a task belongs to Hermeneutics.

It is sufficient to know, .which no critic of weight denies,

that all Messianic prophecies were written at least 300 B c

2o It is not advisable to argue from.propheues which

are applicable only in a spiritual or W'* 1^^ fl?
prophecies verified only in a typical sense (as in Matt.

15, 1 8) are not quoted.
fi

prophecies in

30 It will be convenient to set forthJ
h«-PV

N t

general as they describe the Messianic km^dom

.

comes the classical exposition of special p v

general and special.

II.-Expositlon of Messianic prophecies

(A) In general.
Tpst,mcnt agree in three state-

Prophecies of the Old Testament a

ments

:
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i° All the prophets taught for uoo years Monotheism

and the moral law promulgated in the name of G riThey preached faith in one^God infinitely perfect hoi'
just, merciful, exercising providential care of His 'neorl'
and rewarding them. " e

2" All the prophets foretold the universal and spiritunl
kingdom of God. They announced the propagation
amongst all nations of Monotheism (Is. ii. 2-4; xmii v.
six. 33-35; xli. 18-25; xliL 6-7; Mich. iv. i-s). The king-dom was foretold as one not merely external but internal
(Oscc. it. 7-19; xi, 1-5; xiv. 2-5; Is. iv. 4-6; xxx. 18-22-
Ezcch. xi. ig, 20; xxxvi. 25-27).

'

3° All the prophets foretold the Messiah, prince of theKingdom of God, mediator between God and men. They
described more or less explicitly his origin, endowments
functions, passion and triumph. '.

(a) Origin : Family of David (Amos ix. 11-12; Is. xi
r;Jcrcm.xxiii. 5; mm. 14-18; Osee. in. 5; EzeclL xxxiv
23, 24). Bethlehem shall be his birthplace (Mich. v. 2, 3)

(b) Endowments and Functions: He shall be called
" Son of God " (Ps. ii. 7). " God the mighty, Father of
the world to come, Prince of peace " (Is.,ix. 5-7; ii. 3> 4).He will judge his people in justice and equity (Is. xi.
3-5). He will write his law in the hearts of the faithful
(JcTcm. xxxi. 33).

(c) Passion and Death : He will save his people by
humble obedience, sorrowful passion and death (Is. liii.
s

'
3J

*}* T-4> xlix. 1-6; 1. i-g; Hi. jj.j5; pss . 2I> ^g\
(d) His triumph (Is. liii. 10, 11; Ps. ii. 1-4; Is. xxw.-'

xxviu).

(B) Special prophecies. Their development in the
three successive periods of Patriarchs, Kings, and
Prophets. &

J° The Patriarchal period.
The coming of the Saviour of the world and his origin

irom the seed of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Juda arc
foretold. J

(a) In Genesis iii. 15 an illusion is made to the enmity
puv.a between the seed of the woman and the seed of the
fj'-TJj'.-nt.

~\!Slln (

?'in

,

f
--

;iV:i
!- 3 '

Cod 5nid 10 Abrnm: "In thee
"•'II all (he k.ndred of (he earth be blessed."

<) n Gr;nWl s xxvi
;4 , Cod said 10 Isaac: In thy seed

11,1,1 - ,11 «»*« "'"ions of the earth be blessed."
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(d) Jacob, substituted in place of Esau rr„,

l4;/heard the words ,
» In thee and thyll&L^T'

of the earth shall be blessed."
Y M the tnh(*

(e) Jacob about to die prophesied of JudaY&w xlW
w) : "The sceptre shall not betaken away& Tuda
nor a ruler from his thigh, till he come that is to be sent

'

and he shall be the expectation of nations."

(/)
Balaam prophesied :

" A star shall arise out of Tacob
and a sceptre shall spring up from Israel " (Num. xxiv 17)

(g) Moses foretold the coming of the great prophet -

'! The Lord thy God will raise up to thee a prophet of thy
nation and of thy brethren like unto me. Him thou shalt

hear" (Deut. xviii. 15).

2 The period of Kings.

The Messiah is now described, as King, Son of God,
priest; his passion and sacrifice are foretold.

(a) David in Ps. 71 wrote :
" All the kings of the earth

shall adore him : all nations shall serve him ... in him

shall all the tribes, of the earth be blessed: all nations

shall magnify him."

(b) In Ps. 2 (of which Lagrange writes : "This psalm

is the Messianic psalm par excellence, and the first

Hebrew document which contains the technical term

'Messiah ' ") the king is called Christ (v. 2) which means

the anointed one, i.e., the Messiah. He is also called

M Son :of God" (W). ,

(c) In Ps. 109 the Messiah is described as priest and

lord of all. -
- .

(d) In Ps. 30. the Messiah is represented as the volun-

'

ary victim for sin. "Sacrifice and oblation thou didst

not desire . . . then said I : behold I come

(a) In Ps. 21 the sufferings of the Messiah are foretold

" J L a worm and no man : the^-££#2
outcast of the people (v. 7) • • ™% ™ .

b
es
LVt l7,

and my feet, they have numbered all mj bones e /

18) . . . they parted my garments amongst them,

upon my vesture they cast lots [v. yj-
(

(/) In Ps. 63 the following words o^cur
me^

gall for my food and in my thirst ttiej p

to drink" (v. 22).

3- The period of the^^ .Qn of the origin,

There is a more ^hf-SJ i the Saviour.

endowments, functions, and sacr.nce
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(i) An example from one of the minor prophets •

Micheas (v. 2) mark's the place of the nativity of tl
Messiah: "Thou Bethlehem Ephrata art a little Q

°

among- the thousands of Juda : out of thee shall he com
6

forth unto me that is to be the ruler in Israel, and hie
£Toin<x forth is from the beginning, from the davs nf
eternity."

J r

" Ephrata" was the original name of Bethlehem (Gen,
XXXV. 16). ,',',*

(2) Isaias.

Isaias describes man}' details in regard to the Messiah :

(a) The nativity of the Messiah :
" Behold a virgin

shall conceive and bring forth a son, and his name shall

be called Emmanuel " (vii. 14). From Is. viii. 8 and
viii. 10, it will "be seen that "Emmanuel " means "God
with us."

(b) Divine functions of the Messiah: "Mighty God,
Prince of peace (ix. 6) ; the Spirit of the Lord shall dwell

upon him (xi. 2); he shall exercise universal dominion
(xxiv.-xxvi.); God himself will come and save you.

Then shall the eyes of the blind be opened, the ears of the

deaf shall be unstopped . . . and the redeemed of the

Lord shall return, and shall come into Sion with praise,

and everlasting joy shall be upon their heads" (xxxv.

4, 5, 10). The preaching of John the Baptist is an-

nounced : "The voice of one crying in the desert: Pre-

pare ye the way of the Lord, make straight in the

wilderness the paths of our God . . . the glory of the

Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh together shall see

that the mouth of the Lord hath spoken ". (xl. 3, 5).

(c) The virtues and worlcs of the servant of Jahve are

described: " The bruised reed he shall not break, and
the smoking flax he shall not quench. ... I have given

thee for a covenant of the people, for a light of the

Gentiles" (xlii. 3, 6; xlix. 6).

(d) The sacrifice of the Saviour :
" I have given my

body to the strikers, and my cheeks to them that plucked
them, I have not turned away my face from them that

rebuke?! me and spit upon me. The Lord God is my
helper, therefore am I not confounded" (7. 6, ?). The
dr.:!,-

; i!:, of the Passion of Christ are described in Iiii. 1-7.

(') The triumph of Christ is set forth in liii. 10 :
" If lie

shall l.-iy down his life for sin, he shall see a long-lived
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seed : and the will of the Lord shall be nrm™ .

^
hand." In lx. 1-3 occur the words ; ••

Pr
_?
Sperous '" hisuww " <J ----- i.m. wuius :

"' Arito u ».
—

ened, O Jerusalem, for thy light has com an Uhl

ĥall

rising." ° '" "1 thy

of the Lord is risen upon thee",™ Th? n^!* glory
walk in thy light, and kings in the" b^S^J^

(1.) Teremias foretold the origin nf tho c„ • r

See|i DavidgOL
5f)

E&hiei SSSSSSJS
al I6 5°^ ^^J*X™'°™) Paniel record^
vision of the Son of Man, to whom was given power anH
glory and a kingdom, and "all peoples, tribes and tongues
shall serve him. The well-known prophecy of the time
when the. Messiah would come appears in ix. 24 The
meaning of the message of the archangel Gabriel' seems
to be that God would mercifully, recompense His people
for their captivity at Babylon, by a new possession of
their land for

,
seven times that period, until the whole

history of the nation should be crowned and, its religious

institutions finished by the
. advent and sacrifice of the

Messiah. From the final edict of Artaxerxis (about

457 B.C.) to the year. A.D. 30 the seventieth week of years

was reached, in the middle of which (c. a.d. 30) Our Lord

was crucified. .

•

(4) At the close of the prophetic period some further

details were foretold regarding . the Messianic kingdom

and the Messiah. ,

Aggeus (it. 1-10) spoke of the greater glory of the

Second Temple, to which the Desired of Nations would

come. ,'-.,,
. . c „, .

Zachary.(tx. g) describes the humble coming of Christ

:

" Behold thy king will come to thee, the just and Saviour:

He is poor and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt the

foal of an ass." , ,... . j

Malachy foretold the precursor of the Lord (m. 1), ana

the Sacrifice of the New Law (i. u).

The', Divine origin of these prophecies is manifest even

before their fulfilment. . . rt;,.J nplv re-

(A) The Jews accepted the W^lf"^" >
re

veiled, inasmuch as the preachmg of
.

h W*
confirmed by miracles. The "I^.^Krf the

of the ten plagues of the p**&*£ JorfJ ^^
ruin of the walls of Jericho, of Llias, m.,

Divine confirmations of prophetic teacup.
%
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(B) The prophesying cannot be explained by natural

causes. ai

(a) The prophets, who were men of integrity, affirmed
that the doctrine they taught was divinely revealed

(6) Their preaching was not in accordance with the
views or prejudices of the times,

(c) Their doctrine could not have been borrowed from
neighbouring peoples, because Monotheism was
unknown outside the Jewish race.

III.—Fulfilment of Prophecy.

(A) In general.

i° In Christianity is fulfilled the prediction of the uni-
versal propagation of Monotheism.

2° In Our Lord are fulfilled the prophecies relating to
the Messiah. Jesus was born of the family of David, in
Bethlehem, and was recognised as the Son of God, 'the
mighty God, Prince of peace. He saved His people by
His Passion and Death. He saw a " long-lived seed,"
and all nations adore Him.
These two principal prophecies were contrary to the

natural desires and expectations of the Jews, who did not
wish to share their privileges with the Gentiles, and it was
with difficulty that the Apostles understood the necessity
of Christ's Passion and Death for the inauguration of. the
spiritual and universal Kingdom of God (Cf. Matt. xvi.
22; Luke xxiv. 25; 7 Cor. i. 23).

(B) In particular.

Fulfilment of individual prophecies:
i° Native town of the Messiah : Bethlehem (Mich. v. 2;

Matt. ii. 6; John vii. 42).
2 Lineage of the Messiah : of the family of Abraham,-

Isaac, Jacob, Juda, David (Gen. xii. 3; xxii. 18;
xxvi. 4; xxviii. 14; xlix. 8-12; Mall. i. 2-6; Luke Hi.

31-34)-

3° Mother of the Messiah a virgin : (Is. vii. 14; Matt. i.

18-25; Luke i. 27-34).
4" Homage of Kings: "Kings of Tharsis and the

islands shall offer presents, kings of the Arabians
and of Saba shall bring gifts " (Ps. Ixxi. 10; Is. Ix.

3-6; Matt. ii. j-u).
5" Precursor of the Messiah (Mai. Hi. 1; fa, 5; Luke u

5-^7; 57-%o).
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6° Beginning of the preaching of the Grwnpi n
^

Matt. fa. 13.13).
& e bosP el fa. ix. 1;

7
o Miraculous healing (h. xxxv . 5_6 M

go Preaching of the Gospel (Is . & \fS^%
9° Ge

,

r

V
tI

!/
e

-

S
-

and h"mihty of the Saviour (h xSr ,Matt. in. i 7; Matt. xii. J(?; xvii 5)
(

' '
r"* ;

I0° Triumphal entry into Jerusalem (Zach. ix Q . Maft
xxt. 4-5).

*
' y '

iUUU -

lI ° lnS^OR
i °ir

a T Sacrifice °f a new Priesthood
(Mai.. 1. 11 ; Ps . cix. 4; ps . xxi , 2y M
xxvi. 26-29; Luke xxii. 15-20).

'

12° Infidelity of the Jews (Is., m. 9 ; Matt, xiii n -

xxi: 42; Ps cxvii. 22; Acts iv. 11; Rom . ix. 4-
1 Pet. u. 7). .

-
. r

J
-

J

13° Sorrows of the Passion (Ps. xxxiv.'u, 12; Is. 1. 6; liii. •

Matt. xxvi. 67, 68; Ps. lxviii:22; Matt, Xxviu 48;
Ps. xx.; Matt, xxvii. 35-44).

14 Resurection of the Messiah (Ps. xv. 10; cf. Acts ii.

29-32 ; xiii. 36, 37).

15 Remission of sins (Zach. xiii. 1; Matt. ix. 2; Acts ii.

3S).

16 Ascension (Ps. cix 1 ; Acts ii. 34).

17° Mission of the Holy Ghost (Joel ii. 28, 20; Acts ii.

17 sq.).

1 8° Conversion of the Gentiles (Is. Ix. 1-4; Luke ii. 20

sq.; cf. Acts xi. 18; 1 Tim. ii. 4-7).

19 Victory of Christ (Is. liii. n, 12; Ps. cix. 2; John

xvi. 33).
20° Eternal reign of Christ (Is. ix. 7; Ps. ii.; xliv.; cix.

3; John xviii. 36; Matt. xvi. 18).

IV.—Probative force of Messianic prophecy.

The fulfilment of prophecy cannot be ascribed (a) to

chance, or (b) to natural necessity.

(a) As already shewn, it is impossible that many cir-

cumstances should concur by chance ^correspond to one
cumstances snouia concur uy "««»»~ -~ -- *

f
. Mes.

contingent definite prediction. The virtues of the M«

siah, fhc principal facts ofH^^^S
Passion and Death cannot^ accidentally

concur
^

filment of the prophecy of Isaias. A
^'"J" t down

such prophecies and their fulfilment cannot be

to chance.
.

„ nf fllture contingent

(b) Because the predictions are of future
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events, which depend on the free-will of many individual
their fulfilment cannot be ascribed to natural necessity

S
'

Thus the probative force of prophecy arises from the
fact that the predictions could not by anjf. possibility havp
been made without the special intervention of God.

.471 objection: Did not the prophets foretell the
temporal prosperity and the inauguration of the Kingdom
of Israel?

tJ

Answer: Often in Scripture, divine and spiritual things
are conveyed under the likeness of material images. In
Messianic prophecy two things must be distinguished

:

i° spiritual future happening, e.g., inauguration of the
universal Kingdom of God; 2° the material figure of the
predicted event, namely, the temporal prosperity of
Israel. But it is clear that the latter element was only
figurative, because (a) in some prophecies it is entirely

absent, e.g., in those when the Messiah is described as
about to suffer and to die, and because (&) the Kingdom
of God is predicted as universal, including all nations,
and therefore separable from the temple and city of

Jerusalem.

SECTION VIII

COMPARISON OF CHRISTIANITY WITH OTHER
FORMS OF RELIGION; DUTY OF EMBRACING
DIVINE REVELATION AS PROPOSED BY THE

CATHOLIC CHURCH.



CHAPTER XXVII

CHRISTIANITY CONTRASTED WITH OTHER FORMS OF
RELIGION

Art. 1.—Comparison of Christianity with the Mosaic
Religion.

I.—Extrinsic arguments which show the Divine origin of
' the Mosaic Religion.

i° Christ and the Apostles cite many times as divinely

inspired the books of the Old Testament, in which the

articles -of. the primitive and Mosaic Religion are con-

tained. Our. Lord called those books "Scripture," and

asserted that they contained the doctrine of salvation and

foretold His comingC/ofon *• 39 '> Matt- xxii. 32; Matt, iv.

^)
>jt

io.;L.ukexvi.i6;M.att.xi;i^;xxii.^o).

St. Peter (2 Pet. i. 21) explicitly, states that the

prophets wrote under the inspiration of the: Holy Ghost.

Similarly St. Paul (2 Tim. Hi. 16) alludes to Scripture

*' inspired of God."
• ,

Moreover, Christ approved specifically the principal

historical facts of the Old Testament, the Mosaic Law

and the prophecies

:

.
'

, , iU e nu \

(a) Christ commemorates as certain the death of Abel,

the deluge, the promises made to Abraham the destruc-

tion of Sodom, the apparition of God to Moses the

manna in the desert, the brazen serpent, the m.racles

^Ctisfdl^
He 'abrogated only the ^menial P^P*. ^
think that I am come to destroy he^^ ?

£ jS;

I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil [ma

John vii. 19) • . „r : nr,innl nrophecies of the

(C) Christ, by Evoking the pnn^pal^P
(John

Old Testament, confirms them b) ru

b

ham regard-

46). He confirms the prom.ses rnadeto ^^ prQ_

ing the Messiah (John mit. sV> ana

phets, especially Isaias. MoseS and the

2 Miracles and Prophecies.

Prophets. ^9
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The Biblical Commission issued a decree (2-jrr! t

1905) regarding the historical books of W e
'

According to this decree such books must be X *

narrate historical facts objectively true, unless it can K°proved by weighty arguments that under the form %
history they set forth a parable, allegory, or other m »
phoncal sense distinct from the literal and historical S3"
fication of the words.

aigni-

In a reply given the 27th June, 1906, the same Commission decreed that the arguments brought forward?
prove that the books of Pentateuch are due to soured
later than the Mosaic age are not of such weight as to
justify the assertion that Moses was not their authorThe opinion is tenable that Moses under Divine insnjr'
ation made use of written or oral traditions, and that hemay have entrusted to others the task of writing- the
divinely inspired ideas which he conceived, subject' ofcourse to his approbation. The opinion is also tenable
that apart from the substantia] authenticity and integritv
of the Pentateuch, certain modifications may have
occurred in the lapse of time. .

Miracles and Prophecies of Moses and the Prophets
witness to the Divine origin of the Mosaic Religionf
(A) As regards Moses, it will be sufficient to recall the

Burning Bush (Ex. Hi. i~iv. 23), the ten plagues (Ex.
ft:

1~?iU 32), the miraculous crossing of the Red Sea(tx. xiv.16-31), the pillar of fire (Ex. xiii. 21, 22), themanna (Num. xt. 4-g), the water miraculously sprung from

r!L
r

°n
(fnm

- J'&W DCUL L 37). the destruction of
Core, Dathan and Abiron (Num. xvi. 1-33)

Moreover, Moses had foretold the chief 'miracles of
hose just enumerated e.g., the plagues (Ex. viii. ix. x.),
passage of I]e Rcd Sea (Ex. xiv. 13), death of Core
Uitlun, and Ab.ron (Num. xvi. 28 sq.), manna (Ex. xvi,
4> > J2), and others (Num. xiv. 29, 30; xxvi. 64, 65).

,,/.
7^ 'P'

r
' ProPh

.

cis worked miracles in confirmation of
their D.v,nc mission (4 Kings v. i-,4 ; v. 2f; 3 Kings

Dan. vf'Vtc
3
)

gS OT&1, <**5i 3 Kings xviii. 37-39;

nu^Z rf-^ a
..
drouA'"t of three years and six

Z It- J *•"»/**?«. 0, Isnias foretold the massacre of

d.-u
h'

o'i
: n "f

f
?
K

\
nP xix

-
,(>-V)> Jeremins foretold the

11 Ui ""««»« (Jer. xxviii. ,6, j 7), ,ho destruction of
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6r

Babylon (Jer. I.) the seventy years' captivity of th* T

3 '

(Jer. xxv.). fixity 01 the Jews

Micheas and Daniel foretold the (at* nf L
(Mich. i. 1-16; in. 12; iv . I0; D2;ttt™t0w P«>Ple

II.—Intrinsic arguments which shew the Di™» •

the Mosaic Religion.
lvlne otl£'n of

10 The Mosaic and primitive Religion fs in substantialagreement with Chnst.anity and
: predicts its advent

(A) Primitive Religion.

Of the Primitive Religion, revealed to our first parents
and to the patriarchs, a summary may be given as fol-
lows :

(a) Unity of God, Creator of heaven and earth (Gen i

iff.).
Polytheism is excluded.

All things created by God are good. Hence exclusion
of dualism (Gen. i. 10, 12, 18, 21).

God is provident Ruler, supreme Legislator, Judge who
will reward the good and punish the wicked (Gen. ii. 16,

17; Hi. 14.fi)..

(b) Man was made in the image of God (Gen. i. 26, 27)
and was therefore endowed with a spiritual and immortal

soul (Cf. Gen. ii. 7 ; xlvii. 9; Heb. xi. 13-16; Gen. xv. 15).

He was created in a state of original justice and made lord

.of all things (Gen. i. 31; ii. 25; ii. 8-15, 17, 19; iii.S-io),

capable of good and evil (Gen. ii.- 15, 16), united in

indissoluble marriage with Eve (Gen. ii. .24), trans-

gressed the Divine command, and lost, he and his descend-

ants, the privileged state (Gen. Hi. 1-24). God held out

hope of forgiveness and redemption (Gen. Hi. 14-15)-

(c) The precepts were either those, of the Natural Law

or positive precepts.
, ^ . .

God must be adored, loved, feared, thanked, obeyed

(Gen. ii. j6; Hi. 13 f!)-
Sacrifices were offered to God

from the time of Abel (Gen. iv. 3, 4>. the fl^Xt
cision was laid upon Abraham as a sign of the covenant

between God and the chosen people (<**»•,,*?
Nicies of

St. Thomas notes (n* xi- 9 ' « 7).^ *
n̂

°

Faith are implicitly, ^^^^^^'pSential care

namely, that God exists, and exercises pnj
p

for the salvation of men according Jo
Hed

fe a

that oomcth to God must believe that he
,

rewarder to them that seek him.
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(B) The Mosaic Religion.
When primitive Religion had become corrupt. c«*chose the family of Abraham and the people of EL,

°d

the guardians of Revelation, so that true Religion* f-f
be perscrved. Hence the origin of the Mosaic Reliefa renewal of the primitive and a preparation for Christhn
Revelation. ^"msuan

(a) God's unity and nature are wonderfully taught • " tam who am'' (Ex. Hi 4h idolatry and superstition areforbidden (Ex. xx. 3); God is declared to be CreatorRuler, Lord of all things (Ex. xx. i ff), eternal, omn
'

potent, omniscient, ubiquitous, most holy, zealous for th*
observance of His law (Ex. xx. 5; xxxiv. 14), "

mercif̂
and gracious, patient and of much compassion, and true"(Ex xxx:v. 6, f), " who doth judgment to the fatherless
and the widow " (Dent, x. 18).

fineness

(6) Man was created in God's image, so that through
the love and fear of God, and the observance of Hiscommandments, man might establish a nearer association
with Him. Moses presupposes the immortality of the
soul, when he forbids "seeking the truth from the dead"
(Dcut xvm. it). Moreover, Christ authoritatively laiddown the sense of Ex. iii. 6 :

" I am the God of Abraham,
the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob " as indicating the
immortality of the soul, for He " is not the God of the
dead, but of the living " (Matt, xxn. 3i ff; Mark xii. 26 ff;Luke xx. 37 ff).

- u*

(c) Precepts.

The precept, first in importance, was love of God, and
next, the love of one's neighbour (Dcut. vi. c; xi. /?;
Lcv.xix.i8, 33 ;MalLxxii. 4o).

T-rom these two fundamental precepts came the precepts
of the Decalogue (Ex. xix) which is a compendium of the
Antural Law. Kindness towards the poor, widows,
servants, the old, the deaf and blind, strangers, enemies
and animals is commended (Ex. xxiii. 10, u; Dcut. xv.
7 f
!i

T
fit'

x
!

rr I3'33 : Ex -
xxiii

- 4: Dent. xxv> 4).
(a) Worship. u
Sacrifices were enjoined (o acknowledge the supremacy

01 Ood 10 preserve faith, to cherish justice, and to pro-
mote .lie love of God (Lev. xxiii., xxv.). Priests and
Mry.i.^ were consecrated to the service of God (Lev. vin.

JLlJ.llT: ?,"' 5 fl) - Cod Promised that. He would send?roVU,u, 10 the people of Israel (Dent, xviii. o ff).
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Chttl" ^ ReHgi0n—d the coming

3

1
The Mosaic Religion, as the utterances «f *,

shew, is preparatory to, and figSv Q? ft ?
r

t

°phets

Before the prophets had spoken^MoSsaid •^T?T7
l

thy God will raise up to thee a prophet of th'v
' L°rd

of thy brethren, like unto me.
P %£&*£$£*

(Dent. xvm. 14-20 ; C. John i. 45; iv . 2 ,V?6 if*
vii. 40; vn. 31, 38; Acts Hi. 22fff/

*
5

' "' *6 '
JU ^

«m *
TaT&S n°teS that " th

,

e Divine ,aw is divided into
Old and New—not into two different species, but into the
imperfect and perfect of the same species (> u^ „ 107 a
1, 2,3).

'

2 The Divine origin of the Mosaic and Primitive
Religion is shewn from its excellence, and from its pre-
diction of Christianity.

(A) Excellence of the Monotheism of the Jews.
(a) Negatively.

The Mosaic dogmas, precepts and worship cannot be

characterised as unworthy of God.

(b) Positively.

Although the doctrine of Monotheism can be known

and demonstrated by reason, Revelation is morally neces-

sary in regard to the truths of Natural Religion, so that

they may be known quickly, with certitude, and with no

admixture of error.- The Israelites, and the Israelites

alone, embraced Monotheism and the truths of Natural

Religion' quickly, with certitude, and with no admixture

of error. Hence it is clear that Divine Revelation was

vouchsafed to them. Even Plato and Aristotle, who

affirmed the existence of One' most perfect.God dd no

attain to the doctrine of Creation or of Divine Providence

'C
ja

1 44 a 2)'
, , . .* t Mnnniheism was reached

Evolutionists who claim tha* ^J^^rtheism, etc.,

through animism, totemism fetishism.^^m[

make gratuitous assertions devoid c* ^
GunkeCin his controversy - h De

' ^ js undoubt_

truth: "The popular ^f^J^ons oi the undent

edly a wonder in the midst of the ren^u

East." . . , the Religion of Israel is

(B) The Divine origin of the
£

e
.-

it-™Cm
Zr« 1

proSbn of Christ-
versal propo

. . T7-;nodom
shewn from its announ

-The
' ™ ..cv of .l-c univ-> gJ-RJ",,c Kh*»

ianity, and of the coming througn
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of God exceeded the natural power of human foresight
and postulates Divine intervention. St. Thomas notes

'

"To dispose to an end and to lead to the attainment of
that end are functions of the same person—functions
accomplished either by himself or through his subjects
. . . Hence the same God, through whom (Christ being
mediator) the salvation of men has been accomplished
promulgated the Old Law (1* n a » q <p8 a ii).

III.—Difficulties.

(1) Why did God permit the corruption of primitive
Revelation ?

The permission of evil, moral and physical, is a mys-
tery. St. Augustine attempts an answer: "Since God
is infinitely good He would not have allowed the oncoming
of evil in His work, if it were not that He is so omnipotent
and holy as to draw benefit from evil " (Enchiridion c. xi).
St. Paul, earliest of Apologists, had suggested the same
idea in Rom. v. 20: "Where sin abounded, grace did
more abound (Cf. Principles of Christian Apologetics,
P-95fD-

(2) Why were ceremonial observances so many and so
minute under the Old Law?
Ceremonial observances were necessary to guard the

people of Israel from idolatrous practices in vogue
amongst nations all round, and to train them gradually
for a more spiritual worship. Christ announced the
worship of the New Law to be one " in spirit and in
truth " (John hi. 23). Thus the development of worship
ascended from sensible to spiritual things, from the
multiplicity of figures to the unity of Divine reality.

(3) Why did not the Mosaic Religion stress the im-
mortality of the soul ?

The Mosaic Religion did undoubtedly stress the im-
mortality of the soul and the future life :

(a) It teaches that man was made in the image and
likeness of God, that God breathed into his face the
breath of life (Gen. ii. 7).

(b) Patriarchs speak of the time " of their pilgrimage "

(Gen. xlvii. q),
1

b b

(c) Jacob mourning for Joseph said :
"

I will go down
10 my son into Schcol." The word cannot mean
iimvti, because Jacob thought that a wild beast had
dwotin-'d JosepFi (Gen. xxxvii. 35).
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(d) Jacob' dying said :
" I will expect thy salvation, O

Lord" (Gen. xlix. 18).

(e) The dead are said to have gone -to their fathers, to
their people (Num. xx. 26; xxxi. 2, etc.).

(/) Moses forbade "seeking of truth from the dead"
(Dcut. xviii. 11).

(g) Job's testimony is explicit (xix. 25).

(h) Daniel's testimony is equally explicit (Dan. mi.

2, 3; Cf. Is. xxvi. jo; 2 Mach. vii. 9; xii. 4.4),

(4) In what sense can the Mosaic Law be said to be

perfect ?

Not perfect absolutely, but perfect for the time and

people concerned.

(5) Does not Delitzch (Babel und Bibel, 1Q02) main-

tain that the biblical narrative of Creation comes from

Babylonian and Assyrian myths?

(a) The Biblical narrative is monotheistic; Gentile

cosmogonies (even in the laws of Hammurabi) are

polytheistic.

(b) In Genesis the doctrine of creation, where no pre-

existing' material existed, is taught; in Gentile

narrative matter is pre-existent.

(c) Likenesses in various cosmognonies regarding the

• original state and the sin of the first man, etc.,

come from primitive tradition. The superiority of

. the Biblical narrative is most striking, and points

to Divine guidance.

Art. 2.—Buddhism.

I.—Brief history of Buddhism

Brahmanism, .the doctrines of which are chained in

the very old books (1000 ^0 «"ed the Vrfas o. ,m

ally taught in an obscure way the existence of a Sug
Being, to whom sacrifices were offered in order to ob

benefits. Later Brahmanism became g^&gjf
<

(neuter) was interpreted to mean
>

the «^d Hence
whence God, the world and all tlungs^^m ed

came the God Brahma (mascut.nc)
fjJJ^^ Were

different classes of men.
_

Brahma, Vishnu an .^
three hypostases of a trinity. ^V\imutabUitv and

the bodies of animals, until theyW^™^ f sorrow

are absorbed by Brahma. binc
.y, Tho ethical svstem

and change, it must be avo.dcd. Itte
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teaches in theory a rigid asceticism, which in practice

degenerated into impure rites. In the Sixth Century B.C.,

Brahmanism was much changed by Siddharta, who is

called Cakyamouni (Sak3'a-mouni) or Buddha. The
Snkyas were an Aryan tribe, the word " mount " means
"sage." Cak}'amouni was born about 557 B.C. He left

home and friends in order to study arid acquire wisdom
through meditation and mortification. His doctrine

spread in India, Ceylon, Siam, China and Japan, and
has at the present date about 125,000,000 adherents.

II.—Dogmatic and Ethical teaching of Buddhism.

(A) Dogmas.

i° Nothing certain can be known about the existence

of God.
2 All beings are essentially equal, and are constantly

changing. Hence spirituality and immortality of

the soul are excluded.

3 Metempsychosis is a fundamental dogma.

4 Law is immutable, and therefore good actions merit

reward, evil actions punishment.

5 All evil arises from the desire to live. This desire

must be strenuously opposed.

6° Man ultimately, after many changes, reaches

Nirvana—a state of immobility and practically of

annihilation.

(B) Ethics.

Man must renounce concupiscence. The means are

meditation, moderate mortification, confession of faults.

But of prayer and grace there is no mention, since the

existence of the Deity is uncertain. Cakyamouni en-

joined universal sympathy.

III.—Criticism of Buddhism

Resemblances and Differences between Christianity
and Buddhism.
(A) Resemblances are confined to certain rites and

practices, which do not touch dogma. They may be
summarised as follows;

1. Consciousness of (he sufferings of this life.

2. Mortification of the flesh and of concupiscence.
3. Jnsiitulion of Monks.
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4. Voluntary poverty, continence, benevolence.
5. Confession of faults.

6. Practice of meditation.

7. Desire of attaining the ultimate end.
But the aim of Christianity to reach to perfection and

to the vision of God through Sacraments, Prayer and
Supernatural Merit is wholly different from the aim of
Buddhism, which is equivalent to annihilation. Thus
the likenesses are merely external, and proceed from the

general aspirations of mankind.

(B) Differences.

(a) Dogma.
'Buddhism teaches nothing concerning God, Divine

Providence, spirituality of the soul. Its doctrine is

pessimistic.

(b) Ethics. ...
The benevolence enjoined does not proceed from love of

God, but from natural sympathy. Humility is despised.

Polygamy, divorce and even polyandria flourish.

(c) The miracles alleged in proof of Buddhist doctrine

are absurd. .,

(d) Propagation of Buddhism is explained both by its

qualities and its defects. Nor was it the propagation of

one form of religion, as some Buddhists are agnostics,

others atheists, others pantheists, others polytheists.

Art. 3.—Mahometanism.

I, Brief history of Mahometanism.

Mahometanism or Islamism (" Islam » ,rneans submis-

sion or resignation) is the religion founded in Arabia bj

Mahomet (Arabic': Mohammed) in the Seventh Cen-

tU

?h
A

e

D
Ancient Arabs, descended from H**^

Abraham, had accepted the rehgton of the Pj£*™
but afterwards fell into, po yth m MaW^^
about A.D. 570- "ewa

?J
rSt.^ He claimed that the

and later married a rich wdow. He clam.
e ^^

angel Gabriel appeared to him,
?
n° 4

°J?^ „ In 622 he

chosen to be a prophet with^ —he people of

M*»^
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part of Europe. Originally Mahomet seemed to be
sincere, but later he announced false revelations, so as to
be able to gratify his lust and ambition.

II.—Doctrine of Islamistn.

(A) Dogmas.
i° One God exists—Allah (Trinity excluded).
2° Angels are ambassadors of God and protectors of

men.
3° There has been a divine mission of prophets of whom

Mahomet is the greatest.

4° The Revelation is contained in the sacred book Al
Coran.

5° Human souls are immortal, and bodies will rise
again. Paradise is a place where carnal pleasure
may be gratified.

6° Fatalism is taught in some places of the Coran, and
elsewhere human liberty is asserted.

(B) Precepts.

i° Wine, swine flesh, images, games' of chance are
forbidden.

2° Prayer, five times a day, is enjoined.
3° Fasting is prescribed, especially during .the month

of Rhamadan.
4° Pilgrimages, alms, circumcision are of obligation.
5° Polygamy and divorce are permitted.

III.—Criticism of Islamistn.

From Judaism and Christianity, Monotheism was
adopted. But the doctrines of the Trinity and Incarnation
were rejected. No supernatural signs (miracles) are
claimed in witness of the truth of Mahometanism. It was
propagated by the sword, and its propagation was helped
by the promise of sensual rewards in the Mahometan
paradise.

Thus the doctrine, institutions, miracles, prophecies,
wonderful propagation, unshaken stability, unity, and
fecundity in blessings of Christianity are revealed more

f'

lr] y fis motives of credibility from comparison with
tier forms of religion.

clear!

ot

CHAPTER XXVIII

THE DUTY OF ACCEPTING DIVINE REVELATION AS PROPOSED

BY THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

Art. 1.—Indifferentism and Liberalism.

I.—Absolute Indifferentism.

This doctrine denies the necessity of any, even of

Natural, Religion (d. 1703). It is the fruit of Atheism

or Agnosticism or Pantheism. The practical application

of these principles may be read in such books as La Fot

Laique, by -F: Buisson. Jaures, in a discourse made in

the Chamber of Deputies (nth February, 1895), said:

'^Si Dieu lui-meme se dressait devant les multitudes sous

une forme palpable, le premier devoir de I'homme serait

de refuser l'obeissance, et de le considerer comme 1 6gal

avec qui l'on discute, non comme le maitre que Ion

subit."
: .....
II.—Moderate Indifferentism or Latitudinananism.

This form of belief recognises some duties to God and

some form of worship. That the worship must be nebul-

ous in character isshewn by the fact that some (e.^ Jute

Simon) deny the utility and efficacy of prayer. F&icite

d Lammen
y
ais held that:" ''If moral 11fe js .W m

accordance with what .is .right, eternal salvation of the

soul can be reached by , the profession of any faith

% Jn 1617). As thus expressed the doctrine can only

be* characterised as "Indifferentism."

III..—Liberalism.

"Sr^STSt P^s.of Libe^sn,

369
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First Period,

Fdlicitd de Lammenais founded in 1830 the paper called

L'Avcnir to defend the rights of the Church. He pro-

posed separation of Church from State to secure freedom

for the Church, and he defended the civil liberty of every

form of worship as a means of reconciling Faith and

Science. . -

,

Gregory XVI in his Encyclical Mirari Vos (1832) con.

demned this opinion as paving the wayfor Indifferentism.

The disciples of de Lammenais at. once accepted the

condemnation. De Lammenais himself at first accepted,

but afterwards attacked the Church in his book Paroles

d'vn Croyant, which was condemned (1834). De Lam-
menais died in 1S54 without any sign of submission.

Second Period.

After the discourse given by Montalembert at the

Congress of Mechlin 1863, Pius IX again condemned

Liberalism in his Encyclical Quanta Cura (1864). With
this Encyclical was published the Syllabus of modern

errors.

Third Period.

Leo XIII in his Encyclical Immortale Dei (1885) con-

firmed the teaching of Gregory XVI and of Pius IX.

But he also stresses the principle that there can be no

compulsion regarding the adoption of the Catholic Faith;

and quotes St. Augustine: " credere non potest homo nisi

volens."

Again, in the Encyclical Libertas (1888) Leo XIII con-

demns unrestrained liberty for different forms of religion.

Finally, Pius X in Encyclical Pascendi (1910), in letters

regarding the errors of' Le Sillon, and in Encyclical

Vehemcntor Nos confirms the condemnations already

pronounced. Continuity of doctrine may be seen by
comparison of these utterances with those of Boniface VIII

in JJnam Sanctam (d. 469), of Martin V (d. 640-682), of

Leo X (d. 773), etc.

Art. 2.—The duty of professing the truths of Natural

R.eligion.

I.—There Is a moral obligation binding each Individual to

profess Natural Religion.

(a) First Argument. Man needs religion to attain

to his natural end.
Major: The end to which man is naturally directed is
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the knowledge of Supreme Truth and the love of Supreme
Goodness.
Minor: But to reach this knowledge and love, man must

endeavour to think rightly of God, to obey Him, and to

manifest to Him interiorly and exteriorly subjection and

love, in which manifestation religion consists.
"

Conclusion: Therefore man needs religion to attain to

.his natural end.

The Major is proved (1) from the standpoint of intellect

and (2) from the standpoint of will.

(1) The intellect is directed to the knowledge of truth.

But no truths are more necessary than the knowledge of

• the First Cause of our nature, of the Supreme Law of

moral action, of the -Source of help necessary for right

living. Therefore our. intellect is naturally directed to the

knowledge of God, Author of nature, in so far as He is

knowable from the works of creation.

(2} The will is directed to the love of that which is

crood as shewn by. the intellect. But the intellect knows

not only particular goods but good, in general, and cannot

find the fulness of good except in the Supreme Goodness

nf God (" Inquietum est cor nostrum donee requiescat m
Tel") Therefore the will is naturally directed to .love

God, Author of nature, above all things.

The Minor is proved. . .

Unless man endeavours to reach the knowledge and

1

' rnHhv thinking: rightly of Him, and manifesting

to Him subjection and*lovl (wWch are acts of the virtue

of Srgion)! the knowledge Remains merely speculative,

and has no influence on life.
^ ^ fe

honour gratode^WJ- „£ „ preserved

nature depends on his Creator, u>
re he

and helped Accordingly by to same^ g

owes to God sentiments of subjection,

and love. . ,

n(^ iOYe constitute

Subjection, honour, g r<™'L

f externa i worship, as

internal worship. There isjed^ ^ It

God is the Author of the b^ya^ ^ externate itse lf.

internal worship be really sincere,
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Finally there is need of social worship as God is ]jire
wise the founder of society.

Because worship is dvc to God, the virtue of religion is

said to belong to the cardinal virtue of Justice.

II.—Corollaries.

i° Our duties towards God are of first importance
because they are immediately founded upon the Eternal
and Natural Laws. The highest virtues are the theologi-
cal virtues of Faith, Hope and Charity which directly
regard God. Next in importance is the virtue of Religion.

2° Our duties towards God are the indispensable
foundation of all other duties. If the Eternal Law and
the Natural Law, which is a reflex of the Eternal, be dis-
regarded, there is neither foundation nor sanction for
family,' social, or civil responsibilities.

III.—Chief acts of Natural Religion.

Prayer and Sacrifice are the chief acts of Natural
Religion—prayer, in recognition of God's supremacy and
of human needs; sacrifice in atonement for human faults.

Art. 3.—The duty binding the individual to accept Divine
Revelation sufficiently proposed, and to seek it, if there is a
serious probability of its existence.

I.—Proof derived from the law of God.

Revelation, sufficiently proposed, comes from God,
Creator, Lord, Source of truth. Hence the duty of
acceptance. If the objection be raised that the obligation
of accepting Divine Revelation is supernatural and not
natural, and therefore is not based on the Natural Law,
St. Thomas replies that it is clearly against the Natural
Law (because an act of disobedience) to oppose an interior
grace or an external grace which may come through the
ministry of preaching, even though grace be supernatural.
I he unbeliever who resists supernatural grace, contravenes
directly the Supernatural Law and indirectly the Natural
Law. J

II.—Proof derived from the end of man.
Major; Man by the law of nature is obliged to strive

to attain his Inst end, whether natural or supernatural.
Jl"jor: Jut without acceptance of Divine Revelationm.m cannot efficaciously attain his last end.
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Conclusion: Therefore he is bound to accept Divine

Revelation.
'

The Major is proved : The Natural Law directly

obliges man to strive to reach his last end—the knowledge

of God from creatures, and natural love of God above all

things. But the Natural Law indirectly obliges man to

tend to his supernatural end, inasmuch as it obliges man.

to obey God when He- imposes positive precepts for a

supernatural purpose. «,,*'<„
The Minor is proved: As already shewn, Revelation is

morally necessary for such knowledge of the truths of

Natural Religion as shall be speedily acquired, certain and

.without- admixture of error. Revelation is absolutely

necessary for the knowledge of supernatural truths, on the

acceptance of which salvation depends.

- Ill—There is grave obligation of seeking after Divine

Revelation, when there is serious probability of its existence.

Both the law of God and the end of man establish the necessity.

IV.—

<

( Out of the Church there is no salvation."

This is a time-honoured principle, and it is of import-

ance to understand precisely what ^ implies

Origen wrote : " Outside the Church no one is saved

(Horn. Hi. 'in Josue n. 5). ,

"
- ,.

St Cyprian wrote: "He cannot have God for his

father, if

P
he has not the Church for his mother" (De

unitate Ecclesice n. 6). . »t.&-a ; c nn
St Augustine wrote: "Who denies that there is no

Salvador;Outside the Church? » (Be BaPUsmo. Book IV

°"
Theologians distinguish between the body and the soul

°f
To

e

the

U
b
r

oSy of the Church, belong the baptised who

profess the Catholic Faith under the magistenum of the

R
°TTthr°souf of the Church belong those who preserve

^So^ho ^^emain outside the body of the

Church cannot be saved.
> |H the body of the

Those who inevitably^main outstg^he ^j fc

Church can be saved, 1 tyj*™g?^ E the Church,

perfect contrition they
.^^"Isolutely necessary (ncccssi-

Hence for salvation it is absolu el} n ^^
talc medii) 1° to belong really to the
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2° for adults to belong- to the body of the Church either
really or in desire, for infants to belong really to the body
of the Church through valid baptism (Cf. D. 1674), ' -

V.—Difficulties.

(1) Is there not an element of truth in all forms of
Religion ?

The element of truth which may exist in false doctrine
is not the soul of the doctrine, but the servant of error.

(2) Does not the obedience of Faith clash with the
independence and dignity of reason?
The " independence " of reason is limited by truth. It

is not a sign of rational independence to claim the liberty

of believing that 2 + 2 = 5. Reason is only genuinely
free, when its conclusions are in accordance with truth.

As Auguste Nicolas has written : "To be free is to do
what one wishes in doing what one should."

Art. 4.—The obligation binding the civil authority and
society to accept Divine Revelation sufficiently proposed.

I.—Proof drawn from the law of God, Author of civil society

God is Creator, Lord, Benefactor of society. Hence
society owes to God social worship and the obedience of
Faith if God clearly reveals supernatural truth.

II.—Proof based on the end of society.

The end of society—the temporal well-being of citizens—depends on their spiritual well-being. Accordingly
civil society cannot neglect to take notice of Revealed
Truth, provided that the genuineness of the Revelation is

clear.

Ill-—How the civil authority should accept Divine Revelation.

i° Negatively.

The State should make no decree in prejudice of Re-
vealed Religion. The State has no just right to prevent
the preaching of the Word of God, the administration of
the Sacraments, the celebration of Divine worship, judg-
ment regarding the morality of human acts, the education
of ministers of Religion, the well-being of Religious
Communities, etc.

The State cannot deny the indissolubility of marriage,
nor .sanction divorce (d. 1730-1753, 1767).

2° Positively and indirectly.
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The State ought to defend in the temporal order not only

Natural but Revealed Religion. St. Thomas writes:

" Unbelievers who have never received the Faith, such as

Tews and Gentiles, are not to be forced to believe, because

to believe is a matter of the will." Writing of a Catholic

state in medieval times and of apostates from the Faith

:

« guch should be compelled even by corporal punishment

to fulfil what they promised, and to hold what they at one

time accepted." He goes on to argue that if coiners and

other malefactors were condemned to death by secular

Princes much more should apostates be not only excom-

municated but put to death. The Church was merciful

and therefore did not condemn unless after a first and a

second admonition. If admonitions were useless, the

Church "excommunicated, and left further action to the

' secular power (11* n™ q 10 a, 8; q n a, 3).

-30 Positively and directly. .,

Thp State should cherish Revealed Religion by :

5 Threncouragement of the preaching and propaga-

. tion of the Faith.

YoV The buildiner of churches.

^X^radonteW'* G°d ^ °f

Con— .he Great ™hecUota Wa, a, -

Holy Church.

"

What can the Church demand tornM, » heretical «
an Yndifferent, or (.) an unbehev n| sW^ ^ d

M ^cSJsM?^ sh°u,d be £tee ,n

profession of their religion- ch aS a

<» blSSe^^^toheopposedhnt
protected. . ,A ot prevent the preach-

WM^rC^oi>c State aerate the ,orshiP or an-

believers and of heretics?
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The State cannot tolerate per se (i.e., without a ,W

cause) that which is evil and injurious' to God £acadens the.worship of unbelievers and of heretics niav hi
tolerated to avoid greater evil. But the Catholic StatPcannot sanction by law freedom of worship " rrvZ
Church is intolerant in principle because she believes* shp
is tolerant in practice because she loves. The enemies ofthe Church are tolerant in principle because they do not

love

6
"
6 ^ ate intolerant in Practice because they do not

(2) Is not the duty of the Catholic civil authority tolook after the temporal well-being of its subjects/and
therefore to be neutral in matters religious ? >

.

Temporal well-being is essentially subordinate to
spiritual well-being. The natural aj the supernal
should not be separated. - . T^1

Under the illuminating guidance of Pere Garrieou-Lagrange, we have explored the errors of Modernism and

sm ZTVR A^0Sticism
'
Pantheism and RaTi'onal-ism Surely the examination of these errors manifests bvcontrast the sanity and beauty of Catholic Teaching May -

oTchSfa//T^T^ *?** ** °UrS ! T^aSot Christian Apologists reminds us that we, if worthv ofour destiny, ''shall be delivered from the servitude of cor-ruption mto the liberty ofthe glory of the child en of God"(Re7m.vm.21).. And Our Blessed Lord indicates the

"H
n

vou conr
7™?Hl reaCh thiS ^lorious consummation f

J1 Y
a

c°ntlnue in My word, you shall be My discibles

mat^te'e "S^ ^ *?*> and the ^^LuuidKe you tree {John vm. ^1, 32). .
-,•.
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